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FOREWORD

.
This report presents the results of an,experimental crime prevention.

.

program in Hartford, Connecticttk; sponsored by the Natio-nal InStitute of

LaT47 Enforcement and Crimiftal Justice, and designed *to reduce residential

.

.burglary, street robbery, and the 6cIncomitant tear of thea offenses in a

-neighborhood showing signs of in'creasing crime_aocompanied by physical 'and

so-cial deterioration.

The prograM was based on a new "environmental" approach to crime
./A

prevention:' a comprehensive view addressing. not only the relationship among

citizens', police, and offenders, but-alao he effect of the phyaical envir-

onmbrit.on their attitudes and behav.ior. Prior to Hartford, the National
- , -

'Institute had funded a nuMberof studies which had included physical design

concepts in crime prevention programming. However,' the Hartford4project

6

and its evaluation wAs the first attitmpt at a coMprehensive test of this

environmental approach to crime control.

As g pioneering.effort integration,of urban deeign and crime

prevention concepts, the Artford project expanded the field of knowledge

about the role of the physical environment in criminal'opportunity reduc-,

tion. Many of the theoretical advances that were made in the projlet fiave !

now been widelY 'adopted in the field of environmental crime prevention.

In 4ition to its theoretiCal contributions, the,project generated

copsiderahle practical knowledge,about the implementAtion of an integrated.

crime poVention program. As An examPle of the successful applicatiOn of

theoretical ptinciples to an existing physicaf setting, it provides a

realistic'teat ofthe praceical utility of its Underlyincepts and

1
Rhould thus represent ovalnable model to urhan planners and law enforce

ment agencies in other communities.

r-
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Finally, the Hprtford project has important implications for valu-

ation. Theta collected befofe, duritg, and after.the eXperiment were
(1.

,

extensive and methodologically sophisticatedh, As a result, the evaluation

. isan especially rigorous, thorough, and-scientifically sound assessment of

a tcpmprehensive crithe control.prnject., providini an excellenyodel for

future prograi evaluators. .

,

.v

Although only the short-term4 (one year) evaluation has been compleXed,
,

. .

the early findings offer-enco4raging preliminary evidence n support of,ttle
-.

:jor

'project assumptionl that changes made in the ipysica,1 environment f

,._.1

.

i
neighborhoodwan produceChanges in resident bqtavior and attituded which

.

. make it more difficult for ciimes tO occur unobserIed and unreported. A

substantial reduction in residential burglary and frer was observed in the

experimental area and, while less conclusive, there appears to have been an

effect on street robbery, and fear as went,

It must be remelbered, however, that these findings reflect only short-

term program impact and thus provide only tentative indications of poteh-

tlal program success. More definitive conclusions will: be Rossible only

after a re-evaluation of the program 7- currently in its initial stages --
,

has measured the long-term provam effects.on crime and fear tia the target

'area.

xiv

Lbis Mock

Fred Hainzalmann
Community Crime Prevention Program
National Institute of Law
Enforcement and Criminal Justice

1
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PROJECT DOCUMENTS

The following documents haVe been produced by the'Hartford project:

REDUCING CRIME AND FEAR: THE HARTFORD NEIGHBORHOOD CRZME PREVENTION
PROGRAM: TECHNICAL RESZARCH REPORT.

This is the principal documentsroviding the most thorough and

technical description.qf the research. Sections of the report present

detailed aiscussions oE (1) the background, conceptual framework, and

objectives cif the program; '(2) the data sodrces, mesthods and findings.

utilized in identify< and aft1Slyzig target area crime probleMs; (3)

ithe design of a comprehensive program for reducing target 'area crime,

incl4ding strategy components for thephysical environment, the police,

and the community residents; (4) the impleMentation and monitoring of

prOgraM strategies; (5) the evaluation metho4ology and findings for

assessing program impact oft target area crime and fear; andx(6) the

conclusions and tmplications of the HartfOrd.project experience for

crime control program design,and implementation in other 'urban resi,-,

dentlal settings." Finally, extensive data tables and research instrU-
.

-ments are presented in appendices to the report. This technical docu-

ment is of primary interest to the research and academic communities.

REDUCING CRIME AND FEAR: THE HARTFORD NEIGHBORHOOD CRIME VEVENTION
PROGRANI: .AN EXECUTIVE SUMMARY REPORT.

,

This document is,a summary of the technical resvirch.report,.

described above, presenting an overview Of the major project concepts,

objectives, findings, and implications. It necessarily' omits much of

the technical detail of the esearch aftd is.of interes't tO a broapet,

1

non-technical audience of urban planners, Program implementors, and

criminal justrce personnel.

XV,1 L,

,.

°
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The appendix of the Executive Summary consists sf two related working
,

papers which descrihe problegs and special issues relating to the project.

Th e first, entitled Implementation o the Hartford Neighborhood Crime

Prev ntion Pro ram describes the special problems encountered in imple-

mentin future programs. The'second, entitled Evaluation of the Hartford
. 1

Neighborhood Crime Prevention Program, addresses some of the special prob-
..)

lems and issues encoUntered in the research and should be of primary'inter-

es1 to program evaluators 'and other res8404 ers.

A limited number of'copies orboth published reports'are available

,
from the National Criminal Justice. Reference Service, P.O.; Box-6000

Rockville, Maryland 20850. Copies are also available for sale from thellb

Covernment Printing Office in Washington, D.C.

'1
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, REDUCING RESIDENTIAL CRIME AND FEAR:

°
tHE HARTFORD MIGIIBORHOOD CRIME PREVENTION PROGRAM

*The Hartford prolect. was An experimental effort to reduce residential

byrglary and street robbery/pursesnatch and the fear oY those crimes.in an

'urban.residential neighborhood,
P 4

I

-Its most distinctive feature was its integrated approach: police,

community organization, #nd physical design changes were all used,to in-
,

crease the willinghess and ability of residents to control their neighbor-

h6od and reduce criminal opportunities,
,

The neighborhood, North Asylum.Hill, was located near downtown Hartford

and several insurance office buildings. Its population of 500d residenits

was largely unmarried, either older or younger adults, living in low-rise

apartment houses. A section of the area had two and three-family houses.

At the time of the experiment, slightly less than half the residents were

white;

Analyeis of the crime in the area was undertaken by an interdisciplin-

ary team. Its task was to understand the way in whcch residents, potentl.al

offenders, police and the physical environment interacted to create criminal

opportunities; and to design inexpensive strategies that could be quickly

'implemented to intervene'in a pattern of rising crime,

One principal concludion of the analysis.was that a'number of .features

of the physical environment were working to destroy the lesidential charac-
.

ter of the neighborhood. Cars 'and pedestrians fr6M outside the neighborhood

passing through the arealdominated the streets and depersonalized them. The

streets belonged more to outsiders than to residents, creating an ideal

environment for potential olftelders.

p.
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V.

In 1976, a three-pkrt program was implemented including:

a) ,ciosing.and narrowing streets as a main stTategy fqr,reducin

'outside traffic om the streets and for increasing the

residential character of thy area:\ ,

institutthg a neighborhood police.unit with strong relation-
.\

ships'to the residents.
P

c) creating and encouraging area organizations to work with the

police and to initiate resident efforts to improve the

, neighborhoqd and reduce criminal opportunities.

A catefUl evaluation of,tite program was carried out aftei the program

was fully in place for nearly a year. The' evidence is that rate qf burglary

dnd'residents' p6rceptions of the incidence of burglary were clearly re-

ducedf,' while a pattern of increased robbefAursesnatcg was halted. All of

the program components had a role to play and produced some positive results.

Howe et among'the various changes observed, increased resident use of and

slc7

,
,

fort to control the neighborhood apReared to be -the most important

reasons for the initial success of the program. The.physical changes
i. .-

I .

appeared'to be essential to achieving these results.

.
.:',. %
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AUTHOR'S PREFACE ,

,t

I.

In July 1973,-a meeting was* held at the Hartford Institute of

Cqminal.and Social Justice. At that meeting, there were two project

monitors frouCNILECJ, an expert in urban design apd planning, a former

Chicago Rol±ce offtcr with a Ph.D. from Harvard in pulcjic administration,

a lawyer who had made a commitment to become involved In. criminalijatice

polIcy, and a social psychblogist who was an,expert in Survey r0earch

methodology,.together with varibus support personnel. . That meeting was ,t(he

-first.official event in what*was to become known as the 'Hartford project.

The original schedule called for an 18 mon th, proct ying the

tirst six months, the problem was to ,14e analyzed and Jmodel program

proposed. In the.next thnee months, the program would be imp:Smented. Six

months later, the impact of the program would be evaluated, with three

months to prepare a final reporit.

The fact that this rep being written in 1978 should not be

attributed to a lack of dedidatio or effort pn the part of thAe participants,

.

\vr° Rather, it is a reflection of tI naivete of the initial project o6t14ne..

A great deal has been learned since 1973 as a result of the Hartford project.

p Those who assembled in Hartford in July, 1973 did not know how little they

knew. We hope that the report that follOws will do justice to the wisdom

and understanding that we have garned.

*NI

Oro.

F. J. Fowler,
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some willinot receive the acknowledgment that is their due.' However, we
'

will attempt to identify as many of the most critical people as possible.

The Hartford Institutelplayed an essential rOTZ-T/T-the entire project;

as the grantee,.i.t haA the -"responsibility for coordinating all aspects.

There was no component of the project to witich the Institute staff did noe

contribute. However, their most important role was working within the mom-

munity to facilitate and.coordinate ttAmplementation of-the program.

prian L. Hollander, President of the Hartford Institute, was person-

ally involved in all phases of the project. Other InstitUte staff members

who deserve special mention include.Francis X. Hartmann, who took consider-

able responsibiliey for the -Institute's role in moniCoring activities in

Hartford; Robert Wiles and Richard.Pearson, who hyd primar§ responsibility

for working with the neighborhood groups and monitoring their activities;

Rudolph Brooka, who worked closely with the Hartford Police Department and

k
was responsible for colleCting police record data; and Rinda Brown, wh6.

XX i.)t)
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-
'played an important role in producing the wriiten products from the

Hartfotd Institute.

Richard A. Gardiner Associates, ail urban design firm, wag- responsible

'for the physical design component of dne progra.m. Staff members from RAGA

had iCacific respomsibility for Ilysis of thi-physical environment and.
k

its contriljution:to crime, development.o a general phYsical design plan to
6

reduce *criminal,opportunities, design of.specific site plans for tIT
.),

physicat changes,.and development of considerable condtptual and theoretical

,

work tablch has .been used not only irlothe Hartford project, but arao in more

recent efforts throughout the country. Besides Richard Gardiner himself;

Bruce Tsuchida qnd Tom,Kirvan, landscape 'architects, Allen 1400re, architect

and Dr. Sanford Low, cpltural and7pologists contributed most,Ao the

physical design component of the project.

Initially, s a research associate at Urban Systems Research and,

Engineering, and later as a faculty member at John Jay College (CUNY),

,k10
'Thomas A:\Reppetto pliyed A central role in the analYsis of the crime 1irob-7

/ lem and in the early draft of the crime control model thaiwas eventually

tested: His previous research in.Boston and his personal efforts played a

major role in the.formation and inception of thpis project.

James Tien of Publis Systems Evaluation, Inc., took responsibility

for monitoring the.police,com onent of the project during the evaluation

year., and also made nverods contributions to early drafts of the project

reports.

At the Center for SurveyRsearch, in addition to the authors,

t

CY'

Ellen Rothman, who served as a research assistant on the project during the

irst two years, and,Alice Fehlhaber, who served as field supervisor during

all'four waves of survey interviewing, deserve special mention fot thetr
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contributions.
r

1
In the,C1ty oZjiartford.itself, many perSOno contTibuted to- the im-

vlementation and-evaluation of this project. The Hartford Police Depart=

. .

,ment deserves substantial credit. Under the 1,eadership of Chief Hugo Maiini,
s

. the Department gave full cooperation to the implementation of the police
0

-

operaElons, provided record data, and faeilitated the distribution and col-
. , . ,"

. .
.

ldttion of questionnairee. from members of the police teams. Of.the many

police oficers who 'were helpful, we particularly want to mehtion

Neil Sullivati, currently Deputy Chief, who was the original Commander of the

.experiemental district and who contribtAted to thq successful implementation

, 4.
of the police effort,in innumerable ways. Lieutenants Leroy Bangham.and

Daniel Ward, who headed the,two experiAntal teams, also,deserve special

^

mention.
,

Politically, the entire project would have een impossible without

-the support of the Hartford City Council and Edward M. Curtin, then,City

Manager: Despite, vocal opposition, these people were willing to take a

chance an an unproven program in the'hope that something important could be

learned about how to reduce urban crime. Also, Jonathan Colman, Director of
1 -.0 .i

the Planning Department, spen,t considerable time with.the architects working

out the, detIlls of the physical changes, and John Sulik, then Director of.
..b.

Public Works, was responsible for the overall coordination.of the City's

.. . .

cile in 1:leir construction. Robert Messier of the Department of Public
.

Works deserves special mention for 'his role as cons@ruction site supervisor.
'

' Thanks are also owed to some 30000 residents of Härtford who cooper-
\

ated by giving their time tomrthe variouS sArveys which were an essential

part of this project. Thanks are also due to the more than'200 interviewers

who worked so hard to carry Out these surveys.
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Special mention should.be made of the contrabytion of Lois Mocks the

Project Monitor at NILECJ, and Fred Heinzelmenn, Director of the Community ,

Crime Prevention(Progrim, which.funded the evaluation of 'the project. This

project took much longer than anyone Wad envisioned at the start, dhd their

support of the project thrio4gh the various delays kept it from ioundering.

They were intimately involved in all phases of, the-ptojedt, p'articularly it

evaluation,. Richard Rau of NILECJ, 14*origina1 monitor for the project,

also Old be acknowledged fOr hiá role%
)evelopment

of the

project.

Members of the project team (at the Hartford cnstitute, RAGA, and PSE)

' .have read the various drafts of this docUment. Many of their helpful corn-

\

ment$,and criticisms were es$ential to its accur cy and\completeness.

*

.

ever, final responsibilitY for the evaluation, d ta analysis, cOntent of

this report, and conclusfons presented rests-7710 the authors. s-

...
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CHApT64. INTRODUCTION

Overview of the froAedt

Asylum Hill is a residential area neer the business and insurance-J

centers of Hartford,.Connecticut. In the early part of the 1970's-this.
L.,

attractive area, consisting primarilyoof Ikow-tise buildings and multi-Unit

1'1

frame structures,,was In danger of becoming an undesirable neighborhood.

Landlords were reluctant to maintain the\ousing stock. Cong-tide -residents

b

were leaving. Major factors in this inciptont decline were.thought-to be

rising rates of robbery and burglary and the fear they engendered.

In 1973, an interdisciplinary teem of.speciflists began an assess-
,

ment of the nature ofictime in Asylum Hill and the factors that contributed

to it. An innovative aspect.of their charge froal the National Institute

. r

of Law Enforcement and Caiminal Justice (NILECJ) wAa to give special atten-

tion to the way that the physical enyirontnent contributed to crime, either

by aiding'offenders ot-b.Yiaking the task:e,piotection more difficult for'

police and residents.

From this analysis emerged a'plan to reducit trime and fear in the

,..! 4
northern hakf of the area, North-tAsylum Hill, where crime was more a'problem

.

.than in the sOuthern part of the neighborhood.'.The plan outlined an inte-
?

'grated, three-pronged approach tb reducing Criminal opportunitles. It in-

cluded gtoposals-for changing the physical environment, in addition to

changes'in the organization ofpolice and efforts to,.work directly with
a

residents.

.4 Community (organization eflorts began n theiall of 1974. Police'

reorganizatiOn began early,in 19J5. Work was begun in the summer of 1976

on the phyaical e vironmental.part of the program, consisting primarily

of.changes in the layOut,of the streets f North Asylum Hill, with the

*1,
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final construction completed in November, 1976.

Background of. Project

The idea that a neighborhood'c'rime cbntrol effort must.be

faceted and should include attention to the yhysical layout of a neigh-.
. 0 /

borhood, and how it iA used, emerged from a va,Fiety of tiourcds.

Studies.of offenders'had produced several important insights re-

t. 0garding crime control. First, a Aubstantial amount of crivinal activity

is relatively unplanne41 /It occurs when a criminal sees an oppOrtunity.

As opportunitie's, offenders prefer a neighborhood environment where the"),

can,spend time yithout attracting attention or feeling out of place. They

look for targets which they can approach unobserved. Neighborhoods in

which residents are out-of-doors , where surveillance is easy and where

non-residents without 'identifiable purpose are 'likely to.attract attention

areless attractive tb offenders.2

Studies of police have described what they can and cannot 'accom-

plish. Police can retard crime in public places through intensive patrol.

However, two experiments in New York City demonstrating this capability

involved major increases in personnel assigned to target areas. There is

no evidence that random patrol without a significant increase in man-
&

power retards crime. In the Kansas City preventive patrol experiment,

completed More recently, varying the amount of random patrol in marked cars r

did not, by itself, selm to affect crime and,fear. Morrver, the decreases

in crime produced by intensive patrol in New York were offset by propor%

tionate increases in crime in adjacent areas. Intensive patrol. has not

a
been found to be effective against crimes ocCurring in private places,

the most important of which is residential burglary. Studies Of arrests

indicated that most arrests for robbery or burglary EIT;e made at the time

0 2
9
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the crime occurs dr on ;the basis of evidence obvious at the scene of the

, .

crime. Follow-up detective work yields.relativaly few arrests; only a rel.-.

. .

atively small portion (less than 10 percent) of robberies or'burglaries art- 04'
.

cleared by arrests. Thus, while police are important, it apparently is
--,

inappropriate and unrealistic to think that they alone'can reduce crime

in a neighborhood. el

The.role of the citizens in crime prevention is of two types, First,
.

they tan .apsist the police by calling thiel Aout sudpicious events.and

- ,

crimes that occur. Intervention into a crime in progress offers"the

'the best chance to apprehend a criminal.
6

An active citizenry can watch,.

over a neighborhood, particularly private spaces, in a way that polp

cannot hope to do. Second, citizens Can themselves directly affect crime

by asserting their control over their awn neighborhoods. One way%of doing

this is through-organized patrols or block watches. However, less formal

mechanisms that communicabi'to potentifal offenders that residenps are con:.

'cerned about t-heir neighbors and what goes on in their neighborhood also

appear to be deterrents to crime.
8

.Four research effOrts were the primary initial'sources of insight

about the role of physicai environment in crime. Jacobs observed that

certain neighborhoods wdre relatively immune to crime, despite being lo-.

9
cate4 in highly urban settings where crime rates 'were high 011 around.

Her conciusion was that two
*It
factors contributed to this situation. First,

tWossuch neighborhoods had commercial and residential properties mixed

together, producing a considerable number of people on the streets and

/- oppOrtunities'for surveillance. Second, the residents cared about the

quality Of theirmeighborhoods and watched out for Orie another.

e

4
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Angel reachtld.e related see of,coaclusions regarding the role of

Vhe physical. environment in street crime.10 His concept of "critical den-
.

- .

sity" was)vsentially.that.use .ofspace Should be organized so that there
A

were.qutte a few people on the streets mast people used. His contention

vas thatrobbery.targets were cnpated when there were streets that had onlY

'a.small number of people using tWem .enough to.provide targetg without

1

tosi much waiting, but not enough io sgrve as a deterrent tQ triminals;
1/4ov

' Newman's work focused on the role of the, public.housing ehviron-

ment in residential crime.
11

He fbund that crimei in public housing proj-

ects occurred in places that could-liot'be observed. He also found that if

a
buildings and spaces could be structured to increase the romber of-door-

ways and other sPaces that could be easily observed from windows ana public

spaN , the amount of crime was reduced.

Reppetto
12looked at residential crimes in 17 neighborhoods. While'

proximity-to Zffender populations was an important factor in crime rate,

like Newman he found that opportunities for surveillance made a difference;

like Jacoba he found evidence that neighborhood'cohesion had a deterrent

effect on crime.

.Thid set of observatigns and conclusions wes'the basis of the ideas

that the Hartford project team brought into the initial problem analysis

and pla ing phases of its work. Since_then, the implications of these

idea ,have been more fully developed and articulated than they were in

1973. Although the ideas fiave evolved over time, their integration may

iI

be labeled a'new approach to crime ,control.

Stated abstractly, the approach focuses on the interaction betveen

human behavior and the (phybically) builCenvirohmentt4 It is hypothesized "

that the proper design and-effective,uge of, the built:environment can lead

RP
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tb a reductioh. in crime and fear, and,,concolhitantly, to an improvement in

41.

the quality of rban life. :Although ale purpose of proper design of the

4 )

built enviro ent is to indirectly elicit human behavior pattern, and the

effective dse of the built environAnt represents a direct influence on

human behavior, it is the combination of proper design and qffective use

that leads to'a synergistic outcome,-where the combination of part is ,

more effedtive than any of the, parts alone.
13.

,

More concretely, criminals operate in an environment that includes .

p olice, citizens.and a physical, environment. All three affect,criminal".

opportunities. The toEa1 set of relationships.among offendeu, tbe poldce,

and citizens., structure'd by the physical environment, should be considered

A

in analyzing the ure of crime and in trying to reduce it. Some of these

relationst-;ips a implicit dn the research described above and may be out-

lined briefly as follows: '
r

The physical environment directly affects the movement of offenders
e

by protviding places where they can be cOncealfslo e inconspicuous, as
1.---

,well as defining escape YOutes.

Offenders are deterred by the pHysiCal proximity of police.' How-

ever, given typical police resourcespolice must choose either 'frequent
4

presence in a few areas or less frequent presence over a wider

,area.

Offenders are deterred by citizens who 4,13 e the spaces in'their

neighborhoods, thereby exercising surveillance,'and who exercise control

over who uses the neighborhood, thereby makIng ex:tended waiting for an,

opportunity less comfortable.

Th6 physical environment affects the task of police to the extent

that opportunities fur crime ar*-Arucured. To the,extent that there art

5
I.
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fewer Places where offenders may operste freely, eithe'r because of environ-
.

mental effects on offeriers'or on citizens, the task of police patrol ib

made easier. The more familiar police are with the'distribution of crime

over an area, the more effectively they can allocate patrol resources.

The physical environment affects citizens' ability to reduce

criminal opportunities in several ways. To the extent that'idESIsical sur-

veillance is easy, the,citizens' ability to exercise surveillance is im-

proved. To the extent that the environment encourages residents to use

Oeir,neighborhood, their opportunities for surveillance are increased.

In additiOn,.the amount of social intetaction among'neighbors is affected

by Che arrangement of housing spaces. A high degree of interaction should

increase residents' ability to distinguisEbetween neighbors and strangers.
4

Tt may increase the likelihood that residents will concern themselves with

criminal opportunities,aas interaction often leads to,increased.cohesion.

2inal1y, the physical'appetranCe of the neighborhood may affect the like-

lihoo6 that residents will care about, or take pride in, what happens in

their neighborhood.

Police and citlzens can each facili.tate the other's success in op-

portunity reduction. Citizens, astiOted, can communicate to police placy

'or events where police nfe needed. In turn, if police are aware of citi-

zens' fears and concerns, thu can be responsive"in ways that may reduce

fear and increase citizens' use of the neighborhood,

Each of the above pOints could be elaborated extensively. However,
a

the last two begin to give the flavor of what is meant by synergism: the

idea that each relationsh14; if it 'is improved, ean both agect criminal

opportunities directly and, In addition, may produce othe4 r results that,

in turn, may further reduce opportunities. The intlbrdependence described

6
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means that to neglect the police, 'the'citizena'or the physical environment

will limit the potential of any progrmm'to reduce criminal opportunities.

4 Project Description

., Before' 1973, no approach combining police, citizens and the physical

environment had been applied to an existing, residential neighborhood.

However, the limits and failures of more limited apProaches to prime con-

trol, together with the untested'but persuasive nature of the rationale

outlined above, suggested the need for an empirical test of its appli-

&ability and utility.

Hartford, Connecticut was chosen as the site for this test for .1

three reasons. Krst, there were,neighborhoods in Hartford similar to

those in many cities where crime is a major problem. It seemed essential

to test the approach in the kind of areas where extensive crime control

efforts were most needed:and most likely to be attempted. Secbnd, the

Hartford Institute of Criminal.and Social Justice provided an*ideal or-
.

gsnization to carry out such experiments. As a non-profit institute out- c\\

side the city government, with strong working relationships with city

officials, the police department and the business community, it offered

a' potential that did not exist in many cities for successfully coordtnating4

and implementing a complex experiment. Third, the project required inde-
i.

pendent funding of the proposed crime control program, including any

physical design cha required. NILECJ could only fund the planning

A

and evaluation components of the experiment. In.Hartford, &er was an

expressed willingness on the part of private and public inter sts to
a WN

make capital investments in an existing neighbprhood, if a feasible and

convincing plan could be developed.

\

7
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1,1*

leaders felt there were better ways to spend money in a neighborhood be-
./

set with a wide range of problems. However, the tem did feel an acceptable

er Two areas in HaNtford were chosen for initial analysis. Clay Hill/

4
. .

.
uth Arsenal was a minority area with a high rate of various urban problems,

including property crime. Asylum4Hill was a,predominantly,white aparbment

house area inhabited 2.7gely by Single individuals, young and old, It.had a
N .

higA rate of-transiency and a relatively high rate of street criTe. Each
4

area was' judged to be'simnar to areas in other cities likely to have par-

ticularly acute crime pioblems:

The interdisciplinary team, including experts in urlian desigrCand

land use planning, as well as criminological, police and research experts,

was assembled to work with the Hartford Institute. Together', using existing

police record data, data from a spmple survey of resiclents, site analysis

0

and the results af interviews Tdith offender police officials and other

knowledgeable people, this team assdmbled çcoinposite-picture of the crime

and fear in the target areas. The principal focus of the analysis'was the

.way the neighborhoodsenvironment contributed to the creation of criminal

opportunities. A major task for the urban design.experts was adapting

planning and design concepts to address the specifit problem of reducing

criminal opportunities. The analysis also included assessment of the roles,
0

current and'potential, of citizens and p lice in opportunity reduction.

The pext task was to develop a program which could be implemented

9 fairly rapidly and econamically, which was politically aCCeptable to city

leaders and citizens, and which, if successful, would be applicable to

neighborhoods in other cities. 'The team concluded that it could not develop

a program for the Clay Hill/South Arsenal area within this set-of con-

straints which.would make even a itodest difference. Both residents and

8
I )
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4

program could be put together that.would reduce crime and fear in the'

northern half of Asylum Hill.
4'7

lthough,the'physical design team made numerous recommendations for

long-term changes to strengthen the neighborhood, its proposal& for initial
.

steps were:

a) To restrict 'traffic through the neighborhood and to channel

most remaining through ttalific onto two Streets.

b) To -define visually the bouWaries of-the neighborhood and sub-

parts of the neighborhood.

The combination of these changes, which coLld be accomplished in a
IP

a.

reasonablyktshort period of time at a reasonable price was intended to make

the neighborhood more residential -- to make it more a place that belonged

to the residents, which they would feel part of, which the); would take care

of,
4p

The proposal for the polioe was decentrali;etion to create a team

that was assigned permanently to the area and that had some autonomy to

establish its'awn procedures and priOritios. It waq felt ehat police could

eMore effective in opportunity reduction if they were familiar with the
_

1

, i
,

neighborhood. Th proposal also provided an opportunity for increased

communicatiod betWeen citizens and police so that Sach could support the

(ti

efforts of the other more effectively.

It was felt that an increased citizen role in opportunity reduc-

tion would result from the physical changeb and, perhapst,f,rom clover re-
,

'lationships with the-police as well. However, an important part of the

program entailed relating to the existing community organizations and

encouragivt the development of others.. Communiy.organizatlons were

needed to enable citizens to participate in the planning and i ementation

r



rrof the physical chan ,Aci . Their approval of the plans was required before
. ,

.
, .

.

the physical improvements could be funded. In additio, such groups pro-

videZ a mechanism for establishing a Police Advisory Committee through

which citizens and police cobld discuss concerns, ,problems and priorities.

Finally, it.was thought thstthesegroups might, on their awn, inikate

aCtivities directly related to crime and fear or related to improving the
0

neighborhood in general. The purpose of the community organization corn,

ponent of the program was nbt simply or primarily to mObilize citizens

to fight crime. This component was essentiAl to implementing all three

parts of the program., Abreover, the goal of increased citizen involvement

in crime reduction was expected to be achieved through the combined effects,

of the physical changes, the reorganization of police and the wbrk of for-

mal caumunity groups.

CQmpanity orgadization work began in the fall of 1974. At that

time, there was one existing residents' organization serving the northern*

part of the neighborhood. Over a period of six months two more organiza-

tions servitg other parts of Alylum Hill were formed.

The HEdtford Police Department created a district which included

Asylumciiill early in 1975. Within the d/strict, two teams were created,

one of which was'desisnated to serve Asylum Hill. Eventually a plan was

approved that entailed eleven changes in the public streets, all in the

northern half.o.i.7.the neighborhood.* Two key east-west streets were closed

to through,traffa. A number of other streets.were narrowed at inter-

sections; one was made one-way. One north-south street and one east-west

street were left open to carry traffic not touted around tht 'neighborhood.

*The community organization aed team policing components of the program

were implemented for the entire Asylum Hill neighborhood.

10
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3

The goal was to make most 'bf the streets in the neighborhood of use pri-
. ,

marily to.residents. leme of the street narrowings were also intended to

give definition to neighbgrhooa boundartes. The intersection treatments

were designed to be attractive, including planters and areas for resident

use. Work began in June, 1976. Alf street clostngs were complete by

November, 1976.. Same of the final landscaping was added in the spring of

1977.
\N

The formal evaluation pertod for this program was July, 1976, through

June, 1977. The above description of implementation makes it clear that the

"program" did not begin on.a particular day. The police and community d.t-

ganization efforts pegan more'than a year before the physical changes were

begun; and for all three program components, implementation was a process,

not a single event. The unique feature of the program was the integration

of physical design considerations into a program of opportunity reduction.

Tha,"program" could only be paid to be in place when the physical changes

hed been made.

There were three separate, but obviously related, parts to the

evaluation:

1) To describe the program as implemented. Because there ia only

one experiment being evaluated, the quality of this descrip-

tion is the main basis on whieh readers will be able to reach

conclusions about the general applicability of,the Hartford

exiertment.

2) To assess the impact of the program on burglariand robbery.

pursesnatch and the fear of those crimes..

i"

To attempi to evaluate the extent to/which the underlying

hypotheses atIout the way the program was supposed to work



were confirmed or kefuted by the experiment.
*

The information on which the description of the project 'was based

came from four sources. First, the Hartford Institute provided periodic

written reports describing community organization activities, plans and

events regarding the physical program, police activities, and other events

in Hartford that might \affect the experiment.-'Sycond, police activities

wete monitored qualitatively by on-site visits every six weeks by an out.
-

side observer. Third, the physical changes and use of spaces were also

observed systematically on several differentloccadions. Fourth, a panel

of about thirty'individuals, including community leaders, businessmen,

realtors and uninvollved residents was interviewed twice during the experi-
.

mefttal year regarding events and happenings in the neighborhood. These

sources ere supplemented by periodic meetings between the eValuation staff

and Hartford Institute staff to discuss events, probleMs and accomplish- .

ments.

*The assessment of the impact of the program makes use of th4se

qualitative sources but,relied primarily on the following sources for

quantitative conclusiotts:
*

a) Citizen 4urveys taken in 1973, 1975, 1976 and 1977.

4
0

..b) Police record data covering information about crimes-reported
-

to police, arrests, 'and characteristics of arrested offenders.

"hicular and pedestrian traffic counts on key streets taken.

in 1975, 1976 and 1.977:-

d) Questionnaire.from police officers, 1975, 1977.

6etai1s about these data seOt and,the methods used to gather them

are presented in Appendix A, An overview of the schedule of project events,

including major data collections, appears'in Figure 1.
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Figure 1: Schedb1e of Events

-14ay-June, 1975,

survey update;
pedestrian codftA

Fall,

1975,

police

1975

q'aire

(

May-June, 1976,
survey update, .

Asylum Hill only;
pedestrilin and

trAffie counts

1976

May,

1977
police
gfaire

PERIOD

1977 I

1 AV

May-ne,
1977,Survey
updates;

pedestrian'
and traffic

counts

1. I

11
Sept., 1974
Meetings
with
community
groups
begun

March, 19,74.

Sasic Plan .

Developed

Feb., 1975
Police Team
set up in,

District 5,
Asylum Hill

June, 1976

street closings,
begun

-

*NOTE: Crime;rates were for the entire year - July, 1976-June, 107 7 Ab

peridd. However, most meaaures from the surveys and observations
measured kejr variables - fear, use of7streets,. etc. - as of June,

,

4

Nov., 1976,

street
closings
complete

June 30,
_ 19177,

Evaluation
period
over

the evaluation
essentially
1977..
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Orlanioition of Tilts Re;ort

- .T s report is primaii;y'about the evalUatton of the Hartford-ex.!

periment. As background, Chapter II describes the aftalysis of the neigh-
.

borhood; Chapter III describes the plan that emerged from,that analysis.
4

'The Fain body of the report consists of Chapters IV, V, Itid VI.

Chapter,IV ii a detailed descriptiOn of the program as impleMented.

Chapter V deicribesthe'results and explOres the evidence for the way the

program did, and did not, have the desired effects. Chapter VI describes
A

other developments in the target neighborhood, and the city of Hart'ford that

#
could affect program impacts.

Inlpe conclusion, Chapter VII, we discuss the implications and

limits of the conclusions that can be drawn from the Hartford experience.

*If
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CHAPTER-II

ANALYSIS OF THE ORIINS OF CRIME AND_FEAR

Introduction

This chapter describes the analysis of the way in which citizens; po-

i lice and the physical environment contributed to ctiminal opportulities in X
. ,

North Asylum Hill. 4 was a complex task for at least two reasons. First,
,

, . .

diet.4?were no models to follow. In particularl the relationship between

traditional physical design concepts and opportunity reduction had been out-

lined only in a very general way. Second, the various disciplines'represente'd

on the Hartford team,y ,definition, came at the problem of crime from dif-

ferent perspectives. The task of blending their insights, findings .and analy-

ses into an integrated understanding of the nature of burglary and street

crime in North Asylum Hill required a great deal of time and effort.
4

As noted in Chapter I, the target of this project was reduction of

residential burglar and street crime, street.robbery and pUrsesnatch, and

fear of these crimes. Burglary is the crime of breaking and entering with

intent to commit a felony, most often gran0 larceny (stealing). Robbery is

the crime of taking somethini from someone by force of by threat force.

Pursesnatch is the crime of tak someone's puree from his/her perso

The difference between a robbery and a pursesnatch is often very slight.

Uniform Crime Report (UCR) conventlons indicate that a pursesnatch becomes a

robbery if more force is used than is necessary to pry a purse from the vic-

tim. Although pursesnatch per se is not a P

according to UCR conventions, its similarity

art I (i.e., serious) crime,

toc.-robbery and its potential

for producing fear in victims seemed to warrant its inclusion with robbopry.

These crimes were.chosen for two reasons: they are common and they are

thought to be fearTproducing. Of the "serious" crimes against property,
14



burglary ts usually ttte most common. Moreover, neither car theft nor grand'

larceny (which involve theft but not breaking and entering) involve the

violation of one0,8 home by a ptranger.

Robbery/pursesnatch, though less common.than burglary, involves a

confrontation with a stranger. The other "serious".person.crimes,.rapel

murder, kidnapping and assault all would be judged more serious by most

raters. However, the rate at which the first three occur is extremely low.

Moreover, with the exception of kidnapping, the majority of such crimes is

cbmmitted by persons known to the victims. To the excent that this is the 1

case, they are not subject io community crime prevention strategies..

In this document, we will attempt to describe fully the analytic

process. Rather, the purpOse of this chapter is to present the integrated

analysis results as a basis for understandinkthe origin of thejlans and

the context into which the experimental program was introduce . ..

When the analysis process began, three separate'research and analysis

efforts were undertaken simultaneously. The physical design team had two

principle tasks:

1) to describe the physical environment i

2) to analyze the ways this environment in

sylum H and

behavior of thoseuence"

who used it so as to increase opportunities for burglary and street

crime.
-44

Using information and materials available from city agencies, 1970Mnsus
4

data and extensive on-site qbservation of the area, the features and problems

of North Asylum Hill from an urban design'point of,view were compiled.

At the same time, a-team headed by a criminologist was obserVing

police activities and interv ing police, studying police record data and

interviewing persons who had been convicted of street robbery in the North

V
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../Asylum Hill,area. Thie..teim hid two'pritotple tasks:- e
, .

1 4
" 1). to describe the,way in which residenttal beglary and street crime

. . .

were Carried out'in North Asylum Hill;
.

2) to describe'police organization and procedures, and to analyze the

way, police- operated to reduce _criminal opporeunities,,

. ..

.
'A third team, meanwhile, was carrying out a sample.survey.* :°Asy1um,Hill,

, ...,
a.I .

,

residents were sampled at a higher rate dian the rest of.the city i der
. .

....~1.., r

to permit detailed analysis of theit perceptions and experiences; the sample,
,

was citywide in order to provide a basis for comparison: A principal task,

ofthe sample.survey w92to obtain measures of victimizat4on of' AsylurVrtrN_

residents and-their fear of crime. 'However, sample surveyzdata were also

used to suplement other aspects of the analysis:

1) to update tha demographiC.descriptiOn of the neighborhood from

the 1970 U.S. Census;.

.2) to measure citizen perceptions of police an d police-community re-
,

lations;

3Y-to measure general ettitude,s-toward the -reirghborhood and'social

cohesion Wlthin the neighborhood;

4) o identily rates at which residen s themselves were doinfLsome-
.

. thtng to prevent'or deter crime;

011.1110.10.011.0

5) o dentify pattertb of the way in which residents use their neigh-

bOrhood; ,

A

.6) tolidentify places and probltms in the neighborhood which residents

consi.ilered.,to be fear 'producing.

. AP
*This waa the first of four probability samplt surveys .Catriéd out as part -
of the project. Although the sample-sizes and rates of selection varied,
the sample definitiqnl-aHa-lApld procedures were'identical, thereby pro-

,

viAing comparable data at eactipoint.,, Procedures are described in detail 0
in Appendix A.

.0
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These efforts' went on relatively independently, tho6gh there'was con-

.

siderable interaction among team members while they were being carried out.

When the respective analyses were %;ompleted, the three groups came together

to produce a; .integrated analysis.

Below is presented a* sumMery of the main conclusions which drew on ths

work of all three study teams. First, we present an overview of the fodr

major compotients of the neighborhood.area that would affect crime:

physical environment, the police, the offenders and the residents. JSecond,

we describe the mature of the crime and fear problem as

Third, we describe the study team's.conclusions about the

was identified.
,

ay the relation-

ships thong police, residents, potential offenders and the physical environ.

7 /
ment created criminal opportuni.ties.

The Physical Environment

The physical enVironment.of North Asylum Hill was analyzed by breaking

it into, a number ofelements. These elpents are a combination of the charac-.

teristies of t4e physical environment itself and the way the physical environ-

ment is used by people; they provide,a useful framework for pi6senting the

major conchlbions of the physical design team (Figure 2).

The area called North Asylum Hill is less than one square mile. It

consists of about 15 city blocks. A person can easily walk from one side

of the neighborhood area to the other in less than 15 miAutes.

The population of the area in 1970 was approximately 5000 people,

living in approximately 2500 dwelling units,

The bouridariep of the area were clear. It was bounded by.three eela-

tively busy streets alon g. which were primarily commercial land uses and

by a railroad track.
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The redominant lan use was residential. The majority of housing

1N

unites in the area were in aw-rise apartment houses. However, there was a

section in North Asylum Hill along Sargeant and Ashley Streets, consisting

of two or three-family frame houses. Scattered within the boundaries of

North Asylum Hill there were several small neighborhood service stores: a

liquor store, a drug store, a grocery store, a pizza shop and a cleaner-

tailor. The Petdaminant land use, however, was clearly residential; and

this served as a touchstone for analyzing the significance of other elements
alp

of the physical environment.

The surrounding land use,was nonresidential. Several large insurance'

campanies had their mein offices.adjacent to North Asylum Hill. A large

hospital and a factory were within the borders of North Asylum Hill. It is

less than half a mile to the main downtown area of Hartford. Th,:: bordering

streets of the area were predominantly commercial:
4

A i'lsidential area bounded by commercial land use is fa,irly typical of

many urban neighborhoods. One of the main attractions for living in the

Asylum Hill area was its proximity to downtown and to work. However, it

was the conflict of the relationship between these two land uses, the resi-

dential land use within North Asylum Hill and the cammercial land use on its

borders and surrounding it, which the phy.sical design team identified as one

of the critical issues in understanding North Asylum Hill,

1

The housing otoc4 is also very important to understanding North Asylum

Hill. First, being composed primarily of apartMents and multi-unit houses,

the housing stock dictated a rental population; tewer than 5 percent of the

units in North Asylum Hill were owner-occuOed. Second,,the apartment units

were generally small, appropriate for one or two persons. Third, altho,ugh

the housing stock was structurally sound, it was not new. Therefore, it '

requirpd continuous maintenance. In 1973, there were already signs that
9
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needed routine intenance was being deferred by some landlords. Unless

landlords had sufficient confidence in the neighborhood to invest in routine

maintenanCe; there was,the potential that the housing stock would deteriorate.

Generators is the term that planners use for institutions or facilities

- which struc6re human activity in an area. In the case of North Asylum Hill,

10

.t important generators lay on or just outside the neighborhood boundaries.
,

T insurance companies generated daily in- and out-migration of employees.

The hospital, in adtion to employees, generated activity from the coming

and going of patients aiI visitors. Its location was such that visitors

frequently parked on North,Asylum Hill streets. Finally, three schools,

an elementary school, a middle.school, and a high school, all located south

of North Asylum Hill, generated a daily flow of students through the North

Asylum,Hill area.

In addition to institutions and facilities, there are also places

0
which generate activity more informally. The most important'such generator

in North Asylum ,Hill was a park in the center of the neighborhood area.

Numerous teenagers "hung out" in this park, most of them nonresidents. It
.$

was a favorite gj.ace for men to loiter and drink. A liquoy store was lo-

cated conveniently nearby.

The resident survey showed that the park was consistently'identified

as a place in which residents did not feel comfortable, in which they were

-tearful. By observation, it was apparent that many potential users of the

park, particularly older people and families with small children, did not

use the park. Because of its central location, the park.exercised a sig-

nificant negative influence over reside1t use of a good portion of the

North Asylum Hill neighborhood.

The circulation patterns defined bythe streets o 'North Asylum Hill

21
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were an important part of understanding the significance of .the generators.

Although it was easy to circunnsvigete Nbrth Asylum Hill, the existence of

.four streets through the residential area connecting the major.border streets,

0
one nortlisouth and three east-west, provided little incentive to do so. As

a result, same tetn thousand cars per day went Otrotrth North, Asylum Hill on

their way to somewhere else. In effect, canmuters were using these'resi-N

dential streets as major arteries. Moreover, though most of the traffic

used these four through streets, the layout of the neighborhood was such that

considerable tlraffic was siphoned onto the-other neighborhood strees as well.

--)A particular iloist that the physicalescription noted was that all east-west,

streets carripd-considerable traffic, even though they were parallel and went

to the same pllaces. The effect of having three-such streets instead pf one,

was to disperse heavy traffic throughout the neighborhood.

Transition zones that hysicalty signaled a chang6 in land use from

commercial to re dential were not clear. Thus, neither those entering the

nerghborhood nor the residents themselves had anyklues from the physical

environment_that the residential area was separate and apart from the rest
4

of the surrounding environment.

The definition of "semi-private" spaces was seen as another particularly

.significant problem in North Asylum Hill. People's homes and front virches

and usually their yards are "private" spaces where only people who "(belong"

or "have 9-purpose" normally go. Main streets are cltarly public spaces

where anyone can go without .being asked his/her purpose or attracting atten-

-

tion. In between, there are a number of kitids of spaces for which it is not

IP

4 A

so c ear who has a right to be thefe. Legally, these are either public or

private, but they may be perceived as either more public than private or

vice versa. For example, sidewalks in from'of people's homes or even the

22
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streets themselves are technically public. However, in same neighborhoods
%

rbsidents consider these to be their awn, use them as extensions of their awn

private spaces, and take cognizance of and influence activities in these

spaces.. Parking lots, 'on the other hand, are technically private/spacee

for the use of autporized persons. A.parking lot for an apartment house

offers a good example of a space which residents might, on the one hr;/.1d,

consider their awn and control or, on the other hand, might consider essen-

tially a public space, with what happens there being "none of their buspess".,

From its observations, thephysical design team concluded that much of
a

the space that should have been "semi-private", because it was adjacent to

OP
cldarly private space, was in fact "public".4 Spaces such as sidewalks,

residential streets ar;d parking lots belonged to anyone anyone and every-
.

'one; residents did not take an active part in controlling who used them and

.for, what purpose. g

Lack of de'kinition of inter_ior spaces was one factor that contributed

to'this situation. The urban planners felt that visual definition of small

neighborhood areas within North Asylum Hill, such as a residential block

or part of a bloCk, might well have helped repidents feel that there was

a physically defined geographic area of which they and their neighborg were

a part.: In the absence of such.definition, they felt it was difficUlti for

residents to feel their responsibility for the public, semi-public and semi-
. \'

private spaces around them.

The heavy flow of vehicular and pedestrian traffic through the.neigh-

borhood was'considered to be a major contributor to the situation. Having

the streets and sidewalks outside of people's homes dominated by non-residents

made the task of 111

controlling these space's virtually impossible. The spaces

seemed to belong not to residerits but to non-resident "outsiders",

-

4
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The porosity of private spaces exacerbated the problem, accordillg'to

the urban design specialists. 'There were a siplifiCant number of places 'in

6 North Asyl Hill where a person could easily pasa through backyaro0 Two

featurea of the arearcontributed to this: 1) the lack of'fencing along the

, railroad tracks; and 2) the Presence of numerous voids, pAing lots and

vacant lots which afiowed easy passage. Together, these conditions helped

to make the private spaces in North Asylum Hill nearly.as passable as the

public ones. 413 a result, pedestrian traffic, particularly of students

commuting to and fram school, was not restricted to public ways. ,By ob-
. .

servation, the urban design specialists concluded that taking shortcuts

throughyrivate spaces was a routine phenomenon. Tbe effect of this was to

render even private spaces into public spaces not controlled by residents.

Summary. Taken together, _these points added up to one simple con-

clusion; there were numerous features of the' physical design in and around

North Asylum Hill which undermined it as a residential neighborhood area.'

Three main problems can be cited.. Icirst, the area.was surrounded by in-

stitutions and facilities that generated uSe of the neighborhood by non-

residents. Second, a major public space in the middle of the neighborhood,
40

the park, was the focus Of activity Considered undesirable and fear-producing

by the majority of neighborhood residents. Finally, .the absence of clear

definition of the residential character of the area as a Whole reduced the

likelihood that residents would exercise control over public and semi-private

spaces.

The Hartlord Police Department

The analysis of the Hartford Police Department was based on extensive

interviews with police officials, participant observation in police ac.

24
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tivities, and extensive examination of the record data.

The size of'the Hartford Police Department was larger than average for

a city of it,s size:at 480 sworn officers.

The-organization of the dgpartment was centralized..-There were norpo-

,lice districts, and, hence, no disqiet offices. Patrol units were asEiigned

out of central headquarters.to various segMents'of the city; assignments for

patrolyere rotated onva 60-day basis. Investigative units, specialized

by type of crime, were separate from uniformed forces (traffic and patrol),.

All sworn positions were filled by civil service, a feature which restricted

the chief's authority to appoint subordinate commanders.

The record keeping system within the Hartford Police Department in

1973 differed in several important ways from UCR standards in its accounting
. Ism

of arrests and crimes. Two were particularly important for this project.

First, UCR standards include unsuccessful attempts to break and enter a

housing unit as "attempted burglaries" in,burglary..rates. By local,con- r

vention, such cases were not included with burglaries in Hartfdcd: In most

cities, such events account for about 25 percent of recorded 'burglaries in

police records. Second, a pursesnatch is considered a robbery by UCR stan-

dards i more 'force is used than necessary to relieve the victim of -ler

purse. Again, by local convention, pursesnatches were almost never classi-
..

fled as robberies in Hartford.

Another feature of the record system was its lack computerization.

In.1973, the ability of the Hartford Police Department to retr eve d was

minimal. Consistently, the extent to which the Hartford Police Department

used information about patterns of crime and offenders to carry.out its work

was also minimal,

25
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Citizen regard for police was generally high in Hartford. Standardized

measures that had been used in other cities generally resulted in the Hartford

police receiving ratings as high as, or higher than, other police departments.

Particularly noteworthy was the fact that the black cpmmunity regarded the

Hartford.police in a positive way, with substantial majorities giving posi.

tive atings, Although, as in other cities, blacks were less favorable

OV
toward polie than whites, the differences were generally less than had been

ound in other similar communities. Asylum Hill residents were very much

like the city average ip their regard for police. I

Summary. Of the Various characteristics of the police department,

two stood out as 1;eing most important when thinking about a neighborhood

crime control problem. First, the centralized nature of the police effort

was not particularly well-suited to dpecialized responses in a sub-area'

within the city.' Second, the lack of a good information and record keeping

system created considerable barriers Co on-going crime 'afirlysis and.strategic

deployment of patrol. On the other hand, Hartford polia were well regarded

by Hartford resfdents.

The Resident Population

The analysis of the resident population was based primarily on survey

data, supplemented by 1970 U.S. Census data and conversatJons with informed

sources in the community.

The lte of the popukation was approximately 5006 people in 1973,

as noted above.
1

The household types in North Asylum Hij.1 were conaidered to be-sig-

nificant. Corisfstent with the type of housing available -- mostly small

apartments -- over 60 percent of the housing units were rented. There
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were two household types which.dominated the North Asylum Hill population:

single individuals under 40 living'alone, and persons 65 or ol4r living

alone. Fewer than 20 percent of the households contained any minor children.

The socio-economic characteristics of the posulation were also notable..

Both the,education levels and income levels of residentscof North.Asylum Hill

were higher than the averagc for the city of Hartford.

Ethnically, the neighborhood was heterogeneous, closely approximating

the city of Hartford as a whole. In 1973, about 60 percent of the residents

of North Asylum Hilltwere white, only 30 percent were black, and the balance

were Spanish. The black and Span0h population had been increasing since

'1970 in North Asylum Hill, as it had been throughout the city oftHartford.

The stability of the population can be viewed in two ways. On the one

hand, consistent with the type of housing available in Nort.4 Asylum Hill,

the turriver rate was higher than the average in the eity.of Hartford. A

third of North Asylum Hill residents had lived at their current address one

year or less, compared with one in five for the city as a whole. On the

other hhnd, there was a segment within the poPulation that was relatively

stable: homeowners and an older segment pf the population that rented.

Approximately 31 percent of this population had lived in North Asylum Hill

for more than five years0 these long-time residents were almost all white.

The black population had arrived more recently.

The pocial cohesion of the neighborhood,was considered to be a yar-
\

iable which, based on some past research, would' affect crime. The physi,cal

design analysis identified some forces that might well undermine identity

with, use of,and caring for the are'a -- factors-believed to affect neighbor-
.

hood cohesion. 4ad the area had a strong common set of ties, such as a

similir ethnic background, these factors might have been less .gnificant.
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However, tn the context of a resident population heterogeneous as to age and

racial/ethnic background, with a high rate of transiency, these factors could

have a detrimental affect on 'the social cohesion of North Asylum Hill.

It was not surprising then, that survey measures indicated the level of

social cohesion was relatively low. North Asylum Hill residents were about

as likely as not to consider the neighborhood "just a place to live" and
--N.

more likely than average to say that neighborhood residents "go their own

ways" rather tha "help each other". Although about two tdive residents

said they.knew at feast five families in the area well enough to ask a

favor, the same proportion knew fewer than three families that well.. A

number of residents said\their neighborhood friendi were moving away. These

indicators consistently showed lower social cohesion in North Asylum Hill

than elsewhere in Hartford. Taken together, they suggested that there

were not strong i nterpersonal ties among the neighbors in North Asylum Hill.

On a formal level, the same_kind'of evidence was apparent. There was

only one formal resident organization in the area concerned with neighbor-

hood problems. In 1973, this organization had fewer than 40 active members.

.
Use of space-by residents was considered to be An important dimeilsion

of the analysis. As an urban neighborhood', a prime virtue of which was its

proximity to work and to downtown, walking might have been expected to be a

common way to get around. However, it was found that North Asylum Hill

residents were very unlikely to walk places in their neighborhood.or to

use public transportation. A number of indicators eggested that North

Asylum Hill residents avoided their neighborhood streets.

Perceptions of the streets reflected the physical design aftalysiszon-

clusions. Most residents thought there was teldtively neavy pedestrian and

vehicular t,raffic during the day, and almost half thought traffic remained

28



heavy after dark. Perhaps most important, North Asylum Hill residents were
A

... say,that they could easily recognize strangers using their streets,

Summary. Thus, four points could be Said to stand out in the analysis

of the resident population in North A4lum Hill. First, a relatively high

iroportion of the population was relatively transient, having recently arrived

and expressing plans to leave soon. Second, it was a heterogeneous neighbor-

hood with a growing minority population. Third, there was ev4dence of a low'

level of social ohesion,.both fordaliy and inforthally., Fourth, the public

spaces were useji at a law rate by residents, and residents generally found

it difficult to distinguish non.residents using the streets frbm residents.

The Offender Population

The offender population and itTstrategies for committing crimes were

analyzed in three ways. First, inciden; reports were carefully analyzed for

characteristics of the offenders, where they were known, and the way in which

'crimes were carried out. Second, about 50 persOns convicted of pursesnatch

or robbery were interviewed about their style of operation as well as their

other characteristics.* 'Third, knowledgeable police officials were inter-

viewed about what they-Anew about the offender population and the favored

modes of operation in Asyluth Hill.

It was found ,that those committing residential burglary and robbery/

pursesnatch in Asylum Hill were similar to offenders in other cities in

several respects. As 'has often been found, the offenders were generally

young, witn three-quarters being under 25. Street crilites in Asylum Hill

*Burglary offenders were not interviewed.' A similar project carried out in
Boston in 1971 had included interviews with burglary,ofifenders. It was con-
cluded that information from the Hartford incident reports and police, com-
bined with the results of the Boston interviews, would suffice to provide
a picture of burglary offenders in Hartford. ,
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were conMittAlOredominantly.by black offinders against white victims, while'

,those committing.burglaries were approximately half white and half black.

About half the'offenders in both categories were Olown drug users

/11

0. A
The timing of crimes was also fairly typical. Most burglaries took :

. e

place during the day. Pursesnatches also took plaoe during the day, though
(d 4 "

Robberies took place in thethey were concentrated in the early evenings.

'early and late evenings.

.A final point to be made, whith again is not atypical, is that inter:-

views with Offenders suggested that most of their crimes were relatively un-.

"'planned. In esoence, they wandered around locikingY3r an oppo.rtunity.
7

There were, howel)er, three ways in which the offenderd in Asylum Hill

c . .

,iwere Iuite'differont,from what one would normally find in other residential,
, 0

.

;areds. First, 75 percent of known offenders'in AsyluM Hill...weve not resi-
4

.\4114,

dents of Asylum Hill.. That-is, the vast majority of drimes of cbncern to.

this 15roject were being'bommitted by outsiders. Secondlthough they.wée
I

not residents, most offenders did.not live iar away. Svventy:..five percent

of known offenders lived within a mile of Asylum Hill and 90 percent lived,

within a mile and a half. Third, almost all crimes in Asylum Hill, both 4
-

. .

-,

robbery and burglary, were committed on foot. This is not atypical for street

Cti,1
but it is very unusual for burglary; However, interviews suggested

1
..,

that

1

4

the tmgcal burglary'involved brisking.and'entering, stealing and

leavifig tie toot in,a nearby drop place to be picked up lator (in a base...

mint of an apartment house,.0"example)..

nie imPortant features of the offender population and its

mode of operation identified in the analysis, Ofen, include the facts that-
,

offenders. lived.07110arby but net in Asylum Hill, that they operated on foot, and

that they were 6pportunists7/ A standard procedFe involved wandering or
. .

0

4
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.(
hanging around in the neighhorhood waiting4faroa good opportunitY.to'commit

Street cripeor Tesidentiai burglary.

\ .
Crime Rates and Patterns

The analysis of the rateS and patterns of crime in North ASylum Hill.

and.throughout Hartford were carried out using both police records and vic-
.

thlization survey:data (gee Figure 3).

,

Awderived.from police records, tip rate of.burAlary in Hartford as a

whole was considerably higher thin.nburglary raies in most other comparable

_
cities. Hartford is .an unusually small Central city for a metropolitan area

of ita size. Tliis means that low-density residential areas, where'crime

rates are traditionally lawer, are suburbs of the city of Hartford, (where-
*

as many cities have'annexed such areas); hence, their lower crime rates are

not included in the calculation of crime rates for the city:- Len taking

this fact into account, however, the burglary rates in Hartford would have

to.be considered high.

IP 1973, the burglary rates in North Asylum Hill were slightly lower

than the city-wide rates in Hartford. ,Nonetheless, with a rate of'almost 8

Per 10,0'flouseholds estimated from the victimizatiOn survey, and a. rate SO

percent higher than that.if attempted burglaries are included (ari; they would

be according to UCR conventions), there was a significant amount of burglary

in North Asylum Hill,

The fate of robbery/pursesnatch in North Asylum Hill'in/1973 was

higher than elsewhere in Hartford. The vigtimilation survey-estimated that

residents were victimilkd at.the rate of 2.7 per 100 persons in 1973, more

than double the rate for the city As a whole. Moreover, this estimate con-

stituted a, serious underestimate of the actual rate of robbery/pursesnatch

in the area. Because the.area wask,used heavily by nonresidents, many of
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. Figure 3

PROBLEM MAP

North Asylum Hill Area
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them were vi tims i well. Based on police Incident data, it was estimated

that about alf of the victimsgof robbery157.11.sesnatch in North Asylum Hill

were nonresidents of the area.

In addition, analysis of the street crime showed an interesting pattern

which becam6 important to the study team's conclusions aboUt the crtme problem.

Typically, riberies and pursesnatches occur on or near main streets; crimes
v

such as these on residential side streets are relativelrrare in most areas.

However, in North Asylum Hill, the' majority of all street crimes occurred on

residential side streets, not dn main streets0

Thus, in 1973 street crime appeared to be proportionately more of a

problem in North Asylum Hill than burglary, though the rates of both crimes

were relatively high.*

Fear of Crime

At the time the problem analysis began for thls proAct, not.a great

deal was known-about fear of crime or its origins. ,It was tought that fear

of crime,,of course, .was affected by the actual crime rate. In adatiton, it

was thought that there might be other factors which'contributed to the level

of fear 'over and above the actual crime nat4.

The term "fear of crime" is used-loosely in the lieratSre to cover a
41,

variety of perceptions and feelings. Numerous questions were included Vithin

the citizen survey that dealt with various aspects of "fear": the perceived

likelihood of being a victim, perception of different crimes' as a problem in

the neighborhood, tSe amount of "worry" about different criMes. When these

responses were compared with the responses elsewhere in Hart,prd,.the following

*It should be noted, however, that by the time the program began to be im-
plemented in 1975, burglary, too, had risen to levels above tho City averag16.



conclusions emerge

As he victi OgtiOn data might lead one to expect,.there was distinc-

tively more concer bout street crime than about burglary aMong.residents -
4. 0

of North Asylum Hi4 Compared with the rest of Hartford, concern about

f,

burglary in North AOylUm Hill was about average.*

Resid.ents were also asked to rate the seriousness of a variety of pos-

sible problems in their neighborhood. Among thoie asked about were prosti-

tution, drug use and drug sales, and teenagers hanging out in groups. Analy-

sis of the responses on related to fear of crime indicated that those

/eople who saw prostitutidn, teenagers and loitering men as the most. serious

problems, were also most concerned about crime. This finding.was important

for two reasons. First, it suggested that citizen perceptions of crime,.

while clearly very much affected by the actual rate of crime, were also af--
#11

.fected by neighborhood characteristics which did not necessarily affect the

probability pf victimization. Second, it reinforced a number of points in

the neighborhood analysis by indicating that. what was going on in the neigh-

borhood streets, in pub1j.c places, was producing fear in neighborhood.resi-I

dents. Thus, the analysis of fear, like many of the analyses described

,above,,pointed at the public spaces and the use of space in North Asylum

Hill as a key t6 the problem of crime atid fear in'the area.

Anal siy_s2.....911actorsColtritainal. Opportunities

The general findings and conclustofts outlined above were pulled to-

t gether to produce an integrated analysis of the factors in North Asylum Hill

which' contributed to criminal opportunities and to fear of crime. It should

be emphasized that in same cases the link between the area analysis and crime

*Like the experience with burglary victimization itself, concern about bur-

glary increased in North Asylum 1i41 during the period 1973-1975 so that, by

1975, subjective concerns about burglary were equal to or above concerns .

about street crimeA.n North Asylum Hill,
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were hypotheses which had not been tested elsewhere, though 'the criminological

'literature discussed in the introduction guided and informed these hypotheses.

The analyes led to looking at a set of relationships between the four

components of the environment in North Asylum Hill: 'the physical environment,

A
the residents, the,potential offender and the police.

0
The phYsical environment'in North Asylum Hill was seen as the touch-

,

stone for the rtreation of criminal opportunities and fear'in North Asylum

Hill. The institutions sUrrounding North"Asylum Hill-drew vehi.cles and

. I
peirtrians through the neighborhood area. Almost all of the streets were

more heavily used'by through vehicular traffic than was appropriate. Like-

wise, pedestrians freely used not only the mainstreets but all of the side

streets in North Asylum Hill. Moreover, because of the lack of definition

. of spaces and the presence of many voids, their paths were not restricted

' to public ways; out iders dominated irivate spaces as well.

This situ ion created a perfect opportunity for potential offenders

-from Outside of the neighborhood to wander the neighborhood, looking for a

criminal opportunity. A erson could go almost anywhere and not appear out

of place or be questioned about his/her .activities. As the urban-design
.

,

team said, "the spaces in:North Asylum Hill'belong tb.snyoneand everyone."

As was nOtedl, the significance of the physical environment cannot be'

separated from the characteristics of those who use it. Certainly part of

the' responsibility svi.: the intrusion by outsiders on private and semi-private

spaces in North Asylum Hill must be laid on the character of the resident

population. Its transiency and ladk of cohesiveness partly stemmed from its

demographic characteristics. ,The physical environment did little tOloster

or encourage resident cohe'sion; indeed, it appeared td diScouraged co%esion.

Not only were the streets and public spaces dominate'd by oAsiders..Whose

I.
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activities were often fear-producing and who created a neighborhood which seemed

alien to residents; in addition, the neighborhood lacked the physical defini-

tions which would have increased the likelihood of neighborhood identification

and a sense o 'territoriality".

Residents have an important role to play.in oliportunity .reduction.

They can lodk out for one another. They can make it uncomfortable for would-,

be offenders to wander around neighborhood(' looking for opportunities. In

North Asylum Hill, however, residents did not play this role very effectively.

They avoided public spaces and semi-private spaces which would have

,their opportunity for surveillance. There was liale evidence.that

a sense that they tould control what happened in their neighborh4L he

interaction of the physical environment and the residents' charact istics

was felt to contribute to this.s. situation.

The physical environment also made the role of the police Lri<crime ,

prevention more difficult. One of the striking features of street crime in

North Asylum Hill was its dispersal to residential Streets rather than being

'concentrated on main streets. Police patrol and surveillance can be mdst

effective if it an be.targeted on a limited number of areas where crimes

are most likely to occur. However, because offenders felt comfortable on

all streets, and "worked" side streets eyen more than the main streets, the

potential for police pafrol and surveillance to effecti'velAtimit criminal

opportunities was constrained.

There were other factors which contributed to'criminal opportulgties.

If the neighborhood residents had been better drganized, it might have .

.affected the qbility of'residents.to exercise control over their neighbor-

hood. The fact that police officers were rotated every sixty days limited

N.leir,ability to become fami.liar with residents' concerns and, more impor-
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oantly, the details of the patterns of crimes in North Asylum Hill. The fact

that offenders were likely to be more familiar with the area, including es-

cape routes, th police was something less than ideal. Furthermore,.al-

though the police were well-regarded by the N9rth Asylum Hill residents, there

had been no particular effort tó enlist citizen cooperation in crime preven-

tion. The rate at which North Asylum Hill residents called police about

crimes was only average in the city of Hartford. Perhaps there was room for

improvement in this respect.

These issues, while important, appeared to be secondary within the

total picture of criminal opportunity in the area. The fundamental problem

was that thp residential character of the neighborhood was undermined by the

way which it was being used by outsiders. The task of surveillance for',

residents and for police was difficult, perhaps impossible. The opportun-

ities for residents to work together to take control of their awn neigh-

borhood were also undermined. According to the analysis, it was this prob-

lm that most needed to be addressed,IeLorder to affect crime in North

Asylum Hill.

tab
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CHAPTER III

THE PROPOSED PROGRAM

I*roduction

The history of intervention in on-going sotial processei by social

scientists is not encouraging. Time after time, interventions have been

shown to have no effects or only short-lived ones. Citizensohave been

mobilized for*brock watches or patrol efforts which have effects on neigh-
,

borhood crime, until citizen interest wanes and the program dissolves. Par-,
s

ticular patrol strategies by police are initiated, only to be abandoned when

leadership changes. A head start program, a leadership training program for

executives, psychotherapy, repeatedly have produced short-term changes for

theibetter in individuals; but the'gains are lost when the treatment ends.if

the individual returns to his/her previous situation. The lesson from the

history of intervention is"that fundamental changes in the structure of sit-

uations are required if change is to endure.

There were two critical assumptions behind the Hartford plah. First,

if the changes were to endure, they could not depend on the tmagination, en-
,

thusiism or verve of a few individuals. Second, Ehe probldm was synergistic:

that Is, it was the interaction of all of the parts of the. social and physical

environment which created criminal opportunities. The effect of the way they

were interacting N4as worse than thd sum of the negative effects of each com-

ponent Individually. Consequently, to the extent that the progra could af-

Tfect all'parts of the situation to make them mutually supportive, the bene-

fits of the program would be multiplied; and they would endure because each

component would be operating in a supportive environment.

The program was,proposed within a eet of constraints, some known in

advance, some not. The physical changes had to be politically acceptable,
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'fundable, and able to be aaccAplished in a short time. The -community com-

ponents of the program would consist of what citizens in the North Asylum

Hill a.rea were able and willing to dor The police program was limited to

wbat the Hartford Police Department was willing and able to do. The protwam

designers were not the implementors.. Their mode of inflUxice had to be per-

'suasion. Inevitably, any gifogram they proposed could only.be a set of strate-.

giet and goals; the details would have to be worked out with.those respon-

sible for approving them and carrying them out.

In this chapter, we will describe the" model program that was proposea

to the appropriate groups and agencies in Hartford. Although the physical

design, police, 'and community organization provams are discussed separately,

. .

it should be understood that "th(program" would only exist if all three were

implemented in combination. It was designed to intervene in the processep-

f

identified in the analysis, which made North Asylum Hill a depersonalized

neighborhooa, one in,which it was fairly easy for offenders to operate and

in which resident control was discouraged. It was designed to restructure

police operptions to make. them more effective at the neighborhood lel* and

more supportive of citizen efforts. It was designed to be an integrated,

enduring intervention in a process that was creating increasing burglary and

street robbery in an urban residentia'l area.

The Plan for Physical pesizn

.The physical design program had four general goals: 1) to diminish

the use of North Asylum Hill by non-residents, both in. cars and on flt;

2) to structure and channel remaining through traffic onto a small number of

selected streets; 3) to define the neighborhood' spaces more clearly, both'

overall and for interior residential areas; aild, thereby, 4).to increase

residents' use of the neighborhood and their sense of control over what 1

A
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happened there.

,1

There were several constra s on the options available to the physical

1/4

design team,. .First, the pe of physical changes proposed had to be such

that they could implemented in a reasonably shOrt time
A

were relf-limits on what the proposed changes could cost.

Sec6nd, there

Third any set of

specific.changes proposed had to be,ratified by'both area residents ancl city,

officials. The time constraints almost necessarily limited tfle program to

public places: streets, sidewalks andaparks. An integrated program of
c_

chaves on private property would have entailed a time7consuming process of

persuasion and funding that would have extended well beyond the projected

target date. The cost constraints meant that propOsed 'changes. had to be

relatively simple? The constraints of political acceptability meant that the

specific details regarding design and location of propobed changes had to be

worked Out through a process of negotiationand compromise.

There were,fivevspecific targets of tfit, proposed physical design

changes; vehicular traffic, pedestrian traffic, definition of'the neighbor-

hood area and interior spaces, open spOes; and "pordus" private spaces.

Vehicular traffic Commuting ,Orbugh the neighborhood was carried on
,1

three east-west streets and one north-south sttreet. The physiCal design eam

wanted to reduce the number of through streets from four to one (an east-

west street) or pao (an eaat-west and. a north-'south street); The principal
1

means proposed for doing this igas blocking some streets at intersectibns, .

creating cul-de-sacs. These'streets would no longer be through streets.

In addition they proposed treatments of a number of side streets which

wtre designed to make them unattractive for use as shortcuts'through the

area. These treatments included creating cul-de-sacs, chanaing two-way

streets to one-way streets, and cresting "gateways" by aimply narrowiag

4.0



the'entrance to a ;street tc make it appear clearly residential rather than a

through street.

One east-west street had to.be kept open to handle'bus trafc (for-

cing outsiders from.the north or south to go around the neighborhood) and

directing all: east-west thrOugh traffic onto a single street. However, there
410

was Some doubt about the political feasibility of such a plan. A comprbmise

plan would keep the north-south street open as well. The overall goal was

to,define one on two "collector" streets as the only streets which would

carry traffic through the neighborhood, thereby significantly reducing the

traffic on7most_streets in.North Asylum Hill and possibly xeducing the total

number of cars driving through the area as w41 (Figure 4).

1ft

Pedestrian traffic was seen as much more difficult to-control. It is

not difficult to design streets to discourage through vehicular traffic,

while leaving them acces to residents. It is very difficult to stpc-

ture non-resident pedes rian traffic without creating impediments to resi-

, dents' use of the neighborhood as well.

There was a bridge acros; railroad tracks which constituted the sole

public access to'North Asylum Hill from the north. This bridge was heavily

ued by students commuting to school.Eliminating that bridge would have

encouraged students to walk around the neighborhooa, This. change would have

produced a marked reduction tn non-resi/dent pedestrian traffic in North

'Ikylum Hill° However,, it Was decided,at an early stage that removing the

AP
bridge was not politically feasible.

Alternative ways of structuring pedestrian traffic through the neigh-

borhood were considered, indluding gates and barriers of other kings. How-

. , w

ever, none of these approaches cou accomplish their goals without causing

undue inconvenience to neighborhdtd residents.

,

\
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Figura 4
PHASE 1 AND 2 PLANS

The closing of Sargeant._ Street east of Sigourney Street and two or three

other minor changes were not implemen,d.

42
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It was concluded that there was no aure way to struo ure th paths of

those walking through die neighborhood. There was some hopé that the stiets

closed to vehicular traffic and defined b'y gateways would begin to appear to

non-resident walkers as areas where they woUld not feel camfdrtable. This

would.be,particularly likelysto happen if the.residents of those,itreets be-

gan to use their yards and streets more and. began to assert control over

those streets. However, an alternative outcome could be that streets with

reduced vehicular traffic woiad be particularly attractive to pedestrians.

There was no confidence that thei'A wail a way to'control or structure pedes-

trian traffic in North Asylum Hill unless residents.responded to reduced

vehicular traffic on their streets by creating an environment in which out-

siders felt less welcome.
)

Definition of spadts was a problem which the physical team attempted

to deal with in two ways. Their first concern was that North Asylm9

as a whole was not visuay:y defined as a residential area. In particular,

the transitions from the commercial str bounding it into the residential,

area were not clear. The proposed solution.was to create "entrance ways"

on as many of the streets entering Northylum Hill as possible. These

entrance ways would consist of street narrodingS with attractive landscaping,

and would give a visual sign that land use was changing -- that one wis

entering a residential neighborhood.

The other.
problem of cafipition was that of interior spaces. Some

block& in North Asylum Hill are long ones, and the urban design team felt

that these spaces were too large to promote resident 'identification with an
0

area larger than that'immediately around their,homes. To.addrese thls

problem, the urban design team proposed "mid-block treatments": breaking

up the longer blocks by narrowing the streets, possibly putting an'island in
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die middle of the street,Olgain with attractive landtcaloingi In this way,

01.

they hoped to creategfmber of subunits within Nort# lum Hill.

Open spaces or voids were af three different types: a very important

park in the middle of ti* neighborhood, a fewlvacant lots or lots where hodses

had been abaAsdoned.) and i)arki.ng' lots for apartment buildings and offices.
.

Essentially, there)was nothirig.to be done about the parking lots

since they.were ptivate,property. The one proposal advanced was to encour-

age landlords to fence their parking lots, thereby decreasing the likelihood

that people would pass through parking lots into,residents' backyards and

.other prtvate spaces. 'However; landlords could only be encouraged to do

this; pubaic funds could not be used for this purpose.

414

The vacant lots avi abandone&buildings, which were re atively few

in.number, were aiso private property. The urban idesign team recommended

that efforts be Jae to encourage the owners of these properties to up-

grade them and, if possible, to help by encouraging'private financing to

restbre buildings. However, again, these problems could not be solved
4

tv the direct use of public hulas; so_ such efforts.were not part of the'

program.

The park could be treated by the program. The urban design tdam par-
\

ticularly singled out the park as being importano iThe exact kind of changes

It
could not be specified, because they would clearly have ,o be designed with

resident cooperation an input. HOwever, in general, the urban design team

encouraged dleaning up the patk and defining certain spaces witin it for

use by small children and'elderly people; This would encourage residents

of the neighborhood to regain control over the use of ehis important place

as a public space.
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The porosity of private egacee in North Asylum Hill was the final

probjem addressed by the urban design.team. Again, solutions were limited

by the fact that they had to be private solutions; putilic funds could not be

used for private fencing. Simply communicating to landlords that increased

fencing would be beneficial to the neighborhood as a whole was the only

short-term proposal developed, with one exception. As previously noted, the
e,

*

only pu)lic,entrance into North Asylum'Hill from the north.was a single bridge

over the railroad tracks along the northern barder of the area. However, the

'land-along.the tracks was unfenced. This allowed entrance into the neigh-
. .

borhood through backyards across the entire north border. The-Urban design.

team urged that negotiations be undertaken with the railroad company regarding

the fencing of the entire length of cghe area.

In summary then, the,physical design proposal included: creating

cul-de-sacs, gateways.and one-way streets to reroute vehicular traffic through

the neighborhood ta one or two collector streets; constructing,entrqnce ways

and midblock treatments'to give visual definition to'the entire area and to

create smaller interior spaces; cleaning and structuring the park; negptidL

ting with ithe railroad ,company for fencing along its tracks; and encouraging

other private landowners to fence or' improve their properties.

The Plan for the Police

artford team thought that the police role in the reduction of

criminal oppbrtUnities and of resident fear' in North Asylum.Hill cduld be

strenettned in three main ways. First, the quality of information avail-
.

able topolice could b improved. Because of geographically rotating assign-

mehts, officers on field p trol had only a limited opportunity to become

familiar with any neighborhood area. 'BecauSe polide operations were cen-
,

tralized, there was n t a good mechanism for collating and tr*itting the

45,
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information which Tividual officers did have about a particUlar neighborhood.

area to those making uecisions about Strategy and prdorities. In. 1973, thi

,Hartford Police Depaftment's system for keeping records on crimes and offem.

ders made retrieval of the information they cantained difficult. ,This

severely`limited the use of record data in planning strategies and allocating'

resources.

,
Second, because decision making was carried out in central headquarters,

there was little inclination Or capa9i0f for tailoring police strategies to

the needs and problems of a particular neighborhood0

Third, although the'police were Well regarded by residents of North

and South.Asylum Hill, it was thought that strellTrtening relationships be.-
4

\

tween the police and citizens might help the residents themselves play a more
,

significant dle in opportunity reduction. One way" was for polifee to encour-

OP

age and port both formal and.informal efforts by residents to protect

tthemselve nd to zontrol their neighborhood, In addition, by 'becoming

familiar with resident concerns and responding to thosegconcerns where appro.-%

priate, police might be able simultaneously to improve conditions that were

producing fear and to increase further residents' sense of control.

The police program proposed was one that would deal with all of these

problems: creation of a. neighborhood team assigned to the Asylum Hill ditea4 .

The proposal had'four feature's that were consideredwessentiafor achie/617n-g N\

the goals of the police component of the program:

15 Permanmt geographic assignment of men to the area was one *ar-

tant feature. The most important reason for this was its potential to in-

crease individual officers' knowledge of the neighborhood and its crime. It

was thought that an additional benefit might be to increase the officers'

tominitment to solving the problems of the neighborhood.
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2) Decentralized command of this team Was anotherfessentlad feature.

It wag+ thought that for police responses to be tailored to the needs of the
0

neighborhood, dicisions had to be made at-the neighbbrhood level. A very'

important benefit of this change Wouli. be improved access of 'decision maker's

to detailed, information about the area, pervieary personnel would have

both experience in the area themselves and an improved ability to obtain in-

formation from individual police officers.'

3) The development of a formal relationship betweem res eets and.

-police was also considered essential. This would not anly.creat a mechanism

,

fo'r communicating resident concerns and'priorities; it would,els create some.* 44,

resident leverage to increase the accountability of pollee to residents.. Of

4

equal importance, such a mechanism would provide exay for police to learn

about citizen ideas for reducing crime in the neighborhood area. It_also

would provide a way for police to enlist citizen cooperation in reporting

problems and Conditions that might warrant police intervention.

-4) Finally, it'was felt that the police would be more effective if'

. .

the'had better informatioh about the Patterns of crime in the area. In

particular, the 2Zice needed to understand the role of the physical environ-

ment inilkoducing criminal opportunities and in shaping their distribution. ,

It was proposed that special procedurea.be established,to provide this

inforMat,ion to the neighborhood team in.Asylm

Because of the similarity of the proposed police program to other ex-

periments. labeled "neighborhood t policing", it.is worth noting two fea-

tures often associated with team poliIcIng thlit were not part of the prowyme#1
A

model. First, neighbSrheod team police'units sometimes have "full service

respeneibilities";.. They handle pll police activities within thetr assigned

area. However, the Asylum Hillier" was not large enough to support a full
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service'Xd(m. Given the strength of the. Police Department of the City of

Hartford, the Asylum Hill share would be 20-25 men. A team of that size can-
.

not afford to have verY'many specialists. Also, Hartford is small in area.

'People, including offenders, can move about it easily. Therefore, the city-

wide scale would seem to be the most efficiet and effective for specialized

units. It was assumed, then, that city-wide investigative units, such as

vice and burglary, would continue to service the Asylum Hill-area as needed.

owever, it was hoped that the units would work closely with the team so that

all police responses in the area would be inte rated and.consistent.

A second feature often associated'with team policing is "participatOry

manaament". This was seen as an.internal issue for the police department to

evaluate for itself and was not, in itself, essential to meeting project

gdals.. However, a good information flow within the unit serving Asylum Hill

was considered to be desirable.t

The above four features outline the.proposal that was submitted to the

Hartford Police Department for its consideration.

The Plan for Community Organization

Some form of community organization was'heeded in Asylum Hill for two

reasons. First, physical .changes could only be implemented if residents par-

o

ticipated in the detailed planning of those changes and approved the changes

proposed. Participation in such a process necessarily involves volunteers

who are willing to spend the time and effort required to attend meetings and

become informed. Formal voluntary organizations are the inust usual and

ably the most efficient mechanism.for such a process.

In addition, a formalsrelationship between residents of the area and

the police was proposed. While formal neighborhood organizations are not



necessary, one of the best ways to insure that resident needs and interests

are fully represented is to work through formal organizations.

For these reasons, the first and basiebbjective of the program was

.
to establish a formal organizational structure that could represent the resi-

dents of North Asylum Hill., At the time the program was begun, there was

only one neighborhood organization. Its membership came from only a pact

of North Asylum Hill. The project team considered ittessential that either P.

this organization be expanded or new organizations created to provide a mech

anism for participiltion for all segments of the resident population.

The criteria for these organizations were fairly straightforward:

they needed to provide an opportunity for all residents to participate; they

4 1

needed to be viable organizations that could stand on their.own over time;

they needed to be perceived as reasonably representative of the resident

population as a whole; and they needed to have neighborhood problems in

-

general, and crime in partic4lar, among their major agenda items.

The goals for the mmrity .compcnent of the program were as general

as the outline above indi t It was recognized at the outset that the

project team could not con organizational decisions or the kinds of

activities they initiated. It was hoped that the community organizations

would initiate two general kindfOof activities on their MM... First, it was

thought that they might uhderta0C some activities thai would formally involve

residents in crime control. Second, was hoped that they might develop

1

activities which would promote interattion and cohesion among neighborhood

residents. In addition, these gro9s were to be represented on a police

advisory committee of same kind4,
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'Conclusion

In the 'preceding seätions, we have.outlined the-componenta of the

program which was proposed for the North Asylum Hill area of Hartford. It

is important to understatd how the three components fit together to produce

an integrated effort to control criminal opportunities and to reduce fear.

It,also is important to understand that it-is a combination of the direct

and indirect effects of the program changes tha't was expected to produce

sigtificant reductions in crime and fear.

The specific anticip4ted effects can be summarized by looking again

at the set of'relationships among the ppysigal environment, the residents,

,potential offenders and the police.

The physical design chahlces had the direct goal of structuring and

reducing vehicular traffic, making the residential streets more residential,

better defining the neighborhood as residential, and making the neighborhood

area more attractive. As a result of these changes, it was hoped that resi-

dents would be encburaged to use neighborhood spaces, that they would inter-

-act more with one another, and that they would begin to'become more familiar

with, and take more interest In, who used the neighborhood for what pur-

pose. These chang9.40 in turn, would lead to increased resident control

over the neighborhood, particularly in the residential areas off the one

- :or tiko through streets, which would produce more mutually protective be-

havior on the part of residents and make resident.ial areas less attractive.

, to potential offenders. e

Potential offenders themselves might feel less comfortable on streets

111

on wNiCh vehicular traffic had been.significantly reduced. Vehicular traffic

was thought to have created an impersonal atMosphere where outsiders could,

_comfortably "hang siround". The.reduction in traffic, in combination with,
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an increased intereet in street activities and in use of the streets bylresi-

dents, was designed to .disCourage offenders lrom wandering the neighborhood

streets.

The physical changes were also designed to help the police. To the

extent that offender activitY would be restricted to a mnaller number of

places, the less residential streets, the potential for police surveillance

and intervention in crimes would be increased.

Thus, the goal of physical changes was not simply to reduce traffic.

Rather, a.complex set of consequences was expecte& to result from the simple

changla, which included strengthening resident relationships with one another,

increasing their control in the,neighborhood, discouraging offender behavior,

and structuring criminal opportunities to make police intervention easier.

Similarly, the police program was designed to have several different
A

kinds of effects. Certainly it was thought that increased familiarity with

the neighborhood and the ability to respond uniquely to its problems might-

improve police ability to intercede in crime and to arrest offenders. In

addition, it was thought that ehe geographic stability of Vicers would

strengthen the informal relationships between police and residents, en-

couraging resident cooperation with.police and the residents' sense of

having an effective working relationship with police. It was also hoped

that the relationship with residents would lead to some shift in police

priorities, reflecting the needs and concerns of residents. Fof example,

it had bettlip found that residents feared what went on in.the streets (pros-

titution and loitering). Police generally give lower priorities to such

activities than to more "serious" crimes. If they lear4ed from residents

that these activities created a serious problem of fe aT0. police could make.

an effort to control them, thus directly reducing fear.
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Finally, the community orpniz.ation program was essential in implemen-

ting the physical design and in establishini the forMal relationship between

6

residents and the team police unit. It was also hoped that these organizations

would, on their own, initiate resident efforts, both formal and infoimal, to

deal with crime in the area. Formar programs such as block watches might be

established to discourage offenders from wandering the streets. Of even more

importance, however, would be communicating to residents their potential day--

to-day role in looking out for one another and in informing the police of

suspicious events. Efforts by community organizations to increase interaction

among residents and to make the neighborhood-Imore attractive might also en-

hance the likelihood that residents would increasingly look out for one

arilother.

In Hartford, as in any other city in which someone wonld attemPt to

implement such a program, the residents were going to decide what community,

organizations woUld do, and the physical changes emerged out of a political

process. The ta k of the project team was to present the goals that it saw

as desirable and the analysis on which those goals were based.

A

The above outlines of the program were presented tp the appropriate

constituencies in Hartford. There followed a period of negotiation, meetings
J

.and decision making. In the next chapter, Chapter IV, we describe the pro-

gram implemented.

1
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CHAPTyt/TV

IMPLEMENTING THE PROGRAM

Introduction"

Implementation was a developmental process, not sinsle event, for all

three program components. The model plan was presented(to the Hartford com-

munity as a set of'more or.less specific program objectives togethet with the'

underlying rationale. Part of the implementation process for all three pro-

gram components was to develop, in cooperation with residents and the public

'and private agencies concerned, acceptable means of reaching the objectives.

There were, necessarily, some compromises and as a result, some changes in

the plan.

0
The purpose.of this chapter is to provide a good description of the

ogram as actually implemented. This is necessary for two reasons. First,

ause,,there is only one experiment being evaluated, this desbription is

the main basis on which readers will be able to reach conclusions/A6ut the

i
general applicability o\fi the Hartford program. Second, we must compare w at

was achieved with the proposed ylan in order to assess the significance of

the impacts Of the program.

The Hartford Institute began preliminary discussions with city officials .

and neighborhood tesidents in the summer of 1974.

At that time, there was one organization in Asylum Hill Composed of

residents of one section of.the area° Over a period of six months two more

organizations, representing residents o oher parts of,Asylum Hill, were

formed.

The initial agenda for community meetings was the feasibility of form-

ing a Police Advisory.Committee and the possible street changes. A Police

, I
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Advisory Committee was formed and itoincluded rapresentaives of the th ee
.

major c. munity groups. Over time, the grpups initiated a number of programs,

sime crime-related, some not. All threg groups were extant through the

spring of 1977, although the level and kind of activtty which they engaged

in Varied.

Early in 1975 the Hartford Police Department,created a district which

/included Asylum Hill. ..WIthin the district, two teams we4e created, one of

which, was designated to serve Asylum H141. The team had a stable assignment

of men to the Area, a high degree of interaction with citizens, and it gained

a Moderate amount of autonomy in decipion making. 00

The physical'design plan underwent a period of review duning which a

number of details were modified. Approval was a slow process for several

reasons. It was the most radically innovative component. The logical con-
.

nection.between closing streets and crime reduction is a subtler one than

that between police or citizen efforts and crime and, therefore, more dif-

fiyult to communicate. The propased street closings necessarily affected.

4

more people directly than the other two program components; so more people

_had, tqeconsulted and convinced of the value of the changes.

Eventually a plan was approved which entailed eleven changes in the

public streets in North Asylum Hill. Work began in June, 197(2. Two key

east-west streets were closed to through traffic. A numbe af other streets

'were narrowed at intersections; one was made one-way. One north-south

street and one east-west street were left open to carry traffic not routed

'around the neighborhood. All street closings were complete by November,

11976. .Some of the final landscaping was added in the spring of 1977.

Because the .unique feature of the program was integration of physical

41P''

-desigm considerations into a multi-faceted program of opportunity reduction,
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the program could only be- said,,to be fully 'in place" when the physical

changes had been made. Although impLementation of community, police and

V
physical design pirogram components\tire preated separately in the diScussion-

.

that follows, it should be kept in mind that they are not independent

entities. Rathe, they 4re intLrdependent parts of a.whole and have con-

sistently been thought of their. way.

5 5
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Introduction

Iiplementing The Communit Or anization Pro

.

ram

This discvssion begins with the community organization corriponent a

the program because,-chronologically,.the first step of implementation wai

to begin.to involve the area residents. The two immediate goals of the com-

munity organization effott were td include area residents in the planning

and implementation of the physical changes and to establish a formal rela-

tionship between residents and police. In'order to do this effectively, it

was evident that it was necessary either to expand the one existing resi-

dents' drganization or to create new ones. The necessary characteristics of

\

these organizations included: 1) serving the entire geographic area of

North Asylum Hill; 2) representing the range of needs and concerns of neigh-

borhood residents; 3) having crime ag a significant agenda item; and 4) hav-

ing enough stability to permit participation of residents over an extended

period of time.

Although it was understood that communit* organizations would sdefine

their own priorities and activities, it was hoped that they.would contribute

directly to the achievement of three general program goals: involving resi-

+,

dents directly in the control 6f crime in their neighborhoods; addressing

neighborhood'problems in a way that would make the area more attractive"and

iess fear producing; and encouraging interaction among residents as a way of

strengthening cohesion and mutual concern.

Establishing the Organization

In the fall of 1974, when the Hartford Institute first began the

process of presenting the results of the analysis (described n Chapter II)

to the community, the only existing resident organization in Asylym Hill was

the .Sigourney SquarelCivic Association (SSCA). It had approximately 50
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member households, mainly White, middle-aged and older home owners, long-time

reaidepts of the area in the northern half of North AVlum Hill, The goals

lof the organization at that time were diffuse. Many of its activities were

social.
.:

Institute staff, the project's urban design team, and the Hartford

police officer whoiwas to command.the neighborhood's police team Met with

SSCA members to outline the problem analysis and theilkinds of solutions the

IL
.

,
.

project steam thoaght would be helpful. The membership almost immediately

responded to the project in a positive way. Early in 1975 a committee to

work with.the police was established along with a physical design committee,

as a formal means of participating In the project. SSCA consistently was an

active and important participant dn die implementation of the project from'

then on,

The area served by.SSCA represented only half of the North Asylum Hill

area. Therefore, it wallnecessaryto stimulate the formation of a group to

represent the residents in the remainder-of North Asylum Hill. A group of

about two dozen interested residents was identified. This was a rather

different group from the one involved in SSCA. They were primarily young

professionals, renters,.who had chosen to live in-Asylum ill, They had some

ideological commitment to the value of a city and to life in an urban envir-

onment. -They represented not only a different geographic area but also a

different segment of the Nortill Asylum Hill community.

A series of discussions was conducted with thisgroup in late 1974 and

-

early 1975, similar tO those held with SSCA. These meetings resulted in Ihe

formal estabiishment of Central Asylum Hill Association (CAHA). This group

too established police and physical design committees to facilitate formal
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pary_ci.pation. in the project. 4.

A third civic association; Western Hill Orgarrization (WHO) grew put of

an independent effort" of the Hartford Institute to encourage a street ob-
,.

server program. In 1975, several property owners in Asylum Hilo,' had
,

c

suggeated to the Hartfo.rd Institute that some.euch ptograrri, might be 'useful..

The idea was supported by. the police. In the spring 'of 1975, some two dozen

volunteers expressed interest, in participating. Institute staff suggested

4
that these volunteers and their neighbors form a civic asociatio6 to p

iv a brpader way in affecting neighborhood problems.. By the sp-ring.of( ipate
tt

' 1975., _WHO was formally establisned.

alin was ratfter a different organization. ,GeOgraphically, the,
,

majorit? of members lived just south of Asylum Avenue They tended to be
4

blder renters, -lonf-time residents who had an investment in staying in the

: :area and making it a better..place ) live., lbe sociAi .b) enefits ot partici-

/

also of import aHce to A cons i de r 01, , cpating in a formal organi/ation were

numbe.r 'of members./

. \
&

it

Because ,SSCA, and CAHA were both invoi,ved in building A relat lonait)

with the polic8 through a special committee, it made sense to all invtliven

, (

0 combine' the efforts oi the tv,o o,tganizations. ln late spring of 1975 the

Asylum 11411 Police Advisory Committee (AH/PAC) was created, with repre'sent-a-
.

tives from each organizatic?n. Representatives from WHO were added when it'

4
became\\formally. organfted.

Thus,' by the end df the spring in 197 thtire were three orgarNuations
1 .

representineAsylum Hill rehtden,ts, each, oLwO.Ch had repre,senrat kves on a
,

,

police advisory loiiimirtfle. The tWo orgatazatIons ji North Asylum Hill 'weri!

,*.fionnally involved in the-Thinnin g. at-id implemeritation of Ow phyqica:..design.

(.

.1
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Organization Activities

to.
Participation in,the planning and implementatlon of Ole physical

.changes. was the first iss>bropght to the community Organizations. Thei.r

4

participation was made critical by
1

the fact that the funding for thv physical

design,changes had to come from the city. Documentation of majority resident
f

support for the physical program was reqUired by t eA City Council prior to

.sauthoiizing the-changes.

1.

,

1

/ The cmunity organipt ion meetings served as a forum for p resell Li S;

and discussing the suggies ted phsical desigri changes . Not only did the

membership become informed in this way, , but the organs za t I ons a fs 0 hos Lod

N
open meetings attended by other residents and interested non-residents whih

were an,essential. part of the ratification-process.

jhe.organizations were more than simPly passive vehicles for the

change of ideas . The leadership o f these Organizations , pin rti cul ar t v6 SSCA
1.
A

,and CARA, took ini t la ti VP in a nimlber of ways to help ensure the i mp 1
'

ementa-

4(tion of the phys [cal des 1 gn program. They at tended meo i ngs 1

.

1-,

0.. thilCity

Council,. and other pub 1 1 c forums . CAHA undertook a s Ur ve y of residents It,

,

help document the [lite re. of res !dents in the program. Al t oge the r, the

cont ribut tun of these o rgani za t ions was not simply that the majority f

their membc rs voted in favor of implement 1 4 the p rog ram ; they a I so

-

active role in push tug the Ci-tv Council and others to act on i t .

t()Qk 111

Furthe rtito re , pnee a program had btlen approve°, a mon i toring conmiitoe

,was 4stab fished to wry rsti coust rrict ion and ethic r aspec ts or the phy,-;

des I gn -*changes . Need] oFit to say., that cot& i t ee Inc I lided igni i Ii an t

Aentat.ion from th.e throe area cOmmunitv orgauizations.

The es t ab ii shmen t of the All/PAC p toy I ded One \Joh I IP -wher,kby res den t

# .

rlate ret'ti.y to .1101 i.e. Iii is group , 118 prf4Vi 010-; I V [lot(' d
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established In the spring of 1975. it met regularly with police leaders
%I

the area!, sometimes bi-weekly and sometimes monthly. Thus, the two essential

I
activities for the

a

cOMMuniii-Olenization component dll'Ithe program were fully

4

4 implemented. 4110

It was hoped that the community organizations. would undertake activi-

ties which would encourage resident'crime preven'tion-and strengthen the neigh-
.,

bortiood. It is difffcult to apply strict o.riteria to determine the extent to

which this occurred. There were: however, a number of activitSes initiated

by community organizations that'were generally-supportive of proect goals.

Perhaps.the most ambitious corftinuing ac'tivity of this sort was the

I

Street.Observer Program, which had served as the 4esis for the establishment

of WHO.and which was ad$opted by SSCA in 1976. :The volunteer street observers

from both organirations were trained.by Asylum Hill police in such subjects

as the use of CB radios and the detection and reporting of suspicious

activities _and crimes in.progress. Observers worked during Ole spring, squi-
b

mer 'and early'fall months, Monday through'Friday, irom six to eight in the

evening. The program was termii for the winter months of each year be-,

1-

cause of the reluctance of volunteers to be dutsida during the colik, dark

winter evenings.

Observers were assigned on a per-,block basis and providep44-t!1

radio or a walkiellkie
t.

with yhrch to relay calls about.suspected,criminal

activity to a base station. Th base station was located inI.he Asylum Hill

Neighborhood Police Field Office and staffed by rpsidents volunteers. Calls

for servic'e were roilayed by the base station to a specially-assigned area

,patroiman., The WHO,program had about two dozen v lunteers in 1975 and 40
\ .

volunteerSivin 1976; 50- SSCA members participate the program in 1976. In

4

'the spring of 1977, about 40 WHO mambel* and 70 SSCA m'embers volunteered for

t.
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training.

Another program direaly aimed at crime prevention was the Burglary.

Prevention Program initiatbd by CAHA in 1977. The purpote of the program

was to re44ce.opportunity for 'residential, burglary and tc0 increase general

'v

'awareness of. citizen crime preventi6n, Twelve volunteers tra\ed by AsAltm
.r

Hill policaand'As6pervised by 'CARA Membe'rs conducted a door-to-door campaign

with Operation Ident,itication Engravers And information about home seCurity.

Engravers and Operatton 1d#ntification stickere were supplied by the Hartford
4

Police Department.

Turning to activities cq, a mord-,genéral nature, all three groups held
. , .

A 41, ,

periodic,social events (such as blvk:parties) to which they invited police'

team members and their families, aa:well'as residents of the area who did not

belong to the organization.'

The numbeiand Lype of oter activities of the.organizations varied.

.

For example, SSCA and WHO generally concentrated on problems specific to'

their areas, such as WHO's Transiency Reduction Program and SSCA's Redevelop-

ment Petram for Sigourney Square Park. .CAHA was interested in more general

problems, 'as when its member§ 'prepared draft legislation on mandatory sen-.

tencing and legaidaftion of prosAWItion SSCA and. CAHA engaged in a lbrgeT

number and wider variety of proje4s than did WHO. CAHA's projects'tended
a

to be relatively Ihort-term oneis;iiiiWhereas SSUA and WHO had a number of con-
e'.

tinuing.projects. One of.the most important of these may turn out to be the

,Neighborhood Housing Services progr'am, which was just getting underway at the

0 n

14nd of the eval tion period.,SSCA has played a Mlajor role in working with

the Hartford Institute and other interested'persons in Hartford to arrange
. -,

funding for imp.rovtng th6 housing 8tock in the North Asylum Hill area. Many
l' v

ubservers consider this t be a critical part of strengthening the neighbor-
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hood as a who te , although it will take some time for the resultfi of this
10,

el fort to haVe a jieighborhood-wide impact

The vart.ety of activities described abipve is what one would expct of

resident iirgan -44 ions. The dif ferences in emphasis reflected differences

In the needs and interests of the Ripple who joined the organizations.

Never the less , It, is clear t'hat each of the organizations in its own way

initialed and carried out activities that were supportive of the general

progi lili oa is

Chai act erIst ics ot the Organizations

one ot the iiii t Lit goa I.s was to ensure that al I areas with in North

.Asy I mu II i I I we r.e rep iThsen Led by 1 commun it y organ i zat i on, C.I ear I y , th fs

oh jecpt lye was ;ich [eyed Second , tit was c ns ide red essent i.al that" t he corn-
.

mini it y organi ,t huis lormecf had neighbo mod problems in general , and crime

in _fiat I cu I a r , as the main locus of the! r agenda, Ai though the emphas is in

the organi zat ions varied, each ot the t.h ree organizations discussed met these

i well. A third , I was that the organizat ions be v Lab.] e and

endur lug, provid log a cont inuillkmechanism I or resident part c pat i on

dec is ion making. Each ot the three orwmizat ions dratted and

approved bv--- laws and -ware incorporated as e tvi r assoc iat tons under Connec-t,
cur L; I it e . Al. I had regu'l a r mon th I y mee t ings of th*...4ene r a 1 membe rship

throughout t h I eval wit ion period, with more frequent mee;ings by. sub-com-

iii t ei WI iii t he poqs ib le except ion of CAHA, whose menthe rsh 1,4,1 lia cons is-

tent iv been t he sma I I Is t. , all three. organizat ions seemed to 18(3 fi tab le and

vial, le at ,the end of the eva I tint ion period.

T110 final gwi I fur Lfiese nrganiviftinns IAT;P: that they repro-sent- the

( 7 1 .Irod r o ! ; i dent interw-;N; Thw-w f rite re!; t e(I f n f) in i nv I r,nhor,liod

(011) a i' a 14./N'i :I !Mill I prrport Ion ,ol t lit t oUt I popu I at I on.
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have ,the most interest and investment in the issues being addressed by an

organization will, of course, be those most likely to join and be active.

The three organizations were seen by-city. officials as sufficiently repre-

sentative that a vote of Ohose attending meetings was accepted as represenit-

ing the sentiment of the, resident population. However, in all three organ-

izations, but particularly CAHA and SSCA, minority restdents were under-

representpd. Apartment dwellers were also under-represented, particularly

in SSCA.,

Specifically, SSCA membership increased from .50 households in 1974 to

slitghtly,over 100 in 1977; about 20 of the latter were black. Although the

residents were nearly 50 perent black, this did represent a,considerable

increase in the minority membership over 1974. However, despite continuing

efforts to recruit more members from these groups, Hispantcs and apartment

dwellers continued to be unddr-reprosented.

CAHA's membership incryased i;rom an original dozen .44) 40 in 1977, with

the majority being young apartment dwellers.. Although cl.os_e to half of the

residents of the.area served by CAHA were black, efforts to recruit minority

members produced no stable bla6. membership.

WHO membership consis.ted mainly of middle-aged altq older Apartment

dwellers. The original 30 members grew to about 50,'virtuaIly all 4 them

white. Since the area served by WHO had only a very small minority popula-
. os' .

tion, its la,ck of minority membership was less sigalints.

It is difficult to assess tire significance of thls,issue. The fact

that many black and Spanish residents Were newcomers to the area, and tended

to be young, undoubtedly contributed to the fact that they were less ikely

to join a group working on neighborhood problems On the other hand, the

rolatively4 low rate of participation by the black and panh4h residents, who
,e
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constitute more than half of the population, must 'be viewed as a significant

limitation of the community organization program, If it were resolved, it

would probably increase the ability of the organizations to work positive

changes in the area.

1,

In conclusion, the implementation of the community organization program

was very much as was originally outlined: the basic goal of establishing

representative organizations which would participate in the physical design

changesland relate to the police were achieved. In addition, the organize-

07.

tions undertook a number of activities which were supportive of program goals;

and they were viable organizations that continued to work on neighborhood

community problems throughout the evaluation year and beyond.

f

MI/
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Implementing _the Police rogram

Introduction

As. describetin Chapter.III, there were four main comtonents of the .

model plan proposed for police. First, there should be geographic stability'

"of the assignment of poliCe officers'serving the area. Second, decisions

about tactics, policies and priorities.shoUld be.made,at the neighborhoo

level. Third, there should.be mechanisms. developed tbatrengthen the rel`a

tionships between police officers lind neighborhood residents, Fourth, police

should have good information about the patterns of:crime and the role-the

physicar environment plays in creating opportunities for crime. The extent

to which each of these gcals was achievegi.during the implementation will be -.

the main topic of this section. Other features of the implementation that

were important in understanding the police'role in opportunity reduction in

Asylum Hill will also be diScussed. In,addition, because full servi4 re-
.

sponsibilities and participatory management are often goals for simflaç

police programs, the ext4nt to which these were or,were not part ofi this

experiment will be described.

The Main _Components of the Program

In January, 1975, the Hartford Police Department issued the order

dividing the city into five police districts. As.project plannex4 had

recommended, District 5, which included the AsylU'm Hill and Clay Hill/South

.Arsenal areas,ftwas divided into two separate teams, with no,increase in man-

power over the city average. The teams consisted of offi&rs representauive

of;the department in _capability, educational background, and commitment.,

rather than the "cream ot the crop". A group of 59 men was assigne&to
;

District 5 as follows: one distriet.commander, two team commanders (ode '1:9

4

head each team), aix sergeants (evenly divided between the bdo teama), an&
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55 uniformed patrol-Officers. (about 25'per team). Each team established a

field office in the area whiCh it served.

Geoiiraphic Stability ofsssignment was established by this order.

-'Exept for att'rition, the,same officers-served in the Asylum Hill area from

early 1975 when ttie team was established through the evaluation period.

.There was some change in leadership, however. The district commander was

promoted andjeft District 5 and the team leader in Asylum Hill changed in

1976.

One other aspect'of geographii stability should be discussed at this

time. One idea behindIeographic stability is that members of the team

would respond to most calls for service wlthin their ream area. However, in

1975, approximately 20 percent of all calls for service in District 5 were
.

assigned to non-district units, and District 5 personnel found that approx-

imately 35 percent of the.calls to which th-ey were dispatched were outside

the district.

Several reasons may be:cIted for these rathcr high "crossover" rates.

Although District 5 ranked fourth in population served, it ranked first

among the five distriaEs in calls-for servicw in 1.975. District 5 is

Centrally located, with three of the other four district.v bordering it.

Therefore, it is the moSt convenient distrtct to can when there *is an over-

load in another district. Finally, all calls for service are relayed

Ithrough the central communications division at central headquarters,

dlearly, the central problem was that dispatchers lnitially ihad not adjusted

to the district concept. Many of the,"crossoverm" were tor non-emergency

calls.

Some steps were taken to try to reduce "c:CAsoNicr" piqtrict

1

supervisors were enCduraged to keep their. .r.irs within.their diaTricts and
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Residents-and police discussed policies for handling this problem at the

AH/PAC meeting.

Thus, AH/PAC appears to have served its purpose as a mechanism for

establishing communication between resident leaders and police leaders.
.

Indeed, more than with some other police-community relationb groups, a

process was established in AsYlum Hill whereby residents, could in fact

affect police decisions and priorities..

It shcold be noted that most members of the policeiteam were not in-
:

1

volved in AH/PAC meetings. In fact, 'only ten of the twenty-four men surveyed

in 1977 who worked in Asylum Hill said they felt they knew about what the

Police Advisory Committee did. However, there were_numero.us other ways in

which the Asylum Hill police am interacted with residents.

For example, in 1976 the team commander began to attend community organ-.

ization meetings;as well as AH/PAC meetings. In addition, he occasionally

asked patrol officers to attend these meetings, though this occurred

infrequently.

There were several examples of the police suppoTting activitie8.of the

resident community organizations.. They participated extensivelir in the. block .

watch program by training volunteers and.providing a location for the base

station where calls could be received, When CAHA initiated its door-to-door

campaign to increase physical seCurity and encourage the identiiication of

valuble objects, again the police'supplied training and materials.needed to

carry out the program..

FinallyAthere were numerous instances of more informal constructille

interactions between police and residents, Businessmen interviewed cited

their pleasure at the fact that patrolling police officers frequently stopped

by. Community residents held meetipgs and pot-luck dinnees to which police
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were even lauthorized to countermand orders to send their car s out of the

district on non-emergencies. The problem was discussed with dispatchers and

they were encOuraged to maintain district integrity. Uonetheless, the prob-

lem was tot solved. In 1977, approkimatply 30 percent of District 5 calls

were handled by officers'from other districts; the cross/
ver rate _from

,

District 5 to other districts was 27 percent.

Decentralized command was an essential concept of the area team. How-

ever; the tradition of centralized command, reinforced by the retention of.

centralized operation of specialized unit,s in dispatching, made for early:,

difficulties IT realizing this program goal. Even routine decisions were

checked with the leadershrp at central headquarters prior to implementation.

When this pattern became apparent; the Hartford Institute initiated a

seies of discussions with headquarters.personnel and Asylum Hill team

leaders. A basic problem, was that there never had been'a written author-

ization for the team ledders to act autonomously. .However, the distritt

4ammander and team comanders developed an operations gUide defininK a

workable-scope of authority.which was approved by ,the central' command.

Over time these guidelines were implemented by the team command structure

in Asylum Hill: By 1976, it could be said that the Asylum Rill team had

a great'deal of latitude and autonomy, in 'making decisions about policies

and priorities within the Asylumlitill area.

The relationship with citizens' was focused on the Asylum Htll Police
7

.2 Advisory Committee (AIOAC), which consisted*o.f representatives from the

three coMmunity Organizations in Asylum .H1.11.1 As described in the Previous ,

section, this organization was established in the' spring of' 1975. Itt met

si

IA-molly throughout the, duration of the experimeht. Meetin'gs were attended

4

regularly by the district and team commanders.
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'Although initially the group served as a vehicle for citizens to voice

vague.and general toncerns.about crime, over time, as mutual understanding

grew, dae group became more constructive. The basic fact which police had to

communicate 0 residenta was their limited re urces. In order to:do More of

one thing, they had to do less of another. The police ,on their side, had

.! to hear that the priorities of citizens and the-things that concerned them

not always the things that were of htghest concern to the police
AKt

AH/PAC.Was primarily' an area for discussion and Communication between

the organized groups and the police. At one point the group did initiate a

program of distribution of freon horns. However; this program was not con- ,

. .

sidered successful by,most participants. Future direct action activities

,-, were Undertaken by the individual community organizations rather than by

AH/PAC.

Several examples of police responses.to the AH/PAC codid be noted as

examples of the significance of dais mechanism. A major concern of neighbor-
.

4

hood residents was the prostitution problem, which brought many undesirable

people into the neighborhood. In.the summer of 1976, the police launched an

aggressive campaign against prostitution in the area, which reCeived wide-

spread publicity throughout the city. Another coritinUingcoricern was .

Sigourney Square Park, the park in the center of the:neIghborhood... _As d

-result of the concerns expressed inthe AH/PAC,-police.pdtiolled-the park-on

foot as frequently as possible. They also made'-0.-effOft,"bOthhe
_

1/4,1

A9Y

and elsewhere, to disperse groups of drinking me.n whigh_were of concern to

residents. Finally, when thephysical 4anses werejmplemenedt661,4H4-7

aroft about the extent to which police should stie.i:Wonfoce_-pa-rking, regu.
tations..and violations of the stree'l harriers and orie-4Way.::8eet',4.1,gns-.-
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team members were invited., 1977 ,'22. of the 24.Asylum Hill officera

surveyed said that they had attended some community activities during the

year. .IntervieWs'with residents.produeed ane.cdotea.of individual,officers,

/

going out of their way to be helpful.to individual residents. Thus, there

is plentiful evidence,that an important. program goal, that of-strengthening

relationships between the citizens and-the-Police, was. achieved.

Special training in crime patterns and the phyai/cal envikronment was the

final. goal'oicthe.proposed.pr9gram, To accomplish this, almost weekly

,

,h

_
meetings were held between.Hartford Institute staif and the leadership of the

Asylum Hill team. Crime patterns were,mapped by Institute staff, and the

physical team's analysis of the role of the environment in criminal oppor.7'

tunities was reviewed thoroughly". There can be little doubt.that this,

objective was achieved for the leadership'of the team-,

However, it is equally clear that the program was'not successful in

getting these concepts totriost of the men on the polidlt-team. .In particula'r, 110

patrol officers lever-understood the purpose and value:of the street changes

proposed. 'They' were only negative about them. In the 1977 survey, 17 out

of the 24 officers said that they thought the street changes were "not a

good idea"; the other 7 were "not sure". IntervieWs conducted during the..

monitoring of police operations indicated little understanding on the part '

of patrol officers of the relationship between the proposed physical changes

4

and crime. They sad-the street changes as an interference. In fact,.they

Patrolled closed,Streets leas often than other streets in th neighborhood.

There was no real foxmal or, informal .attempt.to explain the reasons

for the street changes to the police officers. The relationships between

the street changes and crime was not self-evident. One could speculate, that

non-police approaches to crime control need tek be presented with special



care to police officers.if they care to bt accepted; bur...t.,14.0 is speculation...

The fact is that most police officers did not like the'street changes.

Nonetheless, the police may well have benefitted from knowledge of the

1.physical environment or from the st eet
I
changes themeelves. For.short periods

airing the experimental.yesr, special burglary and robbery squads were

established by-police. These squads did map the patterns of crime and

attempted to deploy their resources strategically to reduce opportunities,

-
Almost certainly, the officers on the team weremore familiar with the

physical environment and escape routes than was the case when a city-wide

force was rotting patrol of Asylum Hill. Moreover, even the officers's

1
avoidance Of the closed s.treets inadvertantly prodticed the effect altTicipated

by-Che program destgners:. .that police resources would be/concentrated on

main streets.

. A .final word should be said about crime information. The rack of a

good information retrieval system in Hartford was noted as a problem.

During most of the experiment, the Hartford Institute a*signed a staff

person'totabuIate crimes and other data Li Asylum Hill. These were' pre-
,

sented to the leadership in the weekly meeting. In addition,'the Hartford
.

Police Department began major improvements in its .computerized record System

iri" 1975. However, the. system only became fully operational near the end of

the ekperimental period.

In.conClusion, there was_clehrW geographic stability of assignment

of men, though'more calls for serviCe-than was desired were' handfed by out-

of-district officers. The t(cm clearly achieved decentralized command. It

established an unusuallyetrong set of J.olat.ionships with. resfdents in:the

areli. Finally, tile concept of the role of physical design ip the reduceion

of crime was suceessfully conveyed to police leaders, but not to the' ' eragew
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r

a

patrol officer.

Other Significant E1ñent874 the'Police Program

Theretare three additional issues Oat need to be discussed to uncler-a
u

stand the team police program in Asylum Hill: Tarticipatory management, full

service, and a reduction of manpdwer in the Hartford Police Department.f.

P articipatory management was noi gpecifically proposed by the Hartford

project.. Howeyer,.becaub'e it is commonly a part "teaM policing", it should
k,

/

be discus ded.
. .

Stimulated ,by a grafit from LEIA.A, several-"Mreats' were held in the

spring of 1976 as .a means, among oth8r things, of relaxing the traditionEil

J ')

command structure. Before that, theIe
1

had been efforts co have team meetings

to discuss policies and priorities. However, team meet.ings had to be-held

on "overtime", simce onlyla minority of officers were pd any given shift.

There was a lack of resources to pay for ovettime. Consequently, during the

course of the two and a half dyears the team-was in place, there were fewer

- ,than six- full team meetings.

A From time to,time there were efforts by-the team commander to involve

men in decision making and to increage.communication between team leadership

and.plitrol officers. During 1976, the team leader asked patrol officers to

send him suggestions for innovative police activities. As a reult, a two-
.,

0

mananti-burglary squad was_1,401ished in the fall of 1976 and a two-man

/ anliktobbery squad
4was establighed during the Christmas se son, when robbery

r/I

-

and pursesnatch weteolost cotmon. For a period of tim the commander also

40
. ;

. .
rode with patrol officers in their cars-in order to p'romote more informal

communication.

These efforts were ungoubtedly all helpTU1.. Holdever, for the most

part, til0 were gkiort-lived. PoliLe questionnaire' data. suggest: that over

'

V

4
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the"period 'of the expe;Iftent men did come to'seeihemselves aS much more of
. .. .'

. . .

a team with 4.t own 'identity% However, their partidipat4on in decision
,.

making remained minimal.

Full service is another kharacteristic often incorporated'into a teai

police proAeam. The project did not recommend.full service for two.reasons.

F).rat, tAerq were effective city-wide units.f.or such special/activities as

' burglary'investigatiOns. and Vice. Seconds it did nqt seen.' that the teips
Oft

we,re large enough to support specialized services. As we noted above, the

'Asy

\m
Hill team did in fact initiate specia l efforts.agaAnst'prostitutbon,

ft
burglary_ and robbery. For the most part, however, the mailel was for the

team to attempt to s tay informed of activities pf the yentralized investiga-

tive units insita arba.

The overall reduction in police resources is a final topic that needs
4

k

to be discussed hete. There were tik related issues. in the relationship

betwetn the police Aepartment-and the Hartford city goveinment which
r .

affected tHe experiment of Asylum Hill. Fi;rst, starting in 1975,,there was

1

a protracted tegotiatidn regarding police wages. 23 1976, the matter had

still not been resolye4, and poli)ce offiters throughout the city were re-

.6orting to a variet ctics, iricluding strict ticketing.for traffiC

0
violatidns and a eductionN.n crime'reports filed, as an.axpression of their

aggravation. Second, the City Council ordered a reduction in the polide

budget during the4a4 pejiod. This eventually led to a reduction in man-

igower and an inability t f place worn- ut equipment,

. t

Although the first of these events had some bearing on the i)olice
a

team in Asylum Hills the most importut e4ect was csused by the bddget cut .

V.

and reduction in,manpower and equipment. The already relatively small team

was reduced

I
rom'25 to 20 men. WorkinA'patrol c:ars were also in short supply

,

. u /

. t
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r
from time'to time. Zhe effect of the,reduction in men was to reduce the

the'team commander' to institute special patrols And.assign....

ments. The short-lived anti-burglary and anti-ebbberi squads were early

Casualties:. Irraddition, the abilitY to assign a special footrpatrol to the

park and other places where they, ere desired by citizens was reduced or

eliminatea.

In 'the judgement of the police monitor, the Asylum Hill Police.Team

tto.

may well have been smaller than was desirable in the first place. In order

to fully realize"the advantages of a program such ast14e,,a.police unit

must have the flexibility to tnitiate new patrols or activities in response

. .

to resident concerns or a particular situation in the neighborhood. Even at

fulk strength, the Asylum Hill Team had little ess capaclty beyond

responding to calls for service and beyond performing functio that )1ere

considered essential. 'When ,thetteam was reduced further., the capability for

special assignments was almosoliminated. The problem Was exacerbated for

the team commander by elements of the police contract in Hartford which

restricted his ability to 'allocate resources as he Wanted. In particular,

he was restricEed to two-man cars and limited in the extent to which.he

could change an officer's sch'edu.3,0 around to provide coverage in the way he

saw as optima4..

The issues discussed ab:v\e\re gooci examples of the way reiolity imm

1 . ,
I

10

A.

inges on an experimental program. None of tfle problems was unique to the

,Hartford ftuation. HoWever,., together the problems certainly had7an effect
II

.

on the role police were able to play in reducidg c*riminal opportunities in

0

Asylum Hill.

11
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.Ijapjementi_niti24,2hulal. tes TE2tsgirattl
. .

. i
As s, tated in Plapter III,. the goirals of the physical design program,

\
.

were to: .1) reduce vehicular traffic thrbugh the.'neighborhood and structure

the remaining traffic mainly onto two streets; 2-) restrict pedestrian traf-

fio througli the neighbqrhood and structure remaining traffic; 3) define the

bbundaries of the residential area.and define smaller sub-veas within North

tAsylum Hill; 4) structure public spaces, particularly the park; and 5) reduce

the porosity of private spaoes to discourage their public We'. In 'this
ci

section we will discuss the efforts implemented tip aohiewe. each of these
r

objectives.

Vehicaar Traffic'.

?

'Tke heart of the physical design plan was to change the use of,, public

streeti.by vehicles travelling through.the neighbortICUd. In early thinking

'about these changes, Ihe urban design team had hoped to close the main north-

s outh street through ttie neighborhood as well as all but one east-west

street. It quickly became clear that thip was not feasible; too many people

considered'the north-south street to be.essential. As a result, the bpic

plan presented to the community'for prelimin'ary discussion proposed that one

north-south street an d one east-west street be kepl open for through traffic,
.

but that.thg other eastrwest streets, and.the side;streets throughout the

neighborhood, be treated 'so as to discourage their use by'non-residen'ts..

The tWO main strategies for dealing with streets wer'e blocking streets to

create cul-de-sucs
1
'completely closing the street tooall but emergencyland

,

service veiVicles, and narrowing strepts to create attraCtively landscaped

gateways, whlich would signal the entrance to residential streets. In Com,

junction with the lat ter, the creation of some one-way streets was proposed .

-.N reduce through traffic. Av example of how such a.plan might'look was
.

.

s
/ .

. ,

1
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' drawn up;by the physibal design tee,and ttsb:came tje basis for a seriesof

meetings and discussions.

The.process of approval and implementation of This-plan proved to be a .

lengthy one. When the project was conceived in 197, it was hoped that

. private funding would be available for physical design changes. In fact,, in

1975, it became apparent that public funding was.the only way.to achieve im-
.

plementation.of the program. This required appropriation of.funds by the

A

Hartford City Council-,,whic4. in turn Nailed documentdd evidence of resident

support before approving the/program.'

'A series of community Meetings ensiled at which both the general prin-

ciples and the 'details of the propoged etreet changes were discussed. Most

of th.e opposition came from several businessmen operatine stores in North

Asylum Hill who Uere cOncerned that restricted traffic would adversely afftct
0, R

Oleir businesg. Eventually, a majority of.residents attending community
. .

. ,

.meetingd.(endoped a;modified-verin of the program; and the City Council
. . ,

,

,. .

.voted'to fund the'Changes through a combination of commun1tx.De41opment
19

funds with CETA Funds being used for the labor for constrqction,

Even afte*this'approval, further modifications were neoessary. A

factory in one.Oorner fo Asylum Hill, which originflly had-agreed to permit

vo

a street closing near its property, reversed its decision and forced the

elimination of one cul-de-rsac. The area businessmen brought a suit against

1

the City Council. The suit waE,3 4ettled out of court, but the pressurd rex- '

ted by their effdrts led to the elimination of one street closing and moving .

another oever4l yards away from'its proposed'site. In addition., aa residents

.and leadOis worked with the urban design team on Elle details of the final

physical design it was decided thgt two or three'other street closings could

be eliminated, vking -internal transit. easier for residents w4hout affecting.

r_
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the overhil design.'

One fin i. feature of tbe Physical Jesign changes should be noted.

,

Because of phe experimental nature of dheplan and because of continued un-

certainty,of'many 'area residents, businessmen and city officials about its

effectiveneS6' it was agreed that all street treatments constructed Would be

temporary. lbe treatments had to be designed,-and construction materials'

chosen, so that they could be dismantled fairly easily if a decision to end ....

the experiment seemed justified.

Constfbctign bettan in June of 1976, using CETA personnel under the

supervision og dhe Depiirtment of Public Wdrks. It was expected that work

. .

. would be completed by the end of the summer. However, after several months,

little progresi had been made:primarily due to the lack:of experience of the

workers,. Hartford bPW4erionnel completed the work, rebuilding sites.whete

it was judged necessary.. Construction work was effectively completed'in

November,

_

In all, 11 s treet changes were constructed; there(Were four cul-de-
,

sacs preveftting through-passage of all but emergency vehicles, and seven

gateways. One street Was made one-way. This -design left on4 two thrgugh

strets'in North Asylum Hill, Sigourney Street running north and south and

CollLns S reet running east and west: nal landscaping wa6 completed in

the sprin 1977.

.
..,

..,41 ,p,
Control of Fededtrian Flow

,

Thevnly,proposal the urban design team suggested which. 0oul4 YO,Y
4,90/1,

direetly affected the overall amount'of pedestrian traffie through the-
.

.
,%

neighborhood was to close theisigourney Street Bridge. As noted prfvfously,

.

it was concluded at a very early point thht such a.change was not feasible,

There was no feasible way to directly retard pedestrian traffic by outsiders

0

M



without unreespnably preventinijesidentsifrom using their neighborhood.

The hope of the urban destign team was Oat the changes in street'

traffic, combined with the gateways to residential streets, would help to
4)

6 q

structtre'pedestrian.traffic, through the,neighborhood. "The irOact of the

program on
Ipedestrianswas going to be psychological, not

physical. It was thought that.reduced traffic on residentiaI:streetà would

make them less attr cti-ve to outsiders, particularly i'fresidents began to

use them more d treat them ore as their own. .Essentially then, the pro-

gram to Antrol pedestridn'traffic Vas the street changes and theaimprove-

ment in definition of boundaries and spaces discueised below%

. Definition of Space's'

The urban design team proposed to deal with .the problem of definition
-

of spaus in two ways.- One probleM was the definition of bounclaries of

residential areas. The team felt that there should he a clearer transition

irom non7residential'to vasidentialparts of Asrlum Hill. ,The main wa)\T to

achieve this, was through entranceways into,the__North Asylum Hill residential
4 .

area and at the intersections of mal.n streets andside residential streets

' within 'the area. These entradceways were' constructed as part of the street

chaAges. They frequently consisted of narrowing the street itself and ex-
.

pahding the sidewalk area. The entrances Were attractively landscaped and

P
-pianters were placed at the entrances. Not lll of the landscaping was cm-

.-

plete by Vre fall of 1976; but this work was completed as soon as possible

in.the sPring.of .1977.

The Other problem'addressed by the physical design team was the scale
I

Of lie area within North Asyluff Hill. They proposed a series of "mid-block
, .

' treatments"; either street narrowings.or boulevards in the middle of locks,

. a
.

. .
b .

I. . "appropriately.landscaped, to define.a set of sub-areas within the ahbor-
'

78 ,
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AL A
hood with which residents aould more easily identify. The proposal.for these

was,iniluded with,the proposal for street- Changes to the City Council,. How..
,

ever, it was decided not to implement the "mid-block, treatments" for reasons

)

C.

A,

of jacOnomy,

Thus, many:of &he entrances into North'Asylum H1l,l and ehtrances onto

- the
/
Tesiaential side streets were given ainition as part of theThysical

design changes. However, OA program as implemented did not include any

efforts to break up.larger blocks 'into smaller, more manageable sub-areas.

*

SigOurney Square iPark

Another con iderStion of the physical design ti-a-twas the open spaced
. . .

. /
and,voids in the. eighborhood. The_team Urged that efforts be made to.clean

..
. ,

up ar restore'd few.vacant lots/Or abandoned ,buildings. However, their main'
. ,.

conArn was wiih- Sigourney Square Park, a park in 'the middle%of the neighbor-
( i

. . 1

hood which was thought to elercise a negativeA.nfluence ovoir thsatee.

The physicar design team recommended thet the park be cleaned up ina

made morelsttractive in order to encourage its use by residents e most

important.recommendation, howevet was to structure the Open space in a way

that was tirgeted ,for use by such groups as small.ildren and!eldsrly ,
.

residents. They contended that as anunstructured space, teenagers and-young

men, would continue to.dominate the use of the park, making.it unattractive for

otherq. Onfy by structufing.the4pace'of the park cOuld it be zeturned for

use by the residents..

,Th4 Sigourney Square Civ4.c Asiociation qndertook as,one of its piOjects

eq.

the renovation of Siqourney Square Park. The park was clSaned up. and benches
44.

were painted. However, pla9s to incdase the equipment and facilities of the f

park and lo cut up-thelpaces weldnot implemented during ihe evaluation
. . .

,

St



,

At the urging of citizens ag.,..noted.ptdViodsly,'police did make:some

1

effort to 'reduce. the use of the park forsambling and drinking. The combine-
,

tion bf their efforts plus the'impro ed.attractiveness of the park probably .

44, \

cons-tituted some real irrogress. HtodeVer;. the bavic proposal of the'physical

design team'was not implemented..

_Fencing

A

Tha phnical design'team prOposed fencing.of'twO types. . First, one

botder of Notth Asylum Hill, railroad tracks, made it easy for teenagers And
-

) others:to enter the_area through backyards-And Iota. The physical design

team urged negaiations with the. railroad company to.fence the entiie -border

'along North Asylum Hill to_reduce-thib traffic: Disaussions- wtth ihe rail-
,

toad were initiated but no fencing ippad been done by the spring of.19.77.

Se.condvthe physicardesign, eam urged.increased. fencit'tgof private

...yards a$d par\ king lots eo reduce the extent to which pedestrians could freely

pasa through private spaces. ,Tt waa known that such fencing could only

N\ .

happen thrpugh private initiative. As far as the evaluation-team coUld deter- '

, (
..

.
,

qtdne, no significantprivate fenting accurred in Noth ItsyluM, Hill during the
, .

. . , .

V

Aperimental Year.
- ..

1
, awlusion-

.:
, ..

Of all the changes- in the physical environment diacussed, the st.reet

.changes were constslered to be the most iTportant. The physicaldesign team

had concltided that reducing vehicular traffic was essential to restoring the

4
residential character of the neighborhood and to giving re4idents the ability

1

P .

.

to control their neighborhood. Moreover, traffic control was something the,

,41

. .i

residents could.not do without help. Althbugh there were. necessarily Some :

x .

compromises in the final 'plan'implemented, it was thought.that the imkilemented

'plan would have a major effect on the circulation fiow of traffWthrbugh the

v
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-neighborhood.

In contrast, the things that were, not Zone, structuring pecrestridh flow,

defining 450-areas within. the neighborhood., lencing and structuring the .spiace
4

in lithe park were all designed to help the residents do what ther'could have .

done', ut were not doing on their own: that.ia, to infldence who used ,what

%

part of their neighborhood and for what purpose.' Mord of these' would have

increased the- odds of Success; but the street chan&s,were considered to be ai
,

very significant posit4ve step. One basic question which the evaluation was'

I ,

designed to answer was whether the street changes, with the hoped-for result

of restructuring traffic, in combination with the efforts of the- poiice and

the citizen organizations, would be etiough to give he neighbOrhood back Eo

the residents of North Asylum Hill.

e
Thus the implemented prograT had the three components envisioned.

0.;

Active community organizations participated in implement/ng the physical '

destgn and police colaponena of the program as .weil as initiating coOttruc-

/tive-pro' ects of thei.ir own,4 An area police team was established, particularly
,

noteiworthi.for thequality and atimber of working relationships stablsished'

with residents. Perhaps most important, streets were changed to toute the
.

depersonalizing flow of tra4ic out of most. of the residential areas onto two

streets; and improvements ins the visual definition of the residential §,reas

f .
were made as well. .

I.' . -
A

1. e . :P"
In the next chapter,. we Will present data on the effects 'of this. prognam

_

.
-

_ y

thel could be observed a year af tlr the street changes were begun.
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.CHAPTER. V

EVALUATION OF PROGRAM IMPACTS,

Introduction

In this chapter, the evidence regarding the impact of the "expèrimental'

d

programin North Asylum Hill is examined.
i

The goal.of'the program was to reduce residential burglary, street

rabbery/pursesnapch and, the fear of those crimes among residents.. The first

two sections.of this chapter campqre measures of these Crimes and the.fear

of them taken after the program Was'in place with measures from previous

-years. Analysis ofthe extentto whiCh measures of 'crime And fear indicate

positive chafiges,,or -a situation more positive.than One would hays expected,

constitutes one important part ofassessing the extent to which theprogram
,

achieved its goals.

The model on which 'the Hartford experiment WSs based hypothesited a.

camplex set of interdependencies. The experiment*was expected to impinge

on crtme snd fear indirectly by increasing the Control residents were able

and willing to exert over activities in their neipborhood, bence reducing

opportunities for crime. Although same .of the hoped-for changei in'regi-

. dents Orientations to their neighborhood were expected to.take langer to

materialize tkon the experimental year,.examination of the.possible program

impacts of this type telas

same such changes had to

essential to the evaluation in'two ways. First,

1315. observed for any notion that the program affected

crime and fear-tb be plausible. Second, such an examination was essential

to a better understanding of the underlying hypotheses..

T4ese, then,.are the essential gbals of this chapter: to examine the

evidence that the program.goais were or-were not achieved, and,the extent to

'
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which thd achievement can be attributed to phe Rikgxam itielf, The
A
program

v ,
). -

I.

, ,.

was impltmented
2
in a complex environiient L14 iihIch ,evente\ note part of Ole

1 h I
program were naturally 'occurring. In Cha r VI,,we wil l. examine evidetice

.relevant-to the.possibility'thatewp4s other than the (04xperlmentip. program

f.)
o

affected.the resulti.

Introduction
AP

MethoddIogv

1

4

YThe daV/Utilized in this project were alluded to briefly,in Chaptier I

and the data collection methods are describe'd in moderate ,detail in the
-;

Appendix. Before-beginning the preSentation of data regarding-the impact.of

the program we here,present a brief overview of tile da't a. availatole and the

baeic approach"useCto assess the impaCt of the.,program.

The Resident Surveys

. . 4

For quantitttive conclusiots, the surveys of residents were perhaps
)

the most used of all, the data sources. They ptoVided the baeic measures
. :-

of'both.the rates of victimization'and-citizens' perceptionvand feelings

about crime, which were the central dependent variables of thdCimpact analy-

is. In additiona goodmumber of the variables through which the prOgram

was expected to achieve ita benefits, such as neighborhOod-cohesion, in-

creased use ofithe neighborhood,Ind,relationships with the police. could

also be measured through the sdrvey,

! Essentially-identical surveys were carried out in'. 19,23 (as Oirt of the
,.

.neighbOriiood assessment),,4n 1975 ,(beforet,he progrpl W.W.fullYsimplelented),"

in 1976 (right before ihe physical..deEkign Changes were implemenEed) and in

107 (sifter the physical design chAnges had been in fior a year or so).

P-
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1

. Oharacteristics 0A, ttles6 surveys were asvfollows: .'

1.
. I

a) in each case, a strict probabillty sample of households was
. . .

74.

l'selected; t
..

b) Although the sample' design involved.cldstering (by c4hich we mean
,

bplat'ustiallythree,or four addresses'wetb selecte'd fr9m a.'Llock) the housing
..

-

, units selected at the bloat level:were, not cbntiguous but were.generally
\ i

. .

well spacedaTound the block. 'This design feature produced sampling 'errors-
. Ar. .. .-

. , . . i
e

that N4ere only slightlhigh
.

er than those of simple random samples;
.

c) Except.in 1976,..suryeya were carried-out throughout Hartford. Th
. ,

Asylum Hill area was alWays versampled to increase the reliabiliUy es-
,

timates for thgt area. In 1976, interviews were cilrried outonly in Asylum

Hill, due to fuding constraintsv

d) Interviews were harried Ntfat,essentially the same 'time of year,

in the spring,..in'1975, 1976 and 1977. Tke .1973-interviews'weip Oarried oot

6

in the la110

,
) The'criteria for eligibility anchreppondent selection procedures

...

were identical acrois all yeiite. At leaSt'epmeone had ave lived in a''

//

,

lad interview Co be
/

househOld for six months.or tore in order f

taken:' This rule was adopted in orden 0 insure a minimal bas4s for re-
,

porting of lousehold crimes, From 1975 on, no 'One in a Sele5pfd house-

hold he8 lived at'that addrees for as long as hix months, a brief descrip-

dye i rview was carried out.with a r Pons ble aduhlt simply to update'

demograp4ic characteristics of tht neighborhood, n households w ere.at

le st,Ope adult had lived at the address for at least s Or more,

a rando0 objective selection from among the eligible adults made to

4.*
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I
designate the,interview respondent.

,

f) A cpre of ddentical: questions was as144 in each of the,surveys. Ie

-.4173.Survey.instrument was Somewhat longer than those:that followed. A sub....

. , .

set-of the questions asked'in tlipt.year Was identified as critical for the

evaluation Component of the projecct and Was repeated in each subsequent year.

- ,

A iaw,items. were added and subtracted with eadh adminfstilAtiontitUt the cam:

.1.
parisons presented in this report arebbaeed on identical items over time.

g) The surVeys werecarried out. .sing a coMbination of telephone and'

personal interviewing procedures. Housing units were 'Sampled. If it was

.possible to obtaim vood telephonlinumber for a selecAd housing'unit, the

,

interldew Was done via telephone. Ittp'Wage not polasible to obtain a tele-
I

6
.

'
phone numbee,-the'interview was done in person. A,staff of interviewers.was

hired and trained in Hartford to do the personal intdrviewing; the telephone

interviewing was done via long-distance-by the professional interviewing

st (Iff at the'Ciinter for Survey Research in Boston.*

_ .

h) All interviews were coded at the Center for Survey Research by the

professional (3:boding staff. Because the classification of crimes was so im-

i:lortant.,in the study, all reported crimes were independently'theck-coded.

Observational Data 1

At the init problem assessment stage,.the urban designers patrolled

AN_

:the Streets of Asylumliiii observing the housing stock the land use and,

most Importaptly, the way the neighborhood appeared to be used by residents

-\ (- \

=7:111011.171,1161.

*During ihe first year, we did some comparisons between the,resultw of tele.

phone and personal interviewing strategies. °We found that aggregate data

,pollected by tellephone and in-Terson weri equivalent for comparable samples.

This finding has been since replicated on a much widec scale by lichfarber

and Klecka amongipthers. 1

4.
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and nonresidents. These initial obeervations produced a number of.quali-
.

/tative conclusions which were integrated with more quantitative data in. the

Imitial assessment of the problems in Asylum Hill.'

Once a plan' had been develOped, we asked the urban designers if they

coqld record their observations in a Somewhat more systematic fashion.

. /
In,tesponse to this request) the designers did attemtt.to record their db-

se;yatiOns 8o6what.more systematically when they relowed the neighborhood

in the spring of,19751 1976. and 1977. they were4 -in fact., not succelleful in

producing quantitative datIrpf bille.__type_thatitculidlenditieltto tabu tr .

.

.
.

.

i

;
i ..

analysis. However, their ObseVatione Were' reported more systematic

that was the case in 1973, and their-impressions of.the neighborhood and ob-
.,

servations Over time constituted another source of-background information,

if nOt quantitative data; which enlightened the evaluatioAf the progran:"

Counts

.There were two specific aspects of the use of the neighborhood which

we were able to..quantify:' the pedestrians' use of the neighborhood and ve-
,-

hicular traffic, tt.,essentially the same time in 1976 a d 1977, 24-hoUr

traffic counters were put at 17 strategic loca4ons th ug out North 'Asylum

Hill. These counters-were designed to give a'preci4e me ta of the impact

of street changes On ,traffic in the area.

,

In a simildr way, oeservers,were hired and stationed at 13 locations
1

thrOughout Asylum Hill to count pedestrians. For Six different hour-long

periods, during the day; Cou,ers recorded the number of persons passing

their Stations andcby obier,vation,'recuded the age, apparent4 ethnicity

'and souk of each pedestrian. These.Aatavere not, available in 1973 but were

available in essentially comparable form,for tsng'of,1975, 1976 and '1977.

86
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PoliCe Questionpaires
,

6

We wanted to obtaln same direct feedback from POlice officers in
4

Asylum Hill, We Could notobtain real "bRfore"'data because men had to be

assigned to"the team belfote data could be collected. However, in the fall

.of 1975 police.offibers were asked to complete a.questionnaire about their

job,. about the Asylum Hill'area and about their percepti.ons of crime. The

'0 .

Members of the other team i District 5, who weie working in ClaY Hill/SAND,

also completed the questionnaire.

The data collection from police officers was replicated in the spring

.of 1971 I.

Police R Data

The initial problem.analysis involved extensive analysip of the police

record data fromthe Hartford Police Department. Analysis included: rates

of crime,'the geographic paitern of crimes known to police, the residences

of offenders known to police invrelationship to where they

crimis,, the demographic.characieristics of known offenders

modes of operations of offenders.

committed their

and the prevalent

The analysis in 1973 was more detailed than was the 'case in later

yeans. However, for subsequent years, certain key indicators were tabulated

froarthe.police record data. These were available from 1975 through 197°1.

Monitoring

Consistent with the general multi-meth?d approach. of this evaluation,

we thought

Thereford,

Hill Pol,ice

it was important to have anoutside view of police operations.

A person knowledgeable in police operations visited the Asylum

Team from time to time during the evaluation year, making'sys-

0
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tematic observations.

The Hartford Institut, maintained a-close working relationship with
1

the community organiaations.through the 1975 through 1977 period. We relied

on the HartfOrdl'Institt4o staff members to provide us with. a'good.deal of

informatipn about such matters as the way in'which the orgeniistions op-

grated, the number of people that were involved, Ihe kinds ofe,problillms

they were facing and the Ateps they weretaking'to,solve them.

/
These reportsifrom the.Hartford Institute were supplemented by a set

of direct interviews;carried out.by Center for Survey Research perPonnel.with

key members of community organizations and others residing in the Asylum Hill

,erea

Taken together, these steps were.deaigned to Iprovide the evaluators

with multiple.input regarding what was going on in the area, both as a way
- .

of being able to describe program as impl6ented and, perhaps more im-

portantly, providing a sound context within which to interpret the more

quantitative-findings.

The police monitoring and comm4nity leader interviews occurred pri-

marily during the 1976-1977 year period. The Hartford Institute reports on

community activity extended from 1975 through 1977.

The. Analysis.

. There are several general points about the analysisthat,should be

emphasized before we begin. First, it is hmportant to understand the-period
,e

that is being evaluated. As noted earlier4, mobilization of the Community

organizations began in the fall of 1974; the polic011team was formed,.if nist

fully operational, in the spring of 1975. However,'the street changes were

88
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.
......

:not begun until June, 1971:"thiey were ngt completed'ulkil Novemher, 1976.

. . .

: . .

As evaluators, we had to make some deVsions, about then the prograAes
-

in iilace. jhle'analysis that eo11o4 primarily'trepts thOrear ftom July,.

1976 through June 39 1977 as the,"evaluition
1

year". Although the street
. ..-

1 . ...
,

.

% changes were not fullysin plece at the beginning of die year, they, along
.

,
.

! 44,
I

OP

N I
with the ,Folice.and communitl orarjization 13, Were,there for most of t,hat

,

year*(see Figure 4) 1: ,

.

,
. . . t

It is worth noting,that the entire year is a meaningful referent oply

.
. .

.
.

.

. .
with respect to fiuret based on that:ydar,'such as'crime rates.

.
Many of

the important measures in the analysji.s, including measures of fear, pedes-

trian nd vehicular cots and-neighborhood observational data do not uti-

lite that year as a referent but ratHer measured the way things were, the

state of ihe situation in Asylum Hill, as of tlie spring of 1977.

.0bservers might also suestion'yhether the program began when the_
Nk

street changes were implemented or earlier. The data with whioh we are

working enabled us to address the question' Oghether the implementatton of

the police and community organization components of the. program alone affected

the neighborhood, or whether the neighborhood aftected'only after all

three components of eKe program were.4.n place..

The analysi& utilized two kinds of comparia s. One is a set of com-'
, A

parisoils over time. The reader will.note that when comparing survey esti-
A

. .

mates across time, we were quite cautious about.conclusions based solely on
V

a comparison of 1976 figures tiththose.in 1977. The reason for this is that

data were collected in the spring of 1976 for.Asylum Hill only; we feel un-

tomfortable without comparable daEa for the'rest ot the city. Therefore,

we have tended to use the 1976 data with.care and express confidence in the

findings.ottly ten the patterns were consistent with the 1975 to 1977 com-

. 89
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I.

The other kind'of comparison that is made is between what happened in
. .

North Asylvm Hill and.what happehedelsewhere ip Hartford. When the eval-
.

, .

'uation was desiOed,.one suggestion wag to identify a "Ponirol.area" which

wasimilarlto North AsylurdHill'but would be "untreated"sto provide a basis
,

' .for-omprison. That notion wai.rejected, we 'believe 4 The difficulty

of,identifying a reasonibly 'comparable area is one, problem. There was also,. ,

-the danger that something unexpec4d would happen that would containinate this.

:single area ahd render it nseleds as an appropriate control.

In this analysis, we have used several diffdrent areas within Hartford,
'v

not is controls exactly, but rather as a basis for cgmwarison lor testing

particular hybotheses. For many hypotheses, the entire city of Hartford .

FS% an appropriate baais for compariaon. General kinds:Of changes ell& as

'the economy, the weather, or general values t at might have affected trims

in North Asylum Hill, would certainly have produced:similar phanges

throughout Hartford.

For ocher purposes, we chose o compare North Asylum Hill with South

Asylum Hill and with the combined a jacent neighborhoods to the north and

west of NO'rth Asylum Hill. Neither of these areas would,have been appropriate

as "the One and only control", lpacause events were. happening which might well

have affected Tatterns there. Howev00, for cert Ain specif ic . hypothese s , the

u ability to compare the experience in North Asylum Hill with.these,areas pro.

vided information and enabled us to reath conclusions we otheirwiee could not

have reached.

Therefore, we are hopeful tha the reader will not be confused or Con-

cerned about the fact that North A ylum Hill gigures ate ciampoked.with these

different referents at different points in the 4nalysis. We believe that the

- I.
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A
potential eo.make these varied Comparisons actjally constitutes an important

dtrength of.the evaluation design, not 4 shortcoming. We trust that the .A

presentation of the rationale for t& comparesons attdthe inferenCes that

can be dTatn from them are clear.
.

Finally; we nepd to mention briefly the problem.of "statistical sig-
1

nificance". /Whenever,a numerical analysis is being Carried outr particularly

when it'is based tsample survey aata, it is possible that.a change or dif-'

ference will occur in the numbers
e
simply dge to chance variation rather than

because of a real change in ehe phenomena being measured. When a change ob-

served the numbers is a small one, or when the'numbers are base th only

a small number of interviews br observations, the risk of Making an c&roriti

greater than.when large changes are Observed An large bodies of data.

Statisticians I4ve ways of calculatingthe likelihood that a difference

observe Apld be a chancediffetence rather than reflecting a real change or. .

.
.0..

diHetence. The usual criterion, which may seem very strict to many readers,

)

is that a real'difference or change must be large enough to. have. occurred
.

(

by.chance less,than five times in a hundred. That is to say, statisticians

like to be very confident that the change they are observing is real before

they say that it is "statistically significant". This approach can lead toL

an error of another kind: .namely, that a real change or impact is miesed

or not ipleptified because the statistical criteria were too stringent or

the samples were too,mmall.

Because of the importance of this experiment, we have opted for a sta. .

tistIcally conservative approach,td.thessment of impact; we have noty\

labell4 a change or impact "statistically signiiicant" unless it mteta the

strict requirement of being a.chance occurrence less than fivftimes
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'in one hundred.' Howeyer; °ill a few criticaAnstances where-that strict crir.

terion,is partl!cula*ly hmportant and where a difference Might have been ide7

/
cLared "significant" by less stringent criteria, we have,noted tkils fact also,

%

to afford readers the opportunity toteEich their Wn conclusions
..

,
. - .

'-ik final technical note, The probabilities cf selection..varied across
.

.

Uartford areas. Alsoi selecting one adult per household.as respondent te,ant.
. 4 I ' .

. e
4

ithe probiloility of respondent selection'dependedoon household size. _All
..

tabular figures:in this report haire been aipropriaiely weighted'to Adjust

fOr dbfferent,probabilities of selection. The.N's.given are the actual raw'

numberq of cases which are the.appropriate base for calculating statistical

signikicance.

The task o1//the evaluator in A project like this is twofold: 6 present

the relevant data atd to integrate the data into an organized set of con-

jclusJ.ons... Having spent.a great deal of time thinking through the large

quantities-of information Ayailable to us, it is impossible for us noi to

have reached some conclusion 's. about the program and.what happened in North

Asylum Hii.1.\ However, We'have attemPted to present a wide range Of informaa.
. .

tion that bears on the impaCt oi the.program, including both data that are
e . .

consistent with our conclusions and those that,are not, in order th4 the

(
,

)
,

riaching.conclusions about the impact of the Hartforq project:.
T,7

reader can reach conclusions 'on his or her own. The number of possible

tables is too large to incl de in a reasonable length chapter; but many

additional tables are avai able to the interested r4ader...in the appendices,

We believe that a s rength of the Hartford experiment is that thfre
40,V,

Oas an exceptionally good evaluation component to the 'pepject.' Although it
,

is always difficult in social science to' be definitive, we hope that thi

information thaefollows will make readers feel they have a good basis f

.92
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Introduction

I75a4 on Crime

I.

In 1973 when the neighborhood analysis began, victimization rateh and

resident'prceptions indicated that the. most important crime problem in North

Asylum Hill was street criMe.:, robbiry and purfiesnatch. 'B 1 ry rates were

coniparativelyhigh In the city'of Hartford as a whole,- Howeve .in1973,

the rate of burglary in.North Asylum Hill was.b'elow the City iverhge, and,

residént concerni about burglary, while somewhat higher, than one might have.

expected from the crime data, were Only about ayerage for the,city of

Hartford.

.

.

ay 1975, when the 4,first-st ges of implementation had begun, burglary
. . 1 . ..

had ificreased in Noeth Asylum Hill to a point above the city average. Resf- . .

#

dents' concern about burglary in 1975 equaled-their ?ooncerti about street

It

,.

crime, t
,

/ .

Althoush the initial program design emphasized street crime, and'

particularly the fact that robber and pursesnatch were common on the resi-,

dential interior-streets, the.bas c hpproach of the program wastconsidered

to be equally appropriate for residential burglary-and for street 'crime on

residential "streetis. With,retpect to both crimes, the impersonality of the

neighborhood and the lack ofi resident involvement in arewvents were thought

to create criminal opportunities. . Increased resident surveillance and in-

.

'volvement wis hypothesized to be the way td reduce criminal opportunities..,

a ' ,

,

,Thus, tlr question to 6e addressed is whether or nOt the program was success-,
.

, . .

ful in.4reducing burglary and street .,crime in North Asylum Hill during its

t

first ye,ati.
,

93
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Residential Burglary*

A

The'critical-analytic queption was whether or not the burglary tate

NorthAsylum Hill in the tut year wee lower Aan.it would have been had

.there been no program. 'To aitswer that'question, one muat Mak; an estimate,
6

of what the burglary/rate would have'heen.

One possibility is to say the burglary rate wguld.have stayed ttle,same
4k

as thepieeding year,. Our estimate, based on_the comparatively small sample

,9-vey in 476,. was a burglary'rapi of 18.4 per 100 households.

IF

Ati the figures in Table-5.1 show, few i)eople would.consider a stable

burglary rate'to be _the best predictiOn. The rate had been rising steadily in

North Asylum Hill and throughout liartford. The data lead clearly to a pro-

t

lection of A.cont4nued rise.

There arelitt least two ways to project on expected rate in North Asylum

.Hill for 1977. If one observes the rates in that area since 1973, the figures

*Herp and elsewhere in this".reOrt-statements about the rates of crime .

(indeed all data), are for fiscal years eginning July 1;'"1977" refers tO
1976-1977, "1976" refers to 1975-1976, and so forth. The eiception is

: 1973, which refers to the pefiod fall 1972-1973. The 'rates are based on
victimization survey dati. Althqugh surveys do not provide,a.perfect

. measure of...the'actual rate of crime, comparisons between sureys done in
, different years should provide a reliable indicator of the diredtion and

magnitude of changes'in crithe rates, because the procedures usea' were iden-
, tical in each year studied. In contrast, there were several factors that
differenttaip iffected rates calculated from police record data and ren-
dered comfilfis)7 between Ybars based on these data, difficult or impossible
to make. (See.Appendix A'for full discusseon of this point.) As a.result,

(1we',...generally-ilave not used police record.data in this report to assess

1

changes in the incidence of crime.:. lipwever
, in some casea we have cam-

- pared the characteristics of crimes or offenders known to police across 1

years. Such an analysis is based on the assumptionkthat the biases,,W4
any,,in such po e data are relatively constant from year to year;

. therefore, the c!...arisons across years areamaningful. Although the
validity oi thfs -assumption cola!' be questioned, we have not been able

. to uncover a reaton-tO think that it is not a valid assumption for the
purposes of this evaluation.

, o . .,

.. .
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'Table 5,1

BURGLARY VIOTEMIZXTION ,

(rates per 100 househtds)**,

,

NorthAsylum Hill

Total City

(N)**

0
.

1975 ..
1--

14.8

(88)
ef .

12.e

(556)

1

.1976'
--17

'18.41.5

(93)

9.8

(890)

41.

*Data ate not available for this time period.

r -

.12.72

15.2.

(885)

^

4

a,

,

**1973)rates are for the calendar year; other rates are for fiscal years
beginning July 1. Bases used for computation cAithe rates are N multiplied

by the mean number of perepns:per household fn Me given area and time

period. . ,

***The calm& d standard error of this estimate pd 1.52 crimes per 100 persons.

/
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were,7.5.for 1973, 14.8 for 1975, and'48.4 for 1976.- If the burglary rates

had continued to increase at the same.i5ate, a burglary' rate of over 22 bur-
.

glaries per 100 households would have been observed.

.Amother approach is to look et.the city-wide experience and use that

as a guideline for North Asylum Hill. We dd'not have a survey estimeti for

. /
the city for 1976. However, between 1975 and 1977, the Hartford

rate ilNreased at th; rate of 12 percent per year. if
I. /.

had increased betWeen 1975 awl 1977 dt that same rate,
,

a burglary rate of 18:6 per.100 households*

the Asylum H111 raie
0

we wbuld haVe observed

Thus, two approaches led us to expect a rate of about 18.5. third

approach, prOjecting directly fromthe figures for lio4th Asylum Hill, pro-.

,

jects a rate of over .22-per 100 households. The observed rate shown in-
.

TabIe-5.1 is 10.6 per 100 householdS.

As noted previously, estimates based on samples callOvarylrom the

true populationligure by chance alone. We calculated the odds.that the

true burglary rate in North Asylum Hipcould be as high as 18.5 or 22 per

100 Households.. We found that the chances are 95 in 100 that the true

burglary rate.vas less than 18.5 per hundre4 they'are 99 in 100 that the

rate is less than 22 per 100 houseliOlds.*

In short, there can be little doubt that there was a distinctive, sub-

stantial drop in the rate at which housing units in North Asylum Hill were

burglarized in 1976-1977 --below the rate for the preceding year, lower than

one would have eXpectell given the city-wide experience, lind a rate approxi-

*Standard errors on which these statements are based were calculated, taking
into account the clustered sample design. Stet ments are based on a cOnser-
-/Pvative two,tailed.test. A one-taileditest yiel s even stronger statements.
(See Appendix A).
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A

t

mately half of wtit wOilld have been projected fr :the piattern of burglary

over the preceding five years.
. .

Street Robberv/Pursesnetch
I.

a

C

f

Conclusions.abogt stieet robbery-and pursesnatch are móre dtfficult to

-

reach because the.ratesare lower. Because ,of the, nclimal variabilit as

ciated with estimates from a sample survdy, real and important changes:in

events with law rates

'being able to

Such as robbery ancEpurdesnat can.ocCur without out

4

say with confidence,-statistically 'raking, that a reif..change

jaas occurred. ,

;

These comments'areeeeded because tbe actual findings witb. respect to

robbery .and pursesnatch in North Asylum.Hill,presept just this ki f

statistical dilermna. In 19, the robbery/pursesnatch rate in North. Asyltmi.---

clrf

Hill was estimated from t iceimization survey to be 3.6 per .100 residents ;

in-1976
*

the comparable figure was 5.1 per 100 residents (Table'5.2).

40'
As was the case'with burglaty, there are at least three'vays to

mate an expected.rate of robbery/pursesnatch in North 4aylum Hill for 1761-

1977.
. 0

1) One could estimate ttpt it would be the same ai the preceding yeir4

On this basis, the expected numbek.is5.1-per .100 persons.

2)'One could use the survey estimates of a pattern of rising street,crime

0

in North Asylum Hill as a basis for projection. The rates of change-ilad hoe
)

been constant fram.1973 to 1976, though the direction was c9nsistehtly up

ward. A .donserVatiVe'average rate of increase:is 20 percent

/- that basis,.one would have expected 6.1 'robbery/pursesnatch

persons, for 19741977.,

%.0

97.

(.

e

per year, On

events pdt.100

t,

o
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Table 5.2..

, STREET, ROBBERY/PURSESNATCH VICTIMIZATION

(rates per 100 persons)** -

- e ...

...;'e

. ,,;....

'.
-

.
,

,

i

North Asylum Hill
.

(N)** .

.

Total City

(N)**

1973

.9

..

(.\'';

Ni

6

2.7

(93)

1.0

(891)

a,

' (88)'

2.1

(556) -

*Data are not available for.this time period.

1976 1977

li

-5.1 37***

(76) (232)

4

2.7

(885)

7

4

*t4973 rates'are.for the ca1eqdar year;.other rates ere for fitdi years
beginning July 1. Bases used for computation of the rates are N multiplied
by the. mean number pf persons 'per household in the given area and time period..

***The calculated standardlerror ofd.this estimate is 1.52 crimes 'per 100.persons.

r\
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3YUsing the Clöty-wide experience between 1 75 and 1077 and applying

it to the 14175 Asylum Hill rate leads to a middle ground prediCtion of 5.8

per 100-persons.
\

.

Usthg the same statisticaiNapproach used for burglary, lare can say that

fhe odds are. 95.in 100.that the robbery/pursesnatch.rate falls in the range

of 5.7 + 3.0 (i.e., betwee.7.44 6.7)_per-100 persca. Using\a one-tailed

approach, the ddds'are ,95 in 100 ehat the rtme rate is nd higher than 6.0

,

per 190 pereons. The odds are about two out of three that,the true rate in

1976-1977 was.lower than-in the preceding year.
\

For non statisticians,the above paragraph may seeth C7fiksing, or cum-
.+

bersame, 9r pe tic. However, the point to be gleaned is imptrnnt: given

, a

the sample atze and the particular rates involved, the figure of 3.7 per 100

(persons is not.different enough from the ptojeCted rates of robbery/pursesnatch

to meet the usual crrteria for statistical confidence. Depending on which

approach is choaen and whith projection seems best, the odds are better than

twoin three but,less than 95 in 100 that the

North Asylum Hill walklower than would haVe be

bery/pursesnatch rate,in

expected.*

It is worth noting another change that occurred.in robbery, that in-
.

.
.

diOtes same impact.on street crimc(opportunities in North Asylum Hill. As -.

4 ' . _ .

noted previously, one of the striking features of street crime in North
,

Asylum Hill was the rate at which it occurred on residential streets rather

*It should be noted that victimization survey4 such as thOse used here es-

timate the person crime rate for residenta of a neighborhood: Because per-

son crimes do not necessarily occur at home, of courae, such rates are not..

4. 'the same ati the.incidence of crimes that occur in a parbiculargeographi9

area, yhich. hat police records record. for, the comparisons reported'

.
here, no etre t crimes were counted which Occurred outside the city of

Hartford; how vat, VictImization figurei do not include the robberies or

.pursesnaches that ocOurred-to non-residents within the North Asylum Hill

area during the. experimental year. Approximately half of the street crimes

reporied to police in 1973 oured to non-residents.ip
%

99 !
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than on main Streets. This pattern.persisted from.1973'on through 1976, when

1 .

some 64 percent of street robberies were on residential,side streets., This

pattern was taken.by the study team analysts to be one important indication

of'the impersonal character of residential streets in North Asylum Hill.

TheNnfore, it ip very significant that according to police renords ofo'

where robbery/purseanatch offenses occurred in 1977,,there was a ahift away-

from'residential streets to main streets. ,Only 42,percent of the'robberiee

known to police in the experimental Year occurred oh residential Side ntreeti
16.

(compared to 64 percent the year before) (Table 5.3). The meaning of these
. ,

data will be discussed later in this chapter when the daEa regarding the way
.

4)

the program worked are exam,ned. However, the shift in th e. pattern of street

-crime is evidence that th re mas a program impact onrobbery/purseanatch.

In conclusion then, the data:regarding changes in the rate of street

robbery/pursesnatch in North Asylum Hill are less definitive than those with

1'4:Aspect to burglary. abspirte the fact.that the estimaied' rate of robbery/

pursesnatch for residents was nearltr.30 percent'lower thnn in the preceding"

ynar, we can,only say that the,victimization rate surely did noe go up and

the odds are considerably better than 50-50 that it actually declined. -More-
,

over, the fact that there'was a .marked change in the pattern of street crime;
,

shifting-the occurrence; of these events from residential streets to_main

atreets, is further evidence that something happened during the'experimental

year that affected the behavior of criminal offenders. Taken together, one '

ci

could at least say that the data are consistent with the hypothesisothat the

program had a salutary affect.on street crime on residential streets in North
1

Asylum Hill.

4,1,t

4

100

I.
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Table 5.3

LOCATION O. STREET ROBBERIES IN.ASYLUM HILL

4

Nortb Apylum Hit].

1976 1977

Main Street
; 36% , 58%

.Sid9ltreet '64 42

TOTAL 100 100
(N) . (107)., (52)

South Asylum Hill'

Maiin,Street

SideStreet

TOTAL
(N)

0

v.

101

42% 52%
58 48

100 - 100
(80) (60)

ett

4

a
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Geographic pisplaceiment
a

A common finding when crime is reduced in a particular area 1.6 that

similar crimes increase proportionately"in adjacent areas. Consequently, the

-rates arresidentialluiilery and ltreet'robbery/pursesnatch in neaiby areas

.

were examined for evidence of displacement.. There were two areas that seemed'

particularly likely to be targets: .South,Aeylum Hill and an area.to the north

and west of North Asylum Hill which we labelled "adjacent area%

Because the data most clearly'support the position that burglary was

reddNi in North Asylum Hill, we first looked for evidence of disOlacement

of burglary. There was no,evidence of direct displacement of burglary out

Of North, Asylum Hill to the.areas adjac(int to it (Table 5.4). The rate of

burglary in South Asylum Hill was the same in 1977.aein the preceding year.

If anything, given the overall increase in burglary throughout the city of

Hartford; this constitutes,alower-than-expected burglary rate. In the other

area adjacent to North Asylum Hill, the burglary rate appeared to have id-

creased sltghtly.from 10 to' 14 per 100 households; however, this.difference

was noVstatistically significant. Moreover, theefigures are quite in line .

with the city-wide experience. Therefore,' it does not seem tb be a_tenable

hypothesis,that the reduction of bur lary in North Asylum Hill was due to or

\

caused a simple teansference of burg ary activiicy to nearby targets.

We are aware, hoWever, that identifying displacement of burglary can

ibe re'cOmplicated. Given the fact that burglary inCreaSed'in Hartford as
aI

a whple, inevitably there were some arias where burglary was higlier in 1977

than it had been in preceding years. There was one area within reach of

offenders known by police to hvecomIted burglaries in Nortb Asylum Hill,

4 which experienced a marked increase in burglary during 1977. We discuss in

f102 i
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Table 5.4

BURGLARY VICTIMIZATION BY AMP,-
(rates per 100 households)**

1.911 1975

North Asylum Hill 7.5 1.4.a

(N) (93) (88)

Muth Asylum Hill 2.2 4.6,

(88)

North and West
Adjacent Area 8.2

(85) (49)

Total City 9.8 12.1

(N) (890) . (556)

1

4

0

*Data not available fOr this tims period,.

**1973 rates are for the calendar .year; other rater are lor fiscal years

,

19

18.4, 10.6

(76) (232)

7.8 7.7

(64) ' (118)

4.

13.7

(73)

15.3

(885)

beginning July 1. :
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11°
,Chapter Vi some fact ) rs which would-seem to-explain this increase more

..

plausibly than a simple displacement of burglat, out of North Asylum Hill
,

4

due to the impact of the program.

It is impossible to rule out completely the possibility of geOgraphiC

displacement. However, the combination of an offender population that operates.
4

in a limited area on foot; the facC tIvit a considerable amount of bdrglary is

unplanned ani casual and the fact that.the program covered a reasonably lafge

area, led the designers-of the program to hope that displacement would be

minimal. At the very least,.one could say that-if displacement of burglgiry.

occurred as part of the reduction of burglary, it ditd not occur in the most

obvious places for it and the pattern was difficult to identify.

In contrast, there may have been an increase if' the rate of street

crime against residents of South Asylum Hill, though not in other adjacent .

areas (Table 5.5). The statistical.problems discussed earlier affect this

analysis. The difference between the figures f6r 1976-1977 and those for the

preceding year,.does not meet normal statIltical requirements for signifi-

cances. Th'e odds are 7 out Of 10)Ahat street crime did rise in South Asylum

'Hill. Since offenders were thought to pass through both South dnd North

Asylum_Hill; an increase in South Asylum Hill is exactly what one would

expect if robbery/pursesnatch opportunities were reduced in korth Asylum Hill.

People argue ttat if a crime controLprograN does nothing but move

crime from one place to another, there has been no gain. In the case of

burglary, it is difficult to argue with that position. As-noted, however,

it does not

accompanied

the case of

that Øovizg

to

appear that the.reduction of burglary tn North Asylum Hill was

by a proportionate.increase in burglary in nearby areas. .In

street roVbery/pursesnatch, however, it could well,be argued

crime from resideheial streets, where people live) onto less

4104
01\
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paroonal main streets may improve

4

increases the potential for Police

nearly impossible when crimeb are

Since strait crime in South

it

the quality of life of residents. It also

surveillance and intervention, which is

spread evenly throughout an area.

Asylum Hill may not have increased, just

.as lt may not have decreased'in Notth AsYlum Hill, displacement may be a

needless concern'. Howeverothere are occasions when-moving street .crime may

be beneficial. It would requiTe further analysis to det whether or

not any redistribution of street crime in Asylum Hill had some benefits.

Displacelaent to Other Crialee

Another possibleeffect of a successful program against a partiCular
4

type of crime is to redirect active criminals from onetype of crime to

another similar type of crime. Such achange seems relativelicunlikely for

ifrea-level crime prevention program. Geographic displacement wouid-ieem

-

much more likely than actual changes'in crime.preferences among chronic

offenders. Indeed, thetcare only two kinds of crimes against residents of
.

'an area that would'produce similar results for offenders: caAheft and

theft from preMises which did not invOlve breaking and entering.

Examination of the victimization rates 'with respect to these two crimes

show) scant evidence of any such pattern (Table 5.6). The rate of oar thefg

in North Asylum Hill had been extremely low.and remained constant, or even

declined slightly, in 1977 compared With preyious years. The rate of theft

from premises wtthout breaking_and entering had been.rising steotily in North

el
Asylum Hill and continued to do so in 1977. However, there was not a' marked

increase in this crime. The rate of increase was consistent with the exper-

ience citywide.

105 9
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Table 5.5

STREET ROBBERYOURSESNATCH VICTIMIZATION
.BY AREA

(rates per 100 persons)**

1973 1975 1976 19

North AsYlum Hill 2.7 ! 3.6

(93) (88)

5.1 3.7

(76) .(232)

South Asylum Hill 0.8 7.9***
t

(N)**

North and West
Adjacant Area

.01)** . .,

Total City

(N)**

(92)

.-

(88) (63)
, .

N

2.0 2.0 *

(85) (49).

. $ -

1.0 2.1' * #

(891) (556)

4

*Data not alkilable for. this timi perioa.

.

2.7

(885)

s-

*1tL973 rates are for the calendar year; other ratep are for fiscal years.
beginning July 1: Bases used for computation of the rates are N multiplied
by the mean number Of per9ons per household in the given area and time period.

***The cklculated.atandard error of this estimate-is, 1.52 crimes per 100 persons.
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TM& 5.6

OTHER PROPERTY CRIME VICTIMIZATION
(rates per 100 households)

Area and Type oi Crime

North Asylum Hill;-
. Car Theft
Other Theft fromePremises

\

Mailbox The# .

(N)
,

Total City:
Car Theft
Other Theft
Premises

Mail Theft
(N)

os

from

a

3.4

1271 .1977

3.9 2.5 .

20.5 25.0 . 28.6,
1.1 3.9 12.9

(88) (76) '(232)

5.9 .* 4.9 .

17.2 * 20.4
12.7 * 10.6
(556) *

(885).

N' -"*Data not'available for this time period.
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The.one crime involving.theft that did increase between 1976 and 1977

was mailbox theft. This ,does not seem to be alparttbularly appropriate.crime

for bUrglaris specially since most 8f.those known to have committed crimes
.r(

in North 'Asym Hilipin recent yells lived outside the area.

('

Once
1

ag n we are in a position where we cannot absolutely rule out the

possibility of some shifting of criminal activity from burglary or street

robbery/pursesnatch to some other crime, However, the evidence, taken in

: corpination with what is known about the offender population, makes it appear

relatively.unlikely that any significant change of this type occurred in

'North Asylum Hill.

Conclusion /- 4

Thus, having examined the data with respect to crime, _it is clear that

there was a.marked reduction in the rate of burglar) in North Asylum Hill and

- it is likely that there waS same decrease in the rate of street crime against

residents as well. In addition, there was no obyious evidence of displace-
,

4

. tent of burglary to adjacent areas, though there ts pome support for the

notion that some streetcrime was displaced from North Asylum Hill to South

Asylum Hill. From these data, it would be diffi "ult not tosconclude.

that crime against residents in North Asylum Hil1 ,decreased' markedly in 1976-

1977.

Impatt on Fear of Crime

Introductkon
#

-.Resident fear or'concern about crime was as important a target of the

1'6 Program as crime itself.. ItOts thought.that personal fear and the percep-

,tionlof significant criminal activity were real factors which.underminethe

0



,quality o f life in a neighborhood emit.
1 1

It'ya thought that.the mist effective way to affect resident fear and

'concerns about crime was to reduce crime. In addition, it was found that the

'PerceptiOn of alien street. activity, such as loitering teenagers and drunken

men, was associated 'with fear or concern about crime. Therefore, in additiam

to c4ne itself, it was thought that reducing such obvious nuisarices

in public,places and making people feel more comfortable on the streets in

their neighborhood might make an additional contribution to the reduction of

fear.

"Residential Burglary

In the research literature, "fear" of crime is sometimes used t6 cover

several lifferent concepts. In designing the questionnaire, wg distinguished

between three different components 'of residentsisubjective responses to crime:-

.the cognitive perception of personal risk was measured by questions on the
401.

perceived likelihood of being a viCtim.' The evaluation of the crime sit-

uation was measured by question's about how "big" the problam'was. The

.effective component, which comes closest tallear- was measured by questions

. of how "worried" people were that they would be vi time... In a real sense,

none of these iv "fear of crime". HoWever, they ar the components of people's

subjective responses to.community

Of the three types of measures regarding burglary, two showed a sta7

A
statistically significant improvement between 1976 and 1977. Fewer residents

rated burglary as a "big problem" than had done so in the paSt and resi-'

denes rated their likelihood of being burglary victims significan y lower

tthan they had in (Tables 5.7-5.8). There was not a signific ht

difference in rate at which residents said thej were'"worried" about

10 9
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Table 5.7

PERCEpTION OP BURGLARY AS-.A NEIGHBORliOOPRIME
PROBLEM

197i ; 12a 1976. 1977

IL1111.2212.121.111.2.4. %

Big problem
Some problek .

Almost no erohlem
.

TOTAL .

(N)

,,

217. .

33

46

. 35%-
. 46

3.9

35

19

"31%
44

25

I

.

.100 .

'(91)

100

(87)

100

(73)

100.

(229).

Soutb-Asvlum Hill

Big problem 207. 1770 25% 25%

S ome prob lem- 31 41 52

Almost no problem :49 . 42 23 33

TOtAL 100 100 100 100

(N) (90) (85) (56).* (110).

Total.G417

Big problem 19%

Sane problem 37

Almost no problem 4
TOTAL 100

(N) (872)

28%

41

2.11

100 .

(545)

/ *Data not available for tbis time period.

4

21%

.40

12
100

(879)

(

.

.
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Tabl% 5.8

MEANNFOSSIBILITY OF BURGLARY OCCURRING WHEN NO ONE IS AT HOME

"Worth Aqyaum Hill

Mean

12Ata_LEYIELLILL1

Mean

Total City

.Mean

Go

1973

. .4(91)

4.1

(88)

3.3

(862)

4.1

pURING k.YEAR**

1975 1976

(88) (74)

49 5.3

(85) (62)

3.0 2.7

(547)

4.7

ve)

1977

(220)

4.9***

I

3.6

(815)

4.9 4

*Data not.available for this time period.

**The nimber of cases upon whi0.1, means and standard deviationg are based are
indicated in parentheses.

***The standard error, takin4 into account the sample design, was calculated
to °be .19.
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In general, we 'feel thaethnktwO measures that changed were bettet

measures of citizen response to crime than the one that did not. An analysis

of.this item over the yearsr,has shown ip to-be considerably mine related to

0 person4,characteristics, such aa age and sex, than to situational character-.

tstics. Notd in Appendix Table Bl that there VAS. nc? change. in. the aggregate

.respodse to this item between 1973 and, 1975 despite the fact that t rate

of burglary nearly dbublgd dUriflrthat period. In contraatv.the ratings of

the exett to whith burglary was a problem an4 the perceived likelihood of

being a bur:glary victim closely paralleled the estikates of the actual rates
4

of burglary.

7Therefore;..we believe we are justified.in concluding that the signifi.

:cant reduction in burglary 'in,North Asylum kill-was accompaniedby a signi-

ficant decline in resident 'perceptirtons in the likelihodd of being a burglgry

. .

victim and a significant'aecline in residedt perceptions of the extent to

which, burglary.was, a problem if1. North' 4sylimi

Robbery/Pursesneitch t

The analysis of the actual rates of street robbery/pursesnatch 'were

somewhat incoilcluaive. The victimization rates indicate the likelihood of

.

residents being victims ofjuch ceimes had definitely no,r gone up between

4

1976 and 1977 and ht;crp'robablY gone down. However, the reduction was not

,

,

-.great enough to be.statistically significant, nor was it lower than the 1975

.

.1.0,140.1.
The data on feat or covern about:street crime are similar.

1

.

144

*Data discussed in the a sitxt without vecifie table reference may be found
_

.

In'.appendix B.

.
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Aset of questions parallel to those about burglary was wilted. In
%

...addition, there was a questio) about how safe people lelt walking alcne on

their streets during the day. The readings on those measures were'slightly

more p

l'

sitive in 1977 than in 1976 (see grables 5.9.-5.10),. .However, in all

"cases.t change" were small and not statistically significant. None of the
:i

patterns of responses in 1977 was as positive as those in 1975, a pattern
,

which par4leled the.victimization data. In contrast, the responses with

respect to turglary were.invariably more positive than in 1975, again a

(Y'

pattern which.precisely paralleled the victimization data.

it

Conclusion

In conclusion, then, the perceptuaPdata for residentsPclosely aral-

lel the figures with respect to the rates of burglary and robber se-

snatch. This, in itself,'is a rather tmportant cinding. That is, the data

suggest as clearly as any datkin the research literature, that citizen per.,

ceptions do respond over time to the reality about them. In addition, the

"data rel.nforce the conclusions reached in a previous section: that there was

a+lear and definite improvement with reipect to burglary ix) Isylum Hill and

that an imnovement with respect to street crime was likely, but less clear

cut and.less dramatic.

HoyAthe Program Worked: Testing the Underlying Hypothesps

Introduction

The theory* on which the North Asylum Hill Programwas based specified,

.a complex set of relationships between the physical environment, the neigh..
,

borhood residents,

rtended tt,intervene

the police and potential offenders. The progrmn was in..

and.change these relationships 80 that.theywould uork in

C
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Table

MEAN POSSIBILITY OF WING ROBBED aN NEIGHBORHOOD STREETS

DUR/NO.A. YEAR#*

(0.01 No possibility, 10 m Eldremely likely)'

. I
/222

...

AU Mil. um

ispjsiLte uzlj.._,I,unH (92) ' (85) (72) . (221)

Mean 4.3 3.9 , 4.5 4.2***
' A

szAtLayiya Jul (90)

Mean 3.8

Total City (858)

Mean 3.1

(86) (59) (109)

0 4.3 4.6
-6

(441)

3.5

-* (817)

3.5

*Data not available for thistime period.

**The number of cases upon which means are based are indicated in parentheses.

***Standard error, taking into account the sample design, was carculated to

be .20.
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Table 5.10

.DEGREE by SAFETY FELT WHEN'ALgNE IN THE NEIGHBORHOOD DURING THE DAYTIbiE

I.

1976

Noyth.Ap1,1 Hill

.

' Vary Bela 32% 30%
Reasonably safe 58 41
Somewhat unsafe 7 20'
Very unsafe 3 9

4
TOTAL 100 ) 100 `

(N) (86) (76)

Very safe .

oReasonably.safe
Somewhat unsafe
-Very unsafe

1

44% 387. 27%
48 48 51
4 10 17
4

31%
50

13

6

(232)

,. TOTAL 100 100 100
(N) (87) (63) 7- (118)

Total City

'Very safe 43%
Reasonably safe 41
Somalat unsafe 10

-Very unsafe 6

i.

37%
46

11

JO
TOTAL 100 100

t(N)
'4\ (549) (885)

*Data not livailable for this time period.

1
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the direction of reducing criminal opportunities.

In this section, we examine the,evidence that these rettftionships were

or were not changed. The purpose of this examination is at least threefold.

First; it appears necessary that at least same of the expected changes occurred

in order to make the case that the program itself was responsible,for the

observed reductions in burglary Ad fear. Second, it is Important for

others who might want to design such a program to understand the ways in

whj.ch the program was successful. Third, this evidence would,give us.some

basis for assessing the validity of the underlying hypotheses on which the

program was based.

ItAis important to keep in mind, however, that the absence of an ex-

pected change does not in itself constitute proof of a faulty theory. An al-

ternative explanation is that the expected changes had not had time to take

place. We have already noted that some of the expected changes would likely

take more than a year to materialize. MoreoVer, although the data availabie

for ;the evaluation were very rich, there are places where the measures were

less than perfect or the number df Cases available was too anall'for-confl-

dence.* 1This,. too, would produce incondlusive results.

With ,these considerations'in mind, we present the available evidence

about the way the program worked. The very nature of the underlying hypoth-

eses, which specified a complex interdependence among the variables, makes

orderly pret;entation and examinations of the hypotheses diffi3,ç. We dis-
.

cuss the hypotheses in an order chosen to maximize clarity of esentation

rather than to reflect any particular set, of prioritie)h

-

*We point such places out in tele text Acme appropriate. Additional informa-

tion is aVailable in Appendix A. Tables A5-A7, with assOciated explanations, .

present generalized information on the size of percentage differendes needed

fo l. statistical significance for various numbers of cases.
/.
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The,Physical Environment and Non-Resident Ubd of the Netghborho0A
19

The physical design team had noted.that the relatively heavy noni.resident

use oithe neighbophood was a,depersonaliing factor. Even residential aide

streetebelongqd to anyone and everyone. Therefore, a principal immediate

goal of the physical changes was to return the area to residents by reducing

non-resident traffic through the neighborhood and bTstructuring that which,could

not be curtailed. Although it was considered desirable to affect both vehicu-

lar and pédestrn use of the neighborhood, the progtaM-as implemented was

not necessarily expected to affect pedestrian traffic.-

The physical chapges clearly had the desired effect on vehicular traffic.

According to. the traffic counts, streeta that were blocked had marked de-
a

creases in velAcular traffic (Table 5.11); most of the-other streets in the

neighborhood expected to be affected by the streetchanges 6howed reductions

in traffic as well: The two "collector" streets' that, were left open to.

carry traffic through the neighborhood both shawed.an ..wected modest.in-

,

crease in traffic, as did the streets around North Asylum Hill. An over-

----.--, .

.

all effect of the program was to reduce the total amount of traffic through.,.,
-,

he neighborhood:
A

Deta on resident perceptions of traffic appear,at first glatice to pre-
, 1,

sent a different picture. In the aggregate, there was little change in

resident perceptions Of the amount of trafficOm the.streets LA front of

their homes. However, this is a good example of an average masking an im-
I , .,

portant trend. When answers were broken down by whether respondents lived.

on a street which had been blocked, narrowed or untreated, there was Clear- ..
.

evidence that residents did notice the chan'ge in traffic. -Those on treated

Streets. were much more likely to sWtraffic vas "lighter" those on un

treated streets that it waa "heavier" (Table 5.12).
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Table 5.11

' CHANGE IN/VEHICULAR TRAFFIC BY TYPE oy STREET TREATMENT

Type of Treatmen *

.k
/

Vehic1e4 Countged Percent
Change1976

Blockee

Narrowed

7,343

,1977

/,850 ...751

Entrance to cul4-de-sac
b 2,303 2,780 A-21,

Otherc
6,123 4,185 -32-

Total narrowed 8,426 86,965 -17

Untreated

Interiorlregidentiald
8,219 6,963 -15

Interior collectore( 24,296 26,424 + 9-

Border sitreets f -38,886 41,229 + 6

Total border/collector
63,182 67,653k +7

Total untreated 71,401 74,616 + 5

6

Totals

Interior residential'.
23,988 15,778 -34

'Interior
48,284 . 42,202 -13

All streets
87,170 83,431 4

a Includes Sargeant and Ashley Streets west of Sigourney

Iticludes May and Willard Streets

. c Includes Ashley St, (east Of Sigourney).and Huntngton St.

Includes Atwood St. and Sargeant St. (east\of Stgourney)

Includes Sigourney and Collins Street f.,

fencludes WoOland'St., Asylum Ave.,. and Glirden St.

4 A .

* Streets with both tyPes of treatments are
cateiorized accordipg to the

treatment nearest the cdunter.
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Table 5,12
-$

PERCEIVED CHANCE IN DAYTIME VEHICULAR TRAFFIC IN FRONT OF HOME
DURIlt THE PAST YEAR WITHIN NORTH ASYLUM HILL BY TYPE OF

STREET CHANGES FOR 1977 A -

'Blocked Narrowed Uttreated

,

Heavier
. 21%

About the same 48

Lighter . 31

TOTAL 100
(N) 4 (60)

AV

1/4
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.14% 35% -

65 64
t

21
' 4

100 100
(60) 191)
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Th measurements; both of the tra?fic counts and resident perceptions,

co d mot, of course, differentiate between"resident and non4tosident traffic.

However, the earlier analysis of the patterns of traffic clearly.documented
.

the fact that most of the traffic in North Asylum Hill was non-resident. It

4

is reasonable to assume that the changes observed were in.non-resident.ve-
.

hicular trafgic.ap. well, Although we have no standards by which to say how

much reduction .or restructurimg of traffic was "enough",,there.can be little

doubt thkA a 'consideratile amount of restructuring of non-xesident vehicular

trafgic was accOmplished by the program. 1.As a iesult, a number of residential

streets in North'A9ylum Hill had considerably less traffic in 077 than they

did in 1976.

The primary, means of assessing the patterns of pedestrian traffic was

a kandardized set of counts carried out by observers at various places

throughout Asylum Hill in 1975, 1976 Etna 1977. Counters attempted to class-

ify pedestrians by age, sex and ethnicity.

'Although the program did tot have any caniponents which would direC4y

afect pedestrians, it was hoped that streets with ieduce vehicular traffic,

well-defined entrances, and perhaps a moreIntereited community of residents

P

would be less a

i

tractive to outsiders.
.,

Based on nalysit of the pedeitrian countsv.it appears that some re-

structuring of pedestrian traffic may have occurred, particularly the paths

students took through the neighborhood commuting to or fyom 'school. There

was a reduction in east-westraffic for young people-during,the hours im- .

mediately before and after school (Table 5:13). The student$' path is mains:-

1y a north-south path. To the extent that they were waNing on.

4

oo

-west

streets, it constituted random wanderingeof the kind that the program hoped.
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Table 5.13

CHANGES, IN STREETS USED PY PEDEFIRIANS
WALKING.TO AND FROM SCHOOL**

Number Counted*

#

Percent

rotth-SQuth Streets 1226 12.71 Change

Treated residential 979

Untreated residential 301

Collector/border 190

Total North-SoUth 1470

Eao-West Streete

1009

156

148'

1313

+3.

-48

-22-

-al

Treated residential 72 ; 72 0

UntreekreAresidential 162 68 -58

ColleltOr/border 58 62 +?

Total East-West 292 2012 -31

,

All Streets 1762 1515 -14

4

*tIncludes only persons undet 20-counted during hours o o and from'
school (7:30 - 8:30 AM and 2:15 - 3:15 PM). .

\
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to discourage. .In addition, students were apparently using fiswer morth-south

ptreets in 1977 than in 1976. Their north-south path had become 'more concen .

trated, another indication of less random wanderingl

It should be t d that the treated streees,hd carri4d.b5i far the larg-

est nuMber of students in 1976. 'There was very little c- hange in the counts
,

#

:for' these streets for 1977. Hence, the students' main path through the

neighborhood was.not changed. . Rather it apparently l!ptame more concentrated.

.Ahe most substantial changes, in terms of percent change, were for untreated

residential streets; howevex in terms of the actual humbers of young people

involved, these changes ware modest. It isot certain that they were sig-
. ir

nificant from the point of view of the character of the neighborhood. The --

data from the'resident surveys provide 'little evidence of aggregate,percep-

dons of a reduction of pedestrian traffic or a change in the mix of resi-

dents and Iton-residints on the streets. However, we note that resident per-

captions of changes in vehicular traffic were modest, too in the face of

fairly large changes in vehicular traffic on some streets. .

The Physical Environthent_and Residents Use 'of Space,

A lorincipal.goal.of the changes in the traffic riatterns W114 to en-

courage.residents to us their neighborhood more. Increased use by resi-

dents was, seen as a key step to increased reaident surveillande and-control.

There were three survey questions which dealf directly wich this issue:

the frequency with which residents walked somewhere-in their neighborhood,
-

the rate at which they said they liked using the park, which ie cert-

.

trally locared in,the neighborhood, anditherate at which they. ;pent time'

out-of-doortin their yards or on'their porches.. One of these three mea-



sures showed a statistically significant change in a- positivelidirection

..between1976 and 1977: more North Asylum Hill residents said they walked

somewhere in the neighbOrhood almost. daily (Table 5.14). More Asylum. Hill

residents Olso said they likgd to use the park near their houses, though

this different was not large enough to be statistically, significant.

o

.

We also looked at the pedestrian data for evidence of change in resi-

dents' use. Prior to implementation of the program, the character of pedes-

trian traffic was notable,for the difference between the demographic charac-

teristics of neighborhood residapts and those of the poeple walking on the

street: blacks, young adults, and-teenagers were all overrepresented among

the pedestrians. One indication of a positive affect on resident use of the

neighborhood would be a shift in ihe pedestrian population to be more.in

accord with the characteristics of those who lived in North Asylum Hill.

gxamination of the pedestrian counts yielded only inconclusive evi-
1,

dence on this topic. It did appear from the cants that there were more

people On the streets who were over 35 than was the case in the preceding

years. There were also small percentage point increases in the rate at which
4

females and whites were observed in the pedestrian population, though-those

differences were so.small, they may nct be statrstically reliable.

These data need to be .interpreted 'with caution in any case. We cannot

dissociate residents from non-residents. 'dethodology involves doubqe or
Th

even triple countings of the same individual passing through the neighborhood.

We consider the/survey responses on use of the\neighborhood to be a much more

reliable indicator than.the pedestrian count data.. Nonetheless, there are
*

probablftwo Conclusions one cankteach from the pedestrian count data. First,

in ill probability theie were tore adults over.35 walking in the streets of

I
r

s

lk
North Asylum' ill in 1977 than in preceling yeara per,haps as many as a third

.\.
o.1

0 C
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Table 5.14

. FREQUENCY OF WALKING IN THE NEIGHBORHOOD DURINGTHE DAYTIME

North NAAylum Hill

Almost\daily

Few time-ea week
Once a week
Less often
Never

TOTAL
(N)

Total City

Almost daily
Few times a week
Once a week
Less often
Never

TOTAL
(N)

1975

35%
18

10

12

25

100 ..

(88) r

1976 1977

34% 49%
20 21

13 10

18 9

45 113

100 100,

(77) (232)

, 34%
\24

13

. 18

34%.

24

12

14

16

100

(556)

100

(885)

*Data not available for thid time period..
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more. Second, with thim.exception, the.characteristics of.t4ose Walking

in the streets apptared to.be similar to those of preceding years and they

continued to be different from the4araoteristiCs of.the resident population

of NorthAsylum Hill as d.whole

The most important'finding in this sedtion is that almostllalf of the'

North Asylum Hill residents.said they walked somepyee in the neighborhood,

almost daily, compared with only,a third who said that in the'preceding year.
\"

intaddition,' the odds are about 9 in 10 that residents felt better about

using their neighborhood park. Pverall, although all relevant measures did'

not change significantly, it appears almOst certain that there was a posi- :

tive change in the extent to which residents of North Asylum Hill uaed their

'neighborhood.

Residents' Relationships to the Neighborhood and Neighbors.

A relatively long-range goal of the program was to generally improve

neighborhood relationC the quality of interaction among'the neighbors arid

thia commitment of residents to the neighborhood. These,changes were expected

f

to arise over time from,generaOmprovegient In the neighborhbOd situation.

It was thought that increaseduse Of,neighborhood spaces by residents might

. .

effect some improveiheht in their interactions and commitment and that the

presence of active comMunity organizations mtght also have some impact.

However, there wasrlittle_evidence of progress in.this respect as of the

sp#ing.of 1977.

Residents .wert baked whether they tliought the neighborhood had changed"

'0

for better or worse, or stayed about the same, in the preceding year. They

were aliso asked whether,they thought it wouid'be a better or a worse place

to live five years later, .In neither casefWas there clear evidence of an
4
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improvement in the attitudes of North'Asylum.411 residents in 1977 compared!
.

with,earlier years. Although iikboth cases,the responpes in 1977 weTe more
. 4* t

,

positive than in 1976, the differences werenot large enough to be'staeia..

tically,significant; there.was 1ittle difference-between the responeeS in
ki

Respondents were also asked whether they felt 'part" of.the neighbor-i

.hood or considered it) "jusea place' to live". Another related question asked

If neighbors were generally helpful or generally "went their awn ways". -The

.,p4tterns were basically those observed alpine The responses tO both qUestlams'

,
were more positive im 1977.than in 1976, butenot.ptatistically significantly

so. There wasene difference between 1975 and 1977 re8ponses6

In earlier surveys, North Asylumjall.residents expressed higher than

average concern about prostitutiOn, dtunken men .hanging around4 and drug Ouse,.
: ,.

Eaoh of.these perceptions related to fear of.criMeAnd would be!expeiqpd to

, .be an important component of people's feelingeabout Ole neighbathO844,'

During'the experimental year, police made pdppdic effortsto'contral.
,

teenagers and drunken men hanging out in the neighborhood,.and made At leait

one majoreeffort to.teduce'proPtitution in'the area.. However., their,man-
.

'1

power shortages necessarily liMited the duration and effectiveness of these
. .

efforts. Consequently,'it is not surprising that residents reported no im-

prov nt 1n these'problems. Indeed, there wa841,..significant increase in
,

0
reel. ents' rating of the seriousness of theprostitution problem; b,pt this

4t,
N.valmost surely is more appropriately, attributed to,the publicity prostitution .

received thanto an increase in the ,problem itself.

In less thEtn a year, it probably is not surprising that fundamental
. .

,

changes in resident attitudes toward their neighborhood did not occur.

,

Such changesiwould be expected 'to take time., However, they are critical



to theinduring'strengthining

,visione4-

The-fact that neighborhood problems., emmh asodrug use and prostitution,

.were.notseen.to decline may well have an important part.to play in the over.

4

the neighborhood the prograwylanhers enm

4..

all iisident.attitude toward. the-neighborhood. Moreover, such probleds, in A

, addition to being. possible indicators to residents of neighborhood decay, also

QcontribOte tO.Making the streets more frighttning.. Mmprovements tight occur
, 4t,

,through,police-efforts,through increased resident control over the neigh-
.

.borhood,'Or through changes in the resident population.. However, there was

no evidence.of.a significant idprovement in such probleme in the epring

1977,

The Relationship Between Police and.Citizens

'.The program objective of fostering a more constructive relationship

between citizens and police had three principal components. First; it was

hoped that the police, through.til Police Advisory. Committee (PAC) and partic-

ularly'through their Continuous, stable working relationships with the neigli-

borhood and residents, would become more aware of citizen concerns and more

-

citizen side, it.was hoped that the already high regard citizens held for

the police would be maintained or strenithened, and residentswould increas.

ing;.y see police as responsive to their concerns. Third, increased codmun.

co)mitted to serving the neighborhood And residents. On.the

ication to police about crimes and suspicious events, fulfilling the citpen

role as the "eyes and ears of the police", was a deeired goal.- The goals were

-0
expected.to be achieved is a result of increased interaction between citizens

and police, as-a result of citizens seeing their min priorities reflectedin°

police, activities, and from_the formal working relationships that were eetab.
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k.

lisheelwith police, both through the'PAC andthrough the other coMmunity

groups.

4

Briefly stated? there were some striking changes in the way the police

officers came to view the (16mmunity and itsesidents between 1975 and 1977.*

_ffoweverfor, reasons whfch me:Tor may not have had anything to do with the
,e4

program or the efforts of the police serving the area, the hopedgfor changes

in,residents' orientation toward police di0 not come abodt. In fact, in

some w<rsethe residentsr perceptions of and'feelings about the police were

more negative in 1977 than they had been in preceding years.

The improvement in the police officers' orientation to the neighbor-

hood is well reflected in their'rating of the neighborhood as a place for

people to live. In 1975, 64 percent said that it had become a worse place

to live in the preceding year; in 1977, only 14 percent thought it had be-

come a worse place to live, while almost a quarter thought it had become

a better place to live in.the preceding year.

Police perceptions Of citizen assistance to them had'grown somewhat more

positive during the same period. In 1977, police were more likely than pr-e-

viously to say that most residents would report a burglary to the police and

that most residents woulippelp the police locate a person whoshad Committed'.

a crime (Table-5.15). There pas also some improvement in the police rating

of the amount of respect citizens had for the police.

Although, remarkably enough, fewer than half of the police officers in

-7,--

i

*The data'on which the analysis of police responses are based come primarily

from questionnaires Completed in 1975, and.ageth in the spring oe,1977, when.

the police team had been in,place for about 2 years. Detai'lsie the data

collection methodology are2A0 be found in Appendix A.



Tale 5.15

ASYLUM HILL POLICE PERCEPTIONS OF AREA RESIDENTS
(percenps)

Fai11 1975-
-

(N) (17) (22)

All or most residents would call:police
if saw burglary

i'All.or most residents would answer
questions to lielp police

18% 32%

23

Citizen respect for police is."very
good" or "good" . 24 36-

Agree that area residents have a lot
of say in what ptlice do 53

Relations between area police and citizens
"very good" or "good" 18" 59

_

- 1.5741
129
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.the area said tey were familiar,with the Police Advisory Committee, they were
/0

much more like in 1977 to agree,that the people in the. area had a "lot of

0
say': in what p ice !did in North Asylum Hill.

The datakfin the'overall relatJohshiR between police and ditizeni in
, .

Asylum Hill art'well summarized in the police rating0. In 1975 over 80.
. ...

percent of the police officers in Asylum Hilt rated the felationships be

tween police anil citizens as "fair or poorlr; in 1977 the comparable figure-

waS on1041 percent.

.Because we have no cty-wide data for the police, it is not possible to

fully evaluate the.extent ty -which these changes are attributable to the

program. HOwever, there cam be no doubt that in the year and a half since

the first questionnaires were.completed there was a considerable improvament

in police perceptions of the neighborhood anl particularly of their relatfon-

ships with the citizeils in the neighborhood.

The data from the citizen surveys present an interesting contrast.

Three key measures were citizen ratings of how Iuickly police respond to calls

for help; how well they do in protecting people in the neighborhood, and hOw

well they treat p4ople in the neighborhood. On all three'measures, there was

a statistically significant decline in the rate at which pOlic.e.received high

-.ratings (gables 5.16-5.18).. In two cases, the change occured between 1975

and T976; in the third, it occurred between 1976 and 1977.

With respect to cooperation th the police, significantly more North

Asylum Rill residents thought all or most of their neighbors womld call the

police if they saw a bUrg ry in 19W7 than said so in dike preceding year.

H6wve...f.4.4hare was a decline in thperceived likelihood that neighbOrl

help police locate a person who hqd coMmitted a crime. : 'Etre was no Change

in the rate at whiq people said they would'report an attempted burglary of

130
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Table 5.16

PERCEPTION OF POLICE RESPONSE TIME WHEN SOMEONE
IN NEIGWRHOOD CALLS FOR HEIR

North Au/Ai-Hill

Cothe right way 727. 497 . 537.

Take * while . 9 25 26

Don't know .1.2 A a
TOTAL 100 . 100 100

(N). (86 (74) , (232)
'414#

1975 1976 1977

Tow City V .

Come right away 607. 567.

Take a while 19 24

Don't know . 21
.

20

TOTAL 100 . ,,, 100

(N) (554)
.

(865)

. *Data not available for this time pertod.
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Table 5.17

RATING OF JOB HARTFORDEPOLICE DEPARTMENT DOES..

PROTECTING PEOPLE IN THE NEIGHBORHOOD

41

1975 r 1976

4

Nqrth Asylum Hill

Very good 27% 14%

'Good enough 53 47

Not so.good 13 25

Not good at.all .7

Total City

Very good
Good enough
Not so good
Not good at

TOTAL 100 0 100

(N) (80) (70)

29%

45

18

all 8

TOTAL 100

(N) (523)
.

*Da0a not available for this time period.

.132

1977

1

21%
40

28

11

100

, (216)

19%
53

22

100

. (816)



.
Table 5.18

tJERCEPTION1RF Hgd HARTFORD POLICE TREAT PEOPLE IN 'NE.IGHBORHOOD

6:

North Asylum Hill .

1975,

Yery well 30T

Well enough 56

Not so well 12

7.
,.

1976 1222

1

28% 25%

54 44
9 22

got well at all
1 --a

_2 9

.. .

TOTAL 100 100 100

(N)
.

(77) (64) (202)

Total iitY

lery well .
1

367 27%

Well enough 48 55

Not 19 well 11 12

Not ft,11 at all 5 6

TOTAL 100 - 100

(N) (496) -(786)

,

;

*Data not available for this time period.



their property to Oolice. There also was no change in the rate at which

actual burglaries were said to have been reported t Ahe police. 'Indeed,

there was no change in the rate at which Norih Asylum Hill residente,had

called the police for any reason in 1977 compered with earlier years.
0

Thus, there was one measure that showed some increase in the perceived

cooperation between citizens and police. However, for'the most part, ratings

of the police had declined since 1975, and there was no evidence 'of an in-

creased level of actual Loperation,by residents in helping the police to

do their job.

There also was no hmprovement in the extent to which citizens saw po-

liceGas-rdiponsive to their concerns. Part of the problem may well hive been

tile fact that only 30 percent of North Asylum Hill residents had ever heard

of the Police Advisory Committee. To the extent'that the program expected

this committee to.give reSidents a sense of control over police activities,

there was little hope that-this little-known group wouVd have that effect.

It may not be surprising, then, that there was,no change in the rate at which,

residents agreed that people in the neighborhood,had a "lot of say". in what

police do (Table 5.19). There also was'no change in residents' agreement

that police try to do what is best for residents; compared w1L975, there

were.more residents who agreed that police did not spend their ti

dents' problems.

It has been dieficult for the.evaluation team to identify,the reasons
.6

for these findings. Because the general orientation of Asylum Hill residents

to police was extremely positive, prior to the Program, there / was no reason to

expect major positive changes. The area in which change would have been most

needed and desired was in calling the police to report victimization or sus.

picious lictivities. However, the fact that a significant number of ratings
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1 4 Table 5.19

PERCENT WHO AGREE WITH STATEMENTS ABOUT POLICE-CITIZEN RELATIONS

12-1:112.118442e1.11111 (N)

People in the neighborho d have
a lot of say in what pol ce do

Police try to do what's best
for neighborhood residents

Police don't spend time on
problems that People in
the neighborhood care about

Total City (N)

People in the neighborhood h'ave

a lot of say ii what police\do

Police try to do,what's best

for neighborhood residehts

Police don't spend time on
problems thate people in
the.neighborhood care about

1.211
1976 .1272

(88)

387

(76)

35%

,232)

.347.

79 82 67

32 45 43

(535)

387 32%

80 77

34

*Datla not available lor this time period.
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I
actually showed a decline requires sotelfurther explanation.

One possible explanation stems from the reduction in manpower in
V

the'

area. 'In fact, the"perceptyn of police presence was considerably reduc t

sinde'1975 (Tables 5.20-5.21)., Seeiog policemen has been shown before to be

one of the things citizens want most; a reduCtion.in'the rate at which police'

were seen on the streets may somehow have contributed to a reduced sense of

their effectiveness.

Another possibility stems from analysis.Of the data separately by:race.

In Hartford, as in most other major cities that have been studied, blacks

have consistently been more negatipe towards the police than whites, though

it should be pointed out that blacks in Hartford have tended to be more

positive than blacks in other cities, for which comparable data are av4able.
2

Although the number of cases on which the analysis is based la small, there

is a clear trend for almost all police-related questions to have shown a
ft

4

marked decline-for the black respondents, while,showing no change for whiti

respondents. In 'most cases, the effeot of this was to make blacks in'North

Asylum Hill, who were distinctivelyi positiVe about police in 1975, look more

like the black community througho'it Hartford. In:reviewing a variety-of al..'
4a0

ternative hypotheses, it is,difficult to escape the conclusion.that, since

1975, the views of black resitents.of North Asylum Hill on the policP have

changed. 0

There are, in turn, two possible exppnations for this change. First,

there may have been.some thange in the way the Asylum Hill Police Team

related to7black residents in-Asylum Hill.
9

A\second explanation seems,more likely. Since 1973, there has been

Considerable turnover and increase in the black population in North Asylum

HIM. Although the 406 of that population has remained fairly stable since
,

A
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Table 5.20

FREQUENCY OF SEELIG HARTFORD POLICE PATROLLING THE

NEIGHBORHOOD ON FOOT :

North Asylum Hill
r

SeVeral times a day to

almost every day*
A few times a week bp'

a few times a month**

Almost neVer

1975 1976 1977

23% 12% 5%

.21
12

56 4IP 76 83

T TAL 100 100 100

(87) (73) P (232)

4

Total City
S.

-Seve'ral times a,day to

alMost every day** 67:-

Ay few times p1&k to
a few timef a month** 9.

Almost neveir 85

TOTAL
(N)

104

(548)

*D4ta not available for this time period.

**CoOined response categories.
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;ab,le 5.21

FREQNEUCY OF SEEING HARTFORD POLICE PATROLLING-
.NEIGIOORHOOD IN A VEHICLE OR MOTOR SCOOTER .

North Asylum Hill I

Several times a day

1

-1975 1977

to almost every day**

Few times a week lo a
few times a month**

- Almost never

TOTAL

(N)

82%

13 .

5

100

(86)
1

83%

15

2

.

,
. .

100

(75)

69%

26

5.

100

(232)

Total' City

60%. 44%y

Seyeral time.s a day

to almdt-every.day**

Few times'e week to a
few times:4) month**

27' 38

Almost never , 13 18

TOTAL 100 100
(N) (545) (885)

*Data not available for this time period.

**Combined response categories.'

1..
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1975, a high proportion o'f black North Asylum Hill rea.d,ènta in 1977 had
1.,

recently moved there from other parts Of the city. The average Iength/of

residence in their current home fot blacks in North Asylum Hill'was less

than two years. It may well be.that the ratings of these respondents reflect,'
\

their experiences in other parts of Hartford rather than actuel experiences

'with the Asyltim Hill team. In that c4se,.as that community stabilizes over.

time,.thers.is basis for expecting's positive change.

III conclusion then4 for whatever reasone, there ia no basis far saying

that a more positivelfeelingby residents toward the Police was achieved by

ithe program. however,( e did note a number of positive changes in the police

orientation to the residents.

Offenders and Residts

One principal Al of. the program was to increase the extent to which

-neighborhood residents themselVes took control.of the neighborhood and Played

an active role in opportunity reduction. There was same.evidence that Same

,significant progress was'made in thi espect.

When survey reuidents were asked what they thought their neighbors would

do if they saw something suspicious,A1A4.14hird of North Asylum Hill resi-

dents said-they thought they would ignore it. This isitoughly the same rate

t which that response was given in previous years. .Similarly, when,asked

how concerned the neighbors were with preventing crime frsam happening to

others in the neighborhoo4thp.perceptions of North,Asylum'Hill residente

wete not different in 1977 than tlipy had been in Preceding years, It appe ro

-that when asked luestion, about their neighbors in ieneral, No Asylum.Hill

residents were poiifferent in 1977'than theyllad'been in prec ding years.

However,.the answers to two other questions give a somewhat different .1cture.



Aespondents were asked whether)they had any routine arrangements with

'0
neighbors .to watch their housewhenthey.were away. Such arrangements were

reported to be twice'as-Common in 1977 aa in an 'evious year (reble 5.22).

4
Suoll'a.change is cl,&irly an elcampie of residents taking responsibility for0 .

..1 ,-.

one anothet, which,thp program was deeigned to promote.
, \,, ;If. .

.,, :- w, . ,..
.

.

.

AnDthei. importgintfoqUestdon dealt wIth the ease of stranger recognition.'.
$ .

Onelimportant compqlent.of the analysis of ihe problem in North Asylum Hill

14as the'difficulty that.residents had in differentiating strangers from

residents. In 1977, there was a statistioally significant improvement in

residents' ratings of the ease of identlfying a stranger (Table 5.23). More-

over; the change can clearly be linked to the increase in resident use of the

nefghborhood: the more respondents reported walking in the neighborhOod, the

more likely they were to say' that theyteasily could recognize a stranger

(Table 5.24).

46 .

. Thus, while(there was no evidence that North Asylum Hill residents saw

their neighbors generally to be more.concerned or more herpful in controlling
'h

trime, they were more likeey ttlan in the past to have Made individual arrange-
,

:. mepts fo;,mutual prqvtion and-thdy felt'an -improved ability to identify.

:,.... .

stranters,
,

which9gas-a.prucial link in resiclentsttaking control Itf their.
, A .

c/ ' '0
S. , own neighborhoods.

:c
u.si

Offendera;.and,the hysical Environment 41.

.

We have rel*ively litt
r

hey.e evidende about t 'way that offenders used

,°

the physical environment once the programkas implements, One key dbserva-
41, ,

.

. - ,

: tiön ai the tithe theneigfiborhOod was initially Sdalyze6 howevwf was that
. .4

ur'unusuOnumber of street Crimes occurred on side streets Thisit was in

. 5.,, ,. .

i...

coritrast'to the more common patternshere street crimes aremost likely to
. . .

. :
,

t
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Table 5.22 .

FREQUENCY OF MAKING ARRANGENENTS WITH NEIGHBORS TO WATCH

EACH OTHERS' HOUSES

1975 1976 1977

North Asylum Hill

All the time 4 1 7% 14% 26%

Ipecial occasions 25 21, 16

No special arrangements
I

made (or type not
...

.

ascer,tained) . 58 65 58

.

.

..... TOTAL 100 , 100 100

-. (N) (88) (77) (232)

0

^

Total CitY

All the time
Special occasions
No special arrangeuents
made (or type not
ascertained)

TOTAL 100. 100

(N) (556) (885)

Y32% 30%

21 25

47 45

so'

*Data not available for this time periOd.
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Table 5.23

EASE OF STRANGER RECOGNITION IN NEIGHBORHOOD

.0 .

North Asylum.Hill
....

Pretty easy 267 , 25%'
',' 327.

Prettyllard 74 75 '

..§.43..

TOTAL 100_ 100 \IOC)
(N)

.
(

,

#8) (76) (223)

,,

,

Total Cit_y

Pretty easy
Pretty hard

TOTAL

(N)

' 48%
52

100
(556)

'*Data not available for tf,lis time period.
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Table 5.24
6

, EASE OF STRANGER "RECOGNITION EN NEIdRBORHOOD BY'

FREQUENCY QF WALKING EN NEIGHBORHOOD FOR NORTH

ASYLUMAILL RESIDENTS, 1977
0 .

Ease "of Recognizing Stringers

in Neighborhood

I 4,

A

Pretty easy

Pretiy hard

Total

(N)

et'

.Frequency of Walking

in Nei:thborheod .

0.

More Than Once e Week

Once a Week or Less

38%'

62

afito

100% 100%

(159) (63)

143 .
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'

occur on main streets. The fact that ogenders found opportunities on resi-

dential streets was a sign of the impersonal charactel of the netghborhood.

An important indicator of progrmw success would be evidence that offenders

no longer felt'comfortable comMitting criMes on residential streets.
I.

Police record data were examined to trace the ratio of,main street to

side street crimes. .As we disguised in the Section on street crime patterns,

there was a significant shift.in the distribution of street crime during the

experimental year (Table 5.3).,,The pattern which was establishe'd,.oliei

several years of having the majority of street crimes occurring on side ,

streets was reversed in North Asylum Hill during 1976,-1977. .This ie a po-

tentially critidal indication'of program success.

The only problem is that a similar shift in street crtme occurred in

.

South Asylum Hill 'whereiffe were no street changes, though this shift was

,

less extreme than_in North )lsylum Hill.

there are two pOssible explanations. One is that the street observer,

programs, which operated in the summer in,North Asylum Hill and South Asylum

Hill, were responsible for the shift. A Variation is that the South Asylum

Hill shift was due to the street observers,.and the more extreme shift in

North Asylum Hill was due to a combination of factors: the street observeis

and the physical changes. Whichever explanation one accepts, there was a

shift in street crime away from side streets in North Asylum Hill; and that

is an important change in thd pattern' of crime in that area.

Offenders ald Police

A program objective was that police, through their increased knowledge

of the neighborhood and rhe environment, would be better able to deter often-
...

ders by deploying resources more effectively and would, perhaps, with better



respo se time and better cooperation from citizens, be More, likely to appre

hendthem. As has been discussed previously, cute"inlanpower actually

decreasea the ability of police to patrol the neighborhood. Citizen inter-

r;

views indicated that they parcelled significant.dacVeases in the police

presence in 1976 and 1977, compared with 1975.

Yet the police themselves perceived a marked improvement in their per-

formance between the fall of 1975,and the sprq of 1977. When asked to rate

their overall efforts to cut down on crime, over 60 percent paid it was good,

in .1977, compared with 24 percent in 1975 (Table 5.25). iimilarly, almost 80'

percent rated their rate of clearing cases as "good" in 1977 compared with

4 less than 50 percent in 1975. With respect to both burglary and robbery,

police were much less likely to rate it as "big problem" in 1977 compared with

49\°.
1975 (Tables 5.26-5.27). However, it is interesting to note that the same

trend occurs in the other team in District 5 which operated ill Clay Hill/SAND,

Asylum Hill polic also thought the two main targets of their efforts,

teenagers and drunken me hanging around, were significantly less of a problem

by the spring of 1977 they had. been before. They still regarded prosti-.

tution as a "big problee, possibly because it has been a recurrent one. As

we have noted previously, however, residents did not perceive reducpions in

any of these problems.
9

110

The only objective data we have on police performance is the number of

arrests. It appears in Tabi.e 5.28 that the number of persons arrested in-

, /

creased markedly between 1975 ang 1976, the first year the team was in place;

and the number increased again'llightly during the evaluation. year. Although
;

A

we lack data on dispositions tolknow the.extent to'which these irests re-

and in taing offenders off the street, the rates con-

-

ptitute some evidence that the Ite m was being more succeshful in apprehending

\ 145

stilted in convictions
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TalAe 5.25

ASYLUM HILL POLICE RATINGS OF SUCCESS OF POLICE EFFORTS

(percent)

Fall 1975 Spring 1977

"Very sood" or "good" tlf*:

Cutting dawn crime in
team area 24% 64%

Clearing cases 44 78

(N) (17) (22)

**As opposed to "fair" or "poor".

140.
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o Table 5.26

POLICE PERCEPTION OF BURGLARY AS A CRIME PROBLEM IN
THEIR TEAM AREA

Fall 1975 Spring, 1977

Asylum Hill

Big problem 947

Some problem 6

Almost no problem 0

TOTAL 100

(V) (17)

68%
32.

_2. 1

100

(22).

Clay Hill/SAND

Big problem 88% 467o

Some problem 54

1-ilmost no problem 0 0

TOTAL 100 100

(N) (24) (13)

147
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Table,547
r

POLICE PERCEPTION OF STREET ROBBERY AS A'CRIME PROrM4
. IN THEIR TEAM AREA

Fall1 1975 Spring, 1977

Asylum Hill

Big problem 827 41%

Some problem 18 59

Almost no problem 0 - 0

TOTAL 100 100

, (N) .(17) (22)

Cl 'Hill SAND

Big problem 62% 257o

Some problem 38 67

Almost no problem 0 8

TOTAL 100 100

(N) (24) (12)

f

f48
'73
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Tpb4e 5..28

0

=MEER OF ARRESTS F R RESIDENTIAL BUgGLARY -

AND-STREET ROBBERY IN ASYLUM HILL

nu**
1976**

a

1977*,

North Asylum Hill

Residential burglary 30 57

Street robbery 5 37 40

South Asyjum Hill

Residential burglary 10 14 20

Street robbery 2 15 41

3

-Total Asylum Hill

Residential burglary
4reet robbery

40

7

71

52

78

81.

**"1975" includes'the period July, 1974 through Jute, 1975; "1976" includas
the period July,. 1975 through June0.1976i "1977" includes ths period
July, 1975 through June, 1977.



offenders,

Poj.joe and thp 4nx#onment

%.

The.prograth goal was to structure the physical environment in such a

waY that it would make t,he task of the police easierf 'In addition, one of

I the advantage,s of having police who were geographically stable was diet they
I

would become famrnar with their environment, asfamiliar as offenders.

As was discussed in Chapter IV, the average Police'officer in Asylum

Hill did not understand the street changes and did not see them as atding

his work, Not a single officer responded on the police questionnaire that

he thought the street changes wee a "good idea".. Outsidea"servation.of

police patrol'suggested that they avoided the closed streets.

Nonetheless, itAs hot possible to say that the police did not benefit

tv

from knowledge of the physical environment or even from he eet changes

themselves. The burglary and robbery squads did map patterns'of streetecrime

and blfglary and attempted to deploy their resources strategically to reduce.

opportunities. Almost certainly, the' officers operating on the team were

.more familiar with the physical environment and esclpe routes than was the

case when a city-wide force was attempting to patrol Asylum Hill, Finally,

even the officers' avoidance of closed streets inadvertantly produced the

effect anticipated by the program detigners: that police be

concentrated on main streete.
4 .

Dempite.these points, the f ct that the police did not like the street

ichanges is dominant. They viewed enforcement Oi the traffic patterns as a

problem. They saw.their.own mobility.restricted. (They'had to. obey the

-

restrictions except in emergencies.) They did not generally accept the

concept that quiet streets had anything to do with crime. We do not fully
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0

'underadwiy t4eir resiatance was so totali b t!it was.

0

1

Condlusion:',Impact of the Iptpeated Proumw
. 0

"
,At the`beginning of this c4apter, we presented whatappeared tO be clear

O

evidence that burglary in North Asylum.Hill had gone down and a pattern of

rising street crime against North Asylum Hill residenta had at least peen

halted. Moreover, North AsYlum Hill residents perceived themeelves.to.be

'less likely to be burglary victims than inthe past- and saw burglary as less

a problem than in the past, -while their concerns, about street crithe had at

least stabilized..

lince reduction of crime and fear were the program goals, it can be

said that the program goals were achieved. Hofever, it is also important to

understand how and why the observed hmprovements occurred.:

Significance of Progrma. Components

,E1

The basic concept of the Program was that the physidal design,

j
lice and community organization components of the program were_all e sentipl.

V
Because of the camplementarity conceived among these compOnents, it is dif-

ficult to dissociate the affects of one from the.others. However, something

can be sOld about the significance of each.

Assigning police to the area on a non-rotating basis almost certainly

was a factor ir the increased arrests for robbery and burglary. _It almost

certainly was important in the improvement in police attitudes towards.resi-

dents asSell. In addition, there wa1 eidence oft,' shift in police prior-

%

ities. The anti-prostitution efforts, the efforts to control the use of the

0

-parks and the tithe and effort invested in traffic control as part of the

implementation of the street.changes were all indications of a police unit

that was trying tcl, be responsive to redidents. The luality of the police

153.



leadership in coMbination with the existence of the PoliceAdvisory Committee

and frequent meetings with the Hartford'Inatitute staffr.were probably respon
.

sible for this responsiveness.

Community organizationi were essential to the implementation of the pro-

gram. They provided'a mechanism for residents to participate in planning the

physical changes and for relating to the police in an organized way. As ts
_/ ',I,

the case with almost all commUnity organization efforts, only a small percen-

tage of North.Asylum Hill residents actually belonged,to these organizations.

However, many more residents were no doubt afrected by activities they intti-

ated, such as block parties, pot luck dinners and neighborhood clean-ups. .

Such activities clearly supported the project goals of building a sense of

nerghborhood, getting residents together and increasing resident cohesion.

The youth redeation and housing developm4nt programs 4pitiated by community

organizations may prove, in the long run,;to be of even more value, though

the short-term affects could not be assessed.

The police and community organizatiA components, then, certainly con-,

,4

tributedto.the achievement of the program' goal. However, alone they were not

enough to reduce crime and fear. TNe physical change's were,essential. We

are able to make that statement because of two natural experiments that

occurred.

First, in North Asylum.Hill, the police and community organization com-

ponents were in place for more than a.year.before physical Construction began,
f"

Weed, there weregmore'police in Noeth Asylum Hth in 1975-1976 than in-the

expeOmental year. 'However, it was onlY when the physical eianges were made .

that Lidecline in crime and fear was observed.

in South Asylum Hill provides another tgst of the im-

portance of .0e4itreet changes. This area was served by the same police unit

w
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. - .

that worked in NorAsylum Hill. Moreover, the oimmunity organizations,

while possibly more active in North Asylum Hill than SouthAsylum Hill,

were certainly active in"Sonth Asylum gill'as wetl. One'of the three major

4
community orgsniia-tIons with which the Hartford Institute worked was cam-

.

posed mainly of SOuth Asylum MOSt_AotiVe.citizen_block.

'watch effort Was in Smith Asylum

Comparin North-and Sailth Asylum Hill in-1976-1977 showd that street

*crime ptobably oge in South Asylum Hill while burglary was stable. there

was no etidence of-a significant decline in any major kind of crime or in

fear,.as was observed in North Asylum Hill.
1

Thus, if the program succeeded in North Asylum Hill, we

that the physical changes were essential to that success's .

The Case for Causality

k

Finally, we need

worked and if, indeed,

.

In essence, this was a

must conclude

tO address direotly.th question af how the program

it was,the program that produced the chlanges observed.,

program designed to Anable and encourage'the residents

themselves'to begin to reduce opportunit'ies for crime. By giving them baCk

their streets It was.hoped that they would start to use the neighborhood

change the ratiomore. 'This, in Lurn, would permit'more surveillance dnd

of residents to non-residents, which might make interior residential streets

less.attractive'to potentiS1 offenders.

It would be easier to tinderstaa how the program worked if there were

more evidence that residents "'did something"., If they hEid called the police

more, if they had reported more.actiVe intervention in suspicious events, the

casual reader would probably more easily believe.in the program results. These

things didnot happen. . Rather, the evidence is oonsiderably more subtle.

'ea

1
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People did belin to use their streett more. Almost.41f. said thatthey-
,

witilta.somet.There in the neighborhood dailyl.campared,to Athird in earlier

r
They started to feel that they could.4re\eastly recbgnize strangers

and:differentiate residdhts frop non-residentp. A.minOritybout 20.percent,
. ,

. .

byt a substantially larger minority than in the pae,t, begdh to take mutual
.

,

arrangemeng fo.r watad-Pg neighbors' homb.

These.all are the kinds of changes that the prOgram designere had hoped

for. They are mnall changes.' rhey are subtle changes. They do not require

a lot of energy or. constitdte some kind of major turtiaround.in residents''

orientations to the neighborhood 4 ed crime. ..They are the kind of changee

that might endurew

f Thqperitical question is whether It is possible that these changes, as
I

'measuted, :could constitute a large enough impact on.the neighborhood environ-

Ment'to make would-be offenders avoid the residential streets of North Asylum

Hill. We do not-have intervier with offenders, which might be helpTul in
,

i

pinning dawn thissfant. We do have twa clear facts: the'burglary rate in.
.---,

North Asylum Hill was approximatelyihalf of what one would'have ,e)43ected and
t 4,

.

the Street crime in North ASylum Hill showed a major shift from residential

side streets onto main streets.

With only one experidient to evaluate, it is difficult to reach a detini-
A

, ft

tiv$ conclusion that will Withetand all criticism. Based on the data in this

°chapter about the.'program, however, one ,can Say.that there wss evidence of'

!

inreased opportuhitylor sUrveillance (more use of.the nei hborhood streets),

.Yincreesed ability to control.thel neighborhood, (improved recogni on of.1

..etranget1/44);,and an incfeased interest_invctime control,..These Occurred when,

-

4



the 'program, including the street changes', was fully implemented. Woreover,

the real targets of the program, crime and fear, dedkeased simultaneously.

There are alqrnative.hypotheses, and these Nill be examined- in Chapter VI.

However, base% oh the ea4c/I'ence in this chapter, one conclusion seems con-

.
4

siderably more plausible than any other: that the program accomp1i8he0 what

it was designed toodo, at least for a year.

sA,

II
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CHAPTSR VI_

do. e. 'OTHER DEVELOPMENTS THAT COULD HAVrAFFECTED
O

PROGRAM IMPACTS.1971.1R77

d

41trojuCtin

BecauSe social experiments ,such as the Harttord Project are carried out .

.
..

.

.

i# a maple*, dynaTic, urban setting, they cannot .134:Gas "clean" ai lapOratory
. . .

A .
,

experimen'ts. It is not poseile to.control all events or developments mit part

of the, experiment that might affect its.outaome.

In Chapter V, we presented evidence that crfme.and fear of crime were,'

reduced imNorth Asylum Hill and that other Adlanges occurred in resident be-

havior and in.policelattitudes 'and.effectiveness which were consistent with

the hypothesis that the program wai responsible fof the observed improvement.

In'a program evaluation, however, it is necessary to explore the possibility

that changes other than the program itself affected the ohserved results. In

assessing alternative hypotheses, three criteria must bebapplied:

1. The observed change was likely to have affected residential burglary

(7!)
and, to a ldsser extent, Street robbery;

2. It was likely to have had a distinctive impact on cri3 and ,fear in

1

North Asylum Hill; and ,

-

3 It cou14 havr e accounted for a marked 'change in crime and fear-in
% 4

t ft

1976 -\977.'J

During the course of the project, an attempt wa's made\to keep careful.,
ii. .

,.. .0 .

track of events in Hartford that might affect.program
.

outcomes. The possible
,

, events will be.dIscussed in three categories: changes in the population in

North Asylu Hill other"changes in and arounierth Asylum Hill Xhat might'

have affected crtminal opportunities, and changes which might have affected
,

the number, or behavior of potential offenders,workihg in North Aaylum Hill.

I.
156
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PO.Pukation Chales,

.

cln many respects the characteristics of Ehe population of North.Asylum.
1

Hilk.remained constane from 1973 throUgh JUne, 1977 (Table d.1). For example,
v 4

1 4

the mulN ation was relatively transiedt, with about #orty percent havinglived

thete. lesa than two years: The'rates of families with cç.dren, siAie.-Person

househakds*Ahouseholda,that 'rent 'all were stable during thisperiod, with
.

only inin9r fluctiohjs from)rear to year.,,:.P

There were, h.cmdler, two changes in the population which should be.noted.
:

The racial.composition of North Asylum Hi/1 might be important to neighborhood

,

dynamics., A p#pgram with.a go,1, :of getting neighbars to work together could

be'affected by significant chalgeS.4n racial'composition. In 197, morrthan

half the reSidents in!orth Asylum.:.Hill were white, with the balance being

black or. Spanish (Table 6.2). 'Dy.197.51 these proportiOns had changed so that

only 40 perlent of the popution was white, about 46 percent black and the
f

other 14 pecent Spanish, Howetker, this change in racial composition stopped

in 1975. The figures for 1977 are nearly identical with those of 1975. Thus,

alipugh there wed%a significant change 41 the racial Composition of the neigh-

s%

borhood betWeekthe time of the neighborhood analysis and the time the grogram

was implements the fact thAtilt7the racial population stabilized in 1975hruled
0

thiS ghange out :as a detei.minlng'factOr in the observed changes during the

experimental ilic

The other p0Pulation change.of possible significance 141 North Asylum

an apparent reductionln median income between1976.and 1977 (Table

0 6.3). Th sefigures aWa.bit.less stable than the others for two reasons'.

We ave.pnly.s.:income data for those who had lived in their particular

o

4111 157
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Table 6.1

SELECTAk CHARACTERISTICS OF RESIDENTS AND HOUSEHOLDS

.NoKth Asylum Hill (N)

Percent lived at address *

leiss than two years.

Percent household heads:

t.

Under 40, single lf

Minor

65 or

children in.household

older

Perctnt one-person households

Home tenure.of households:

Own home 14.i10,

Owner'occupied rental

Other rental

Tottkl City (N)

Percent livd at address
less than two years

1973

CIO

33%

A

36

16

23

61

7

93**

44%

43

19'

11

49

7

10

83

Igo (885) (552)

114 20%

Percent household heads:

Under 40J dix1,81. 11

Minor children holsehold 32
;

65, or olier 20

Percent one-person households '30

Home tenure of households:

Own home

Owner ccupied rental

Other rentaf.)

22

*

78**

*Data nOt available forr this period.

**Rapressn'ts all rental housing; distInction

"other" rental not made lin 1973./'
%

4

22%

11

42

18

27

30

21

49

1222

(77) (229)

37%

39

.17

17

60

467.

43

18

15

57

4 .

90

(872)

23%,

13

40:

27

.28

24

48

between
Itowner occupied" and

158..
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Table 6:2

ETHNIC QRRAC1tLJ bACKGROUNI)

North Asylum Hill Adjusted***

1973 1975 1977

White 55** 40% 35%'
Black 35 ' 46 48
Hispanic 10 14 16
Other 1

Total 100 100 100
(N) (131) (276)

Total City Adiusted***

-White 48% 51%
Black

* 36 35
Hispanic 16 13
Other - 1

Total 100 100
(N) - (690) ' (1016)

I.
- Less than 0.5 percent.

* Data not available for this time period. .

** Thesejigures are estimated adjustments since' data not available 010
' ."ineligible" households. ,

'

Includes perso who had lived at addressjor less than six.montna (who'
, -

were not eligible for full interview).
'r

4 '

IP

,

.7 /

***
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Ndrth Asy4m Hill

Less than $5,000

$5,000-$9,999
$10,S00-$140999
$15,1000 or more

Total

CN)
Median

Total City

Less than $5,000
$5,00049,999
$10,000-$14,999
$15,090 or more

Total
(N)

A Mec4an

Table 6.3
.

TOTAL FAMILY INCOME**

(for previouslyear)

1973 1975 . 1976 1977

31% 20% 27%

38 32 21,

21 30 311

10' 21

100 100 100

(84) -(84) (67)

$7,200 $9,700 $10;400
/:

f

35% .
30%

36, , 33

20 23'

9 14

100 100

(769) (513)

$6,700

*Data not available for this period.'

.$7,800

-30%.
35

19

16

100

(217) .

$7,900
.

1d0'

(805)/

$8,400'

**Based only on 'households with adults baying lived there at least six months.

-

1 01 t1,5
A

W
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A

'house or apartMent'for at least ONonths.* Scond, As is the case inMos4.

surveys, 10 to lippercent..of respondents did not answer the
4

question aboAt

their.income 1 vel, In any case, we,thought a possible change in income,1. 4 .

level was su iciently imPortant so that wt should explore the issu2 further.

Income is important because in any given neighborhood, includihg those'

with low incomes, people with higher-inoomes-ae; on .the.average,:burglarized
4

i

-, .

mote often,than those with:law incomes... %Thus it seemaliossible.that La higher

proportion of low income people in$WorthAksylum Hill produced a neghborhood

!
that was less attractive to burglars.

.
. ;1..

In order
.

to explore this possibilitV,- we looked at the burglary.rates
.

; . .

onl r thase persons whose incomes overthe period fram i975-1977 vas high-

erithan $7,000 per year. -Although $7,000 1:s not necessarily a high income

by.curtent standards, we\pet the Income leVel there in order to have sufficient

cases for reliable figures. We thought that it would be an adequate control

for measuring the effects of significant changes in the proportion of'people
-N

with very low.incoMes.

The results/sUggest that ttle changing.income of the population in Northp
4.

Asylum'fill had no effect on the evaluation results. It can be seen in Table

6.4 thatthe burglary rates for families with incomes of $7,000 or higher

,follawipd tshe pattern for Worth Asylum Hill as a whole, showing a sharp re-

duction between 1976.and 1977.

0

/00n4afthe effeCts olf this criterion, which was designed.to establish a4stable
'burglary rate,, wa*to render a relatively high proportion of black and Spanish
.residents Xneiig9le in,1975 and 1976 because they had only recently mOved td
the neighbetheod By 1977, a significantly highet percentage orblacks and
BPanl.sh residentamet the eligibility criterion. Therefore, there is rea'sOn
.te belieV4 that the income occurred not between 1976.and 1977 but
i.atOr qcp,uvred e4.1ier,t n thatl-with the change in ethnic composition in .

the;,neighorhoodHawever, it was only in 1977 that.the change in incothe

10Y0.?040W04 up.Wour '!e1igib1e"'sample.

161
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Tabler6.4

BURGLARY VICTIMIZATION FOR HOUSEHpLDS WITH

. ANNUAL INCOMES OF $7,000 OR

(per 100 households).
r

1975

MORE

1976 1977

Norh As51um Hill . 16.9 31.7 . , 10.9

(N) (84) (41) (129)

o

Total; City 14.7 20.4

(11)
. (204) (446)

*Data not available for thie'time'period.

Oho,

a

koT7
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.1n conclusion, thn, we were unable to find any convincing evidence

that ohanges.in the population in North Aaylum Hill had 'a ,significant effect

on the'evaluation or on the conclusions.

Qthsr. Opportunity Reduction 4rateg1es

'We searched for other factors not part of the Hartford Crime Control

Program that might hive affected opportunities in the North Asylum Hill.area.

One Odssibility w'as an increase in the phisical socJity of buildings. Al-.

though the program did not 4iscourage installation of special locks or other

security devices in homes dnd buildings, such changes were not.part of the
I,

conception of the program. The examination of survey data, however, revealed

no indication of an.increase in alarms or special locks or other devices that

might make entry into buildings more difficult (Table 6.5).

Were ipmes or apaitments.being left vacant leas oftenj One of the pre-
;

conditions for most burglaries is.an empty hoUse 'or apa tment. However, aur-
1

vey data gave na.indication that

,

they had previously.:(Table 6.5).

people were stayinghdme more-4n4977 than

Opportunities for.street robbery coula have been affected if,indiViduals

were taking precautions they had not.taken previously. We have already semi

evidence that residents were walking more frequently on neighborhood streets

;during ihe day. There is also evidence that the practice df carrying pro-

iective devices increased significantly between 1975 and 1977 XTable 6.5). .

For.the moat part, these were weapons (especially knives) rather than

warning devices. Although some community organizations had encouraged reed:.

dents'to carry warning devices, they iad not advocated carrying weapons.

One.additional factor that could: ve affected opportunities was the

weather. The,winter of 1976-1977 was one of the most.severe on record. The

presence of snow may have reduced opportuaities for crime. However, of course

16.3 .198'
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'Tabfe ,6.5

usE OF:PROTECTIVE DEVICES AND EXTENT TO WHICH.HOME

'IS VACANT DURING 'PE DAY

( 1975 f976. 1977

North Asylum Hill (N) (88)' ..(76 (232)

Percedt of homes protected by:

Special locks or other devices 61 58 47

Effgraving of 'valuables 24 15 19

Other'means 26 15 19

Percent of retidents who tarry
protection when walking ip.

neighborhood
116/. 18

Mean number of days no one is

home 4.6 3.9 4.0

Mean number of hours per day

no one ii home, if any. 6.8 6.6 7.0

yotal City (N) (556) (885)

Percent.of homes protected by:
.

'Special lockg or other devices 50 50'

Engraving of.valuables 15 13

Other means' 16- 2.1

. .

Percent of residents who carry
protection when walking in

neighborhood

Mean number of day6 no one is

home f

'Mean er of bolos persday

'no on --isliome4if any .

9

2.6

4

5.8

* 2.8

5.8

*Datlillot aviilaiide for this time period.

41.
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I.
the weather was the same,throughout Hartford and Would not have had a dis.-

tinctive effect on crime in North Asylum Hill.

) Thus, we were unable to find evidence that tbaere were changes_in op-

portunities for burglary that would' ha/e dis'tinctively affected North Asylum

) Hill, other than those that were part of the-program described in Chapter V, 11,

lifAx

The increase in carrying protective devices on the street was not a,part of

1

this program. We do not know what effect th4 had on street robbery, if
,

0

any.

Possible Changes in the Offender Population

-
Offender-Oriented Prolvams

4-
A serious problem in.this evaluation is producing a judgement'about

.whether there were changes in-the number or in the behavior of the offender-

population which would have affected North Asylum Hill; It is serious-beJ

cause the effects of changes in-offenders are difficult to distiociate from

'the effects of a program designed to reduce opportUnitie6; Moreover, re-
,

liable information about offenders and their behaviri hard to Come by.

There vere three.programs operating in HartfOrd.atsome time between

1973 and 1977 that might have had some impact on,oriminai offenders. 'In-a&

. dition, there were tw6 other significant eventscwhiCk:might have afloCted

-offenders working in North Asylum.Hill.' Le.0740#11ider-:each'7of2them._

The Maverick Program. Maverick is s ppOrted work prograti' for-for-

mer.offenders and youths in txouble txJa. rat*

Wide, did not focus on burglars in particularindbecause:oftheln*bers in-,.

, volved ft does noi seem a plä4.130.1Saauseivfth0)bili007A'aii(ii*--!

The premise behind the vrogrAmis that14r-ovOing.*-oplt

skills necessary to enable them to cominie in the4411PrulA#01will-recitkoe,
, . . .



#

their involvement in_criminal-aCttqity.

.MaYerick was incorporated_tp Hartford in May, 1975 nd accepted its first

workers the.following August, apptximately One year afteX thP Hartford project

began implementation. Since.then it has,employed a'total or.444.110.1zeons -405

of whom had been convicted Offepders'_or young'Peraons arrested. and:charged

with a crime. Of the total, Maverick has fired 24 iercent for various reasons
.

including.4legal'actiVitiei_and46br:work'performance.
It has retained Or

passed on to_other employment a most 75 percent.. As of June, 1977, the pro-
.

gram employed 225 persons.

- .:k"ormal_evaluatIon. of Maverick will not be completed until 1979; hence

. . .

firm evidence as to its effect on offender behavior'is'not. available, ' Pre-

ltminary data have indicated that the recidivism rate is lower for Maverick

1

employees'than would have been expected without the program. Using their

early ligures, however, one could only Project fewercriminals of all types 1§)

(mit just.burglOrEvor robbers).in Asylum Hill; and there is no basis for

projecting a greater effect. on .Asylum gill offenders.than those operating

elsewhere in the city.

Iarliord_11_,Lp1.snsarie'l. 'The Hartford Dispensary Methadone Maintenance

F.rogram has been in existence since 1971. The program is a standard methadone

,

program offering methadone counseling and' referrals' for jobs. EkCept for. a

4
slight increase in population, the.program has remained substantially un-

I.

changed during the life of the residential crime control project. Between.

March, 1973 apd March, 1977 .the population has increased from'306 active

clients to 367, an increase of 20 percent spread about° evenly over the four-

year period. Because the Dispensary draws not only-from.the City of Hartford

but from the suburb's as well, population increases must reflect increased in-.-

take from phe.entire greater Hartford area, There is no reason to believe
4
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it would have 4igtinqtively affected'North Aey/um Hill during the 1976-1977

evaluation year..

The Comunity Reecurces. foir Justice Juvenile ProRrai, In 1976, the

Hartford Institute conceptualized planned and,began the implementation of a

+gram to interveneln the criminal behavior of seriously delinquent children

in Hartford. The program is operated by the Community Resources for Justice,,

Inc. Because of conditions inehe grant,.childrpn re
.

piding in.Asylum Hill

are.not eligible for inclusion. Children residing just north of that area

are eligiblew_pd many Of their crimei may have .been committed in, Asylum 411.

This program cagnot be considered a significant variable in the eval-t

,uation of.the,trime control projeat. "The program for juveniles. encountered
r

start-Up difficulties which delayed the acceptance of clients into the pro-:

gram until March of 1977. As of Junii, 19774 there were-only eight partici-
.

pants in the-program; hence, client, numbers were too small, and the time in

the program too ehort for any measurabletimpadt.

4.*0 f f_sp,sicr Movement,,

In the period 19714973 about a third of those arrested for commiSting

robbery.or burgaries in Asyl.dm Hill'lived in the Clay Hill/South Arsenal

area'Of Hartfo They were particularly'likely to live in Bellevue Square,

a,public housing .project.

In 1975, Bellevue Square was 'thinned out". 'Ailout a third of the

housing.units were demoliehed. In addition, 'between 1975 and 1977, there

Were,signifiCant abandonment and demolition of housing throudhout the 'Clay

Hill/South Arsenal area. Figures based on our survey experience liuggest that'

some 10.ent'of the,housing units in that area in.1975'were no.longer Avail- *

able for housing in 1977 (Table 6.6).

167.
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Table 6.6

PEKENT OF SAMPLE ADDRESSES WAERE HABITABLE HOUSING NOT FOUND

Asylum Hill

(N).

1975 1976 1977

(339) (338)

5

(640)

North Asylum Hill,

(N).

1

(194) . (193)

7

(422)

South Asylum 'Hill 2

(N) (145.) (145) (218)

Clay Hill/South Arsenal 3 10

, (N) (IO2) (182)

Adjacent
3

(213) (330)

Remainder

4
,

2 .

* 1

.(N) (233) 4 . (347)

fapal City 1
* 4
%

(N) (987) . (1499)

*Less than 0.5 percent'

'beta not available/for this time period..

168
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These two.changes necessarily meant a considerable amount Of relocation

for residents of Clay Hill/South Arsenal, including relocation of offenders,

no doubt... Places with comparable housing at comparable prices we're-located

near North Asylum Hill. However, there were several other places In the
1

4
City Of Hartford further from.North AsylUM Hill that could also"offer com-

.

/

/.
parable housing.V

It is difficult.to assess the extent to which this kind of mobiltiy may

have affected the offender population worki,pg in North Asylum Hill. One'clue

we have Provides'a'somewhat confusing picture. The place of residence-of

persoris arrested for burglary and,róbbery'in Nprth Asylum Hill was tabulated
4.

on a 'year-to-yeir basis. In some years, the number of cases was small, so

4

the figures are not particularly reliable. It is also impossible to know

how these.figures might have been affepted by the introduction.of a neigh,.

.borhood police team prior.to the'evaluation year. Given these caveats,

however,-the data do suggost tioNd flucutations in residence of .
offenders

known to have committed burglarieS In North Asylum Hill. In 1975, there

.was a significant change, with.the majority of burglary offenders being

residents-of North Asylum Hill' (Table 6.7). This was very different frod
1

the sitiption in 1973, when almose all known burglary offenders', as well'aa

robbery offenders, lived Outside of Asylum Hill. This Percentage 'dropped'

sharply in 1916 and returfted to the 1973.1evel by 1977; However, he resi-

%
dence of bUrgbary of e 0 A

) differed from-earlier patterns in two respects.

tk.
First, in 1977, fewer'known burglars rtideti in Clay Hill/South Arsenal than

previously. Second, *ere wirs some indreasein the Utuber ofHoffenders who

lived in the northwest ,corner of Sartford. There had been almost no offenders

from this a'rea in the past.,

r,.

,
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Table 6.7
, t

.RESIMENCE OF ARRESTED BURGLARS WHO OPERATED.

IN NORTH ASYLUM HILL .

1111_21_14Atitnat

4sylum

19

1971- 1974- 1975- 1976-

1973** 1975**, 1976** 1977***

'North Asylum Htll
, 60%

South Asylui Hill 0
Total Asylum Hill ,. : )12 eicr

North End '

Albany Ave./Banana

Clay Hi11/8outh4treenal

Other North End

Total North.End

Other Areas

k b

13

7

13

33

West adjacent * 0

Northwest non-adjacent * 40

Other Hartford i * 7

, Outsi:de partford * 0

Total other area 10 7

46% '

..

, 0

46

17

16

7

40

0

,2

7
.

5

14

.0

12

14

19

45

3',

19

14

5

41

TOTAL 100% 100% 10.0% . 100%

(N) (42) (30) (57) (58)
4

*Data not available in these categories for time perod.

"1971-19,73 data are or calenda.r years; other data are for fiscal years

beginning July 1. .

,

1

* is,
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' Table 6.8

RESIDENCE OF ARRESTED STREET ROBBERS
-WHO OPERATED IN NORTH ASYLUM HILL

s.

Area of Restdence

Asylut 6

, 1971- 1974- . 1975- 1976-

197)** . 1975** . 1976** 1977**
t

a
liorth Asylum Hill N/a (1)*** 24% 15%

. .

SCI'uth.Asylum Hill .

* (0) 6
3.

,.

, ..

'Total .Asylum Hill 16% (1) 30 18
qte.

h.
. C .

North En6

Albany Ave./Banana 27

7
22

-1

Clay Hill/South.Arsenal

Ter North End
,..

*

Total North End . 49

Other Area

West adjacent

Northwest non-adjacent

cither Hartford

Outside Hartford

Total other area'

, TOTAL

(N)

*

(0).
,

8

(1) 0

(0) 22

(1) '30

(0) o
(2)1 41.

(0) Zrj 11

35 40

1007 100% 100%

(37) (5) (37)

33

15

. 13.

61

I .

5

5

9

2

21

1007

(40)

*Data not available in these categoriet fdf time period.

**1971-1973 data are for calendar years; other data are for fiscal year

beginning JUly 1. 1

***N is too small for percentages to he reliable; figures in,parentheses are

actual
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The patterns of residence of street robbers who had cquditted offenses

in North Asylum Hill are not very reliable due to-Ole small numbers, The

rates of resident offenders do not seem to have'c anged significantly over'

time.* (Table 6.8)

It is difficult not to conclude that there was some moveientl of

.1

Offenders during the period 19757.1977. lt seems likely, and informed ob-

servemconcur, th0t,sole of the offenders previously living in the BelleVue

Square and Clay Hill/South*Avenal area actually moved to North Asylum Hill

in 1975. It also is likely that the neighborhood police team was

particularly

duce figures

occurred.

It appears that the number of resident offenders had decreased in North
4

effective in apprehending resident offenders, which would pro-
;

which exaggerdte the exeent to which this Particular pattern .

ft

.Asylum Hill by 1977, either because,they were apprehended or for other reasons.

0 .

It also appeare clear that there was same movement of offendivs, either fromA ,

4. 4,

North Asylum Hill e.i.from Clay Hill/Soitth Arsenal directly into the north-

west sectiolof Hartford.

Moving the High School

This lOte; tr rticularly, ilaportant because-of another event .

tHat may have affeated dtfender behavior. .11n the sumer of 1976, a high school

wai moved from tf;e area directly north of North Asylitm Hill into the north-

1 ,

west. ner of Hartford. This was not the hig4ochool which generated

pedestriah traffic by teenagers through Asylum Hill.. The school population

served by the schobls.in Asylum Hill was unaffected by this change. However,

it did bringiternagers from an area adjacent to Asylum Hill into a neighbor-
.

of

hood in which they never before ad'a reason'to be.

*NOTE: These figures deal only with adults. Figures e not availlable for

juvenile offender/3, a particularly serious omission for treet crime.
4 4 *

,N
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-

The porthwcst corner of Hartfordits a working class arca consisting

largely of. single family home/s. In 19M-1977, this area experienced Li marked

increase iri.the ,rate of burgiary.

The...facts outlined above suggest'two possible contributing facto'rs to

this increase:. Firit, there may have been some movement of potential'offen-
.

ders into this northlgast corner of thelity and nearby areas. $e.:Ond, high

school students from an area that produced a disproportionate nuipber of 9f-
..

fenders were-now passing through an area through Which they had no'i,gone ..

/

befores The latter phenomenon may-have been exacerbated by a school policy
,

of routinely releasing students wile were caus.ing trouble from school ind
t

turnirg them out on the streets.

The basic question for thisevaluation is whether or not thew

. .

reduction in burglary in Northtplum Hilr could be'due either to,a reduction-

v
..

. in the.nuMber of.offenders residing nearby dr to the factIthat nearby offen-
,

.

.,:-

, t.
_

ders had.gained better access to an attractive new area in which to commIt .
. .

. .,

,
, *

burglpries. ,It is impossible to rule out copmpletely 'the possibility that

these factors played some role in the reductidn of crime, in North Asylum Hill.

Udwever, there are, three facts.which make it unlikely that they.were iniportane.

factors. First, the northwestopart of Hartfore was still well within a miç

and a half of Asylum Hill. If the same offendera,who were working Asylum

Hila an4 were familiar wiph the afea.moved there, bne still needs an explana-
,

tion for why North Asylum Hillsaddenly became less attractiv . The crime.
.

reduction program is the most likely hypothetical.reason that North Asylum

Hil1 4did become less attractive. Second, Offender movement was going. on over.

a two-year period. The only.significant ch'ange that occurred at the time the

program was.implemented wasthe, movement of the high school. 'The high school

students werp not thought to be a major cause of burglary; their crimes. tended

.173 '
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to be robbery end pursesnatch. Therefore, the movement of tho hildl _school

0 .0
P

r * I.

teenaKers does not seem to )00 particularly good explanption for ,the drop
,

4/ in burglaiy rates Finally, and most important, if changes in the offender

population and its behavior affected crime in North Asylum Hill, one would

'have expected the effedts to have'been even more evidentAn South Asylum Hill. -

Sduth Asylum Hill is further away from the concentration of offenders than

cfrth Asylum Hill. Yet, South Asylum Hill experienced an'increase in bur-
.

glary rfffe while North Asylum Hill, theexperimental ateA, showed..16ma-rked

decline in burglary.

Conclusion .

v

We have spent &.a considerable amountime on atternaelve hypotheses'in

this chapter. Inevitably,.there x4ere events that could have affectealle pro-
.

gram outcomes. WiCh only one experimental arta, anyone looking critically

at the resultp.would look for altefnative explanations for the observed reL
,

sults. However, it is impoitant to retember that the marked reductions in

burgfary and in fear of crime were exactly the results thaC the program was.
.%4

designed to achieve. It would be quite.a coiAtaence for "something else"

tolhave happened that 'would have creattd just the.results 'the program was

designed to ach±eve. Given the implausibility of such a coincidence the'

burden 'of proof lies on those who would advance gn alternative hypo(thesis;

and the data supporting the alternative would have to be as.consisent and

as convincing as those indicating that it was the progTam that produced the'

intended effects. 'A though the significante of the flternatiVes discuss

above could not 'be cotpletely ruled out, it is the authors' conclusion

it was the.crine control program that was primarik or solely responsible
4

for the obsetived reduction's in crime and fear, and that this conclusion is

V.
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Considerably more plaitelble.and conststent with the data ehan any og the

/
alternativeqe

r

I.

N
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CHAPTER VII

CONCLUSION

There are four criteria by which to evaluate the value of the approach

to crime preentiowhith was tested in Hartford:
k

,EffectivenesS.in reducing crime and fear;

2)1 ,Applicability.to other settings;

-3) Feasibility of implemenOtion;

4) Net value'or overall reurn on investment.

/

r

Effectiveness
1

..
.

( ,

,

/ The preceding two chapters lave addressed the extent to which the pro-

gram elements in'Asyium'Hin had the effects they werts.designed to achieve. .)

. A.
\

-

t
Oft thePbasis of the qUite extensive.data.available, the evidenceappears

convincing that during.the l'irst'year the program was fuili implemented,.

the rate afIbuiglary and/the residents'! perceptcions of burglry as a.problem

*
were'reduced, Moreover, the inciessed u0e, of the heighiorhood, the improved

'Csense of stranger recoghition and same o . the other indicatorp

.

augur.,well for the futpre.

Based on a one-year experiehce, it is obviously_not appropriate to

of informal

- ,

reachconclusions about the longer-term effects. *HoWever,thefexperience.

reported here is at the very least promisfhg.;

Applicability

There were three poteptially expoVtable aspeCts of the Hartford proj-

ect. The theory about crime control, the approach to problem analysl:s and

. ,

, . ,

t.

,. the:particular prograM.that was implemented. /8. e

4

)0> .
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The-theory is that informal social controls are the key to 'Cv,ime con-'

trol. The way to.intervene,.if interventioh is needed, is to find ways to
t

enhance the ability or willingness of people to control their environment.

This theory is applicable to all neighborhoods.

The Approach titled in.Hartford was to address a'specific'set of ques-

) tions about a would-be-target neighborhood'oprohably using specialists to,-

.help answer some of those questions.

1) Is there &lough stranger-to-stranger crime, primarily burglary

and street robbery/pursesnatch, "so that some effort to.produce.a community

1

crime prevention program is in order?

2)'.If so, are there ways in which the p ical environment or'design

or the way-it is used-works.to unlermine informal socidl controls and there-

fore.to create

3) Are

struc t

,
red to m e them morp Appportive and helpful to Tesidents'in.sblving

criminal oppdrtunities?

there ways in which the police,could be organized gpt rep

C.

Oeighbortiood pro liams?

'4) Are there way.s in %Ai"' residents' efforts to control the'neigh-

borhood and solve.ndighborhood problems could be directly encouraged or

facilitated?

.

The answers.to.these questions constitute a problem definition and,i

when elat?orated, form the foundatidn for a program --a set of proposed.sOlu-. . .

tions tagored itil the particular target dietting. Thel particular program
. . I 4 Ii.

..
.

designed for Hill .doeii not apply to every

priate program depends on
7
a detailed dkalysis of

social controls and possible interventions. The
..,.

t
idevelopment is a custoo,m or tailor-made approach.

41%
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.\ We:canimake dame statements about the conditions nnder-which.the thre4

# ..spgcitic program components tested in Hartford miglifrbe applicake.
,

,
.

f
A program designed 6 ,restrict.vehica,ar traffic would appelv' most

,.

appropriate when,the following conditions are-present:,

1) The offenders are primarily outsiders. .(This may not e a meces.!

sary condition in order for this program to.be effective however, in.Asylum

Hill, it was-a prominent_feature of the crime problem.)
,

2) The resident population does not have a great deal of natural co-
1.

.

hesiveness.

3) The use of the,neighidrhood by outsiders has a signihcant detri-
,

7

. mental, affedt on the residentiaLcharacter of.the neighborhood and the.

ability bf residents ti(control what soes on in the neighborhood.
,

4) ihe neighborhood area has reasonablY clear boundaries.
, ./

A Police team, with decentralized command and a'strong advisory,

committee, wO(ild be most valuable:
vo.

1) Where there is'a h1ghlir centralized police force with minimal

mechanisms for reSponding to individual neighborhood concerns.
a 44%

I .

',
-2) When the nature of the problems in one area ere:significantly dif-

,
. .

ferent from thOse in other parts of the city (i.e., cities with .heterogen-

eous neighbolibods mai benefit more -from decentralized polibing than rela-
.

tively more homogeneous suburban communities).

3) When there are problema that Tesidents see in the 9eighborhok

that are atenable to police action. ,Loltering and visible vice.problems are
t i

good examples of situations-where police act may be useful. POlice are

b terlible to address such problems than residents+Moreo'ver, /police per.,

formance_is likely-to be judged-ow the.basis of hoW they handle visible

1
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.

problems.

of.t,
'

-

,(.,

.

,.,,,
,

A.-cowl/witty Organisgiorl effort,wi I be mist needed when thire'are
tii. - ,

relatively few- existing groups; ,when: ups-lack directions, or when a large

.)..,
. . ,

number of'groups liCk facirdihationAor the ability to work together.

_In.conclusiOn, the Mostyimportant poi& it that- the 'Hartford approach'
, ,

' to analysis and progra* design shoUld apply to any neighborhood Crime prob-
.:

-)

. 111

lem. ?layover, tOe Hartford program components are ly'appropriata when they
r

fit ihe problem analysis of a particular targetoneighborhood.

ImplematAation

Of course, some of the prOblems of implementation-depend upon pet

spedific Characteristics of the proposed program. .However, 7the Hartford ex-

perienoe provides clear evidence that,.an. integrated, complex-crime prograk

can 1be 'implemented.
,

:There were some features4of the Hartford situation that may haveMade

J implementation more difficult than in some other settinga:

1) : The,iplVetus and, coordinationof this prOjedt did JlOt come from:
e

4
, ip

within the political struCture of the city, nor did it initially come, from

-64 the resident organizations. Therefore the analysis'Of theproblem and,.the.

-
approaches to the solutions okethose problems had.t be "sold" to:bOth,.city

officials and to residents.

.,,21There was no ready source of funding forthe physical design

changes. Although:Hartford was initially selected because.of the perceived'

potentiayto enlist private and public'resources in-neighborhod improve-

;

meht, such ,funding was npt available at the time the problem analysis was .

completed.o'Therefore; in Hartford, as,will often be the case elsewhere,

develOPment of funding' clf:the program,wa an important component.of-the

179
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plementatiOn. (

The Hartford Police Deportmp,nt was highly centralized. Developing

a neighborhoodroriented police presence:therefore idquireA more'change,than

tf the department ha'd had effectiile district units.

. 4) Asylum Hill.was a heterogeneogi'neihbO-rhood, with only one

existibg formalorganizitign. Ovira11, the population was primarily cOm-

: 4,-
,

posed of renters who were highly.transient. This meant that organizing the,
1

.

.
.

,

. ., ,
.

.

,

community *Id developill mechanisms for effect'ive citizen Participation.in
,, - . .

neighborhoed problem, solving wasprobsbly more:difOieult.in Asylum Hill than
.;

inmany other neighborhoods. A

Orithe .Other hand; lartfore.did enjoy some. distinctive :advantages:

0 4

Ili!
1

1) A new po i p.chief was appoidted in Hartford in .1,974. The. timing:

of hia appOintme .31/4,Tai ideal in that.it corre'Sponded with the...period when
.

. .

Possible in mentatiOn.of fbe_gropOsed.cbanges waS being diScussed. This
.

,

.
ing plus-the particialar.characteriVics ofthe chief were felicitous Bor

a

setting up an experimentakpolice team in the dontext op atraditional,.
A

, highly dentralized police department.
;

. 2) Hartford's size and the kind of clty governMent it enjoyed may,

.
have b4en more favorable tbOn.otherpfor actingAA; complex pjoposai such..

,.

as. this. Cprtainly, decislons were not made.without a great deal of debate,.

-

bo 4i
.public and private.- However, the-city manager-city council form of

1/4

govdrftment, may provide a mote streamlined.decision-makinvprocess than some: )

vttler governing forms.

.3) The interest 'and willingness 9f the h tO invpst in the Asylum

HilWleighborhood was.enhanced by its proximity'to several largo insurande
A

compliiies. Those insurance,companies had expressed a concern aboutthe'way



a
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I. :
1

b .
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things were evolving in Asyldm Hill.' Although there was no dirict disCiA4an )1,

%

lo

R:rjr!/?,.;

of future investments lo'Hartford by 'the insurance companies, it _appeared Co,

" be.generally perceived.that the insurance AmPanies woulst view with partiau-

lar favor.the improvement of.Adylum Hill. .

4) The existence of the Hartford Institute of Criminal.and Social ,

- &-
.Judtice, was a unique advantage for the impletentat. ion6of,thiVproject.

4 .'an independent organization ih the city of Hartford, which had good 'working

relationships with both businees and governmental groups, the Hartford

Institute was able to negotilio among the variety Of groups that had to

participate in making a compleiprogram such 4s thill poss*le."

Dne.of the most important role's.pla3;ed bl the Hartford.Institute was

continuing td'goadit4e political process when it threattned to bog,dowo,

refubing to let the issue of the program:be buried.°

It seems, on baltince,*that tle Hartford'experiment provided a realis..

tic demonstration-that implementation itipossible.

It is also important to note that the program itself wip camparatively

simple:
-

'1) I1he physical design, les took place only in 'public places and

involved no private .changes. The .cbst of the changes was about $150,000 for
s

design and mat ria1s,*, The 11 street changes were implemented in a perio4,

k,
Of'six,months,'014 probably could have been iMplemented in half that time

had not considerable '6,mei\been lost in-trying to ude unskilled CETA,worAers

or,collstruction.

/2) The police componept of the program, too, was relatively simple.

The primary goals'were to..give police odicer4 detailed knowledge.of the

*City workers and CETA employees provided the labor, the cost of 1,;/hiCh

is not incluld in'this figure.
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.area, strengthen relationships between residents and police and provide res-
.

identa witp an opportunity to affect police priorities. Some of the features

-.of team policing models were not needed to achieve these goals. In particu-

lar, participatory.management, which involves expenditure for overtime in

team meetings, was not considered to be an essentiA part of the program.

Although it Was de!lirable to have.?le team control its.much of the polide

service in the area as possible, a full-service team also was not part of this

particular pio ram. T1e priority features were three: , aleographicallY,

stable set of m an ide ifi ple leader who had some authority to set

.;/

...priCrities and define tactic's; and a,strong police advisory committee corm-

poied of residents. Many decentralized police forces already have some bf

the components'of.such prOgram in place.

3) .The community 04anization c oneRt of the.program consisted

primarily'of helping to establish groups I1 areas whereno formal organiza-
,

tions,existed, helping the'grouprfocus on crime, and of setting up 'some

mechanisms for on-going participation of residents in relating to the police.

A program such as this does not require a great deal of on-going staff

support. A basic assumption of the approach, to formal organizations was that

they would decide hat they.were gofng to do; that different kinds of groups

jould Choose different priorities. Pnce the groups were in place, the.
N

responoibility,for.this compohent,of the progrmm lay Vith the residents.v

'One of the outstanding features of the. Hatford exPeriMent is that it

wad implemented, albeit with compromises, in a way which achieved the majority

. .

of the goals and.objectives outlined in the planned program. Often, programs
,

-
4

as implement d bear little resemblancs,to the original plan.

P anner in other cities will.ndtgssarily hOsvo consider the local

t

. .
. , '--

. .

IP

,
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situation it; assessing their possible problems of implementation. However,

the Hartford.expezataent demonstrates that a'comparatively simple program can
7

emerge from its approachmto crime contro1. It also.provides gooddocumenta-
,

tion that a multi-faceted program can be implemented in a'complex social and

polit cal environment.

Net Value.
1

4te cost of a proram.sucb as this will depend on the.nature of the

proposed program, It will also'depend oh the in-kind resources that might

be available.

In Hartforci, $15O,000 w s spent on design of the st'reet changes and

materials. A grant from LEAA or team policing, part of whidh 4s used fCr.

Asylum Hill,'44d some funda. CETA workers were used to help with' con'struc-
.

tion (where they were not very helpf11) and to prbvide technical assistance

to community groups- (where they were quite helpful). In addition, of course,

the problem analysis and program planning were funded by the NILECJ grants

that also funded this evalliation:

It is very difficult to figure a'fair allocation of the NILECJ grant, ' 4

ecaU-6e the effort was so much more comprehensive than would have been appro-

priate if research and knowledge development had not been the primary goals

.of the grant itself. Probably,the fairest statement to make is that imp1e-

nentation itself, not counting planning, cost between $200,000 and $250,000

less than $100 per housing unit. In addition, the Hartford Department of

Public Works did 'mist of the co75ruction ol3treet changes which will be

borne by the city over the years.

The returns - poeential and realized - from thfs investment depend

,heavilAon Whether the impact is long- Or short-term.
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Zi one.gaarf the concrete sayings identified were the burglaries

that did not occur. From the victimization figures, we estimated that there

:were perhaps 300 fewer burglaries in 1976-1977 than would hSve occurred with-.

out the program.. There also were,Some savings in time to 'police in investi-
.

gations they did not have to conduct'.

SuCh benefits are not t iviaL However, 416 returns on the program
., .

. - . , .

i 0

4 4 grow considerably to the extent that crime remains lower oVer time'. In ad,..
. l

.4 .

dition to the,7saving, to unvictimized Tegidents and, to 'the criminal justice
.

agenctes, an extended period of reduced crime would reasonably be expected to

markedly improve the attractiveness.of the neighborhood. It is impossible to

put a monetary value on the reduction of fear in residerifts and on the atten-

dant improvement in qdality of life. However,
,
there are concrete benefits

such as reduced insurance premiums, improved willingness of landlords.to in-
.

.vest 'in and maintain rental'housing, increased property'values and increased

.tax revenues to the city, that are all reasonable results of a successful

crime cOntrol effort.

The calculation of theteturn on this kind of program can only be

done on a sitespecific basis. As'noted, programs can be designed that are

less expensive or mpre expensive than the one in Hartford. Moreoverf a key

part of the cost is the extent to which in-kind resourees are available and

can be utilized. On the other side, it is ifipossible.to place a monetary

value on critical factors such as fear.

However, as the facts are reviewed, there is a conclusion that seems

IFto"emergeabout,the Itford experiment. ,,If the result of the $200,000 pro-

gram, plus additional funds for planning, vas onlyto eliminate some bur- .

f

glaries in 1976-1977, the cost undoubtedly was not worth it. On the other

A., J
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h6d, if the character oJ the neIghbcrhood was fundaments'llir,changed, so that
..

the burglary rate stays lower than the city averc!ge, so that people feel \

safer than average on the.str4ets and use theirneighborhood mdre, so diat

North Asylum Hill becomes a desirable place to live again, it is almdst

,cettain that most obser'verstwould agxte that the peogram was a liaTgain. It
es V

is l\ ikely that a similar conclusion would\be true for otheT potential target

neighborhoods.

_This analysis, based,bs it ig on less than a year's experience with

the full program, cannot produce.a definite conclusion about the relative

, 4.,

value of this program. That must await .a longqr.itetrelossessrdent. However,,

,

at thi's point, based on the evidence that is available, it does appear that-

.
the approach to crime control that'was tested in the North Asylum Hill area

of Hartford is one ofrthe most promising in community crime prevention on

the horizon today.
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Data wert colec umerous ways, tor this project, In the sections

APPMDIk tst*'
0 A

P4OCEDURES AND METHODS

4.N(x- !

that follaw, the procedures used for data collection areAflogribgd. Thos0_

include:

Resident Surveys

tIr
Community Mottitoring

. Community Leader Interviews

. Vehicular Traffic Data

. Pedestrian Traffic Counts

.. Police RecokData

. folice Attitude Questionnaili

Police Monitoring

01

r

a
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The ReSiderrturvev

4
.

. I .

,

m

Four different surveys of residents re done. In the fall of 1973 a
. .

. ,

, w .

...

. .

survey of approximately 90,0 hOuseholds-throughdtt,Hartford provided basic data
. .

for problem analysisand planning. These data were updAted"twae: in the ,

I. . .

spring of 1975 witl) a survey'Cf about '600 households throughout Hartford (to
.

.

,

.
provide dipta for the time.of implementation), andOin the spring of 1976 with

.

.

.-.

.
.a surveysof about2PO households in Asylum Hill (to provide data for the time

. ,
.

f implementation of the physical changes). 'Vie e.raluation survey'was carried
..w :a , . .

v

dluit in 'the spring of 1977 m6h-a,sample of approximately..900. households through.:
.

.
. .

-

out Haórd.

Sample Procedures

The procedures lor each survey were.eSsentially identical each year -

the sampleskluestionnaires, field procedures and coding procedures r in order'

t .insure"comparability across.time. The one exception was that the 1976

sample was not indepdhdent of the 1975 sample, n issue which will be dis-

atssed below.

S'ampling

The basic design was to do a citywide survey, W---1.;:;:samples inkey
*

areas to permit more.detailed analysis. To this end, Hartford was divided

into foOparts or strata: Asylum Hill, Clay Hill/SAND, the area adjacent

.to Asylum Hill and the remainder of Hartford.

The 1973 sample'started with4tity Directoryjistings. The City

Directory may have two sources of error, amittingban address Or omitting units&

at 4 particular °address. Toema* ke certain that every address had a chanée of

"failing into &Le Sampje, two aupplementary procedures,were completed, a



Nple.of new tonstruation was drawn and a block supplement procedure was.con-
.

ducted.

4 list of all new conatruction forfthe city of Hartford from January

1970 to June 1973 was obtained. The list was compared with the ci4 birectorr

4

All new constrUction not listed in the C4..),, Directory was divided int9 areas'

and the overall sampling dte for each was applied.

*i

;he block supplement conspted of sampling'census blocks at the same

rate at whi-cYhousing 4nits .N..Tere selected and checking,to'see if all the,ad-

dresses on the delected blocks were lieted in.the City Directory or in the

stratip of new-construction. All addresses lound but not-accounted for in

one Of those lir two sources automatically became part of.the sample.-

In order to correct for'omitted units at a particular address, all
1

units for each selected address in Clay Hill/South Arsenal and Asylum Hill,

plus a sizeable proportion of 'Adlacent and Remainder, were independently

listed. Additional ("found") units were added.to the sample at the,same

rate as the unite at that paxticLar addresehad fallen intO the sample.

pr'the parts of the Adjacent and Remainder areas which were not field

listed, the total number of units expected fram'theCity Directory mre tom-

pared with the total units reported to be at that addreas* for those addresses

where ten or fewer units were expected.** If there was a discrepancy, an-

.

interviewer was sent to the address to do field listing.

In 1975,.a new independent sample of households was selected, this

time using a clustered area probability iikmple approath.. -The reason for the

*For phone interviaws, respondents were askeid the number of units at their

address. For personal interviews, itwas done bol, observation,
t-

**Therate.at which additional units would_ha*to be found in order.to.be
added to the ikample where there are more thanA0 units practically eliminates
their chances :of becoming part of the sample.
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changes. was'that we were not realizing, much cost savings by using. the City

ire5pory. Almost all structures in Hartford are,multi-unit,.meaning almost

complete listing.

. Blocks were selected proportiOnate to 1970 housing unit estimates,

selected blocks were listed, and the specific housing units wereselected.

An advantage of the approach was that housing units selected from bliedkiWere

distributed around.the blocks, minimizing the hoftgeneity of clusters and

!

.thereby *nproving the efficiency of thiwdesigns ExceptAor the possible

improvement the power of the design, the samples were comparable in 1973

and:l975.

The 1976survey,was conducted only in Asylum Hill because of limited
a

available funds. The addresses in,the Asy1i.Hill sample in the 1975 survey
r.

were re-contacted in 1976. Eligibility was determined again, and respondent

selection was reeone. Thus some.householda in'1975 were inter-

viewed in 1976; and vice versa. Some respondents were the same, some dif-

ferent when interviews were conducted in the same household.

This survey was a compromise. The implementation was delayed a year

longer than ,expected. We'felt,it essential to up-date the survey data "to

the spring of 1976. There was co budget for it. By using the same egmple,

considereble +sampling costs, were saved.

There are limits to the use'of these data. There are.no comparable

citywide data in 1976. The estimates are notsindependent of the 1975 survey

estimates. sOn th+ther hand, the sample is unbiase4. Based on panel analy-

sis in the research-literature, the Vfect of re-interview a year apart on

data should be trivial.

Because the samples were not independent, we compare 1975 with. 1977

data and make 1976-1977 comparisons, However, we do not make 1975-1976'

192
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comOrisons 20:

In.1977, a new-sample was selected, again a erustered'area probability'.

aample, with clusters well dispersed around bloOks. ThiEvsample diffqed

: from those of prev4us years in two:way#. Asyluth Hill area Walii divided

into areas north add south of Asylum Avenue .(ilorth Asylum Hill and South

Asylum Hill, respectively), and these two'areas were sampled at differerit

4

rates, tn addition to the householdorbAsed sample,. Asylum Hill residerits Who'

were members ofthe,community organizations directly associated with the pro-:
ie

(SSCA, WHO and CAW.) weresampled from lists. MemberShilpliats-were

obtained from each of these organizations, conta4ning a total of 260. named,

.

A total of 50 interviews were desired. A- saMpling xate Vat; det rmined based

upon,a 75 percent response rate, ps well as the expected eligib ity rates.

Checks were plade for duplication of MeMbers' addresses in the area'''.

sample.N Fesentially, those on membership lists had a higher Probability Of

selection.than other widents. By weighting to adjust for the prObability

of selection, these interviews can be included in the Asylum Hill sample with

intervieWsliased on household selection. Thisfeature of the Satplewas

introduced to. increafte our ability-to describe "active" residents.

Instrument Pesisn

For the 1973 resident survey, two interview schedules,- one.a subset o

tht other,.were constructed by the evanation team work4ng closely with the

other study principals. Jhe interviews were developed.around the fo1lowing'-,

fieneral topics: perceptions of neighborhood and degree of neighborhood co-
.

hesiveness, use of the neighborhood, protection of htme, perception of.the

police, fear and the perception of crime perception.ofdangerzones in the

respOndent's' neighborhood, victimizatiop,.the mtdia and general demographic
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The.short'forni was used in the.control areas and for-a random half'of

bhe samplealn the two target areas. The other half of he respondents in

he targe0 areas were interviewed using the

The deciai

..which,Would-only
A

the,que4r1ons.

large quationnaire.

ari as,to which ques0.ons would be asAd in both forms and
F.

0

be atIted in the long:form was based on the intended use.of .

If- the purpose of the question was evaluation of the theoret-

ical model being tested, it waa inVmded in both forms. 'If, on the other

llahd, the purpose of the questipn ;,.7,s113.p11ma111yto-aid in the design of the

crime'control plan toe-VA implemented, .it was asked only in the long form

which was to be used'only in the target areas. Measures of each ofthe

gAneral topids were included inthe short form.

)
In1975., only one interview dchedule waa used It was a subset of

,

the 1973 long forM covering the same general topical areas of neighborhood

attitudes,.perceptions of policer fear, yictimization And demograpIlic data.

.
It included some items that haO.not been asked in the 1973 stlort form.

This,same.interview schedule was used for the.1976 AsylumHill reaident

surveys, with the addition of questions dealing with.awareness of and stti-

. .

tudes toward neighborhopd.street changes and organizational changes for the

police.

The 1977 interview schedule 'included all items asked ip 1976, with

same additions to deal with the citizeh evaluation of the experimental pro-

t
gram. The questions which were added-to the schedule were designed to assesd

the respondents' awareness an4 degree of involvement with community organila-
.

tions nd their percepta.ons coneerning both neighborhood sEreet changes.and
.(\

.bhangts within the police department,

Schedules for all four surveys were pre-tested before going into the

fien. In general, they averaged 1essithah'457 minutes in length, with the

,



exceptioJof the.hour-lorig form used in 1973.,

IptervAeWing,Procedure

(
For. all four surve s, two method6 of data collection were used -

Oone and field interviewing. In 1973, telephone interviewing was used only

S.

gor the short interview schedule. If an interview could riot be taken on the

o

phone, the interview waS then4"conducted in the fieif. About 60 percent of

the short interviews were conducted on the phone, the remaining Short inter-
.

views and sll of the 200 lonier (target area) interviews were taken in per-
.

son. Forthe other three,years, interviews were conductud.on the phone when
\

telephone numbers were obtainable; otherwise, they werasignedto the field.
.10011°

. The tielephone interviewing was done from Boston4by the Center for

A

Sprvey Research's permanent professional staff of inter ewers4 A field

interviewing staff was hired and trained in Hartford for each of the four

surveys.

, New interviewers received about a week of training includiqg how to

ask,questions using the exact wording e ng in the questionnaite,, the

use of non-direcetve probes,.. and verbatim ording'ofeopen responses.

Advance letters were sentto elscted household Households were

then,contacted,, either by telekone or personal visit. In situationsiwhere

the respondent could not be co ted on the first field-call, at a sample

household, intervietmrs were required to cati_bAck at the household at-least

,

six iiMes in order to obtain the interview; more calli were required (if

necessary) for addresses assigned to th "telephone. These call-backs wepe

to be made at different times of day.and on different days,of the week to

. /
. maximize the chance of A contact. Addresses at which the designated in-t

. 1
, .. .

diViduals refused p6 be interviewed were generally reassigned to d/second,

k
k lr\ I

%
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interViewer who contscted the individuals Lind attempted to.persuad6 them to

be interviewed.

As noted ab4e, there wag a residence eligibllity requirement. An

.
adult had to have lived.at selected/ addresses for .6 months or more in order

to be eligibte for the full.interview. This insured a minimum level of ex-

perience in the neighborhood,koand a basis for reporting household crimes.

.

A screening interview was conducted with any responsible adult.

In occupied households wheri one person had resided for six months,

some information was/obtained in order to be able to.describe "ineligible"

households. In eligible households, an objeCtivwselection of aduLts (per-

sons 18 or older) was used to deathate a.respondent.. The procedure (Kish

.Selection Tables) permits.no interviewer'discretion.

,Of course, no substitutions,for sample households or.selected eligible

4

respondents were allowed.

Sample and Field ResAs

Tables Ai through AA show ti;e results of.the.dat& collection efforts.
.

.Addresse's which fell into the original sample were classified as non-.sample

when either thg address was not an occupied housing unit or no occupant had

lived at thax address.for six months. Reasons for pon-interviems were re-
. A

fuaals or inability to contact occupants after a reasonable number of calls

distributed over day time and evenings, weelsdays and weekends:

Response rates Varied somewhat mmong the four sample areas in each.of

the four surveys. Average response rates for the city as- a whole were 77
a

V 'percent in 1973, 74,percent in 1975 65 Percent in 1976* and 76 percent in .

1977.

.*Sample in Alylum Hill only.

196
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Tall* Al

SAMPLE AND Flpim RESYLTS: 1973

Asylum Clay Hill/ Adja- Remain- Total
Hill South Arsenal 'cent der City.

Original Sample 436 t 388 , 392

Additional Housing
Units Pound 2 9 17 '

A ,

Total Sample .438 397 409

,Non-Sampleo 185 138 122

Total Eligible Sample 253 259 287

Non-Interviews** .68 53 73

Interviews Taken .185 206 214

Response Rate .,1 737 80% 75%

4,77 1693

,

15 43

492 1136

135 580

, 357 1156

.71 265

286 891,

80% 77%

*Includes sample addresses which 'were not dwellings and sample households
at which no eligible respondent was found,

**-Ipcludet sample households where no contact was made after a reasonable-
number of calls, and those'where the Aelected respondent could,not or
would pot be interviewed.

4
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Table-A.2'

SAMPLE

4

.

AND FIELD RESULTS:

t

lAsylum Clay.Hill/

Ht11 Sokith Arsenal

1975

Adjam

Ant_
Remain-
AIL_

,Total

c;ty4

Or4inal Sample 335 185 208. 232 960

Additional Housing
le--

Units Found 4 17 -- 5 , 1 27 .

Toni Sample 339 202 213 233. 987

Noa-sample* 18 60 44 33 235

NER (no eligible R) 60 22 30 19 131
,..

NER as % of uccupied
HU111-_, 20% 13% 14%, 39% 15%

Total Eligible Sample, 241 142 .).69 220 752

Non-Interviews** 64 43 37 44 188

intervieys Taken 176 '' 99 129 154 1 556

Response Rate 73% 70% 767. 76%. 74%

4\
*Includes sample addresses which were not dwellings and sample househoids

at which no eligible respondent was found.

**Inclitdes sample households where ho contact was made after a reasonable

ninnber of ca114, and those where, lthe selected respondent could not or

mou4d.not be interviewed.

0
Cam.

0
.*1
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Table A3

SAMPLE AND FIELD-RESIIITS:' 1976

4

North
.

Latlaii-ALU

Original Sample 191
.

Additional Houting
Units Found '0*

Total Sample' .

193
4

Non-Sample* ',82

NOR (no eligible R)

NER as7. of occtipied-HUs

34

23%

Total Eligible 4niple 111

Non-Interviews** 30

Interviews Taken\ 79

Response Rate 71%

South

Asylum Hill
Total

Wounlilill
, .

145
.

338

0 0

145 338'

32 '114

16 . 50

12% 18%

113 224

48 78

67 146

59% 65%

*Includes sample addresses which were not dwellings and sample households
at which no eligible respondent was found:

**Includes sample households where no contact was made after a reasonable,
nUmber of calls, and those.where the selected respondent'could not or would%

-not be interviewed.

1 '
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SAMly AND FIELD RESULTS: 1977

Original Sample'

Additional Houaing

North
Asylum HLlj

South

Asylum Hill

Total

.Asylum.Hill

421 218 .639

Units Found 1 0 1

Total. Sample - 422 218 640

Non*Sample* 164 57 221

NER (no.eligible'R) .57 27. 84

NER ns % of occupied
HUs 18% 147. 17%

Total Eligible Sample 258 161 4N

Non-Interyiewb** 65 56 121

It 4

Interyfewa Taken 193 105 298.

Response Rate 75%' 657. 71%

*Includes sample addresses which were not dwe

**InclUden sample househle where no contact
selected respondent could not isr would not be

.
Asylum Hill Clay Hill7 Adja- Remain- Total

Membership SRUth Araenal cent der Citx

IP

314 347 1558.

\.>

82 176

0 6

82 182

16 58

15. . 11

187. 874

66 124

16 21

44

52 103

79% 83%

16.

330

65

26

0 23

347 1581

4

50 . 410

78 164

9% , 9% 127.

265 297 1171

62 6e , 286

203 229 885

77% 77,4 76%

Llingi and sample households at which no eligible respondent wee found.

wns mnde after n
-Interviewed.

reasonable number of calls, And those whero.the

225
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of

Sample surveys, even though properly condiucted, are'liable toseveral

,kinds of efrors. Those include response errors, which arise in the reporting,

r. recording ancifprocessing of the data; ton-response errors, which arise from

failure to interview all.individuals selected in the sample; and sampling

errors, which arise-from'the. fact

from the population from which it

these types of error is necessary

that, by .chfnce, any sample may differ

was drawn. Some evaluation of each of

for the proper-interpretation of.any esti-

mate from survey data.

Response errors. Such arrors include inaccuracies'in Askf-ng and answer-

ii)tg luestions im the interview, recording responses, coding the recorded re-

sponses, and processing the coded Aata. They can be rdduced by thoroughly
4 .

pretesting field procedures and instruments0-training interviewers and coders,

and exercising quality controls throughout the data

editing phases of the research process. / .,

.The questionnaite and field procedures used in the residentssurvey

lection, coding, apd

wer4 preteste&before each survey. Since the later instruments largely..

replicated earlier ones, the most extensive pretesting was carried out in

the earlier years.

New interviewerd were -trained,sfor about five days priOr to their first

'asáignment. Extdnsive role playing in standardized,-non-directive techniques

was iricluded. Their training also included a question-by-question review qf

the survey instrument. They.took practice interviews and discussed thet with,

a supervisor. Supervisors reviewed their work throughout the field period.

These procedures were followed for each of the four surveys.

'In 1973, responses 'were coded onto c d g forms and keypunched from

these forms. Responses to the later survdys were coded directly on the inter-
maw.

201
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vieW schedules and keypunched Bram the sched les. Beforestsrting on this

. 1.

taskt the coders mere taught both the codeSa d the coding conventionso

Coding was checked by coding 10 percent of theeinterviews twice .(by two

different coders) and Comparing the two codings for discrepancies, because

of the impottance of the crime data and the various complications which occut

.in classifying crimes, all of the informs on pettaining to victimization was

independently check-cloded. Keypunching was key verified 100 perCent.

Data tapes made fram'the keypunched data cards were checked for incon-

sistencies and incorrect codes and errors found were corrected..

It is impossible t

we know there is reporting
f

. *

cases. However, the quality controls used should keep such errors at a level

.$. 6

or below thr level found in the best examples of household surveys..

Moreover; because procedures were consistent across surveys, some types of

ktminate response errors from data. Moreover,

error, yet.cannot estimate its magnitude in most

-ertors = such as memory bias in. reporting - should be constant and not affect

A

dmparisbnd Across time.

Nonrresponse errors. Some proportion'of the sample in any survey fails

torespondt usullly,because of refusqs or.the failure Ofhthe interviewers

tO OOlitaqt potential resPondents in spite of repeated attempts. To the ex-

tent that non-rd!rondents are toncentrSted in Some populatiot subgroup (Such

as single persons alone), this subgroup (and their perceptions or

experien es) may be underrepresented in-the sample responses.

14
In addition, because of the sii-month residiancy requirement,

scr

there is the 'possibility that the proportions-of certain groups eligible

coull vary from year to year. Although this is not a problem of non-response,,

it is a factor which coulogaffect comparisons frOm Year to year. It also

means that in any giVenwyear those interviewed couldldiffer from the pop-

0,
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-ulation as ayhole. 4

2ables Al-A4 showed response rates and rated at which sample Addresses,

failed to produce an' eligible respondenttfor each of the four years. Theie

isinot a good way to.estimate the biases non-respopse may have fntroduced into

the data. However, ths responses were similar from year to year. Again, it

is likely that ithe biases, to the extent they exist, are constant.

In 1975, 1974, and 1977, brief interviews were conducted whenever pos-

eible at households whiare'no one was eligible and when the eligible respohdent

refused the

St

ull intervip. These short interviews gathered data on house-

hold composi on and the racial or ethnic background of household members.

Comparing those eligible with the total sample, we found the.1975

sample ihterviewed included fewer blacks and Hispanicb and more whites in

Asylum Hill and the city as a whole than the rates at which they'were in

the population. This is apparently the result of higher'mobility within

Hartford among minorities than among whitis at that time. Minority house-

holds werediess likely to have lived in their residence long enough to be,

eligible for the full interview.

By 1977, this was no longer the case; the sample population ermiewed

di not-differ significantly from the entire sample (including non ample snd

no Interviews) in racial/ethnic-composition. There are a few comparisons

across samples for which.this difference between 1977 data and previous

samples is significant.

Sapeling er.ror. The-extent og the sampling error can be determined

if it Is known exactly how, Snd with what prilbability, the sample was se-

lected from thetotal populatron. The size of the samplitig error varies in

relation. (a) to the size of the sample selected.and (b) the values.for any

given characteristiCor attitude. Sampling errors cart also be affected.by,-
,

203
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particular features of the sample design (such-as clustering)..

The exactcalaglaitton of the amount of!chance variability could occur

with respect to a sample dependvin.part on the clustering - the fact that

in all.the samples, three to five housing. units were selected from the same .

block,to reduce listing and travel costs. A key question is the degree of

heterogeneity of those clusters compared with the population as.a whole in

variables measured. To the exten* that clusters are homogeneous, the sanple

yariances are larger than if an unclustered sample had been selected.

We calculated the ratio of the variances of the design used in 1977

to what an unclustered sample would have yielded for several key variables

and for different are*. /Table A5 shows the results of same of these cal-

culationsi

For most estimates, it can bef4een that the sample designs w& equi-

valent to stmple random samples. Theaclustering does affect the. variance

of race estimateS and the estimates of burglary and robbery rates in North

Asylud Hill.

Based on th98e computations, it appears that using sampling.error es-

' timates about ten percent larr than those fof simple random samples is

reasonable for most comparisons. . 11awever, in the text,.the actyl'variances
.

for the burglary and robbery rates in North Asylum Hill\ were used to cal+

late statistical.significance.
/

In general, samplIng errors vary with the sampIe size and the values

for the characteristic measured. Table A6 is a generalized table of sampling

errors which takes both these factors into. account.* Thus, wlien 26 percent

*The figures in the table Like average estimates based on computations such

aA those in Table A5. For any particular variable or area, the.time var-
.

ittnees could differ from those tn TablerA6.
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0
. Table A5

RATIO4F VARIANCES CALCULATED ON CLUSTERED DESIGN
TO VARIANCES BASED ON SIMPLE RANDOM SAMPLE,FOR

6 .SELECTED VARIABLES BYAREAS IN.HARTFORD

.North Asylum South Asylum Clay Rest of
Variable Hill Hil Hill Hfartford

f'ercent white 1.4 0,9 . 1.3 ' 1.8

Reportedlase.of
Stranger Recognition ' 0.8 0.9 . 0 1.2 1.1

Frequency Walk in
Neighborhood 0.8 0.9 1.0 1.2

Percqived Likelihood
Burglary 0.8 1.7 0.8 0.8

,

Perceived Likelihood
Robbery 0.9 1.9 0.7 0.7

No Burglaries 1.7 1.6 1.0 . 1.1

No Robbery or Pursesnatch 1.4 1.4 0.9 1.2.

4 . ,
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Take A6

APPROXIMATE SAMPLING ERRORS OF PERCENTAgfS
41

0

Chalices are.95 in 100 that the central value lies within

the rePorted valuel,p1140 or minus the number of percentage

points shown iwthis table.

Sampling Errors for
Reported Percentage Around

Sathple,

Size

5 or°

95%

10 or

90%

20 or

80%

50 - 12 16

75 - 7 10 13

100 - 7 9 11

150 4 5 7 8

175 4 5 7 8

200 3 5 6 8

250 3 4 6 7

300 3 4 5 6

400 . 2 3 4 6

500 2 3 4 5

750 2 3 . 4 5.

6.
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of the '220 families interviewed.in North Asylum Hill 1.4 1977 report.that hey:

think crime has gone up in their neighborhood, the sampling\error (actually:.

.

two standard errors) is six percentage,points:. Thts means thit there are95

chances in 100 that the time population value lies withinplus or minus six

points of 26 percent. That is, there, are oplyfive chances in 100 that le!s

than 20 percent-Or mopp. than 32 percent of All the families in North Asylum
f .*
.'

Hill would,say crimewent up:if a complete census,-rather than.a-samplet, sur-
,

. .

vey were done. The tablehows that when there is a smaller percentage
,

ported in the sample, the sampling error is smaller;'when,there is a7Vma11er

subgroup, the sampling error ia'larger.

There is a further considerption. It is hdportant to knOw whether a

differenc0 between two values obtained in the sample., is '''statistiCally sig-
7

nificant," That is, would the difference still eXist other,.!amples of

the population were interliiewed or if the whole population were surveyed?.",
4

Calculation-of statistical significdnce again depends both .on the 'size Ofi'

the groups being compared and on the percentages obtained. rable,A7 is a
.v

generalized table of average sampling errors of differences. Thus, when

the 43 percent of the 71 households in,the North Asylum Hill sample inter-,
) .

viewed in 1976 who thought crime had goneup is comparedLwith.the 26 percent

of the 220'householda interviewed there in 1977 who said crime had gone up,

r
there. are 95 chances in 100 that the difference was nict due to cliance. (rhe

.

table*hows that a.difference of about 13 percent would be sigdificant with

groups of ahout these,sizes and with these percentages.) This'means that a

difference of.this magnitude: (43 minua 26, or 17) would arise thraugh chance
,

fluctuationror because this particular sample was '13electOd codtiderably leqs

than,5 timed in 106.

207
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Tablet A7

' .

SIAMP4NG ERRORS OF DrYFERENCES

95% Probability

Atfferences required for significance in comparisons of

peraentages from two 4ifferent sub-groups
1

tt

Fin PrOpkrtions Around .207 or 80% '-

.,. 75 1S -=13 .
11 10 ,. 10 10 10 . 10

. 100 11 . 10 9- , 9 9 9 9

-200 ... 8 7 7 7 7 6

'350
. 6 .' - 6 ., 6 5 5

500 5 5 5 5

*.:.- 7.50.
,

. .
5 4. _4.,

t

For Proportions Around 10% or 90%

75 - 10 10 8 8 . 8 8 .8

,

7

' 100 - 9 8 7 7 7 7
5

200. .
6

/ 6 6 5 "5 '5

t 350 . 5 5 4 4 4

500 4 4 4 3 .

3 3 3.4 a

.
5 4. _4.,

t

For Proportions Around 10% or 90%

75 - 10 10 8 8 . 8 8 .8

,

7

' 100 - 9 8 7 7 7 7
5

200. .
6

/ 6 6 5 "5 '5

t 350 . 5 5 4 4 4

500 4 4 4 3 .

3 3 3.

''Por ,Proportions Ardund .5% or 95%

200 5 4 4 4 4 4

4 a

350'

'1500,

750

''Por ,Proportions Ardund .5% or 95%

200 5 4 4 4 4 4

4 3 3 3 3

3 3 3 3

2 2

4 3 3 3 3

3 3 3 3

2 2

20e20e
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For each of thi four surveys, households were sampled from Asylum.,Hill

and-Clay Hill/South Arsenal nt adhigher.rate than those selected for Other

areas of the city in order to roduoe.suffieient cases from these two veas

for.separkte.analysis. In 1977 samples'. for the two sub-areas of Asylunr Hill

were serchd at different rates, as Was that for Clay Hill/South Arsenal.

To allowcombining the cases from different areas' for a,given year, Weights

based on the probability of_selection in each are were computed and assigned

on a'case by case b4is. Weights based on their obability ot selection

have also been computed and assigned to cases.from the 1977 organization
a

membership list sample so that these may be combined with 'the area fiample
Jr

:cases. All of these weights may be called "area weighVs"..

It will be recalled that mace an interviswer had,contacted a sample

household, he or she had tcOdetermine how many adults eligible to be Imter-

liriewed lived in the household; where-there was mote than one eligible adult,

one had to jpg selected at rantom using a prespecified procedure. Theprob-

ability of any individual's becoming a respondent is the fLduct of the.
%

probabiilty of his or her household's selection and the probability of apy

eligible adult's selection within that households Hence, individual respon-

dents are we,ighted by'the product of the area weight and the number of'

eligible adults in the household (the 7combined weight").

Which of these two weights is used depends- op fhe type of variables

under-consideration: .Where theyariable represents information about hodee-
-..

holds (such as 'household composition, tofal family incorne, or victimization

N..

experience which was asked for.everyone'in the household), the'responses are

weighted b3., the area weight .Where a variable represents infotmation about

individuals (such as education eoppletedh frequency of welkin in. the:neigh-

\
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`,

boyhood, any perceptions or'attitudes), responses are weighted bY the cam-

bined weight.

Weighting cin seem:complicated. HaweVer, it is Simply a way of ac-
. ,

qurately combining units that had different clwces of selection to prpduce

accurdte aggregate estimates. All percentage'distributions in this report

are based on appropriately weighted data. Statistical reliabilityi of course,
6

is dependent on the actual number of observations (interviewil) - not on

.
weighted numbers - and all statistical tests were so calculated.

r

(
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Comuniity MoWoriK{

Methods of Monitoring the Commgnitx Organizet.ions

The Hartford Institute wae responsible-for monitoring the activities of

the Asylum Hill community organizations from the beginning of implementation

(mid-summer 1974) through the end ,of the evaluation year (June 1977). These
0

organizations included Stgourney Square Civic Association (SSCA), Central

) .

4 Asylum Hill'Association (CAHALVestern Hill Organization (WHO) and the

Asylum Hill Police.Advisory Committee (AH/PAC)-, a coalition of representa7

tives from the three preceding groups.')

In the beginning, the Institute assigned at least one staff m'ember to9

14

attend the meetings of the individual.organizations and,te--take minutes at

those meetings. Throughout the early community meetings, in 1974 and the

first four months of.1975, this responsibility was assigned to Institute

score staff.

In March, 1975, using available Comprehenslve Employment Training Act

Public Service Employment funding, the Pletitute 14Fed three tdditional proj-

ect staff members. Each of these three persons was given the' responsibility

ofcritinuing intensive involvement with one of the threL individual organ-.

izat'ions, l'including the donitoring of all meetings. One monitored AH/PAG

meetings as well. This arrangement continued for approximately one year,

thOiigh early summer of 1976. 'At that time, Institute staff reached a de-1,

cision to terminJte this intensive relationship. They reduced their involve-
/I

ment in day-to-day organizational activities in order to let the organizations

develop more independently.

?From mid-summer 1976,prough June 1977, otheir monitoring methods)were

used that were Iess:formal and specific than before. At intervals, Institute
.

staff prepared progress.reporte on activities of the community organizations.,

zu .4.



I
To, refOnetruct past activity ac'curatety, InstitutiOstaff made periodic peru .

sonal contact with the community'organizations and their leadership to gather

summary data. These periodic progress reports, while obviouslymot as minutely

detailed as the minutes of meetings, did document general developrients In cora-

munity organization activity during this one-year period.

A second method effiployed during this period was to obtain from the

'Asylum Hill police team commander copies of all minutes taken at AH/PAC-

meetings. As they regularly reporteeokthe major crime-related concerns of

the three Participating organizations and the various activities each had

undertaken, those.minutes proved helpful as monitoring device for the three'

individilal organizations as well a-for AH/PAC.

Methods of Gathering 00er Data on the Community

Throughout the project, other sources were monitored to discover and

keep tra,4 of relevant activities not part-of our program that were taking

placeiin Asylum Hill and elsewhere'in Hartford. These included:

dai4r monitoring of the Hartford Cour'ant and Hartford Tfmes

(until its demise) for community developments.

. 'monthly monitoring of the AHI newsletter The Hill rik.

.
regular weekly meetinga with the commander of the Asylum Hill

police team.

in addition,.Institute staff, including those pot directly associated

7 ---....

with this project, normally received televant information as a result of

professional and personal relationships developed with key actors in the

public and private,sectors oi Hartfond. Because of the diverse activities

and interests of this staff, their opportunity.to meet and work with persons

from many different organizations and agencies, and the fact'that Harrliord is

Al
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in a real sense a "small town" with many of the same people responsible for

1iginerating mup of the local activity, the staff was able to keep abreast

informally of most televant information concerning Asylum Hill. Whenever

these sources provided data particularly germane to this project, that in-

formation was recorded as an internal memorandum to be filed'for the general

purpose of project monitoring.

Reliability"of the Data

'These data were intended to serve s the basis:for a description of the

canmunity organizdtions actiVities and of the implementation process. To be

relia'1.e for such purposes', it was necessary to record project-related events

and developments in a systematic fashion throughout the program implementation

and formal evaluation periods. The monitoring data on the community organi-

zations consistently included information On certain topics related to speqpic

program goals. These include: number of Members, age and racial composition

of the membership, crime-related activities (with detail on funding sources,
ft

level of participation, specifically what was done) and other activities.

The amount of detail varied.

Of course the minutes of meetings provided the most detil*. Data col-

.

dected in summary form vary in their precision according to the length of the

periods summarized (wt.iich, in turn, varied from sixweeks to six months).. ,

The shorter the period, the more detailed the destription of events. Becauee

relevant topics were consistently covered in gathering etimmary data the data
\

provide a running account of events and developments. significant to this proj=

ect.

In general, the process seems unlikely to have omitted any very signif-

icant bent; and !ollow-up procedures were taken to fill in gaps or details

ft



when the eValustiOn tem felt they were'needed.

The CoEmartz Leader

OveivieW

/

.

Twenty-eight persons living and/or working in the Asylum Hill area,
et

chosen by regerral, were interviewed in two waves during the formal.eval-

uation year.. The purpose of these interviews was a fuller exploration of '

people's iiierceptions of neighborhood problems and strengths, and of the ctime

prevention program and its effects to date, than could be done in the,resident

survey. !We4also,needed 1..&tmation of two rather specialized kinds: th4

nature a d problems of the real estate and rental markets in the area, and

the effect of the program on neighborhood businesses. The former was needed

as background for our underatanding of the extent and type of transiency in

the area; the latter, as more systematic and specific information on local
. -

*businessmen's Objections to the program and its effects on their business.

Overall, this set of intetviews waS'intended,aa supplmmentl onitoring

formation from the point of view of people directly affected 134the pt.bgism.

v.,
-

Selection of the Respondents

The twenty-eight respondents fall into four ca egories:

of Respondent .Number
,Ttx

Manager of rental property .

Small businessman
6

Officer/member of projeot community

organizption
9

Other area resident/leader 10

28
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Hartford Institute staff prlovided an init al list with names in each of

the ;four categories. Respondents contacted from this list were asked after

they hid been interviewed, for additional names.'

There was an ettempt.to obtEdn.,same distribution of respondents according

to characteristics that. might affect their experience with the neighborhood

and the program. For example, three of the businessmen interviewed were lo-

cated in the northern part of the area where the street changes had been

carried out; tilly were among.the group who had objected to them'. The Other

three, matched as to.type of business, were located south of Asylum Avenue

where they would not be so directly affected by the streeCchatges; they were

not anong the group objecting.
.

4

Four Wsylum Hill community organizations were directly a sociated With

this projeat, and we had respondents-from each:

Number

Central Asylum Hill Association (CAHA) 2

Sigourney Square Civic Association (SSCA) 4

Western Hill Organizaiion (WHO) -2

Police Advisory Committee (PAC) 1

The current president of each of the four organizations yas intervied.

The other six.were particularly active members, most pf whom were (or had been)

officers in their organizations. Seven respondents were *lite and two were
'

black. P.

The 4.0 other leaders and residents included six associated with other

neighborhood organizations or institutions: Asylum.ftill, Inc., a neighbor-

hood impifvement Organization; the Hill Ink, the neighborhood newsl4ter;

the Hill Center; a neighborhood church; and one of the ,larg&insurance camm

panies.located in the area.- The four remaining respondents mere residents of

5.

N 4

.1. 1
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C.

the northeL part of the neighborhood; two of these were foimer members of'

project organizations who'had dropped.out. Three of this grolkwere black

.and seven white.

Interviewinic Methods
, .

The interviews were condlicted in twb waveS, thd first during the first

two weeks in March, 1977, and the second during the last two weeks in June,

1977. 41%

Three semi-structured protocols were useil in each wave, one for the

real estate respondents, gne for the businessmen, and the third for the two.

remaining groups. One set.of'questions was included in all.three protocols

which asked about neighborhood problems, particularly crime, about the crime

preVenticin prograMsenerally, and about specific aspects of the program.

:Real estate experts Xere asked an additional set of'questions about the ten-

tal and private property markets in the area. Neighborhood businessmen were

asked about specific effects df the program on their businesses. The o4her

two groups of respondents were abked an'additional set of questions about

their otganilation (if any) and operation of thelcommunity organizations

generally. first wave of interviews, respondents were 'asked about

the current situation and how things had changed since five years previously

(when implementation began). In the second wave they were asked about changes

that had occurred since the first wave.

' Three experienced interviewers conducted the interviews. heir train-
,

.4

ing for this set of interviews consisted.of briefing on the' program its

goals and implementation, and on 'objectives of each set Of questions in the

protocol, .The first wave was conducted in person, py appointment; interviews

lasted about in hour,--and were taped and transcribed. Ihe second wave was

1

0
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conducteaby phone; interviews lasted about h half hour and responsea were

written down-verbatim.by.the interviewers,

Reliability' of the Data

Because these respondents are not a representative sample*of any pop-

lation, no statistidal-inferences can be made from their responses. That

,iS, we cannot know how widespread their opinions, perceptions and feelings'

are among area residents nor among specific groups such as managers of

rental properties, neighborhood businessmen oll,organisational participants.

On the other hand.,tbe respondentsiwere asked the same Set of questions.

Therefore, we have some idea of the range of opinion and feeling on the sub-
:,

jects addressed, and of how-the groups from which they were draWn may

differ on these subjects.

These interviews were used primarily as a supplement ta, and a check

on, analysis of the quantitative deta.

Vehicular Traffic beta

In April, 1976, just prior to implementation of the physical changes,

machine counts.were conducted at 15 sites; these were repeated in June, 1977,

at the end of the formal evaluation year.*

'Selecting the Sites tor Counts.

Sites were selected to provide before and after.counts for streees for

which the greatst change.was expected. These included: streets for which

treatments were planned (Sergeant, Ashley, Atwood, May, Willarci, Townley and

*Counts were also carried out in 1975 as part of a study of the ,feesibility
the propoeed changes requested by the city. The sites selected and methods

u9ed differedl.somewhat from the counts done for purposes of evaluating pro-
g am effects. Data frOm the 1975 counts were not used for evaluation pur .

poses; hence they ari-not discussed here.'

. 217
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Huntington), collector streets being left open to through traffic in North

Asylum Hill (Sigourney. and Collins) and. thp streets bordering the area

.(WoOdland, Garden and Asylum). Figure 5 shows thp. 15 sites at whtch counts'

were conducted.

110i:1u:ids for Gathering the Data
4

All vehicular traffic counts were carried out by a Hartford consulting

firm with exp4rtise in traffic analysis.

.- The counts each year were conducted byl machine for a single 24-hour per-
..

iod, broken into 15-minute sequences to allow aggregation of data by time of

-

day. Counts were taken separately'for ag side of the streat at each site

/4
.to determine the volume of traffic in each direction. The counting machines

were pl7aced in the same mid-block locations each year.

'Reliability of tilt Data

-lr's Because the counts were performed each year at the same sites, using k

the same methods, the data should provide comparable 'estimates of the traffic

volume on each block when counters were placed. These estimates may be com-

pared across time and from site to site. the mein uncertainty is the extent
-b

to which traffic rate§ vary from day to.day,in a random fashion.

Two points should be noted.about further uses of the machine count

.data. 'First, there is same difficulty involved in inferring traffic flow

patterAs from these data; particularly since counts were not ottained for

each block face in the area. Second, because of the difficulties involved'

in ihferring flow,patterns: it is alsg difficult to adjust sump df-counts''

1

from sites along the same street,.or on intersecting streets, so that ve-

1

:2 4 411
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Figure 5
VEHICULAR TRAFFIC COUNT SITES 1976-197/7

SOUTH RSHALL

C

SIGOURNEY

MECHANICAL 24 -HOUi COUNTERS (15 RITES)
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hicles crossing more than.one counter are Counted.only &Ice.

In the tabulatioli presentihg these dsta in Chapter V (Tab1e.5.9), this con-

siderati mrost clearly affects-the totals obtained for "collector streets,"

"border streets," and overall totals;.these totals probably overestimate the

traffic volume to some extent; However, the degree of such overestimation is

probably proportionally sipilar from .one year to the next,,, The.indicated

M1

changes over time .should be reasonable indicationi of the type of'chinge that

actually° becvred, though. they may underestimate the degree of such changes,.

whether positive or.negative.

Pedestrian Traffic Counts

Manual counts of..pedestrian.traffic passing selected sites at selected

times of a single day weie performed in. June, 1975 and April, 1976, (before

implementation of the*street treatments) and in June, 1977, .(after impleMen-
,

tation at the end of the formal\evaluation'year).. These counts were carried

out at the same sites,-.using the saMe methods, each year.

Selecting the Sites and Times for.Counting

At.
Sites.were selected to provide before,and after counts for streets which

the planned street treatments were.particularly expected to affect, as well

as some that were not expected to be affected. As shown in!Figute 6, sites

were chosen at the main pedestrian entry points into the neighborhood (the

bridges over the railroad tracks at Woodland, Sigourney and Garden Streets),

on all Areets for which treatments were' planned (Sargeant, Ashley, Atwood,

May,. Willard and Huntington), on the two collector,streets being left open

to through vehicular traffic to which pedestrian traffic might also be te-

directe (Sigourney and.Collins), and other streets used as routes by pedes-

trians (Garden, Summer Gillett and Woodland). In 1975, counts were performed
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Figure 6

PEDESTRTAN.COUNT SITE'S

4

COUNTING STATION
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,at all 22 sites shown in Figure 6. In 1976,and 1977 counts were performed
'

I

Orly at the 19 sites. tn North Asylum Hill, '.The three sites south 'of Asylumt
o' .

Avenue were elhAinated in the final two waves of counts because the dtreet

treatments were expected to have no effect on those sites.

Six one-hour periods were delected s4-as to 'provide data on the 1'ange

volume and type of traffic over a day:

Schools starts; morning rush hour

Mid4morning

Early aftertOon

$..alool is out.

Afternoonrush hour

Early' evening
A

t These time periods were used each year for each site.

Metlods Tor Counting

7:30-8:304M

, 10:30-11:30PM

12:30-1:30PM,-

2:15-3:15PM

4:30-5;30PM

6:30-7:30PM

^

4

Counts were performed each year on days whervichoolvas in seasion and

businesses open-Awo types of institqtionvthat hrought manY hOh-reSidehts into

the ,neighborhood. The three waves.were conducted An similAr we.ather,4pn

relatively sunny.sprfng dayl; counting was)not, done during rain; snow, Or*
,

-

very cblil temperatUr6a. .,

..
.-

CountAra we at mid-block. siteO Each'pedestrian who passed
. ,

/

---

in er§nt of the-counter on either side of the street, was counted,** Pedest

,..., triana counted wdre caosgoriied according-to.four dimensions:
,

**BecaUse of the volUme of traffic on Sigourney Street Bridge, each.side of
the street was considered a site and counted separqtely..(.
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racial or ethnic background white, blac and other, primarily

Spanish)

age (preteen-, Under 13; teenagers, 131).9, young adult, 20-35;
cl4

Middle-aged, 36-64;.- elderly) 65 or older)

e Ve,ry l?rOad'ageicategeries:were used because of the difficulty of judging pre-
, it

2-"Cise age by observation'. was also expected that it would be difficult to
.-2 .

distingruish Spanish from whites by,observation in same cases. Therefore, a

'a

rule was made; only pedestrians who were obviously Spanish (e.g., beca se

they were.speakingSpanish) were to be counted as "other"; whites w were

'not obviously,Spanish were to be counted as white.

Six ot seven counters were hired for each wave. They were trained as

to ehe rules for eounting and the forms to be used. The training included a

practice counting period on sleet, folldidd by a group.discussion, led by

their trainer,of problems that arose. Figures 7 and 8 are copies of the

written instructions given to counters in each wave. Figure .9. .shows the

arrang,ement of the counting form used each year.

Reliability of the Data.

Because the same sites, times and methods for counting were used for

each wave of data collection, the data provide.comparable estimates of the

volume of pedestrian traffic for each block and-time that counts were performed.

However, ,since counts were done on one day only, it is possible that there is

day-to-day variatlity'that will randomly confound analyses. We are not sure .

how stable countsuch as these are.

As noted Olive, distinguishing the racial and age groups oF pedestrians

counted was di4ipult to do by observation. However, the Use, of broad age

223
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Figure 7

GENERdiNSTRUCTIONS/7 UDESTRIAN COUNTERS

MEMORANDUM

TO: Pedestrian Counters

FRGM: Barbara Cardillo, Survey Research Program

,Instrgctions,for Pedestrian Counts

June 3, 1977

Attached you will find the sitefhisted at.which you are to do your pedes-0

trian Counts. These counts at each site are to be'completed during the

I/
following six-hour periods: -

7:30-8:30AM
10:30-11:30AM
12:30-4 130PB.

You are to judge,the following characteristics of each pedestrian as Indi-
cated on the forms provided:

1. Direction In whicivthe Person is Moving - south or east being
"inbound", toward Farmington Avenue or downtowt; north or west
being "outbound", away'from Farmington Avenueor dawntown.

. ,

d

2:15-3:15PM
4:30-5:30PM
6:30-7:30PM

2. Sex of each pedestrian.

3. Race of each pedestrian.

40 Age of each pedestrian - grouping ages into'five categories:
preteen (under 13 years of age); teen (13-19); young adult
(20-35); middle age (36-64); or elderly (65 or older).

A separate form is to be completed for each time peribd at each site. Please

make certain that you fill in you; name, the sV.eet j.ocation, the cposs

streets, the exact, time begun, time ended, and'the date on.each form at

each time at each locati,on. A separate fofm is to be used for edch time

period.

The.counts )are to.be completed on the first non-rainy, non-threatening Aays
athrting' onday, June 6,rnot including Saturday tar Sunday. In case of

doubtful, eather, Rudy Biooks will decide by 7:00AM whether or not the

counting hould take place that dgy. If there is any question about the .

weather, t is important that all minters hear from him so that the same

decision (whether.to count or not). is made for all sitet. Each site'must

be Founted on one day, notisplitPbetween-more than one day.
I ) 40
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le you have atvy problelas, contact 'Rudy Broolts at. the Uertford Institute of

,
a

Critairtal and 'octal Jueiiice in ilartford at 527.1866.
04

.GOOD 111CNI: NOM FOR TM SUN TO SI1INS1

taw

A'

a
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ligure 8'

SSECIFIC RULES FOR COUNTING PEDE§TRIANS

'Or

NOTES FOR COUNTERS

guPplies needed:

Clipboards
Pencils
Recording forms - 6 for each site
Assignment map Ali

Letter from Hartf rd Institute
Return envelopes litor each day.

1. Stand in the middle Of the block indicated. With a few eXceptions,

the site at which the previous counter stood has been recorded. If

this Previous site is not in the middle of the block, choose a more
appropriate mot. Record at 12m of each form where 12m stand while

,counting. Count all pedestrians who east; by or in front of you.

2. In some cases it may be difiicult to distinguish.between Spanish
ortgin and,whtte. If person is speaking Spanish, is part of a group
whose other members are obviously. Spanish, etc., cotnt as

i.e., "other". .Use your best judgement, If you observe no justi-

fication for classifying an Individual as non-white, count that

person as white.
I ,

3. 'Please observe time periods carefully.- It'is important that you dol

so in order that thedata are corarable.

4. At the end of the day, put completed forms in return envelope and mail
immediately to Survey Research Program..

0
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Street:

Figure. 9 'PEDESTRIAN COUNTING SHEET

Cross Streets:

Counter's Name:
r

Time Began:

Time Ended:

Date:

( ) SOUTH ( ) EAST INBOUND

,

Male

WHITE

.

Femats

.

' ' 'BLACK
Male

.

Female
. OTHER
Male Female

PRETEEN

Under 13
.

.

L

,

.

.

.

TEENAGER
13-19

,..

"

YOUNG ADULT'
20-35

i .

:

MIDDLE AGE
36-64

.

-.. .

ELDERLY
Over 63

.

.

,

.. _k********************************************************** ***** **

( ) NORTH ( ) EAST OUTBOUND

. E
Male

WHITE

Female

BLACK

Male b

/

Fmale
OTHER

Male

o

Female

PRETEEN
Under 13

.
.

.

TEENAGER
13-l9

e
t

-----A .

..

YOUNG ADULT
2.035

.

.

.

.

.

,

AIDDLE AGE
36-64

.

Ve

9

.

ELDERLY

Over 65

S

.

s ,

!

1

.

9
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categories,and of a specific rule for distinguishing Spanish reduces the'error

in these counts and makes the data comparable across sites add time. The

training counters rec'eived insured that they understood.their task and used

the rules in the same way, 0'

, Because the counts were perforthed on a block by block basis (and be-

cause pedestrians were not countedion each block in the area) it is 4ificult

to make absolutely accutlate inferaces about traffic flaw patterns from these

data. Similarly, it is,difficult to adjust sums of counts.from sites along

the same Street or from those on intersecting streets s edestrians
4

passang more than one counter are counted only once; therefore tOtals in

tables necessarily are an overestimation of the actual n r of people ob-

served to some extent. However, there is no reason to bel at the

amount Of such overestimation changed from one year to th

Police RecOrd Data .

Types Of Data Obtained

The Hartford Police.Department (HPD)'provided several types of data

4from its Management Information Division, its Records Division nd its Data

Analysis Unit throughout the project period. For the most part, these data

coyer the period January 1971 through June 1977.and1rre provided for the

two original target areas, Asylum Hill and Clay Hill/South Arsenal, and for
.

the'city as a whole. The data thus Obtained are. as follow.

0
Incidence of Crime. Data on criie incidence came from police reports.

They include,aggtegated incidences of violent Crimes (murder, forcible rape,

robbery) property crimes (burglary, larceny, auto-theft), robbery and !-,ur-

glary for Hartford as a whole.

./
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In addition, the numbers and aggregated rate,' of certain crimes were

obtained for Asylum Hill, 'Clay Hill/South Arsenal and the city. These crimes

Included r idential robbery, other robbery and pursisnatch..

Location and Time of Target Crimes. The leographic locations of resi-
o 4

-dential burglaries, street/robberies and pursesnatches reported to police were

taken from police reports of these crimes for Asylum.Hill and Clay Hill/South

Aisenal and noted on maps of the 'areas. Data on time of occurrence of streeteN,

yobberies and pursesnatches were also coded for the two target areas.

1
Arrests. The number Of arrests made for residential burglaries and

street.robberies/pursesnatchea committed in Asylum Hill was obtained from

poli4e arrest record data covering the period July.1974 through June l977.

Offender Residence. The addresses of arrested burglars and robbers

operating in Asylum Hill were taken from police arrest records. These data

provide the Information available'on residential mobility of Asylum Hill

offenders during the project period.

i Calls for Service, two types of data were obtained from police records

I) f'calls for service. First were cross tabulations of tie tOtal number of

0

calls answered by patrol officers assigned to each district. These data

,allowed cOmputation of crossover fates. -Second, we obtained data on the

results of calls-for serice for residential burglaries fot the city as a

whole, including the total number, the numbers found by the patrol officer

answering the call to be unfounded, and the number for which no report was

filed, a report was filed, and an arrest made.

.Reli.,ability of ttle Data,

Incidencelf Crime. Police can only record crimes they know about, and

1

b

for much of their knowledge they Must. depend uPon reports from citizens.

229
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Victimization surveys have:consistently shown that a-substantial amount of,
. V

crime is never reported to police, though More serious types of crime»-thos

inflicting Acre sertous loss or injury on the victim-...are more likely to be

reported than not. Also, pdtice have some discretion about whether to file

formal reports for crimes reported to them, indeed_in deoliding whether, an

actual,offense has occurred. Their exerciding this discretion in the matter

of record-keeping is aifected by departmental regulations and procedueS,

and by other departmental events.

.Three occUrrences in the HPD affected.its record-keeping practices,

and thus the record- data, between the time the Hartford project began in

1973 and the time the present evaluation period ended in June 1977. First,

in April 1974 a new police chief4was appointed. Prior to his taking office,

HPD crime reporting procedures differed from UCR guidelines, and the new

chief instituted use of UCR procedures.

Second, a contract dispute existed between the local International '

Brotherhood of Police Officers and the city of Hartford foi much of the

project period. In January 1975; the two groups began negotiating a new con-

tract, to take effect July 1, 1975. That year was sp-e-n* in negotiation and

arbitration. Early in 1976, the union began to res4 ort to other tactics to

'force a settlement, encouraging 4rol officers to engage in such things asi

k

work slowdowns, ticket blitzing and absenteeism. -The contract dispute lastd

until early 1977.

0
Third, in mid-1976 HPD began to computerize the dat it gathered,

Iclüding incident record reports. This required some chang s in the forms and

procedures used to record information; there were, however., no official.changes

in defilnitions used to categorize crimes.,
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These threeoce4rrences apparently affected the crime.ihcident report
. 410 6

Leta in-different wayr4 making it difficult to derive estimates of crime

rates .from them that are comparakle across time. The adoption of UCR record.

.
keeping procedures was followed by an apparent substantial increase in crime'.

in 1975: As an expmple,.the residential burglarl\xate for the city, estimated

from police data, more than doubled between.1973 and fiscal year l97444,1975,

while comparable victimization rates (based on the UCR definitiohs) indicate

a much less severe Increase. The ratio of police record to victimization

sUrvey rates for these periods changed from .40 to ,55. Before mid-1974,.

HPD's crime reporting procedures differed fron UCR glkdelines in ways that
4 ."

probably resulted in substantial underreporting, as compared to plaCes

following the guidelines. For example, HPiS did not count attempted and

.non-forcible burglaries as burglaries; and it'viz'tually never included a

forcible pursesnatch as a robbery.

On the other hand, the contract dispute.and'the procedural changes asso-

ciated with computerization/nay have.acted together to discourage patrol

officers fxom'filing formal reports. The-ratio of residentililburglary rates,

,

estimated from police 'data, to comparable victimization rates, again changed

froM .55 for fiscal year 1975 to ,32 for fiscal year 1977. Data on the re;

sults of calls for service (G'F'S) 'for resideritial burglary for these years

indicate that the proportion foX which no report was filed increased some-

what.

These factors taken together led us to conclude that clime r,ates from
I

police record data could not be 'compared over.time. 146 did not,feel that we

could correct the figures, or compensate for the changed ptocedures, in .any

way that would be meaningful. Hence; crime rates from police records are

not 'used in this report.
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Otiler Types Of PoliceDap.- Since 1974, the information relulk d to be

provided in an incident) report has remained the:same. Hence, the data

location,and time of;the target Crimes 1.n'Asy1um..Hi11.14 comparab1e-over:time.

Arrest reports are (and have been) required and the residence of the arrested

offender.has always been a.part of this report, though of course reportif:aa.-

sensitive to changes in,arrest patterns.

The key assumption in using these data is,the axtent to-which eventt

or individuals in police files are representative or, at least, that biases

are consistent over time. -Since police records were the only source_of in-

formation, on the location of crimes or the characteristics of Offenders, we,

4111

relied on the data, at the same time trying to. be judicious in our interpre-

tation..

Police Attituae Questionnaires

Method of Administering the Questionnaires

Data on police attitudes iere collected,in-two waves, the first in 1975,

and the second'in June,. 1977. /PatrOl officers and sergeants in both District'

- 5 neighborhood.teams (those assigned to Asylum Hill and those to Clay Hill/

Sbuth Arsenal) were surveyed. Self-administered questionndires and mail-back

- techniques were used.

Most questions apked in 1975 were repeated in 1977, with additional

question about'the Street changes.and about participation in police-community

ies. Topics covered in both years fftclude: team-policing and related

A

items onVtto(1. tactics and paitioipation in team decision-making; perceptions

of police c nity relations; perceptions of team^area crime problems ana

the team area as a
"X.

place to live; perceived.1,evel of relident fear; parcel)» .

tions of team success Ilpast years in clearing cases, arrests and reduCing
0
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crime; and-job satisfaction.

, In both years packets were disti.ibuted to all team members .(exCep't

team commanders.and the district commanderl"loy the Officer charge. In.

1975, tire packets included a questionnaire, a letter from the Survey Research.

Program explaining the study which alyI stated that replies would remain

'anonymous
andlconfidential, and,a postage-pai0 envelope to be used to mail

2backthe Completed .qu4stionnaire. 4-197.7 .the packeV included these

?

materials As well as a letter from the head _of HPD FieServices assuring
\.

team members of the confidentiality of their responses and\grging the officers

to respOnd.. These packets also Imcluded a self-addressed, posiage-paidNpost-

card skating the questionnaire had beeAn returneil. ,Officers Were Asked to

returit the postcard when they returned-the questionnaire:. This a110wed

.fogow-up pac s to be distributed only to those who had.not respon4ed to

the first ro nd while maititaining anonymity of.respondents. Alpe ro4nds of,

follow-up distribution were conducted for the first wave, and two forlthe

second.

In 1975, 41 of the 56 officeis then assigned to the two teams responded

(a response rate of 73 percent); 17 of these responses were from Abylum Hi11

Officers and 25 from Clay Hill/South Arsenal okficers.. In 1977, 35 Of 45.

A

qfficers responded (for a response rate of 78 percent); 18 responises! were

from Asylum 1411 officers, 13 from Clay WA/South Arsenal. officers; and

four Airom relief officers who worked in either area depending on need.

Re4iability of the Data

Because all offieers.were asked to fill out the questionnaire, there

is no sampling erior in the data. There was, however; the chance 6r non7

resonse bias. Non-resimnse bias may occur wHen those who do not answer a

\
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estidnnaire (or some portion ofjt) are concentrated in soMe subgroup of
\

the population surveyed; the perceptions and ekperiences of suth a subgroup
1

ill be underrepresent5d. Of course, the Agher the response rate, the less

tyy

likely there is to be non-response bias in the dat

The overall rlepont rates for the two waves of data collection on

police attitudesiwere relatively good for. a self-administered, mail-back

questionnaire. Since this-report has concentrated on the dat4x from the

AsylUm Hill eam,':it shOuld-be noted thSt there was a difference\in responae

between the two waves. :1975, about a third of the 26 men then assigned
0.

i
.

,

to the Asylum Hill area did not return a.questionnarre for reasons unknown ...,

to us. In 1977, however, nearly all of the officers working in the area, \

all or part of th'e time, returned a questionnaire.

Police Monitoring

Ara

Methods of Monitoring the Neighborhood Police

'The'responsibility for monitoring the neighborhood police was shared by

the Hartford Institute...And the projdct team's expert in police. The police

assigned. to District 5 were divided into two teams, one auligned to ASylum

Hill and tbe other' to the rest of the district. The'project police expert

:generally confined his attention to the Asylum Hill team; the Institute staff

worked with and-monitored the development of both teams. The monitoring ac,,.

tivities des:cribed.below were carried out from January 1975 when the teams

. 'were -first established, through the formal evaluation year, which ended. in'

June 1977. Several methods were used, as described'below.

Mentaining Data Files. 1Aformation collected by the Institute included

polfce record data for each team area, district crossover rates, adminis-,

trative inblemati.On (personnel assignmentsi use of foot vs motor patrol,

,
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etc.), and information on,police4,coinmunity actiViiieso

Unstructured Pfrticipant Observations and Interviews.. AboUt once a

monih, thg.police expert Spent a day wi:th the Asylum Hill eam as.did the

Institute'staff memberiassigned to monitor die police. Their primary ac-

tivity' was riding with indiyidual.officers on patrol for two to three hours.

.

at a time. During these rides,they conducted informal interviews regavling

the officer's perceptions of team-policing;:awareness and,opinions of com-

411

munity involvement in public safety efforts;. awareness and opinions of the

physical changes; and speciL concerns (positive and negative) of the of-

(
.

ficer. They als spent time on these field trips at theNTP offiCe, and

timevwith the NTP commander. Notes from these field trips were summarized

periodically in terms of police program goals.
/-

'Weekly Meltings Between Team Commanders and artford Institute Staff.

These were informal discussions of current, specific public safety

problems in District5.

statistics for each team

Problems discussed included': HPD reported-crime

area; ailable weekly-manpower (injury rate, sick
.

leave', off-duty numbers); effective use by team leaders of their time; . .

.community concerns determined from community meetings; progress of on-going

community crime prevention programs; and other relevant information developed

inforMally:

A written record of these discussions was kept.

'Attendance at Team Meetin s. Institute staff attended the team meet-

1

ings had:during the early loplementation period.- yarticular note wAts taken

of the kind of information being given patrol officers by their superasors,

tl-le kind ,oVissues and problems raised by the patrol officers, and patrol

officers' participation in decision-making. However, as noted in the body
V.

of the report, team meetingx were infrequent. 1
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4:.

4

These data wers intended to serve as the is of a description of

'what was implemputed and hotithis wad done.. The specific,. measurable goals

.for the.police cOR'ponent providedla Atructure for the organizatioii and
.

.

A.

,...
.

summaiST of the data.kei)t Ille uSe of spveral monitoring methods allows us.

-to
/

108k for regul4ities iA thé data. Although much of the data are qual-
.

Atative, they seep appropriate, in combination with:other available infor-

,,

mation, for their intended purposes.

4C

4.

.
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APPENDIX B

.SUPPLEMENTAL DATA ON.RESULT

This appendix includes two.general sets of data. The first consists

4
supplemental tables presenting data discussed in Chapter V. These are

arranged according to sections of thai chapter in which they are discussed,

as listed below.

The second presents data indicating that the program may have affected

subgroups in theneighbor,hood differently. These are preceded by a'brief

discussion of the tirpes of differences observed for selected key variables

in.the model.

Supplemental Tables .

. .

Impact on Fear of Crime

How the Program Worked:

The Physical Environment and Non-

.
Resident Use Of the Neighborhood

The Physical Environment and Residents
Use of Space B9 - B13

Residents' Relationshipe to the Neighborhood

and Neighbors

A.

Table Number

B1 - B3

helRelationship Between Police and Citfzens

Offenders and Residents

Offenders and Police

Indications of Differential Program Effects

/37 ()I-A
4 0

0
4.

,,

1314 - B23

B24 - B30

B3I - B32

1333 - 1336

.1337 - B53



Table BI

DEGREE OF WORRY ABOUT BURGLARY DURING TUE bAyrIME WHEN NO\.9NE.IAT HOME

.

North Asylum Hill

1973

.

Very worried 187 20% 197

Somewhat worried 20 25 20s\
Little worried 23 0 18 23 -
Not worried 12 37 , 4

.

TOTAL 100 100 . 100
(N) (93) (88) '(77)

South Asylum Hill
7

Va.ry 'worried 11% 117 9%. 12% ,

S9mewhat worried 14 16, l'7 21

Little worried 19 22 25 OW 20

Algot worried 56 51 49 , 47 \

IP TOTAL 100 , 100 .1.00

.

" 100* s'..
,

(N) (92) (88) (63) '' (118)

N.

Total City -

Very worried 177 20%
Somewhat worried 18 21

Little worried 32 23

Not worried 56

TOTAL 100 100

(N) (880) (555)

*Data not avnilable.for this time period.
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19%
25

25

31

100

\(885)
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Table B2
0

PERCEPTION OF ROBBERY AS A NEIGHBORHOOD CRIME PROBLEM

North Asylum Hill

.
Big problem
.Some problem
Almost no problem

1973 1975. 1976 1977

20%

38

42

217N
41

38

46

34%
30

36

26%
45

29

TOTAL : 100 100 100 100

(N) (92) (80 (73)

South Asylum Hill

Big problem
Some problem.
Almost no problem

TOTAL
(N)

\. ,Total City

. ,Big problem 1

'kSome problem -

Almost 'no problem

.

22%
36

,..;Of

44

36

100

(83)

35%
37

28

:

35%
53

12

10

(90)'

100

(59).

100

,
(115)

/
14%. 177 15%

32 25 30

54 58 55

TOTAL 100 100 100

(N) (868) (541) (880)

*Data hot aVai1ab1e ;orlphis time period.
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Table B3

DEGREE OF WORRY ABOUT BEING ROBBED OR ASSAULTED IN THE
NEIGHBORHOOD DURING THE DAYTIME

Very worried
Somewhat worried
Little worried.
Notiworried

TOTAL
(N)

South Asylum 411

Very worried
Somewirat worried
Little .worried

Notworried

TOTAL .

(N)

Total City

Very worried
Somewhat wbrried
Little worried
Not worried

I TOTAL
(N)

3973 1975 1976

1400
12

16

62

8%
11

22

59

15d4L

%. 14

19

,...

100 100. 100
(93) (88) -'(73)

8% 5% 8%
13 8 16
25 25 20

. .
4, 54 62 56

1.100 100 100
(91) '(87) (62).

.6% . 87 *
12 12
26

56 63

100 100
(882) (554)

*Data noLayailable for this time period.

44,

41

140

.16

1977

9%
13

20

100
....

(232)

7%
18

27

48

100

(118)

. 11%

12

20

57

10

(88

V.
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Table B4

it

.

PERCEIVED AMOUNT OF VEHICULAR TRAFF C IN FRONT OF HOME

DURING THE DAYT;ME WITHIN NO H ASYLUM HILL

1976 1977

Very busy 28% 28%

Busy 36 28

Moderate 28 29

Light 7 8

Very light 1 7

TOTAL 100 100

(N) (71)

241
e rt
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Very busy

usy

Moderate

'Light

Very light

4

TOTAL 100 100 100(N)
(62) (68) (96)

Table B5

PERCEIVED AMOUNT OF VEHICULAR TRAFFIC.IN FRONT OF HOME
DURING THE DAYTIME WITHIN NORTH ASYLUM HILL BY TYPE

OF STREET CHANCES'FOR 1977

Blocked Narrowed Untreated

14% .19% 44%

29 18 35

25 48 19

15 10 1

17 5 1

0

f
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Table B6

PERCEIVED

. IN

.

NUMBER OF 'PEOpLE USUALLY ON STREET

FRONT OF HOME DURING THE DAY
WITHIN .NORTH ASYLUM HILL

1975 '1976 1977

A lot 3370
1377

38%

.

Some 21 26 20

A few 30 23 27
,

Almost none 16. 14 15

TOTAL 190 100 100

(N) (168) (76) (232)
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Table 87

PERCEIVED &UMBER OF PEOPLE USUALLY ON STREET
IN FRONT OF HOME.AFTER DARK

WITHIN NORTH ASYLUM iiILL

1975 1976 1977

A lot 17% 117 2Z70

Some 25 26 15

A few 26 32 31

Almost none 32 31 32

TOTAL 100 100 100

.(N) (81) (76) (232)

r

1
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Table B8

PEJWEIVED PROPORTION OF PEOPLE SEEN ON THE
STREET WHO LIVE IN THE NEIGHBORHOOD

North Asylum Hill

1976 . 1977

Mostly neighborhood
residents 53; 43% 42%

About half neighborhood
residents . 28° 30,

Mostly strangers 19 22 27

TOTAL 140 100 0. 100

(N) (84) (63) (212)

Total'Of

Mostly neighborhood

. residents 63%

\. .Ab.out half:neighborhood

residents , 26 18

Mostly strangers

TOTAL
,

100 100

...

(1`)--
(539). (841)

-.
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fable B9

PERCENT WHO LIKE TO USE THE PARK NEAR. THEIR HOME**

,

1975

%. (N) %

North Asylum. Hill- 26% (66) 26%

Total City 50.% (341)

'<V

Ow'

4

' (N)

*Data not available for this time 'period.

**Includes only those respondents who report living near a park.
h.
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1977

% (N)

.36% (177)

48% (634)
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Table B10.

tr:

MEAN NUMBER OF. DOS IN PAST. WEEK SPENT OUTSIDE AROUND THE HOUSE

North Asylum Hill

1975 1976 1977

Mean 2.0 1.5

(N):
# (88) ('77) (231)

,
4.

Total Citv

V Mean 2.7 *7 2..5

(N) (552) (876)

*Data not available for this time period.

2-4,
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Less Than 13*

13-19*

20-35

36-60

Morb Than 60

Tai;la B11

AQE DISTRIBUTION OF PEDESTRIANS'

Cou14-

.1976 1977
I. .. ....,

528 .40

835 .735

2906 2903

828 i 1167

i

161 160

TOTAL , 5258 505

gercent

Change.

Percent

1976 1977

+. 2 107, 10%

-12 15 13

0- 56 53

.+41 16 21

- 1 3 3

+ 5 100- 100

* Excludes persons under 20 countedg during hours of tramel to and

from school (7:30 - 8:30 AM And 2:15 - 3:15 PM).

246- 3 .
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Table B12

SEX OF PEDESTRIANS COUNTED

Count K;s Percent Percent
1976 1977 ,Change 1976 1977

S ex*

Mate 3134 3093 - 1 607 567

Female 2124 2412 +14 40 44

Ok

TOTAL 5258 5505 + 5 100 100

.4 Excludes persons under 20 colinted during hours of travel to.and
from school (7:30 - 8:30 AM and 2:115 - 3:15 PM).,

f

,A1
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'Table. B13

RACiAL BACK0110.0.10 OF PED4TRIANS COUNTED'

Racial Background*

Count

g

.

4 .

Percent
Change12,76 1977 -1976

1161

3274

823,

,

1305

3326

874

s

+12

'' + 2

+ 6

2g7.

62

16

'Mite

Black

fOther

TOTAL , 258 , 5505' + 5 106
.

r

9

C..

Percent .

1977.

247

60

1.6

loo

* Excludes persons under 20 counted during hours of trAvel to and from

school (7:30 - 8:30:AM and .2:15 *. 3:15 PM).

4

4

,.
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Table 1314

CHANGE IN TpE,NEIGHBORHOOD AS A PLAGE TO LIVE IN
/1 THE PAST.YEAR

1975

'North Asylum Hill

Better1 i 19%
t

yAbout the same_41. , 45

Worse r 3 6 -

,

TOtAL :cc '100

(N) .(38)

100

(74)
.4/

1977

18%
42

.40.

100
(229)

'Totai.City

7%

36
r.

13%

59

28

100

(885). .

Hetter'

About.the same
Worse

tOTAL
(N)

11)0

. (555)

11

syn,

' *Data not.available for this time period...

4%.

"kk

I o

11,



Table B15

.,--EXPEGTATiON OF NEIGHBORHOOD ASt PLACE
TO LIVE IN FIVE YEARS -

North Asy.lum Hill

# /
Better

,

About the same
Worse.

-,

4,

A

175 1976 . 1977

.431% , -, 20% 34%

23 --- 38 . 21

46 42 45

,. .

TOTAL 100 *
100 100

(N) (79) (70).

, *

Total City .)

letter
. 1970

*

'About the saMe
' 35 -

:'.Worse 46

TOTAL
(N)

v.

40,;

100
(517)

-*Data not avaflable tor this One period. AO

252
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21%
38
41

100

(812)
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1 'Table B16,

'BOW WESIDENTS:FEEL ABOUT THE NEIGHBORROOD

1975

11E44114121.
feeVpswZ .of,a
ileighbOthood here 39%

Just's pleiceilito live

TOTAL 100

(N) (06)

4,

Total City .

Feel part of 47

neighborhood here
Just S place vo live

46%
.54

.TOTAL 100

(N) (549) 4

4

1977..

24% - 33%
76

100 100

(76) (2128)

oh,

50%
50

10,0

(803)

*Datn.pot aYanable'forethis time period.

4.0

4
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Table B17

PERCEPTION OF HELPFULIVSS OF NEIGHBORS

1North Asylum Hill

Melp each other
Go their awn ways

_TOTAL. (i

(N).

Total City

Help each other
Go their, awn ways

46%
54

. ' 100
(87)

48%.

52

1976, 1977

21%

79

100

(73)

35%
65

100
(223)

k TOTAL 11° 100 100

(N) (548) (847)

*Data not available for this time period.

254
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Table B18

PERCEPTION OF SELLING OF ILLEGAi DRUGS AS A NEIGHBORHOOD
CRIME PROBLEM

1975 1976,. 1977

North Asylum Hill

Big problem 41% 517
,

43%
Some problem 34 33 34
Almost no problen 25 16 23

TOTAL 100 100 100
(N) (81) (66) (218)

..

. 0

Total City

Big problem 19%
,,, * ../ 21'i

,Some problem 26 27

Almost no problem ..i. .....a

TOTAL 100

(N) (523)

4
*Data not available for this (ime period.'

4

255
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Table B19

PERCEPTION OF USE OF ILitGAL DRUGS AS A NEIGHBORHOOD
CRIME PROBLEM

North Asylum Hill

Big proOtlem
Some problem
Almost no problem

1975. 1976 1977

39% 50% 48%

38 35 ,33

,23 15 19'

TOTAL 100 100

(N) (82) (66)

Total City

Big problem 19%

-Some problem 31'

Almost no problem 50

TOTAL 100

A (N) (519)

*D4Olkot available for this time period.

256
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100
(218)

23%
34
43

100
(838)



TableJ320'

46RCEPTION OF LOITERING BY TEENAGERS AS A NEIGHBORHOOD
PROBLEM

I.

41

1975 1976 1977

North Asylum Hill

"387.

31

43%
19

i

35%
34 0

Big problem
Same problem
Almost no 'problem 38 31

TOTAL 100. 100 100
(N) (86)

I.
(71) (227)

Total City

Big probIem 26.% 23%
Soirie problem 25 34
Almost no problem 49 43

TOTAL 100

(N). '(547)'

*Data not available for this time period.

257
I.

100

(873)
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Table 1321

PERCEPTION OF LOITERING BY MEN AS A NEIGEBORHOOD
PROB1ZM

North Asylum Hill
Big problem
Some #Problem
Almost no problem

Turn
(N)

1975 1976 -1.977

337 16% 33%

34 . 28 31
433 36 36

100 100, 100
(85)

.
(72) . , (231)

/Total City 4
/'

Big prOblem 17% 14%

Some problem , 20 23

Almost no problem 63 ,63

TOTAL: 100 100

(N) (5451)'. (875)

s

/

\

.n

4.

o.,

'*Data not avAilablel.-:f or 'this timig



Table B22

'PERCEPTION OF'DRUNKEN MEN AS A NEIGHBbRHOOD
CRIME PROBLMA.

1975

ticrt4 Aulum Hill

:

1976 '1977

Big problem 23% 19% 277o,
Some problem 36 , °) & '37 r : 30

. Almost no problem 41 t'. 44 43

.TOTAL 100 , 100 '100
(N) (86) (71) (229)

Total City

Big problem 15%
Some problem 22
Almost no problem 63

TOTAL 100
(N) (549,)

1

*Data I:lot available for this time period.

11%

24
65

.100
(869) '



Table B23
;

.PERCEPTION OF PROSTITUTION AS A NEIGI1BORHOOD

. CR PROBLEM

1975 41.976 1977
,

North, Asyliim kill
Big probletn 327 497o . 60%

Some problem 31 28 . 20

Almost no problem 37 23 20

TOTAL 100 100 100

(N) (85) (67) (227)

\
Total City

Big problem 107

Some problem ,13
Almost no problem 77

TOTAL 100

(N) (532)

fo 1
*Data not available for this t.ime peri(pd.

260'
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10%
17

'73

100
(857)
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ASYLUM HILL POLICE PERCEPTION OF CHANQE IN TEAM. AREA
AS A PLACE TO LIVE IN Nil PAST YEAR



t,
A

A

Table 825

pERCEPTION bF NUMBtR OF NEIGHBOR$ WHO WOULD CALL THE

POLICE F . SAW A BURGLARY HAPPENING
. :

" 4

' 1975

,

1.`

North Asylum Hip

A

1976 1977

All -:or..ffoit:..Of eihem** 37% 25% 45%

oW of j0 32 25

.A 'few: Othecit; or alMoat

none**c 33 43 30

TOTAL 100

(N)
,.

(86)
,

,

_100 100

(227)

,

A

City

j 49% .

26

25 ...

100"

(524)

,

* 59%
20

2-1

100.

,(850)

All or Most 4f them*
;

Some of them
,4nfew of them or almost

none**

TOTAL. 7

/ (N)

f4x

1.1

fx

A

711

A

A

r

f,N A

*Data not ayailab1e'for thia time period,

**Combiney.,responses categories.

AM.

A
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North.Asylum Hill

PerCent who'would report
attempted burglary

(N)

.3fr3 e B26

RESIDET CALLS OR REPORTS,TO MICE

Percent burglaries reported,
in past year

(N)

PerCent who called police-
for anY reason in past
year 1

(N)

1975 1976

8.2% 79%

(a8)

po

(75)

77

(13)

42 44

(88) (75)

Total City

Percent who would report.
'attempted burglary 877

(N) (556)

*

4

8 3 %

(232)

73

(30).

a

40

(232)

4 411

86%

(885)

Percent burglaries reported
in past year 76 * 74

(N) (68) a (114)

Percent who callecrpolice
,for any reason in past
year *

39 -%

(N) (555) (885)

*Data not available for this time period.

2641



, Tabli B27 ,

PERCEPTION OF NUMBER OF RESIDENTS wILLIN TO ANSWER QUESTIONS TO HELP

POLICE LOCATE PERSON WHO,COMMITTED A carmE

North Asylum Hill

All or most of em**

Some of them
.A few of them or almost

none**'..

e.

1975 1976-

.37% 25%

30 32

43

iOTAL 100 100

4 (N) (85)' " (65)

Total City.

All or most of them**
Some of them

' A few of them or almos'i

, none**

a?

TOTAL
(N)

497.

26

25

100
(527) #

tData not available for this time'pariod.

**Combined response categories.

4

264

I.

"9

,1*

26%
32

42

100

(228)

46% .

26, .
. .

28

100 ,

(847)
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Table B28

PERdENTHOHO PERCEIVIHA ORD POLICE RESPOND "RIGHT AWAY" WHEN
SOMEONE,IN NEIGHB RHOOD CALLS FOR HELP BY RACE**

A

Vorth Asylum Hill

1975

1976

1977
.6

Total City

1975

1976
.......

.1977

Black.
% (N)

White
%

.

1

- .

66 (34) 76- (46)

53 (43)

39 (93) 70 (116)

46 (195)
(65

(278)

* *
.

47 (283) 62 (459)

1)
,

.

.

. ** As opposed to "taking a while" or "don't know".

- There 14 an insufficient number of cases.within this category
io produce meaningful results (N<30), .

Je Data not available for this time period.

,x,c;.

;
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. Table B29

PERCENT WHO PERCEIVE...HARTFORD POLICE PROTECTION OF PEOPLE IN THE NEIGHBORHOOD
.

IS "VERY .(:)()D". OR "GOOD ENOUGH"' BY RACE**

t

be

Itc.ith Asylum Hill
\ t

,
1975 .

82 (31) 76 (43):
. %

1976 . - 66 (40)
.,

. .

/977 49 (85) il 76 (113)

et

;

Black White

% (N) 7 (N)

Total City

1975

1976

1977

51 (186) 84 (267) ,

*

It

55 (264) 81 (437) 0,

** As opposed to "not so good" or "not gobd at all".

- There is an insufficient number of cases within this category

to produce meaningful results (N<30).

* Data not available for this time period.

S.

er

I.
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Table B30
I.

'PERCE3T WHO PERCEIVE HARTFORD POLICE TREAT PEOPLE IN NEIGHBORHOOD
. "VERY WELL" OR "WELL ENOUGH" BY RACE**

/
11,

Norch WIT lip

1975

1976.

1977

Total City

qoe

Black White
(N) an

'91 (44)

90 07)

49 (81) 95 (105)

1975 65 (174) 92 (253)
,..

1976' * *

197, . 67 (256) 92 (415)

** As opposed to "not,so well" or "not well at

- There is'an insufficient number of.cases within ttis category

to producemeaningful results (N<30).

* Data not available for.this'fime period.

,c
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Table 831

PERCEPTION 10,7 WHAT NEIGHBORS 'WOULD DO IF SAW SUSPICIOUS STRANGERS

NEAR'RESIDENTIS DOOR

1975 1976 1977

North Asylum Hill

Check or call the police ** 65% 577o g62%

Ignore`iC
#

35 43 38
.

.4.

TOTAL 100 100 100

(N) (81) (66) (223)

.Total City I' .

./4.
... Check' or call the polide 71% * 75%

,

,Igiaore a 29 25
,

TOTAL 100 100
.,..

(508) (834)

1,

41P.

-*Data not ava b1e for this time period.
n.

**Combined rdeVonse categories..

...

........

68

-
'01

N

.).3

..... -'

0

a
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Table B32
Ar

PERCEIVED AMOUNT OF NEIGHBORHOOD CONCERN OVER'
CRIME HAPPENING. TO OTHERS .

1975 122§ 1977

North Asylum Hill

24%

59

17

100

(83)

34%
38

28

1

3477
.

46

irJ

100

(227)

A great deal of concern,
. Some concern
Not much ,oncern

TOTAL \
(N)

100

(72)

Total. City, 1

A great deal of concern 35.7 40%
Some concern ' 43 45
Not much concern 15

TOTAL 100 10
(N) (528) (854)

../eData not,available for this time period,

1
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Table,B35

4SYLUM HILL POLICE P4RCEPTION OF DRUNKEN MEN
AS A CRIME PROBLEM IN TYAIR liEAM AREA'

4

Big problem

Some problem '

Fall. 1975 'Spring, 1977

,41% 1470.

41 77

Almost no Problem 18

'40TAL 100'

, (N) . (17)

'9

100

(22)

4

270
a

29cl
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Table B34

-
.`

ASYUM HI4L POLICE PERCEPTION OF GROUPS .OF MEN IN STREETS,OR
PARKS AS A CRIME PROBLEM IN THEIR TEAM AREA

Big problem

I

Some problem

4

1

_

i Fall 1975 ' Spring, 1977
,

0.

. 5370

,

41 .68 41

.' Almost no.problem 6 0

TOTAL 100 100

(N) (17) (22)

a

.

v.

9

.271

29G

-

se.

'a'

(

P

gla

I.
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:Table B35

.0

ASYLUM1ILL POLICE PERCEPTION OFIROUPS OF TEENAGERS IN
. STREET OR 'PARKS AS 4 OR1M4 PROBLEM IN THEIR tEAM A*EA.

;
4

Fall 1975

4

Spring, 1977

S.

s

1

s Big pvtelem 657: 32%

4

Some prOblem 35 68
,

Almost no problem 0 0

TOTAL 100 100

(N) 017) ( 2 2 )

272

14

V

)
I.

4

r



Table B36

ASYLUM HILL poLTCE PERCEPTION OF PROSTITUTION
AS A CRIME PROBLEM IN' THEIR,TEAM AREA

.B1g problem

,

..

Jell 1975. 1977. ,-

Some problem 12

Almoit no problem

TOTAL'
(N)

10 0
(17)

273

298

9

,86%

14

0,

92)
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Indications of Differential:Program Effects
b

.

yi Chapter V we saw that thAre was rather modt change in some
;;:

4

,:-resident Perceptions And attitudes expected to be affected by t14e program,6

,

and little or no change'in.others. North Asylum Hill's population

was heterogeneous in a..number of ways. Hence, one factor that cc.ild

account for this pattern, 'at 1ea0t potentially, Was differential re-

sponse& of the subgroups of'residents to the program.

Detailed investigatiOn of tbdsTossiblity could not be done

within the time and budget cohstrainits of this evaluation. Preliminary

,examination of the data indicated that the patterns olf change for

t ,

.

subtroups ql residents were too complex to be sorted out and understood

easily. TEA difficulty isexaderbated by the fact that small

numbers of.cases.for the subgroups, particularly in the surveys

conducted prior to 1977, make the figures very uhstable. Much of the

analysis, then, would be,uncertain. However, th0 preliminary analysis

indicated that the program may have hadidifferential effect6 qn subgroups

of residehts. The tables included in this section demonstrate the

difficulties of ahalisis and the kinds of differencesioPservd."

North Asylum Hill residents differed from one another in a

number of waa that might have affected their res,ponse to a;crime

prevention program, for example, lerigth of residence, education

'or iftcome 10.Tel, family or'household &mitpositiod, age, Sex, and
(

racial/ethnic backgrbund.) Appareht differences in effects were

-/
observed most consistenEly for different.age and race grpups.

Overall, it appeais that middldaged and older resident's, those over

,

40, and white residents were more 'positively affected by this program than

274 9,
,s(_, 9
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U.

'other groups.. For some,perCeptions this id faitlystraightfor
, ;i

For examplei we noted in Chapter V thai o
,, 7

.chauges that occurred in Vorth Asy1-uip H1l was increased ease of

recognizig strangers in the ari.ea2 Tables $ 37 and B.t0indicati that,

this change was condentrated. among.olden.residents and whites.

/

The pattern'of change appears to,differ for the two groups.

Older residents, ad a Iroup, show a fairly steady in reaSe betwAn

e of the most,imPOrtant

,

1975 and 1977 in th'e rate at which they report it is easy to recognize

. strangers in the arda,.while for whites the increase is concentrated'

between 1976 and.19,77. HoWever, the numbdr of cases for the subgroups

ii small for 1975 and 1976, making the percentages for these years

unstable. Hence, although we can be certain that change occurred

over the two-year period, we cannot be certain when.

. 'Neither blacks Or younger residents shOw any significant change

in ease of stranger recognition,. It shoul) be noted that both of

8-.thes groups found it easier to tecognize strangers than their counter.-

parts in 1975. The efl.ect of the change among older residents and

whites was to make them more like'the .other two grqups.

Similiar.patterns may be observed for attitudes and perceptions

that showed no apparent cAange in the North Asylum Hill population,as

a whOle. For examplp, residents' -perceptions of the amount of

neighbors' concern over crime. "happening,to others did not appear to

change. However, older residents and whites were much.-&re likely,

to neport that neighbors had "a igrfat deal!' of such concern in 1977..

than they.had in 1975 (Tables B39-1140): Again, small numhers'of

cases for theearlier survey y rs makes analysis of the year-to-year

changed impossible. ounger residents"and blacks' perceptions

.275
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a
'

were.-moreepositiVe than their,counterparts' ip 1975 and did n9rt

change significantly. However, here whrtea And older'residents'had:

-bgcome more:positive. by 1977.

. .

A different pattern of change appears for residents'.'ude
. .

of neighborhood spaces (TOles B.41 - 1)4) . The increase in

,. . .

%-. . .

walking somewhere in the. and liking to use the park

reporteci.in Chapter VI, appear only for whetes., The 'effect of the

inueasei is po make this'group. more like blacks, who-had reportad
li -. , -

: -

. . .i.ii.

. . ,

-
greater uae af'space,in_1975 and did notarangor'signi f4ant1y over . .

he'younger and older age groups'both.increased their use'o

space at about the same rate, Simiaarly, the increase in.having

a regular arrangement with neighbors to watch one another's tiomes

is concentrate40mongtphiteg, with no differences.betweet age groups

(Tables B45 , B46).

Yet another pattern of ctiange, appeared in-attitudes toward police.

In Chapter V we discussed the significant decline in positive

aftitudes that occurred among blacki whtle whites remained positive
. A

' .(Tables B28 - B po). A similar dpcline in positive feeling,."occurred'

among younger reSidents while attitudes gmong.the.older :age group-

*40
remaineestable"(Tables B47 - B 49). 7.

Vinally, on certain attitudes toward the, neighbolOood and neighbors,

subps appear to change in opposite directions. Older residents

and Wh tes were generally more Likely to say they felt part of a

neig4orhood and that neighbors were

in tog than in 1976, though their feelings in these areas were'
, .

sort who helped each 'other

aboulthe same in 1977 as they.had.been in 1975 (Tables B 50 -,B 53).

younger peopl:e apd blacks, on the other hand, showed a more or less

27,b :3o4
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. ,

steady ddqline in feeling part of the neighborhood and perceivtnA

neighbora as:helpfpI.

Hence, a varlet); of patterns of.change appear in theAta.

The small number,of cases fo4 subgroups' in th surIvey samples from the
.

.

earlier 'years make.it mpossible tO judge witI certainty just.'how

,much change the was in this resident population'or fohen it*Bccurred.
.

'therefore, detailed anaJysis of change over eime cannot be done.for

population subgroups.

On the other hand, the consistent apparent imil6act of the program

on older tesidents and whites i4 unlikely to have drcurrecf by Chance.
,

. .
,

1
. .

. The facith&tpositive findings for thege subgrotips repeatedlyappear
-

in-the data, regarOless of the findings for thtir tounterparts$ leads
. .

us to conclude that the program prebably did affect them. It is

appropriate that they,should be 7st-affected beeause, at the time

.4
implementation began, it was these two abbgroups who were most vic-

timized and most afraid. However, the patterns do. point to important

limits of the analysis,in Chapter V.and an area where additional

,
\

analysis.is needed. ,

)

I.
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Table 837
OP

PERCENX WHO,FIND IT EAFY TO RECOGNIZE A, STRANGER IN'THEIR1-:
NEIGHBORHOOD BY AGE

. Nor61 Asylum .11141 y'''''''

fi

1975 !,

.- 1976
..

.

1977

Total .City

1975

1976'

1977

A

Lesi
Than 40

% (N).

30 (55j

, 25

33

s(45),

,(138)

48 (278)

53 (417)

*.Data not available for this time teriod.

-
.

278

3

II

4

40*or

Nore

% (N)

15
%,

(32).

26 (30)

'31 (81)

48 .(265)

50. (411),

1.04.

r
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Table B38

PERCENT WHO FIND XT -EASIii TO RECOGNIZE.A STRANGER IN THEIR

NEIGhBORHOOD BY RACE

Black 'White 1

% V) % (N)

Norfh Asylum Hill

z

1975 44 (3?)

1976 I .4 1

.1 1977
39 (92)

Total City

1975
51 (196)

1976
*

1977
55 (.288)

'!I71.:

9 (48)

18 . (45)

31 (112d.

48 (283)

52 (452)

0

7 There is an insufficient number of cases withln this category to ,

produce mganingfUl results (N<30).

* Data not available

"

his time period.

,`14.
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Tab1'e.B39.

PERCEIVED AMOUNT _OF NEIGHBORHOOD CONCERN OVER
I - CRI4E HAPPENIING TO'OTHEPS BY AGE

North Asylum Hill .

A great deal

Some

Not Much

TOTAL

1. (N)

4/

4 a

/5

100 %

(52)

Total City

A great deal 36%
.

Some 45

,Not Mich 19

TOTAL 10Q

4.

,

Less Than 40 40 oit more
j..h2ii 5 76 4

38%

31

31

21%

54

25

167

62

22 OM

100 100 100

(45) (140) (30)

%

37% 35%

* 47 41 *

?.

16 24

too 100

58%

32

10

100

(83)

437
.. ,

.

.

14

100
" -

(N). (276) tw, (427)(264) . (425)

- There is an insufficient number of casek within this category to
produce meaningful results (N<30).

4/
* Data not availabltlor this time period.

/ '280
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'Table i340

6

PERCEIVED AMOUNT OF.NEIGHBORHOOD CONCERN OVER CRIME HAPPENING
TO OTHERS BY RACE

N.

.

1

Black .

'

White

\ 75

t),

North Aqylum Hilr

A great deal 31% 24% 167 32%

ft

Some 47: 52 73 '(36

Not Much 22 '(24 11 32
tl

43%

44

13

TOTAL 100 100 100 100 100

(N) (32) (91) (45) (42) (116)

Total City

A great deal 36%

Some 37

Not Much 27

TOTAL
f

100
.'

.
% (N) 188) .(283)(283)

35%
411 .

k

47

IPb
10 18

100 100

- There is an insufficient number of'cases for meanihgful

results (N<30).

* Data not available for this'time periok,

281
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41%

43

16

100
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Tablle B41

PERCENT WHO WALK SOMEW1q2 IPTHE NEIGHISORHOOD DURING*THE DAY
'"ALMOST DAILY" OR FEWTIMES A WEEK" BY AGf **

S.

4

.

4

1

North'Asylum Hill

1975

.1976 .

1977.

Total City

1975

1976

1977

s, ,s

./*

Than

r
Less

40

669.

40 or
Mbre

(.1i)
,

.
% (N)'

54 (55) 50 (32)

51 (40) 60 (30)

.' 72. (141j 71 ..(85)

, 60 (278) 57 (265)

(
67 (426) ,50 (425)

** As Opposed to walking ,somewhpre in the neighborhood during
the day II about once a Wbik", "less often , or II never .

* Data pot available for this time period.

282



Table '1542

PERCENT WHO WALK SOMEWHERE IN THE NEIGHBORHOOD DURING THE DAY

"ALMOST DAILr FEW TIMES A, WEEK" BY RACE**

.1;

s;

1

Black White

North Asvilm H41

% (N) (R)

,

A

1975 64 (34) 50 (48)

1976
56 (45)

1977 67 (97) . 72 4017)

.,r t
I

Total City

1975 60 (199) . 59 :(285)

1976

1977 57 .1,- (295) 61 (464)

41,

** As opposed to "about once a.week","less often", or "never".

- There is an insufficient number of cases in this category

for meaningful resultsf(N<30).

* Data not available for this time period.

283
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Table B43 4

z

PERCENT wRo LIKE TO USE A PARK NEAR Han BY AGE t'

4 Less
Than 40

40 or,
Mbre

% (N) % (115

J

,Norih Asylum Hifi
,

1975 .

.
.24, (55) 15 (31) A

1976 22 (44) 18 (30)

61977 31 (139) 22 (85)

,4Total City

46 (210) 24 (220): 1975

1976

1977 48 (424) 25 (426)

* Data not avai1ble for this time period.



Table B44

.PERdEtT WHO 14KE TO USE.PARK NEAR ROME. Bt RACE

k.

#70

SW

V.

(North.Alvluia Hill

.:444 .14

Black White
% (N) %j (N)

1975

1976

19774°

Total, City

<
32

30

.34

38

4

a.

.(34)

(94) .

.

-., 200)

(275)

/13

16

24

34

3,7

*

(47)

(44)

(118)

(281)

(462)

S.

0

1975

1976

1977

4

4- There is an insufficient numbe'r of cases in this category for

meaningful results (N<30).

* Data not a/ailable for this time period.

a

"

4
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Table, S44I

PERCENT WHO RAVE REGULAR ARRANGtMENT WITH NEIGHBORS TO WATCH ONE
ANOTHErS HOMES BY AGE

1

North Asylum Hill

1975

1976

1977

11.

Total. City

1975

1976

.1977

%
L485Map 40

;. ;

:10

.. 01). OD .

. ,_ . .,...

19

16

28

0

* Data not available fór this time period.

31

25

4

286

3.11.

(55) lq

(45), 11

(.141) 24

(210) 32

(425) 34

(32)

(30)

(84)

(220)(

(425)

a.

4,



Table B46

PERCENT WHO HAVE REGULAR ARRANGENINT WITH NEIGHBORS

TO WATCH ONE ANOTHER'S HOMES BY RACE

/ 1

North AsYlum Hill

%
Black,

.

1975 28 (-30

1976 22 (30')

1977 31 (24)

Total Ciey

1975 38 (199)

1976

1977 31 (294)

* Data nOt available for this time'period.

. 287
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0

White
*(N)

- 9 (48)

9 (45)

24 (117)

27 (285)

,28 (464)
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Table 847

PERCENT WHO PERCEIVE THAT\:HARTFORD 'POLICE COMEIMIGHT AWAY"
WHEN SOMEONE IN THE NEIGRBOZHOOp CALLS.FOR HELP BY AGE**

I

6

Le94. 4O,or
'Thatia 40' More

(N)-

North Asylum Hill

1975 68 (54)

1976 43 (43)

1977 45 (141)

A

Total City,

1975 60 (272)

1976

o'
1977 53 . (417)

** As opposed to "take a Ale".Or "don't know".

0

77

(N)

(31)

70 (83)

60 (259)

7.061 . (414)

- There'is an insufficient number of cases within this category
to produce meaningful results (W30).

* Data.not available fOr this time period.
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-Table B48

EERCENT WHO PERCEIVIr HARTFORb POLICE PROTECTION OF FEOPLE . .

IN THE NEIGHBORHOOD IS "VERY GOOD" OR" "GOOD:ENOUGH" ry AGE**

0

North AsYlum Hill

1975

, 1976

1977

Total City
1975

.1976

.1977

..\
Less

Than 40
: %

80 ".(50)

48, (41)

"53. (130)

68 (260).

63 (403)

40 or
. More

(N)

80 (30) -

76

79 (253)

80 (31:8)

** As opposed to ."hot so good" and "not good at all".

- There .is an insufficient number of cases within this category
to produce meaningful results (N<30).

* Data not available fOr thl. s time period.
.
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Talile B49

PERCENT WHO PERCEIVE THAT HARTFORD POLICE TREAT NEIGHBORHOOD
RESIDEATP-"VERY FELL" 04 "WELL .ENOVGH" BY AGE ** '

04 4

North Asylum 1411

1975

1976

1977

I/

'Total City

1975
4 -

1976

1977

4.

LesS 40 or
40 Nore

% (N)

7

90 (47)

79 (40)

54 (12t)

78 . (253)

75 (390)

..

78 (30)

.100 (74.)

,!90 (489),

89. (362)

**.As opposed to "no,t do-weIr and "not welll at all".

V

There is an insufficient number of cases T4ithin thls category

to proqucelneaningful result (N<30).

* Data not.available for this time period.

0
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Table B50

..4

CENT WRO FEEL PART OF A NEIGRBORNOP 11;RE BY AGE**

Lers AO or
Than 40 Wore

North Asylum Hill

(N) % .

'

7(N)

1975 41 (53) \ 37'
.

(32)
41

1976 25 (44) .''''26 (30)

Y
(141)1977 g7 45 ; (82)

,. .

To'tal City

41 (274) 50 (262).1975

. ..-1

1977 44 . (422) .55- (414)

6

** As 6pposed tofeeling the peighborhOod "jusl a.place to live."

* pata not available for this ttse period.

4.

..

.3
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Table B51

PERCENi WHO FEEL PAO OF NEIGHBORHOOD HERE BY RACE

North Asyluq Hill

1975/

1976

. 1977

Total City

1975

1976

1977

BlackJ
% (N)

White
(N)

42. (33) , 34 (47)

'34 (30) 15 (44)..

23 (93) 42 (115)

4 ..(194) 48 (283). '

56 (291) 48 (456)

* Data not available for this time period.

292 'I
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Table S52.,

PERCENT WHO FEEL NEIGHBOAS MOSTLY HELP EACH omit BY AQE**

Forth Asylum Hill

1975

1976

1977

Total City

1975.

1976

1977

Less
Than 40

(N)

47 (54)

14 (44)

33 (136)

47 (271)

42 (415)

40 or
Mbre

(N)

46 (32)

40 (82)

I.

50 (205)

53 (407)

** As opposed to feeling neighbors "mostly go their oWn ways".

- There is an insufficient number of cases within this category
to produce meaningful results (N<30).

W Data not available fOr this t.ime period.

4

4o,
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Table B53

PERCEpT WHO FEEL NAGHBORS MOSTLY-HELP EACH OTHER BY RAcE**

North Asylum Hill io

Black
(N)

White
(N)

1975 54 (33) 38 (48)

1976 16 (43)..

1977 23 . (91) 47 (112)

Total City

1975 50 (194) 46 (284)

1976 * *

1977 48 (284) 45 (447)

** As opposed to feeling neighbors II mostly go their .own

way".

- There is an insufficient number cA cases for meaningful results

(N<N).

* Data not.available for this time period.
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APPENDIX C

RESIDENT SURVEY INTERVIEW SCHEAPLE

Followlng aretthe questions asked in the 1977 resident survey. The
great majority of these questions vete asked in the three earlier'surveys
as well. As mentioned in Appendix A above, the 1975, schedule consisted of
a subset of quections asked on 1973 with a few minor changes. Several
questions were added tn 1976 and .1977; these additions are, noted.when they .'.
Occur.

cr,

The questions are listed sequentially as they were asked. Omitted
quedtion numbers are those assigned to instructions for intetviewers, which
have not been typed. Response categories for cpsed-ended items are
are underliAed in the questions.

Cover Interview

18. Now, would'you tell me hoW manypaaple your household, who are 18
years old or.older, have lived at this address for six months or more?

(If any):
1 We would like to conduct

who is randomly selected.
need to know, first, how
your household. How many.
six months?

our interview with. someone in the household
In order to make this random selection, I

many males, 18 years or older there are in
are there mho have lived here for at least

20. 'Are there any males under 18 who are married? (Iflpo, how many have
liVed,here for at least silt months?)

How many females 18 years old or older are there in your household
whd have lived here for at least six months?

22. Are there any females Under 18 who are marrled? (If so, how many
have lived here for at least six months?)'

23. Are all these men and women you have mentioned living here at the
present tibe2

24. Is there anyone elsa over 18 that you haven'tmcintioned who lives
here but who is temporarily away, or someone who isn't a member of
the family like a rdamer? (If so, how many have lived here for at

least six months?)
,

293
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25. O.K., that's fine. Now ac rding to my selectipn table with (NUMBER

OF ADULTS) total living h e in ehis house we want to interview.

Is (heishe) home now?
A

(A11 cover sheet informafits):

.

26. Now I, would like to ask you just a couple of'vestions about where

you live. Do you or your family wn.or rent Your home?

(If rents):

27. Does the owner live in the building?

28. In which city or town and state did you livelbefore,you moved-to-

this address?

If HARTFORD (Could'you%give me the number anOtreet where you lived?) '

(If household has no eligible R):

30. And what is your background-- is it Oriental, Black, White Spanish or

Indian?

31. Where were you born?

33. What country did most of your family come from originally - that is

begbre they came to the United States (or Canada)?

34. 'I need to know who lives here with you. I don't need names, but only

how they are related to you. Let's start with you.

0
5. How old (was/were) (PERSON) on (his/her/your) last birthday?

36.- And (ts/are) (PERSON) married, widowed, separated, divorced or never

married (SINGLE)?

38. Is there anyonetelse that you haven't mentioned who lives here but is

% temporarily away or somaone who'isn't a member of the famiy, like a

roomer?
'



'

Interview Schedule
1

V

.Neighborhood
Al. First 1,;(1 likeito start by asking you about your neighborhood.

In geneilal, is it pretty easY for.you to tell a stranger fram someone
who lives in this area, or is it prttty hard to kn9w a stranger when
you see one?

In,the past year:lb you remember seeing any strangers°in your
neighborhood whose behavior made yon suspicious?'

(If yes):

A3. Did this happen once pr. more than once? (About how manYtimes in the
.

past year?) .

5

A4. Did you do anything, like check on the situation, or call the police,
) or did you ignore it?

(All):

A5. What do you think your neighbors would do if they saw someone suspicious
outside your door - do you think they would probably check on the
situation or call the police, or would they prOably ignore it?

46. In some neighborhoods, people do things together-and help each Other
in other neighbgrhoods, people mostly go their awn ways. In general, .

mhat kind of neighborhood would you say this is, mostly one kghere
people help each other or one where people go their own ways?

A7. Would you say you really leel ct part of a neighborhood here, or do
you think of it more as lust &place 4to live? ' '

A8. In general, in the past year or so do you think this neighborhood has
gotten to be a better place to live, 'A worse place to live, or has it
ptaVpd.about the same?

4

A9. What is the most important way in which it is (better/worse)?

111

A10. Five years from now, do you think this neighborhood will be a better 's

place to live than it is now, worsct, or about the same asit is now?

All. In the past year, Ilave you gone to any

t

o
eetings of any group concexned

'...
with problems in this neighborhood? i

4
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(If yes):

Al2. About how many.meetings like that have you gone to >the past year?.

(All):

A13. COuld yOu tell Elie the name of any groups you know of (including any

you've'been talking about) that are'working ori problems in this

neighbo(hood3 (Any others?)

(Asylum Hill only 1977 only):

Havevou ever heard of:

a) Sigourney.Square Civic Association (SSCA)?

b)' Western Hill organization (WHO)?

c), Central.Asylum Hill Association (CAHA)?

d) Pdlice(Advisoery Committee (PAC)?

'(For each group; known):

A16.

$=

c) As,far as you know, what is the main purpose of **(GROUP)?

d) Overall, how much good do you think (GROUP) has done - a lot,'some

or not very much?

e) Is your h

(If yen):
f) In the pastyear, have you gone to arw meetings:or activities

sponsored tiy".(GROUP)?

me in the area ln which (GROUP) works?

01 How many?4'

h) Are you a hember of (GkOUP)?
4

What'was your main rgason for (joiniiig/not joining) (GROUP)?

(If 411):

, k) flOw is that?

Z98
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(Outside Asylum Hill on/y):
'A17.- Howlouch gdbd (have these/has.this) group(s) done -..t4 lot, some,,or

not very Much?

(Ali):

A18. How many people, both adults and children, would you say are
usually on the street on' front of your home during the.daytime -
a lot, someA a few or almost none?

, .
...,

A19. How about after dark, how many people would you say.are usually
.

on the street in. front of your house - e lot* ,some, a few, or
almost. none? 1

A20. During he'day do.most of the people you see on the streets
live ar und here, about half and half, or do most of them

licome fr n outsid5, the neighborhood?

A21. Whe you think-about cars, motorcycles, and buses, that-pass in front.'of our home during the daytime, would you desatibe the traffic as
Ve bus busy, moderate, light or very light?

- A22. And at night, how would you describe the traffic in.front of your
home - very busy, busy, moderate, light, or very light?

A23. -How many days chiring the past week were you outside your house-or
apartment for some period of time - sitting on the porch or steps,
wrking in the yard, or something like that?

-di

A24. Is. there a public park near where you live?,

A

A25.. Is it a place you like to go to or walk through, or not?

(If no):

A26. Why ia that?

',(A11):

A27. How Often would you 'say you walk to son, place in this neighborhood
during the day - would, you say almost efery day, a few times a week,
once a week, less often, or never?

.1

A28. And after darko about how often do you walk some 'place in this
neighborhood - almost every night, p.....111K140141...aelh, once a,week,
less oftent or never

I"

2993 .2'
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(If ever):
O.

A29: And after dark ? about how often.do

neighborhood - almost every nikht,
less often, or neVer?

ft*

you walk Some place in this
a few timea a week, once a week,

A30. When you go out at night in your neighborhood, do you often drive or

get eomeOne to drive you rather than walk?

A31. Do you usually carry anything for protection when you walk in your

.

neighborhood - such as a weapon, a whistle, or tear gas?

A32.. During an ordinary week about how many days are4here when no one

at all is houle for time during the daytime?

(If any):

A33. About how many hours a day is that (that no one is home

(A11):

A34. And during an ordinary week, aboyt how many evenings ,are there when

no one at all ie home for periods after dark?

A35. Do you have special.locks on your. doors? (All of them or just same?).

A36. Have you had your valuables engraved with your name or some

identification in case they are stolen?

A37. Have you and any of your neighbors ever m de an 'arrangement to watch

one another's houses when you are'not at home?

(Tf yes):

A88. Do you do that'all the time, or just on special.occasions, such

as vacations?

(A11):

/e- A39. Do you have anything else to protect you:home from being broken into?

A40. How many of the people living in this area do you think always

lock their doors during the daytime all of them, most of them,

some of them, a few of them, or almost none?

: 300 r3 0 r
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A41. ow many of the people liVing in this area dO you clink would report
a crime tothepolice, such .as a burglary, if thej saw it happening to
someone they did not know - all of them, most of them, some of them,
a few of them or almost none?

A42. -How many people living in this area do you think would report a crime
to the police, suck as a burglary, if they saw ithappening to
someone they did not know - all oftlheM, most of them, some of them
a few of ,them, or almost none?

A43. Vow many people living in this area do you think would be willing
to help with a group that was concerned with preventing crime
in this area - all of them, most of themoosome of them, a few of them,
or almost nor?

.

A44. When neighbors are concerned and try to keep crime from happening to
others - how much difference do you think it makes in the amount of crime
in a. neighborhood - a lot of difference, some diUerence, or.'
not much difference at all?

445. How much do you think people in your area are concerned with
preventIngcrime from happening to others living 'pare - a great deal,
some, or not much?

A46. .How do you think this has changed in',the past year- are people in
your area more concerned with prevent ng crime, less concerned or
about the same as they were a year ago

(Asylum Hill only):
A48. In the past year, acme streets in Asylum H 11 have been closed or

.narrowed, some have been made one-way. Do ou know about these street
changes o not? (1976 - 1977 'cinly).

4

(If yes):
A49. Overall, 4o you think these changes are a ood i , not a good nea,

'or are you not surer(1976 1977A3n1y)

A500 In what ways, if any, have these changes improved the n
(1977 only)

4

A51. In what wags, if any, have. these c nges made the neighborhoo worse?
(1977 only)

ghborhood?

3,(2,G.
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e.(All Asylum Hill): :

A52. Thinking again About the people, adults and children that you see on.

the street' in front of 'your house Auring the day -- would you say

there are more people oh the street than'a year'ago, fewdr people, or

is it about,the same? (1977 only)'

A53. How abott your neighbors, do vuosee more of your neighbors out off yotri" I

street oimring the day than you did a year ago, or fewer of them, lor

that'abAtothe same?. (1977 only)

A54. And how about,the cars,'motorcycles, and,buseafthat pass in front'of

your home during the day -- would you say the traffic is heavier.than

it was a year ago, lighter,. or about the same? (1977 only)

Police
(All): ,

Bl. Now I'd like to talk about the Hartford Police Department. Abobt

how often do you sea a Hartford.policeman in'this neighborhood on

foot - several times a day, almost every day, a lew time a week, once

a a Week, a.few.times a month, or almost never?

B20 "And about how often.do you see Hartford policemen patroll n the streets

jo a ar or on a motor scooter - several times a day, almnst every day,

eeveral times a week, once a 'week, a lew times a month, or almost never?

B3. When someone in this neighborhood calls the Hartford Police Department

for help, do thqy usually come right away, or do they take quite ;

a while to came?

B4. 'Have you had occasion to call the Hartford Police Department for help

or about a drime in the last year or so?

.(If yes):
,B5. What was it about?

.

.

,

B6, How satisfied were you with the help you received from the police -

very satisfied, somewhat, satisfied, hot too satisfied, or not at all'

satisfied? .

(All):

B70 If you came home and found signs that someone had tried to. break.in,

but nothing Was" stOlen, would you report it to the police?

B8. Why is that/Whynot?

302 1.3
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' B9. If you were robbed on the street and had some money stolen would you
report it to the police?

1.

B10. Why is that/Why not?

Bll. Overall,* howmo4d you rate the job' he Hartford Police Department
does protecting people in this neighborhood - very pod, good enough,
not as good, or not good at all?''

%.

B12./ And how would you rate the way the Hartford police usually.treat people
in this neighborhood - very well, well enough, dot ao well, or not well
at all?

B13. If 0 stands for very poorly and 10 stands for extremely
In general, hoW would you rate the way whiteipeople are treated by
Hartford police? :

B14. How about blacks - what number would you give for the way they are
usually treated by Hartford police?

0

B15. And how about Spanish speaking people, which number would you give Tor
the way the Hartford police treat them in general?

B16. Do4016U think police services in this neighborhoOd have gotten better,
Wtrise, pr stayed the same, over the past year? (1976 - 1977 'only) ,

(Asylum Hill only):

B18. As far as you know, have there been any changes in the police service.
or the way police are organixed-in'this neighborhood in the last year
or two? (1977 only)

(If yes).

B19. Te me about that. (1977 only)
.

Fear

(A11):
.

.°

Cl. In the daytime, how worried are you about being\held'up on the street,
threatened; beaten up or anything of that.sort in your neighborhood?
WOuld you say you are very worried, somewhat worried, just a little
-krried, or not at all worried? ... -- ,

#

3 r)
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CZ. And how about at night, how Arried are You about that sort of thing

in your neighborhdbd - very wqrried sbmewhat worried, just a little

laortted, or not_:at all worried?

. 'p

j

c, C3. ,And, how Wbrried are you about your hoMe being broken into,Or entereC

illegally Inthe daytime when.no one.J.s home? Wourd yousay you a're

very wriled, somewhat wortied, just,a little worried; or not at All

worried?

C4. And how aboUt at night,,,how worried are you about your homelieing

roken into then when you'Te nOt:at home ,r! very worried,- Somewhat

-worried, just a little wbrried, or.not at all worried?

(c.

.

0

C5. Think_of a scale from 0-to 10.. Zefo stands for no possibility at all

.and ten stands lor eXtremely liktly..
)Duringsthd4course of a year,

how likely is it.that : ?

''

I :

a)Z, someone would break into your (house/apartment) when.no one is hdme

b) your
r

purse/wallet would be snatched in your neighborhobd

c) someontltuld take SOmethihOrqm you on the street by.force Or

threat tn'your neighborhoOd.

6

d) someone would beat yoo up,or-hurt-you.on the street in your

neighborhood

I.

C&.-.Dd4ng 'the day - how safe.:do yin% feel or 4ould you feel being out

along in'your.neighborhood -.very safe, reasonably safe soMewhat unsafe,

or verysunsafe?

How about after dark -,how safe do you feel or would you feel being

qtfit alone in your neighborhood - very safe,. reasonably safe,

tiomewh4t unsaferdr very, unsafe?

C . I am going to read you a,list of ctime.-related,problems that exiStiin

some-areas. Tor each, I want you to tell"mg whether it 1.'a big

Trqblem, some problem, orialmost no probIem,in your neighborhood?
4--

,

.
,

.

.

a.) -.People selfing illegal drugs
, e) Drunken men

0 . c

,

,
.. b) J'eople using Illegal drugs

, f) Prostitution

c) Groups of teen-agers aroundin th.streets or parks

4

0) 'Groups of men in the ;treets or, parks

- .

41,
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(If any rated as big problem or some problem):
ClO. .Have you or any of your neighbors tried to .do anything about (this/thase)

problem(s)?

$

°Cll. What have you done?
1

(All):
-du. How about Is that.a.big problem; some problem, or

almtpt no problem?

a) Stealing cars

b) Burglary - breaking into people's homes

cS Robbing people on the street

wd) Holding up.and robbing small stores or businesses

e) jeople being beaten up or hurt on the streets

0 Crimes against the elderly

g) Crimes committed by school-aged.youths

C13. Overall, what do you think is the most important crime problem in
your neighborhood?

C14. Over the past year, would you say that'crime in this pl/ighborhood
has gone up-,, gone down, or qtayed about the same?

\-e,s

Victimization

We have some specific questions to askyou about crimes that may have happened
to you or a meMber of your household during the past yeas witidn the Hartford
city.limits.

DI. a) During the past year, since a year ago (MONTH), did anyone enter your

(house/Apartment), (garage, or any other bUilding on your property),
who dithint have a tight to be there,'to steal. something?

b). (Other than that) Did youlind any sign that soMecine tried to break
in but did not.succeed.such ag a forced wind,* or-lock,ot jimmied
door?

lk

DiA anyone steal something who had a right to be, in y6yr hoose, such
,as, a neighbor, repairman, Or'delivery man?

d) Did.yoU (or any member of'Oue.hdusehOld) have your purge Or. any of
its contenta snatched wi ho'ut. force or.the threatfif force?

.

().



e) Did anyone take or try to take something from you (or any member

of your househo1d)4,by using force or the threat of force?

fr To, the best of your knowledge, was anything scolen from your

mailbox during the mist year?

g) To the best of your knowledge, were there any other times when

someone broke or tried to break into your mailbox in the past year?

10,

h) Did anyone steal ypur car or use it without,your permission?

1) (Other than that) Did you find any signs that someone tried to
steal your car or use it without permission?

j) Did you (or any member of your,household) have any other property stolen

that did not involve breaking into your home or using force or thla

threat of force, such as somtthing you left outsideof.your home,

something taken from your car or part of your car?

k) (Other than the things you have mentioned) During the past year,

were you or any member of your household threatened with any

weapon or tool, or beaten up, or attacked?

(Other than that) During the past year, did anyone attempt to forcibly

rape, molest, or sexually abuse you (or anyone in the:household)?

m) Did anyone purposely destroy or damage anything belonging to you

including your (house/apartment) or car, such as breaking your

windows or lights, slashing the tires on your car, marking the

dobrs of your (house/apartment) or burning'something? We are

interested only in your property or property you are responsible for.

This does not-include sCreet lights or common territory, such as the

halls of an apartment building.

(The following set of probes 44AS asked for each of the above wh,en a crime

had occurred):-

a) (IF SOMETHING WAS STOLEN) Was it worth $50 or more?

b) What month and year did happen?

c) Did you or anyone else inform the.police?

(If yes):
.

d) Did (you/PERSON) or the policeman fill gut a formal report?

e) Did you ever again hear from the police about this?

306
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D2. Now I am going to read iome statements,
me whether you agree or disaAree.

For each, I want you to tekl

a) People in your neighborhood have a lot of say in,what police Ab.

b) The police don't really understand the people in your neighborhood.

) The police in your neighborhooa really.try to do what'is best for
the people that live there.

d) Police don't spead their time on the problems the people.in your
neighborhood really card about. )

e) When there is p crime problem, it is basically the fault of the
citizen.

f) Reporting minorotrimes to yolice is a waste of time.

g) No matter what police or citizens do, crime in your neighborhood
will keep'going up.

If police got more help and cooperation from citizens, they could
. reduce crime in your neighborhood.'

r
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DEMOG1WHICS

El. Finally, we have just a few questions for background information.

How Tuch education have you had? (IF "HIGH SCHOOL" OR "COLLEGE":

Did you graduate?)

E2. How long have you been living in this (house/apartment)?

/

E3. -And what is.your.background --.is it Oriental, Black, White, Spanish'

or American Indian?

(If not Ameiican Indian):

E4. Where were you born?

(If born in U.S. or Canada and not black):

E6. What country did most A Our family come from originally - that is

before they came to the United States (or Canada)
0

(A11):

E7. Are you (or anyone 18 or older living with you) out of a job and looking

for work?

E . Who is that? (Anyone else?)

E9. a) I need to know who lives here wit you. I don't need names, but

only how they are related to you. Let's start with you.le .

6j) How old (was/were) (PERSON) on (his/her/yoUr) last birthday?

c) And (is/are) (PERSON) married, widowed, separated, divorced or

never married (SINGLE)?

e) Is there anyone else that you haven't mentioned who lives here but

is temporarily'away or someone who isn't a member of the family,

like a roomer?

E10. I would like y(Cu to estimate the total combined income of your

amily for the past 12 months - (that is, yours, your (ALL ADULTS'

etc.) - before deductions for taxes. Please inc1xde incame from all

sources - that 18, wages, salaries, social securiy, or retirement

benefits, help from relatives, rent from .property and so fort .

Would you say it is under $5,000, ,p5t000 to $10,000, $10,000 to $15 000,

or over $15,000'for the year?
(IF LESS THAN $5,000) Is it more or less than $3,000?

(IF $5,000 TO $10,000) Is it more or less than $7,000?
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tfi/eligible for Social Security):
E12. Do you receive any income from Social

E13. Haw do you get your (Social Secdrity)
them mailed to you at tome, have them
or what? (1977 only)

so

Sbcurity? (1977 only)

checks:. that is,' do yOu have
depoiied directly into the bank,

E14. Finally, we have talked a lot about crime and fear and 'police. I
would like you to tell me in your own words about how you see crime
and fear in your neighborhood, and how it effects you personally.
(Anything else?) (1977 only)

,!4

0
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The following dosuments have been produced by vie

Hartford project:

REDUCING'CRIME AND FEAR: THE HARTFORO'NEIGHBORHOOD' CRIME PRE-

VENTION'PROGRAM: TECHNICAL RESEARCH 11E10010...

This is the prielpal document, providing the most tho-
rough and technical description of the-research. SeCtions of
the report present.detailed dicussions of,(1) the background,
conceptual framework, and objectives of the program; (2) the
data sources, methods,and findings utilized in identifying,and
analyzing target area crime problems; (3) the deSign of a com-
prehensive program for reducing target area crime, including
strategy components for the physical envihnment, the police,
and the community'Pesidents; (4) the implementation apd moni-
toring of program strategies; (5) the evalua ion methodology
and findings for assessing program impact on arget area
crime and fear; and J6) the conclusions and imp ations of
the Hartford project experience for crime control program
design and implementation in other urban residential settings.
Finally, extensive data tables and research instruments aye
presented in appendices to the repor't. This technical doCu-
ment is of primary interest to the research and academic
communities.

4,

REDUCING CRIME AND,FEAR: THE HARTFORD NEIGHBORHOOD CRIME PRE-
VENTION PROGRAM: AN EXECUTIVE SUMMARY REPORT.

This document is a summary of$the technical research re-
port, described above, presenting an overview of th7e major
Troject concepts, objectives, findings, and implications. It

necessarily omits much, of thp technical detail of the research
and is of -Interest to a broader, non-technical audience of
urban, planners, program implementers; and criminal justice

personnel. .

The Appendix of the Executive Summary consists of two
related.working papers which describe problems and,special
issues relating to the project. The first, entitled "Implr. .

mentation of the Hartford Neighborhood Crime Prevention Pro-
gram," describes the special problems encountered in imple-
menting the program and suggests'proc6dures for implementing
future programs. The second, entitled "Evaluation of the
Hartford Neighborhood'Crime Prevention Program," addresses
some of the special prOblems and'issues encountered in,the
research and should be of primary Anterest to program evalua-
tors and,other researchers,
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A limited number of copies of both\Ptlished reporti

are available from the'Natfonal Criminal.JusUce Reference .

Service,.4). O. Box 6000,- Rockville, Maryland.' 20850. 'Copies t

' dre also available'for0,5ale from the G6vernment Printiog
.

:Office in Washington, D. C.
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-The-HartfOrd:project-wlas an experimental program intended
to. 'reduce residential bUrgiary andistreet robbery/pursesnatch,

- 4nd the feor of those triMes -in an urban residential neigh-
)orhood. :The program Combined changes in the physical cha-'

..::'racteristics of the-nei0bw4hood with police and resident
_actAvities in an integreted effort.to increase resident coti-
trol 'of their neighborhood and to reduce criminal opportu-

.:, _ ritties..-

I

/

. i
..

.

'

. A B S T17-C-7.--...

The'neighborhoo4,4pAsylum Hill, is located near-the re-
tail and commercial center of.Hartford. In 1973, when the
progrem was-initiajly undertaken, its population consisted .

%primarily of single, working individuals, young and old, with
a high rate of transcie'ncy and an increasing number of mino-
rity residents. Most of the population resided in low-rise
apartment houses or two- and three=family hous'es. Once a
choice residential neighborhood, the area was, beginning to
show signs...of incipient decline.

Analysis of the crime in the area was undertaken by a
team.of specialists in urban design, crime and law enforce- 0-
ment analysis, and survey research. The team's task involved
two elements: first, to develop an understanding of the ways
in which 'residents, potential offenders, police; and the phy-
sical environment interacted'to create criminal opportunities;
second, to design -in%xpensive strategies that -could be quickly
implemented to interrupt a pattern of rising crime.

The analysis showed that a number of features of the
physical environment were working to destroy the residential
character of the neighborhood.- Vehicular and pedestrian
traffic passing through the area dominated the streets and
depersonalized them. Phe streets belonged more to outsiders
than tq the residents, creating/an ideal environment for
potential offenders.

In 1974 the team designed a three-part program inten ed
to respond to,those problems in order to reduce crime in
Asylum Hill an'd its attendant fear. This program, which was,
implemented in 1975 and 1976, incl4ded:

0
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a) closing entrances to s,ome residential streets and
narrowing others at their intersections with ar-

aterial'streets in order to reduce-outside traffic

on the streets and thus enhance the residential
.character of'tqe area.;

b) instituting.p'neighborhood team police unit with

0,4 Strong relationships with the residents;

c) creatfng community organizations and encouraging
them to work with the police and to initiate resi-
(fent eifforts to improve the.neighborhood and reduce

criminal opportunities.

A careful'evalUation of the program was carried out after

the program had been in operation a year. Findings indicated

a substantial reduction in burglary and fear of burglary while

pattern of increasing robbery/pursesnatch was halted and

may have undergone a reduction. All of the program compo-
nents had a role to play and contributed to, the positive'

results of the program. However, among the various changes

bbseryed, increased re,sident use of and efforts to control
the neighborhood appeared to be the most important reasons
for the initial success of the program inareducing crime and

fear. The.physical changes appeared to be essential to

achievi those results.

gel+
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FOREWORD

4'

Th4s reportpresents the results of an experimental
crime prevention program in lartford, Connecticut, sponsorkl
by the National Institute of Law Enforcement and Qriminal
Justice, and designed to redu e r'esidential burglary, street
robbery, and the cofidomitant fear of these offenses in a
neigkborhood showing signs of increasing crime accompanied
by plRyst.cal and social deterioration:

The program was based on a new "environmental" approach
to crime prevention: ,a comprehensive view addressing not anly
the reletionship among citirens, police, and 'offenders, but
also the effect of the phy%ical environment on, their attitudes
and behavior. Prior to Hartford, the National Institute had
funded a number of studies which had included physical design
concepts in crime prevention programming. However, the
Hartford project and its evaluation was the first attempt at
a comp.z.etensive test of this environmental approach to crime
control.

s,

As a pioneering effort in the.integraiion of urban design
and crime prevention concepts, the Hartford project expanded
the field of knowledge about the rol,e of tile physical environ-
ment in criminal opportunity reduction. Vany of the theore-
tical advances that were made fn the project have now been
widely adopted in the field of environmental crime prevention.

In addition to its theoretical contributions, the pro-
ect generated considerable practical knowledge about the
implementation of an integrated crime prevention program.
As an example af the successfol application of theoretical
priociples to an existing pnysical setting, it provides a
realistic test of the practical utility of its underlying
concepts and should thus represent a valuable model to urban
planners and law enforcement agencies in other communities.

Finally, the Hartford project has important implications
for evaluation. The data collected before, during, and after
the experiment were extensive and methodologically sophisti-
cated. As a result, the evaluation is an aspecially rigorous,
.thorough, and scientifically sound assessment of a comprehen-
sive crime.control project, providing an excellent model-for
future program evaluators.
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Although nly the short-term (one year) evaluatidn has
\ been completed the early findings ,offer encouraTing pre-

liminary.evide e iMosupport of the major project assumption:
that changes m de in th.e physital environment of a neighborhood
can produce chlanges in resident behavior Anclattitudes.which
,make it more difficult for crimes to occur unobserved .and un-
reported. A sUbstantial reduction in residential burglary
and fear was observed in the experimental area and, while less
concl6sive, there appears to havebeen an effect on street

1

robbery and fear as well.

It mUst be remembered, however, that these findings re-
f:lect only short-term program impact and thus provide only

-tentative indications of potential program success. More
definitive conclusions 4ill be possible only after a re-evalua-
Won of the program -- Orrently in itt stages -- has

. measured the long-term effects, on crime and fear in the target
atea.
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INTRODUCTION

A major premise uhderlying the Hartford Neighborhood

Crime Prevention Program was that there ia direct corre-

'lation between the design andwfunctioning of the residential

s%.vhysical environment and'stralger-to-stranger crimes of oppor-

.tunity such as burglary and street robbery.1 This pkimIse

holds that the physical environment ahd the way if is used can

create conditions which facilitate or hinder crime opportu-

nities. Therefore, the $tudy of the environment and its uSe

, by residents, police, ani others is essential to afull under-

standing of opportunity creation and reductton. The-Hartford

project was the first attempt to implement and evaluate this

environmental approach to crime prevention.

A second maj.or premise upon which the Hartfoki program is'

based is (th-at'a program must be,crime-specific and site-.

speCific, both in problem analysis and 'solution desi4n, in

order to produce successful results. Different Olds of crime

are caused by various factors which differ, from location to

location. Although a crime- ant site-slpecific program design

applOach may trigger conditions which lead to a total reduction

in crime, attempts to effect widespread crime reduction of a

variety of unrelated types of crime in one or more locations

often result in dispersion of effort anciminimal accomplish-
.

ment.

A third major premise was.that a comprehensive set of in-

tegrated solutions would produce a better result than any sin-'

gle solution. An approach that,jntegrate'd sOlutions focusing

on the physical environment, potice and residents was believed

Aore.likely to succeed in'reducing crime 6pportunities than

an approach that omitted any of these three elements. While'

the overall success of the integrated program ..v)ould depend on

the pccess of each individual component,I,it was intended that

tbe Uements would reinforce each other through the development

of a set of Mutually supportive relationships among the ph-ys.ical

,
environment, police, and residents to achieve-a maximuM impact

pn crime. It,was expected that a synergistic effect Would be

prbduced in which the combination'of components would,result

in the leveraging of'each component to an effectiveness beyond,

its individual 'capacity.

1 The use of the term "robbery" throughout this document is

intended to intlude the FBI index Crime of pursesnatch as

well. 'Burglary." refers to residential burglary only.

I lb
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Given this conceptual,background, the Hartford project
was designed to test thA following hypotheses:

1. The crime rate in a residential neighborhood is a
. product of the linkage betweeQ offender motivation

and the apportunities provided±by the reseidents, us'ers,
and environmental features of Mit neighborhood.

4,.

2. The cri'me rate for a specific 'offense can be reduced
by lessening the opportunities for that crime to occur.

3. Opportunities can be reduced by: .

a. Altering the physical aspects of buildings and
streets to increase surveillance capabilities
and lessien target/victim vulnerability, to
increase the neipborhood's attractiveness to
residents, and to decrease its fear-producing
features;

b. Increasing Otizen concerns about and involve
ment in.crime prevention and the neighborhood in

y general; and

c. Utilizing the
.

police to tupport the above.

Opportunity-reducing activities will lead not only to
a reduction in the crime rate but also to a reduction
in fear of crime. The reduced crime and.lear will
mutual3y reinforce &ach other; leading tarstill fur-
ther reductions in both.

In 1973 an interdisciplinary team of specialists began an
assessment of the nature of crime and the contributing factors
in two residential areas of Hartford. This team included spe-
cialists in urban design and land use planning,. police opera-
tions and criminal justice issues, research and evaluation
methodology, and implementtion of public policy change. Com-
bining data from police incident reports; an extensive ques-
tionnaire survey of residents; physical site and land use ana-
lyses; and interviews with offenders, community "'faders and
police officials, the team assembled a composite iloieture of %.
crime and fear in the target areas. The intention was. to de-
termine the extent and nature of the crime and fear problems
in these neighborhoods in order to identify the factors faci-
litating crime and fear.

.



Residential burgldry and street robbery/pursesnatch were
chosen to be the target offenses. Burglary is among the most
commonserious property crimes* while robbery and pursesnatch
are the most common serious crimes against' persons. /oth types.

of crimes are usually "stranger-to-stranger" in which the vic-
time land offender do not know each other, and both present a
threat to individual security. Because burglary involyes
breaking into the victim's home and thus is personally threaten-
ing (an element of a crime against the person), it is more fear
producing than other larceny crimes such as automobile theft.

Hartford was chosen as the site for this project for three

reasons. First, Hartford had high crime neighborhoods that
were typical of urban neighborhoods nationwide,--and thus met

an essential criterion for testing a demonstration project
which could be replicated in cities throughout the ftation.

Second, the Hartford Institute of Criminal and Social Justice
provided an ideal organization to carry out such an experiment

As a private'organization outside city government, with strong',
working relationships with city officials,'the police depart-

. ment, and the busineS's community, it provided a resource for
successfully implementing a complex demonstration program.
Third, the pr9iect required indebendent.funding for the imple-
mentation of the proposed crime control brogram, including any
physical.design changes required. NILECJ c-ould fund only-the
'planning and evaluation of the experiment." In Hartford there
was an expressed willingness on the part of private and public
interests to make capital investments.inan existing neighbor-
hood, if a feasible and convinciq program could be developed.

The two neighborhoods of Hartford chosen for initial analy-
sis were Clay Hill/South Arsenal and Asylum Hill. These,two
neighboilloods were chosen because they 4ere representative of
other urban neighborhoods nationwide which were experiehcing
rises in crime and fear rates and which might benefit from this
type of anti-crime program. Tlay Hill/South Arsenal was repre-
sentative of high density, 'inner city neighborhoods an8 experi-
enced problems commOnly found in those leighborhoods; Asylum
Hill 'was representative of older urban residential neighbor-
hoods just on the verge of decline.

Located kijacent to Hartford's central business district,
Clay Hill/S,outh Arsenal in 1973 was primarfly a large ghetto

area. It suffered the my-riad problems typically found in a
seriOsly declining neighborhoodl including deteriorating
housing, high unemployment, and poor resident/police rela-

tionshlps. Its predominantly black and Puerto Rican popula-

tions lived in older bithlic and private low-rise family'

housing. Clay Hill/South Arsenal had a high robbery rate and
the highest residential burglary rate in Hartford.

3
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Asylum Hill is 'a residential area near thdretail and com-,
mercial centers in,Hartford. In the early 1970 s Asuflum Hill
Was inhabited primartly by single,working individuals,, young
and 'old, withfa high-rate .of transiency. .The population was
mostly white but with an increasing nUMber'of minority resi-
dents. By 1973,,this once attractive area, 'cOnsisting prtmarily
ofOow.-yise,multi-unit buildings and one- to threerunit wood
-ftame structures-, was beginhing'to-Thow- the characteristics of
a deteriorating urban neighborhood. Landlords were reluctant to
maintain the houiting stock.r Long-time 'residenfg were leaving. '
Remaininl'residents were avoiding public places such as an area.
park and public streets. Major factor's in this incipient de-,
cline were thought to be rising rates Of residential burglary
and street robbery.(Asylum Hill had:a higher than.average rob-
bery oate) and the fear engendered by those crimes.

/The team soon concluded )hat it.could not develop an en-
vironmental program for the Clay Hill/South Arsenal. area: Be-'
cause the neighborhood was'greatly deteriorated, the, cost of
phy/sical changes -that would make' even a modest difference was...,
prdhibitive, and both residents And community leaders felt
there were mdre urgent renovatton needs in the area than those.
addressing crime. Tliere was also considerable hosWlity. in '
this neighborhood to the concept of attempting to Svolve crime
problems through environmental changes;:sinceyesidents felt
that the improvement of police attitudes and 'operations'in the
area was dij greater importance. 2'

A cursory examination of Aylum Hill showed that physical
deterioration and crime rates were Ti!eater in the north sec-
tion, North Asylum Hill, than in the south section,-, South
Asylum Hill, The North Asylum Hill neighborhood was large
enough and had enough Crime to provide the research opportu-
nities needed for s9ch a project. tYet it was small enough to
accommodate a manageable project. ,It was bounded by census
lines, which aided-in data collectIon, in monitoring, and in
Manageability. It was experiencing serious crime anewas
located in proximity to other sections which exported consil,
deratle crime, not only tO North Asylum Hill but to downtownl
andlgther sections as Well. The neighborhood's central loca-
tion and the variety of housing types representative of.other
sections of the city rendered it an ideal arr in which to'

2"Although the full program as originally, planned was not car-
ried out in Clay Hill/South Arsenal? a partial program was
implemented involiking improved policing and increased citi-
zen participation which paralleled those efforts in Asylum
Hill.

-4-
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test a projeet.whNch would have transferability 6 other areas
of the city. . It was alsovrepresentative of older, urban resi-
dential neighborhoods nationwidé,and,es such provided an ideal

op.portunity ta'te-st a projec't of nationwide-stgnificance:'`
Fufthermore,_the bUsiness,community had already blAtiated a
planning process for leorge-istalesphys4al.improvements in
North Asyluyr Hill., The teAm concluded' that the experiment

conceiv.ed Oth 'VI% National Institute could be tri.ed in

Wirth Asylum Hill.

The entire crime preVention'TrogrAm occurred in four (pH-

Mary stages. Th.e firs;t stage,-which bejian in,July, 1973, and
lasted sit*, months,consisted of data collection and analysis'

:for the purpose of defining the probtetts and develqping so1U-
tions. The second stage, which encompassed second six
months, was devotedto destgning the prbgram.

The impleeentation stage, which'began in autumn of 1914,
involved presentingAhe,proposed program to the cenimunity for

their review .and recommendations, and putting the final pro-
gram as accepted into operation. The program as implemented

consisted approach to redu,cing criminal
opportuniti s:, (1), changing the physital envintoment, (2)

repgranizing,the police, and (3) iflcreasing the involvement
of.communAty. residents. Police reorganization and codmunity
organizing efforts began early in 1975. Howeer, proposed
chAnges in the physical enTironment immediately became em-:

broiled in sontroversy during the presentation phase; and the

changes were not actually constructed until the'summer of 1976,

The final stage, evAluation, lasted from July, 1976,
through June, 1977. .The following sections of this document
discuss All stages of the proiect.
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'SCHEDULE OF EVENTS
OVERVIEW

May-June 1975
survey update,
pedestrian and

- traffic aata.

Spring 1975
police
questionnaire

197.5 1

May-June 1976
survey update,
Asylum Hill only;
pedestrian and
traffic data

1976

May-June 1977
survey update,
pqaestrian and'
traffic data '

May 1977
police

questionnaire

EVAL ATION PERIOD

July 1, 1973
proj ect beim

March 1974
basic plan
developE;d

a
.

WOE: Crime 04,5_!B took the entir0 year. ,... 1Uly 1976 - June

However, tucist meapInres- from the,nurveys and. observations
fear:, use of streets,,etc. --,-. as. of julip

September 1974
meetings with

,

community groups
begun

4

June 1976
street
closings

begun

1977

June 90, 1977
evaluation
period

over

.November 1976
street closings
complete .

1977 4B the evaluation period,
essentially meaSured. key,,variables

'
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DATA COLLECTION AND ANALY,SIS

Data Collection

Various types of information were needed to develop a c9M-
plete'Oicture of crime in North Asylum Hill; to Identify pe
ways in which the physical environment, offenders po1ie
operations, -gnd residents' behavior contribUted 't,O crime opOr-
tunities; and to examine resident fear and its-'re/ationship'to
crime and other social and physical conditions of the area.

'To obtain this informatisore five major 'Tata colTeCtjpn
techniques Were 'utilized. First, in Order to determine .64e .

. features and condition of the Rhysical environment aild the'Ways
this environment was being used, urban designers covducted N,

physical site and land use surveys in the area. -Second, a
random sample survey of residents was conducted im the.target
area and in the rest of the City in order to obtain up-to-ddte.
socio-demographic data; to gather information'about th'e
communitY's experiences, fears, perceptions, and behavior with'
respect to crime-related issues; and to Otain victimization
informatilon. The rest of the City was broken downeographic-
ally with some areas serving as control a'rea../3 for evaluatiolt

.

purpos Third, special in-depth interviews were ,conducted i ..

111
with 1 1 businessmen; realtors, and other community leaders .!," ,

,

to sup ement the resident surveys. Fourth, interviews With.,
police pel-sonnel were conducted.to coll,ect information on police
operatipns, attitudes, and relationships to '?"ommunity residents:
Finally, to collect information on reported crime itself, (e.g..,'

type, frequeneY, offenders", losation) Police ineident reports ..

were examined in detail, supplemented by interviews with forty
,-..*

convicted robberS.

Problem Analysis
.41

The. analysis focused on the ways in which the physical
environment,.police, and area residents contributed to op or-N
tunities for residential burglary and street nobl!Pery, an
assesse'd the current and potential role1 of each in oppo tunity
reduction. Each set of data was initially examined indi idually
by the'Jteam members responsible for its collection and t en
collectively by all project team member-sp. Thus each team member
was able to bring from his area of specialization insights into
the problems, 'causes, and possible solutions. During their
collective review of the data, the team attempted to identify
those,areas where there was agreement concerning the data's

Omplications and those areas where there was disagreement.
When there was disagreement, the teaT attempted reither, to
collect additimal data or to further analyze the.data at hand

-7-
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, in 9rder to,come to an aveement as to cause and.effect'of
'-.crithe and fear.in the neighborhood. In this way they were able
to'correlate'the crime and,fear data in terms .6f tts. overall°
functioning of the neithbarhood. -The fallowing conclusions were
drawn from he data.

,The functioning of the residential area within North Asylum
Hill was severely impaiTed by the large amount of non-resident
vehicular and pedestrian traffic that passeci, through each day.
This factor, qoupled With the presence of lekge, open parking
areas for the'employees of large, commercial complexes in the
area, created an, environment where offenders could comfortably
enter and wander' gbout the residents' streets and private yards,
find hiding 'places, commit burglaries and robberies, antescape,
all with relative ease. (See Map I, "North Asylum Hill Commu-
nity APea Problem Map", page 9.)

The Hartford police were very well regarded by Asylum Hill
residents. However, their pattexa,of rotating assignments.
within a centralized system hindered theirTdevelopment of
intimate knowledge of the physical characteristics of the
neighborhood, the patterns of crime, and the residents and
their concerns. Changec in.police operation were thus also

' dictated:

..

Finally, the residents themselpes contributed tp an en-
vironment which was favorable to criminal activity by adopting
.a lifestyle in wIttch they avoided using their streets and yards,
minimized theiP interactions with and knowledge of their
'Aeighbors, and refrained from exercising control over outsiders
who weie present in their neighborhood.

. All of the identified conditions were considered to be
'impartant in* the creation of favorable opprRunities fqr
burglary and ro4bery offenders in North Asylum Hill. It was

...conetuded that niany if not all of these cbnditions would have
to be corrected in order to reduce the identified crtme
problems.

4
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.DESIGN IJF .111 PR4RAM

The major purpose of thrprogram was to effect a comprea
hensive multi-faceted approach to'crime control for the target
area. The pralram would involve the integration of physical
redesignLimprOved policing, and increased resident participa-
tion to reduce th in idence,pf retidential burglary and -street
robbery and fear o those crimes. It was thought that the
improved lelysical environment combi ed with the -introduction
of a ppli'cing Program wbich was ge red to the neighborhood
and which emphosized a strong rela lonship with the residents
woald,create 6n environment which residents could enjoy using
and could control. It was expected that these factors would

,

combine to prodOce an unattractive target area for offenders,
and that.lhe incidence of burglary and robbery wouild thus

i

decrease.

The design of the program was accomplished in several steps.
Very early in 'the.analysfs procest the program design concepts
began to emerge'in the form,of preliminary conclusions and devign
concepts which..seemed to respond to the' identified problems.

,ilThollowing,tomptetion of the data analysis, full preliThinary.
designs were developed folk ech of the three (physical design,
police,,and re ident) strategies. Each strategy was developed
with reference to the other'two in order to create an integrated
approach jn'whVçh all sttategies worked supportively toward the

goal of reducin crime opportunities in the neighborhood.

These "initi 1 designs were then reviewed to determine
whether they were feas)ble for implelventation. Factors consid-

ered in.this dete'rminati were political and community accept-

ability, 'cos , and1e'ngt1Tof time for implementation. These

considyrati ns necessitate changgs in the otrigina1 plans which
had represe ted the staff's Aearresponse to the pioblem
analysis. .

After each of the above-described steps was completed, the
proposals were subpitted to city government and the. community )

for scrutiny and commedt. Pr4ject staff expected that signifi-
cant additional ch'nqep would have to be made before implemen-
tation could begin'.

Physical EnvironmentItrategies

It was decided tat important improvements in tne neighbor-
hood could be producell by some relatively simple, inexpensiviiik.
changes to the public lqays. 'The changes were, intended to
restrict non-residentl ohicular traffic through the area an
channel most remainirig 'through-traffic ontdotwo major streets

, \
.
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by.blocking or narrowing key intersections. The street treat-
ments were intended to visually define the boundaries of the
area and its residentlal parts, to discourage nonzrestdent
pedestrian traffic from interior residential streets, and to
make the area more attractive for residential living.

The design for the physical changes included three primary
treatments:

A

,41

(1) perimeter street cul-de-sacs and intersection
narrowings interdicted through vehicular traffic
on the east, west, and south boundaries of the
neighborhood. These treatments were intenddd to
define the transition from the exterior to the
-interior residential str%ets and to discourage
pedestrian through trafffc as well as,to prevent

. access to vehi'cles;

(2 ) interior and mid-street cul-de-sacs and narrowings
diverted the flow of interior vehicular traffic
away from certain residential streets in or,der to

,,define smaller sub-neighborhoods within'which
residents could feel a heightened sense of control;

(3) private property fencin was encouraged among the
neighborhood residents in order to further reduce
the porosity of the area and to furth,er.define its
residentiarcharacter.

These physical design treatments were expected to produce a
sense of resident ownership and control of their neighborhood by
increasing their use of yards, sidewalks, and.park areas, and
discouraging outside Pedestrian use of those spaces, thus
heightening residett interest and* ability to maintain surveil-
14nce. It was expected that these'thangeS would also increase
resident interaction, leading to greater neighborhood cohesion.

Police Strategies

The objective for the police strategy was to create an
effective neighborhood-centered team. This team 'should have the
autonomy necessary to establish Priorities and procedures to
address neighborhood public safety problems. t.jt should develop
a full understanding of the neighborhoodr)elysi,:al and social
environments and should establish a cooliehtiv working relation-
ship with the neighborhood residerlits Finally, it should ectab-
lish procedures for the systematic'collection, analy!,is, and use
of data about the neighborhood. It was intended that .this
neighborhood-centered approach to policing would provide an

0



opportunity for increased communication between police and
residents so that each could support the efforts of the other

more effectively.within the fatilitoating structure of the

physical changes.
.

Neighborhood team policing was chosen as the Vehicle -.

to improve police responses.3 The three majv elements of
the proposed strategy 'consisted of the geographic assignment
of officers, a decentralized amthority of command, and in-
creased interaction with the.local community resideRts. Also

included in the model program was a plan to improve police

data gathering and analysis capabiltties. Geographic assign-
ment would create a stable, permantia team of officers in the
project area; decentralized authority would allow decision
making at the team level; interaction Kith theicommunity
would allow the forMation of an active worktnglrelationship
between police and community on both formal and inf4rmal
levels; and systematic collection and utilization of data

would allow for more effective utilization of personnel.

Neighborhood team policing was Bxpected to have the

following effects.. Permanent eographic assignment would

ill)

allow police to understand th hysical c,and social chara-
teristics of their as.signed a ea in order to more effectively
respond to neighborhood needs. Decentralized authority would
permit the District Commander to use his superior knowled,ge

of the area in making oprational deciions without the need
for prior approval from headquarters.Jhe establishment of
a mutually supportive relationship between police and commu-
nity residents would allow the*police it better understand
and respond to resident concerns, and would in turn give the

a AI

3 Classic team policing differs from the Hprtford model in

that it also incorporates full service Yesponsibilities and

participatory managemenk. Full service team policing places

at the team level administrative and special services as

as routine field personnel; participatory management I

gives all police personnel a voice in decision making. Full

service team policing was not planned because Hartford's
smaN geographic size made city-wide specialized units im-

practical; participatory management,.although desirable,.
waS notAseen as an essential ingredtent in the improvelInt
of police services to the communly.

9
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residents a bettv understanding of police problems and
limitations and of their own citizen responsibilities in
crime prevention. Finally, the plan.also anticipated that
improved data collection and analysis capabilities of the
teaM would.help focus their insights and understanding of
the area and would allow for the setting of priorities which
would be consistent withothose of the neighborhood residents.

Resident Strategies

The plan for resident involvement was directed toward
A

creating community organizations and changing traditional
attitudes and behavior patterns, rather than.toward producing
a detailed program of specific activities for residents to
implement. The strategy for organizing thy community in-
cluded: (a) identifying existing-community organizations
in North Asylum Hill Which represented neighborhilod concerns;

'c) tnvolving the community in the planning of the physical
b) creating community organizations where none existed; and

/environment changes, the determination of neighborhood polic-
ing priorities, and the planning and implementation of,resi-
dent-operaed crime prevention programs.,

It w s anticipated that these efforts would motivate
residents o initiate their own activities directed toward
crime redu tion and the physical improvement of the neigh-,
borhood and that thve initial neighborhood activities would
lead to in0eased interaction and cohesion among residents.
However, the purpose of the community organization component .

. of the program was not simply or primarily to mobilize resi-..a

dents around community Aime prevention activities. This coM-

-
ponent waS seen as es'5ential to implementing all three ele-

i

ments of 6e program plan. It was expected that resident
involvement would serve to integrate the three strategies --

,

, changes in t,he ):1hysical environment, new policing strategies,
and formal rYsident cr'ime reduction activities -- into a
single coordinated effort to reduce neighborhood crime and
fear.. toohN -,_

-13-
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IMPLEMENTATION

Preparation For program implementation began in the
autumn of 1974 with a series, otAlpcussions of the proposed
plan involvtng the project stafrrtity Officials, police, ,

residents of the target area, and members of the business
community. The discussions were intended to enable staff
to explain the program proposallto these various audiences
and to elicit their reactions an recommendations. Sinc.e

it'was intended that these groups would be responsible fscir
implementing the program, it was imperative that they' feel

. r

comfortable with the plan.

Implementation did not begin on a particular day', nOW,
waS it a single event. For all prograM components At was a ,

gradual process. The police and community cOmp.onents werd.
implemented during the first siX months of.1975, and were in
.operiation a full year before implementation of the physlcal
changes began. This represented a change from the initial .

intention to imOlement all programielements'simultameouily.,

Physical Design Strate_gies
-

......

The physical design component of 'the plan was recei.ved
with considerable skepticism by'the community. Injtially ,

there was little receptivity to the recommendation that .
.

traffic patterns in and about the neightidrhood be signifi-
.

cantly changed. *After the first round of Rublic presenta-
tionsit became clear that the praposed phy'sic 1 changes
could' ot gain resident approval without major djustments

iin the overall design. Many persons were skep ical that
robbery and b4rglary could be reduced by closing streets
and rerouting vehicular traffic. In fact some pelieved
that.the closing of some streets would make it easier for
offenders to monitor entry and egress and thus identify
crime opportunities.- Residents believed,that crime could
be reduced only by increasing the numbdr.Of police in the
area and by,having a more responsive judiciary. In addi-
tion to their skepticism, restdents were concerned about
such inconveniences as having to drive around the block to
get to'and Trom their homes, or having to walk-farther' to
the nearest bus stop due,to a planned rerouting of the .buses..

p.

.*
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Service providers also, objected to the stireet changes.
City steff expressed concern that the changes Would impede
sanitation trucks an,d snowplows. More importpt, although
the cul-de-sacs were designed witP ,"knock-down" barriers
4at would aTlow passage by emergfency vehicles, the,police.
ahd fire departments and ambulance servixes voiced concern
that the proposed chvges would interfere with fast service

/in emergency situatfans and.that the barriers would damage
/ their.vehicles upon impact.

Others objected to fhe changes as well. A manufacturing
company on the northeast side of the area disapproved of the
rerouti.Rg of its delivery trucks off residential.streets.

. A hospitaT on the west side fplt the proposed plan conflicted
with its capRcity to accommockate increased hospitar traffic
expected.to be generated by dr planned expansion. Some land-
lords were cancerned that the proposed changes would inter-
fere with the Marketing of rental units.

The most pressin9 concerns were raised by small merchants
and businessmen in North Asylum Hill who feared that the re-
routing .of traffic would damage their businesses. Most felt
that their businesses, depended on non-resident customers
who drove through the neighborhood en route to and from work.

A lengthy process of negotiation and compromise proved
to be necessary before the p ysicRl changes could go forward.
This process resulted in,com romises which included a reduc-
tion in the number of street to be changed and the abandon-
ment of the pl'an to use "knock-down" barriers in constructing
the cul-de-sacs. Itiwas decided that cul-liesacs would be
'cOn-t-f.-6Eta wYth rio Physical barriers; instead, through vehi-
cular traffic would be interdicted through. the use of curbing
and traffic sisgns. t

Despite ''S-1.i4ificant adjustments to the plan, which Ak-
sulted in seve.ral ,additional blocks remaying open, the mer-
chants brough.t a lawsuit in 1975 to stop the city from im-
plementing the physical changesa The lawsuit, which sought
to,restrain any chpnges. in trafTic.patterns, was resolved
iq the summer of 1976 with an agreement which perrlitted.con-
stiruction of the changes to go forward but with the'under-
standing that'they would be removed if unacceptable to the
residents Rnd businessmen after a six-month test period.

L
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, A problem also krose in financing the construction of the

physical changy. T e dtclining economy eliminated the possi-

bilities of receivfng private corporate contributions and of
financing the changes out of tax revenues. The conse uent
necessity of using federal Community. Development Act CDA)

funds for materials and Comprehensive Employment Trai ing
Act (CETA)-funds for labor caused further delays and con-
straints in implementation, as construction could not begin
until all federal approvals were obtained. CDA funds 'for

materials were limited; CETA regUlations resulted in the

hiring of inexperienced, out-of-wprk laborers.

Despite these delays, the street treatments were almost
fully completed by the fall of 1976. The remaining work, cos-
metic improvements and installation of traffic signs, was

)1

completed in the spring of 1977. F ur streets were changed
into cul-de-sacs and seven others w re narrowed at -Weir
intersections with more highly tra ficked.streets. Traffic

. was rerouted either around the project area or onto two key
through-s:treets, one tunning east-west and one running north,-

south. (6.ee.Map II, page 17.) is 41

,...

Police Strategies

Nerighborhood team policing was implemented in Asylum

Hill in early 1975, after several meetings with Chief Hygo J.

RAsini. Chief Masini, whohad recently moved from Ahe New
York City force to become Chief in Hartford, was receptive

to the implementation of neighborhood team policing in North
Asylum Hill with modifications to take into account the needs
of Hartford's other police districts..

North Asylum Hill was too small an area to be esta-

blished as a separate police district. The project staff
had therefore recommended that a new special district be
created consisting of all of Asylum Hill and Clay Hill/
South Arsenal, the two areas initially researched by the pro-

ject team. This would enable the Troject to, implement neigh-
borhood team policing in thg project area almost iMmediately,
yet at the same time would 5e cons.istemt with the Polide
Department's ultimate goil of city-wide implementation of t

neighborhood team policing.

District 5 was created in early 1975 and was divided
fntd two team areas, one each serving Asylum Hill and Clay

Hill/South Arsenal. Because the Chief was reluctant to single

out one district of the City.to receive Apecial treatment, It
0

ft
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was agreed that the*Police'Departmen/ would adopt a system'
dividing the City into five districSs. .Thus, while gene-
rally being able to matntain distrilt.integrity in the
use of-Mrsonnel, District 5 from the beginning had to func-
tion witilin the cOfines of the city-wtde system.. .This.
app;'oach was consistent with the project's intention to de-
sign a policing system for the target area which Would be
applied to policing throughout Hartford, .rathet than an eli-
ttst, non-replicable.system.

,

Implementation did not come about easily. There was
an tnitial inability to maintain geographic stabillty of
assigned perSonnel due to the smallness of the mewly
established districts, the central location of Asylum Hill
and District 50 and the level of manpower in.'thd department.
This ;caused some concern on the part of project staff. Al-
though decentralized authority had been approved by the Chief,
team officers were frequently aispatched temporaYily to areas
outside their assigned district to relieve manpower shortages
elsewhere. .It was fearld that this "crossoVerndispatching
would seriously haMper the ability of the District Commander
to make decis.i:ons regarding utilization and deployment of
manpower within* the district. The inability to vary worktng
hours or to provide -overtime pay for attendance at meetings
after working hours Also precluded regular...team.Meettngs, thus
making it mo&e difficult for he District Commander to.involve
line officer7 in policy making. It also preven.ted Sufficient
training time 'in which the North Asylum Hill officers could
begin to understand and learn to take advantage of the physi-
cal environment strategies in their day-to-day work. As a

result, the concept of considering physical desfgn factors
as well asi.community factors when pLanning police operations
wms never Tully clarified for or utilized by team members.

After many meetings and compDomises between the hie ,

the District 5 Commander, and project staff, a.system o
neighborhood policing began to emerge. Geographic stabi
of the assigned team of off*cers was substantially accom-
plished. The District Commander and his two te,am commanders
-began to exercist more authority_ In general, the District 5'.
teams were successful in.strengthehi.ng their relationshiip
with the community, in joining with.community groups to im-

plement several crime prevention activities, and in fm-

proving their response tO communitY priorities. They did/not
give sufficient consideration to the physical envtronment
chariges, however, in the routtne development and carrying
out or th lr day-to-day operations.

-18-
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From thi beginning bf the impleMentation period the
District 5JwIic,e wereinvolVed in helping the community
define:its role in the project. During the t.hree montts
prior to the ciAeation of District 5, the'future District
Commander and Hartford Institute staff, held many meetings
with community groups. Thelir purpose waS to explain the
program's emphasis on -community respOnsibility in crime re-
duction and to stress.the importance of comMunity i'npUt ihto
police planninj. These early meetings were intenfled to fdrm
a foundation for 'a constructive. problem-Solving relation-',
ship between the police,and tile community.

,/ 1

ThrOugh thetr increased interaction with community resi-
dents mild esoecially through thqrf active involvement with
the Police Advisoim'y Committee (See below '), the neighbor-
,hood police'team tiegan to set priorities in response to com-
munity concerns. The team instituted walking beats in the'
area oi Sigourney,Square Park to dis,courage loitering, dri'nking'
and gaftlin$ in the park;. it initiated an anti-prostitution
'squad which' ar'rested "johns" as well as prostitutes; and it
implemented anti-robbery'and anti-burglary squads which re-
sulted in tncreased arinests for those crimes, Also as. a
result of.this ihcreased police-community interactioh, the
neighborhood police took an active oart in.such community
crime .prevention activtties do Operation Identification and
blOck watch projects. providAg supplies and lraining sessions
where needed.

/.,Ilesident Strategies*, 4

. The community's role in the proj.ect devgloOed in close
cooperation with the neighborhood police, it was intend0
4.that these two Components Would'function independently. The
objective was to test the4expectation that a strong relation- 0
hip between the'police and the comMunity would improve the

'quality(oT policing.in the area, and that community crime pre-
vention efforts would be mord successful if they received
strang support and.assistance from the police,. .

. .

t
.

,

,r 4 There was on4y,one commuhity duanization it the neigh-
'bzirhood when'implementation began. 'Two coOmunity orq iza-'

'Alons were forme& tv the spring Tf 197,5,as. a result of
g;antzing effo'rts by the HartfordIngritute and-the Dtsfrict .'

Fortcp Comwandet. Thepe new' orghnizattons -,-.Central-Asylum r
4ill.Associatfon;and liestehl 11.t11-trrAni;atfon ". joined with"4

,t.the establtsh9d/"Si.gduehey Squkre CiOc Associ4tion to fdrm a-
Poljce'Advisory Committee wh4ch held vguiar meetings with
Pie Di,$triceCommanci_er and th,e AsylvILM/Hill Team'Commandel. .

4!

The fundstioq.of.thi§ Committ6e' was to revjety ana deflne '
,

Il

/
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problems and to plan appropriate pollee 'and community, stra-

tegies. Through Olis and Other mechanisms tha three organi-

zations worked Wintly to increase the inVolvement OfNorth, .

Asylum 'Hill resident in polite decision.making and in related

efforts intented to reduce opportunities for.crime in the

target Anea.

c Individually the cOmMunity orhanizatiolls initiated such

crime control efforts as block Watch and hurgiary prevention''

programsc. The block watch programs consisted o pairs of

volUnteers who walkeckthe streets armed with citizen band ,

two7way radial and reported suspicious situation 'to a :citi7

zen operatorel'ocite& in the Asylumliill police field4ffice.

The 'operator theni notified. the police, who were' prepal-ed to ,

respond. The-burglary prevention program utilized volun-

teers to canvast the:neighborhood, educating residents about

burglary prevention,and enlisting themin Operation Identifi-

cation. Private funds'mere provided for the citizen ba'n.d

.f, radios used in the block watch 'programs; the police provid'ed

engraVerS used in the Operation Jdentification pr'ogirams.

-The community organizatiOns were also involved in the

planning and imple.mentation of the physieal design-strategies.

Nn only OA. their memberShip voteAn favor of'the street

changes', but the organizations took(an active role in per-

suading ,the city Council-and City administration to implement

the changes. Once the program had been approwed, a moni-

toring-committee was established which inclu d,represen-

tation of the three organizations to over'see onstruc't,jon

and other aspects Of the physical Chan4es.

A

In-addition to their direCt.inVoliement,in crime pre

vention'activities, the organizations tnitiat'ed.other pro-

grams designed to in,crea&e resIdent.i6Volvement in communitY

improvement in,general: These.included prOgraAs to,welcome

new neighbors to the areatand to invite them to.j9in the

comminity organiz-atispns; 'clea,n-up cAmOaigns to spruce .,up

the neighborhood; recreational programs for'youth; and so-

1Cial fUnctiont sUch as block.parties and potluck dinnbrs to

which"all neighborhood residents were invited,. regardlets-of

_their memkgrs.hip An'the civic associatiOns. Finally, the

three -orgaNizatiols. Kgre also invblved'in,efforts tcy'stabilize
-

11
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housiriliconditions in North AsylUm 'Hill andto improve
Sigourriey.Sq

10uee.yarki,s_crtrally
located perk in North

t

Asylum 'Hill fc was feared by residents as. an unsafe
locatioA..4

40/

Intevation of thlp_ Three Elements

Thepolice and resident goMponents werk_easiest to

tqlaboth would beefiI from a close working-rielationshiv
intrate. P'olice.

jl

and community leaders were in agreement

This relationship was karried out alebst on a daily basis.
To facilieate discussIVriThfrthose problems identified in
the research, the Hatitford Institute employel two new staff .

people in Comprehensibe Employmept Training Act (CETA) slots
provided by the City of Hartford. These pepsons Worked under
the direction of Institute staff and were involved in the pro-
ject from the beginning. One staff member, worked with the

4!, neighborhood police team, assisting police in planning and '
implementing strategies addressing community concerns. The,
second staff member tilorked with Asylum Hill residents, de-
veloping resjdent-initiated programs and assksting the com-
munity organizations in thei0 interactions with the police.

iv

<"25

4 addition, after-the end Of the ewaluation year, tile

organizations were able to raise monies to fence offlthe
railroad cut poundimg North Asylum Hill to the north.
Until fenced, this p:rivately owned open area had pro-
vided easy entry and escape routes for offenders.,,--\. ,

0,

A third CETA Aployee was hired to work with res\idents of .

Clay Hill/Sduth Arsenal in their community efforwhi,ich
paralleled the resident strategies adoRted in Asylum Hill.

f
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Although tho pol'ce did not systematically i:ncorporate

.the physical environment chalges in planning their routine
operationt, both the police,and the residentsAid make use
'of the physiCal changes-Jo' Support Irlacilitatb ther acti-
vities. For example%t retidents in No th Asylum Hill concen-
trated most of thelr.activities on tho streetgoon which
Culrde-Ocs 'had been...constructed.. They lso pur pressure
on\0.0 police to enforice traffic laws anF arrest drivers who.

Arove:through'.closed,off streets. The police Oftekassigned
..Addi,Iyonal-,walkg patrols to curtail loitering in and around
StgourniyAquare Park, which was bounded on three sides.by
cul=de-saciP. Om a few occOions.they were able to devel6p
strftegies 'of apprehension around the 'presence of.the closed

_str.eets.

entation

The p4ograms Oat were actually implemented varied
considerably from'the%initial intentions of the project team.
Compromises were madewhich had bo,th negative and positive

impacts. Negative conseq6ences, included a delay in implemen-

tation.which could be.critical in sole environments, and the
'possibility oCyl less 'positive' impaA on crime and fear thlan

t4e original prloposed program was expected to produce. In

adaition, because of the elimination of soMe of the proposed
phYsical,changes, it was more difficult to evaluate the im-
pact of the physical,changes as a discrete element of the

project.

OOP 'However, in the absence of willing, interested and com-
mlifted partners like the police, residents, merchants, poll-

Orci'ssv and Others, the project team would have mipstakenly

insi ed that their initial strategies be implemented with-

.

ou,t change, Who%10- the,process of compromise was t4.ime con-
suming a'nd often painful., it served to strengthen implemen-

tatio'n. Each compromise resulted in increased participation

by hos:e who wou ohave to make the program wqrk and increased

re siveness the needs of those toward wHom the program,
was trected.
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p. EA/ALUM-ION

Introduction

The tfteory on which this project was based'posits that
the design of the physical euironment and its use by police
and residents can create condTtion which either promote or'
inhibit criminal opportunities. Prior to program implementa-
tiomthe physical enkiironment of North Asylum Hill and its
impact on police operations and on area residents had fostered
conditions in which crime opportunities were prevajent. Thus,
the goals of the projAct were to modify the design and use of
the physical envirofl46nt in or'der, to reduce criminal oppol.-
tunities and to promote.police and resident behalAior that
would act to control neighborhood crime and fear. The pro-
gr'am was evaluated in order to determine (1) its degree of
successful implementation; .(2) its effectiveness in achieving
the desired impacts on crime (burglary and robbery).and fear
in the target area; and (3) the degree to which- these impacts
occurred through promotionlpf police and resident crinie 'con-
trol behaviv .

The formal evaluation took place during'the period froni
July, 1976 through June, 1977, and was comprised of the 'fol-
lowing three separate but related parts:

1. A. detail'ed doliiiinentation and assessment of the
implementatiOr'process, comparing the program
actually undertiliken with the program initially
developed by thelltproject staff and expl'aining
the disparities between.them;

An assessment of.th'e impact of the program on
crime ag-fear; tAnd

An eva1OatiPn oT the validity of the-io-nderlying
thpory thatithe program would produce changes in
.th& behavior and attitudes of the residents and
police which would contribute-to a reduction
crime and,fear. 0,

Assessment of Pregram, Implementation

The information.forssessing program implementation
carp from four sources. First, the Hartford Institute pro-, he
vi'ded periodic written reports describing (a) community orga-
nization 'activities; v(b) the progress made in'implemting
the physiiical design and police strategies; and (c) other

37,1
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events in Ha.rtford that might affect the experiment. Second,

police a.ctivities were -monitore& though on-site visits every
siX weeks by an outside observer who is an experienced c,on-

sultant to police departments. Third, both the changes in
title physicakenvironment and the reS'ultant changes in the

use of these spaces were also monitored systematiigally on
several occasions'. Precise data on vehicular traffic, pedes-

.trian use, etc., was collected. Fourth, a panel of abou'
Ahirty individuals, including community ledders, busInessmen,
realtors and residents who had not .participated in project
activities, were interviewed twice during the experimental
year regarding events in the neighborhood. These sources

were supplemented by periodic Meetfngs between the evaluation

staff and the Hartford Institute staff to discuss project pro-
blems and accomplishments and to monitor neighborhood incidents
which might have an effect on program implementation or impact.

Assessment of the Effect on Crime and Fear

The assessment of the program's illpact on crime and'

' fear, was based primarily on the folloWing quantitative

measures:

1. Citizen surveys in-cluding victimization counts
"before" (in 1973, 1975, and 1976) and ','a(fter"

prognam implementation (in 1977);

2. Pblice record data for all five years, including

number of incidents by crime, location of
offenses, ayrests, and characteristics of.

arrestld offenders;
---.. .

3. Police officer 4uestionnaires completed "before"
(late in 1975) and 'after" program implemcnta-
tion (in the spring of'1977); fw

,

4. Vehicular and pedestrian trdffic coulits on key

streets taken 'before" the street changes were
implemented (in 1975 arid early 1976) and "after"

(in. 1977); and .

.

5A Use of spa6i-surveys conducted "before!' (in A75
' and 1976) and "after" implementation of the

street changes (in 1;977).

-24-
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The evali uation utilized these data in two types of
analytic.comparisons: ,

1. A comparison of crime rltes for burglary and
street robbery/pursesnatch in North Asylum-
Hill "Wore" (1973, 1975, and.1976) and
4'after"!(1977) program implementation; and

2. A comparison of these crime rates in North.
Asylum Hill with those in a number of
control areas and ih the City of Hartford
as a whole in 1973, 1975, 1976, and 1977. ,

Assessment of the Effect on Police and Resident Behavior
,

In structuring the evaluative tools the program team was
aware that.there should be intermediate linkages between the
program goals to reduce crime and fear.and the actual re-
sults. Changes would have to occur in police and resident
attitudes and behavior which would influence the program out-
come. Therefore, the program evaluation should measure these
sub-results in order to estalplish that any reductions in crime
and fear were the direct xesult of the program. , 1

tq

.
.

The same sources of quantitative data, especially the .

citizen surbeys, police interviews, and use of space surveys,
ere used to measure the devee to which the Trogram ef-
fected the expected changes in police and resident behavior
Atheoretiically relevant to crime and fear. Anticipated be- 4 '

haNiOral modiftcations included changes in resident ability
to recognize strangers; changes in the number of restdents
who had agreements with neighbors to watch each\other's resi- $(

Aences,; changes in resident use of neighborho d streets;
changes in police attention to community c erns; and changes
in the Aegree of police interaction with neighborhood
residents.

1 al
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T401s section will difacuss the findings of the program..
. based on'the types Of eAluation described above. Fimt, the

impact of the overall program on the'target erimes:ancLtNeir'
,attendant fear is discussed. Second, the effect of the%Phy-
sical, polices, and residept.trategies on police and rest4.
dent attitUtes'and behavior is exaninad, as is the piterac-
tive relationship of the three program strategtes.

Impact on Crime and Fiar .

Using the yeax eding Jume 30, 1916 as the base year
(1976) and the year ending*June 30, 1977 asthe evaluation
year (1977), it was determined that the ratevof.these crtmes
have in fact begun to turn around. Burglary'rates showed a.,

substantial reduction. ..Ro4lery rates have at least stopped
climbing, and may have als4 undergone a reduction. There have
been corresponding reductions in feaT levelsand little.evi-
dence (yr displacement to other geograph4c areas 01- to othar
crimes.

'Crime Rates, Based on.the victimization surveys, tt
was determined that burglary rates dropped from 18.4 per 100
Wouseholds in 1976 to 10.6 per 100 households in 1977. This
represented a 42% decreasa. (See Tab1e 1, page 27.) Had bur
glary continued to increase in 1977 at the same rate as in
the three years ending in 1976, the 1977 r.ate would have been
22 per 100 households. Thus the 1977 raterreprIsents less
than.half of what would have been predicted.

I.

The terms "significant"/"stattstically significant" are used
with caution by the Center for Survey Research e'N.1.6.114.ors
and in this summary. The criteeion used was that the change
or difference observed had to be large enopp that it could
t,lave Iliappened by chance fewer than 5 tillies in 100. Changes
-or differences that would have occurred by chance only 1 in
5 times are sometimes noted, but "readers' are warned:to treat
th.em with caution. The calculations.on whirch these proba-
bilities are based take into account the specific sample
design .used in project. 14
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BURGLARY VICTIMIZATION BY AREA
(rates per 100 household,s,)

A.

Before
Program

Completion

After
Program

Completion

1973 a 1975 a .1976 a 1977 a

North Asylum Hill 7.5 14 8 18.4 10.6
1

South Asylum Hill" 2. 4.6 7.8 7.7
0

North and west
adjlatie.nt area- 8.2 10.2 13.7

Total City 9.8 12.1 b. 15.3

4

1973 rates are for'the calendar year; other rates a,re for
fiscal years, with 1975 running,from July 1, 1974 to
June 30, 1975; 1976 from July 1, 1975 to June 30,, 1976;
and 1977 from July 1, 1976 to June 30, 1977.

Data inot avai ablef.or this time period.
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Robbery/pursesnatal victimization decreased 411'm 5.1
persons per 100 in 1976 to 3.7 per 100 ift 1977, a decrease .

of 27 h. (See Table 2., page 29.) In 1975 this rate had

Tj°been .6 per 100. If the 1975-76 trepd had continued through
1 , the rate would have been 6 per 100. _Although the number
of in'ettents reported in the victimlzation survey, is insuffi-
cient to provide statistiCally ign.ificant evidence of a re-

, duction, it is apparent that the rising tren)i was halted and
may even have been reduced somewhat. Police incident data
for the two sears seems to confirm this reduction. Police
incident data also conffrms that between 1976 and 1977 therg- .

was a significant shift 'of street robipery/pursesnatch from
thterior residential streets to main thoroughfares. (See
Table 3, page 30,) 7

.9

:41

4.

7 Unlike Victimization data which report only those robberies
(in which victims were neighborhood residents, police inci-
dent data reflect all robberies which took place in a neigh-
borhood regardless of the victims' places of residence.
Thus, police incident data is valuable in confirming the
victimization data for robberies. Also, the finding that

. there was a shift in robberies from interior to main-streets'
was Lased on police inCident reports.

^28-
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TABLE 2

ROBBERY/PURSESNATCH VICTIMIZATION BY AREA .

(rates per 1001(persons)

Before 1 After
, Program iProgram

Completion_ . tompletion

1973 a 1975 a 1976 a 1977 a

Florth .AsYlum 5.1 3.7, 3.6

South Asylum

Nort,h and,.hAst

0.8 .4.1 3.6 7.9

t..-

adjacent area . 2.0 2.0 2.2

. Total City 1.0 2.1, 6.5

.ro

1973 rates are.for the calehdr year.
for fiscal year. See Table 1.

Data are not avallAble for this time

.6*
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JABLE 3

LOCATION OF STREET ROBBERIES IN ASYLUM HILL

Target Area
(North Asylum Hill)"

Before
Program

Completton

After
Program

Completion

1976 .1977

Main Street 36% 58%
Side Street 64% 42.%

TOTAL % 100 100

Control Area
.( outh Asylum Hill)

Main Street 42% 52%
Side Street 58% 48%

TOTAL V 100 100



Displacement, There.is no evidence of geographic Os-
placement of -b-urglary from North Asylum Hill to adjacent areas.
Burglary rate's in South Asylum HilT and in areas north and
West remained relatively stfble. Further, it appears unlikely
that the reduction in target area burglary led to displacement
to other types of crime since there were no significant inr
creases in crime rates for other property crimes.

There was a signtficaent increase in the rate of robbery
in South Asylum Hill in 1977, more than wo ld be'expected fromia continuation'of an increasing trend of p evious years, Whe-
ther this increase represented displacemen of robbery from --/
North ASpium Hill must'remain conjecture. Since eyidence of 1
reduction of -ttreet robbery in North Asylum Hill is incon-
clusive, a corresponding increase in street crime in adja-
cent areas may or may not be attributable to displacementi
Assuming the program was in fact successful in reducing rob-
bery opportunities in North Asylum Hill, the observed increase
iMrrobbery in-South Asyium Hill could be the result of dis-
placement from North Asylum Hill, because South- Asylum Hill
is similar to North Asylum Hill and is located tadjacent to it.

Fear. A The olecline in residential bbrglary was accom- .

panied by a significant decline in the fear of burglary. (See
Table 4, page 32.) Residents were asked three types of ques- AL,

tion.s..regarding their perceptions and concerns about burglary: 10'
(1) their rating of the severity of the problem in their neigh-
borhood; (2) the degree to which they worried about becoming
a victim; and (3) the likelihood of their being a victim .

within a year. Except for the rate at which residents worried
about becoming a victim, responses sdhowed a significantre-
duction in fear of burglary, a pattern consistent with the ,

observed decline in the burglary rates.

8 The term "fear of crime" is not used here in a precise wayl,,
As is the case With its .use in the literature, it includes
a yoriety of aspects of 'the subjective perceptions and emo-
tional respones to the threat of crime. To use "subjective
response" to crime seemed needlessly,pendantic.P However,
interested readers should know that the researchers were
careful in their measurements to differentiate among the
various elements of which "fear of crime" consists.

-31-
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PERCEPTION OF IRGLARY AS A NEIGHBOR,HOOD CRIME PROBCEM a

Befbre After.
'Program Program
Compleion . Comkletion

.

t.

)

North Asylum.Hill

1973 -1975 '1976 1977

Big probleb 21% 35% . 4'6% 31%
, Some problem , .33 46 35 44
Almo.St nb problem 46 19 19 25

TOTAL 100 100, 100 .100
A

Sbuth Asylum Hill
Big problem
Some problem
Almost no problem

-TOTAL

20% 17% 25% 25%
31. 41 52 42
49 23 .33

100

_42

100 100 100

Total Ci ty
.-

.

Bi g probl em 19% 28% b 21%
Some probl em 37 41 40

Al most no kobIem 39

TOTAL 100 100 100
NI

,

°a
See Table 1 for explanation of dates

b Data not available for this time period

4

\

el
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A parallel set of Pestions was'asked about robbery,
as well as a question .concerning how safe reside'nts felt
walking alone on their streets during the day. Although
not statistically significant, thete appeared to be slightly
lesS' fear of robbery in.\1977 than in 1976, in.dicating'a
possible reduction in the level of.fear wilich paralleled
the possible'reduction in the robbery rates. (See Table .5,

page, 34.) There was also slightly less fear on the part of
residents when Walking alone, although again the change from
1976 to 1977 was too small to be statiStically significant.
(See Table 6,, page 35.)

4.

/
DV"
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TABLE 5

PERCEPTION OF.ROBBERY AS A NEIGHBORHOOD CRIME PROBLEM a

Befor9 1 After
Program Pragram

.4
.

..

Nor'th Asylum 'Hill

Completion
,

Completton

1973 1975 1976 1977 -,.._..

I

Big'probIem 20% 21% 34% : , 26%

I :
Some problem,-,
Almost no problem

38
' 42

41

3$
30
36

)45
29

TOTNL 100 100 100 ..100

t South Asylum Hill
22%
36
42

.

2a%
44
36

35% .

37
38

35%
53

. 12

Big problem
Some problem

,

Almost Ro problem

TOTAL 100, , 100 .100 100

Total City .

Big problem 14% 17% b .15%
Some problq.m 32 25

. .
30

Almost no problem 54 58 55

TOTAL 100 100 100'

,

va, See Table 1 for exp,lanation of datss.
.

Data not 'available for Ws time period.

.
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TABLE 6
^

DEGREE OF SAFETY FELT WHEN ALONE IN THE
NEIGHBORHOOD IN THE DAYTIME

efore
rogram

Completion.

After
Program

Completion -

North' Asyl um Hi 1 1

1975 1976 1977

4 v

32%
4 58

,7.
.3

30%.
41

20
9

.

31%
50
'13

6

Very safe
Rpasonably safe
Somewhat safe
Very unsafe

-TOTAL . 100. 100 . 100

South Asylum Hill
Very safe 44% 38% 27%
Reasonably safe 41 48 51

Somewhat safe 4 10 17.

Very unsafe 4 4 .....A

100 100

.

.

a 37%'
46
1 f
6

.
100.

TOTAL '

Total Ciiy

100

Very safe 43%
Reasonably safe 41

Somewhat safe . 10

Very unsafe 6

TOTAL 100
,

'4' Data not available for this time Oeriod.

<

alt
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Summary ofImpact on Crime .and Fear
f

The following summarize the major progra impacts on :
crime and fear for the two target crimes of burglary41441d rob-

bery: a

Burglary:

1. A significant (42%) reduction in burglary
rate in tlie target area tetween 1976
("before") and 1977 ("after" prpgram imple-
entation), reversing.a pre-program trend of

iyicreasing burglary (up 145% between 1973
and 1976);

4 2. A ,parallet (33%) reduction in fear of bur-,
qlarly in the tarlyet area following program
imp ementation, again reverstng a pre-program

- jottern of increasing fear (up 54% between 1973
and 1976);

A marked difference in target area and con-
trol ,area burglary rate patterns following
program implementation."' Although their pre-'

-program patterns showed similar burglary rate
increases (between 1973-5 and 1975-6), the sig-
nificant post-program (1976-7) reduction in
target area burgUry is in contrast to the
control area yattern, which showed no decre'ase .

'in burglary for the same post-program per4Od.

,9 The design of this project Was not to)use single matched
coptrol area wjth which to ,compare North Asylum Hill.
Rather, data were collected city-wide and for areas adja-

cent to North Asylum Hill. Areas were used which provided
a reasonable basis of comparison with.North Asylum tHill

rp,

, -36-
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RobberY:

a,

'V S.

t.

1,1

1. A. 27.5% reduction in robber rate in the target
area be'tween 1976 ("before an 1977 ("after"
program implementation). AlthoUgh smaller than
the reduction in burglary rate,, and although too
small tovbe statistically significant, these
findings seem, to reverse a pre-program trencrof
increasibg robbery (up.89% between 1973 and
1976);

2. A parallel 24% reduction in fear of robbery
in the ..arget area following program imple-
mentation. Again, these findings are less
marked than for fear of burglary (in line with
robbery's sma'ller reduction in actual crime
rate), but they reverse a pre-proram pattern
of increasing robbery fear occur(ing between
1973 and 1976;

3 A difference in targ(t area and control area
robbery rate patterns following program imple-
mentatidn, Although their 0e-program patterns
showed overall increases in-robbery (Refer to
Table 2, page 29), the post-program (1976-7)
reduction in target area robbery is Tn contrast
to the control-area pattern, which showed a con-
tinued increase ill rqbbery fbr tive same post-
program period.

A

Impact of PhyLical, Police, and Community Strategies on
Police and Reirident1Benavior

Effects of_the Physical Environment Strategies.. It 'was
'expected that The changes in the physical environment would
discou'rage through vehtcular traffic:from iAterior residential
streets and force it onto streets intended for heavier use.
'The improved defivition of neighborhopd boundaries was ex-
pected o increase resident u9e of and control over the nelgh-
borhood,and to increase resident cohesion and interaction.' .

The.street treatments Clid have 'the exphcted'tmpacts
the use of the pl'qsical environment. Vehicular traffic
diminished throughout.the area. Those streets that were .

changed.into cul-de-sacs had marked decreases ih vehicular .

traffic (up to 80%)*; narrowed interior',streets also'showed
reductions. As anticipated the two'streets left open to
_carry traffic thrqugh the area sh'owed a nodest increase in
traffic. (see Table 7, page 38,)

-37-
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. TABLE 7

CMANGE IN VEHICULARTRAFFIC BY TYPE OF MEET TREATMENT a-

Type sof Treatment 6

Vehicles Counted Percent
Charlie1976 1977-

Blocked 1 7,343 1,850. -75

Narrowed
Entrance to culde-sac 2,303 2,78°0 +21 c

Other 3 6,123 , 4,185 -32

Total narrowed 8,426 6,965 '-17

Untreated
InteriorIesidenti;1'4 8,219 6,963 '-15

Interior collector 5
. Border streets 6

24,296
38,886

26,424
41,229

+

+ 6

Total border/collector 63,18Z 467,653 + 7

Total untreated 71,401 74,616 +.5

Totals
Interior, residential 23,988 /15,778 -34

Interior 48-,284 42,202 -13

All streets 87,170 83,431 - 4

1
1

,

Includes *Sargeant. and Ashley *Streets West of"Sigourner
2 .Includes May and Willard Streets

Includes Ashley Street (east of Sigourney) aaJd Huntington

4
Street .

Includes Atwood Street and Sargeant Street (east *of

Sigourney)
5 Includes Sigourney and Collins Streets

.° 'Includes Woodland Street, Asylum Avenue, and'Garden Street

a See Map II, page 17. 0

b Streets with both types of treatments are categorized ac-''

cording to the'treatment nearest the counter.

This increase id traffic r.eplects the absence of other en-

trance to those streets with cul-de-sacs and thus the

fact that vehicles wene-counted twice -- upon entry into

the street and upon exit. 4' ,

-38- .
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Analysis of the pedestri n counts 4ndicates a posiitile
restructuring Of pedestrian tyJff1c, particularly the routes
used by students commuting. to nd from school Although the

4/ east-west pattern§ remained unchanged, the north-soutb pat-
teTns became more concentr&ted,..lndicating'less dispdtsion
'and random wandering through NOrth Asylum Hill. (See Map III,
page 40.) a

At the same time that outside vehicular traffic de-
creased,.there was increased.use of the streets and parks by
residents: In response to survey questions, significantly
more'North Asylum Hill restdents 'in 1977 said they walke0 in

, the neighborhood, at least,a foctimes a week.than in 1976..
(See Table 8, page 41.) YU There was also a modest increase
in the number, who satd they liked' to use Sigourney Park,
located in the center of the neighborhood.

10 The pedestrian counts yielded inconclusive evidence Of in-
creased use of streets by residents. Although there ap-
peared to be slight increases in the use of the streets
by people'over 35, females, and whites,-61e*.dffferences
were top smsill to Ue statistically_hreliable. :Moreover,
it was impossible for the persons conducting the counts
to differentiate 'between residents and non-residents. In
addjtion, the same people may have been coUnted more than
once. For these reasons the survey.respanses were-consi-.
dered a much ore reliable indication of-resident use'of
the streets th'1i the pedestrian counts.

,s4
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TABLE 8

FROUENCY OF WALKING IN THE NEIGHBORHOOD DURING THCDAYTIME

North Asylum Hi 1 I
Almost dai ly
Few times a week
Once a week
Less often ,

NeveT

TOTAL

South Asy 1 um Hi 1 1
Almost dai ly
Few tiales a week
Once a week

otten
Ne et

TOTAL

Before
Program

Compl eti on

1975, 1 97dL

After
Program

Compl etion

.1977

,

35% 34% 49%
18 20 21

10 13 10
12 18 9

'25 , 11

100 10046, 100

34% a .. 34%
24 N Y' 24
11' 12*,
13 14
18 16

. 100 100

Data not available for this time pe.rio
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, 4 Effects of Police Straeegies.. Ne borhood team polit-

tng Was expected to,producea,mo,re effvtiO deployment:of

police resources in the project area. It was anticipated

that the police team woUld develop acbetter underitanding both i

,of the ,area's soci,01 and physical, features and 9f its problems

and-that'police policies and operations would, be tailored t,o,

community needs. These improvements were eipecte4to Improve

overall police effectiveness'and,Jinally,,to result in reduC-

tions in burglary and,robbery-utes.
,

There was in fact a substantial increase in arrWs for .

burglary and robilery by the neigOorhood police teath, proOding-

.
concrete evidence of enhajiced police effctiVeness'against the

target crimes. (See 9:)

.1;kd 'Or

TABLE 9
A

NUMBER OF ARRESTS FOR RESIDENTIAL,BURGLARY
AND STREET ROBBERY IN ASYLUM HILL,

Before Program After Program
Completton 'Completion

a

North Asyluth Hill'
Residential burglary , . 30 57 . ,' 58

. Street robbery 5 37 '40 ,

.

SoUth Asylum Hill

1976.6 1977 4

Total Asylum Hill
Residential burglary
Streq* robbery

Residential burglary 10 14 20

Street robbery . 2 . 15 Al J

40 7-1 78

7 52 81

0

See Table 1 for explanation of dates. Although the pro-

gram was not completely implemented until late 1976, the

police component was fully operational by July 1, 1975.

0
0

1%
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The, project produced som striking Changes in police
attitudes, about ,thaireown*effe tiveness,, about the community,
apd atilait their relations ip,:ith tts residents.' According

. .

to the reSultObf questio naires answere,b'y team ,oflicers,
there was a perceived jiia ,ked improvement fintheirvoverall suC-
cess in reducing crime; their rate of clearing cases-, arid the
extent :to which burglary and robb6ry were diminished as,pro-.
blems in ,the neighborifood. Police team members indicated

,substantial impTovements in,their perceptions ofthe ne)ghbor-
hood-as a place to ltve, ol the willingnesof °residents to_
assist the,police, and of resident input into. 'Alice opera-

s,ttotit in North Asylum Hill. (See Ta le 10.) '

TABLE 10.

ASYLUM HILL POLICE RATINt OF-OVERALL-RELATIONS
BETWEEN POLICE AND CITIZENS IN TEAM AREA

Very- good
Good
Fair
Poor

, TOTAL

Before Program After Program
Completion Completion

Fall, 1975.

0%
18
58
24

100%

Spring, 1977
.6

9%
50
36
5

)00%

t,

The relationship between police activities and the
physical enyironment did not develop as intended, however.
Patrol officers questioned Vie connection between the phy-
sical changes and crime prevention. Officers felt that the
physica) changes impeded routine patrol effots; they did' a
not beNeve ehat the changes were of si§nifigant use to them
$n their efforts to prevent crime and apprehend criminals,
As noted ea'rlier, the relevance of the physical changes to
crime prevention had never been emphasized; instead this as-
pect of the program had'been overshadowed by eriphasis on the
impo.Aance.of deveToptng a strong relationship with community,
residents,

:43-
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Effects of the Resident Stratesies. The resident stra-

tegies revolved- around,fhe coRmun4ty organilationi. The

organizatiOns,,two of which had been foemed Ouying imple-

mentation, Anitiated comminity,cktme prevention activities,

-attempted to involve.the.North A113/1.um Hill community tn

crime control efforts, and were.intended (as were the phy-

sical 'changes) to serve as vehi.cles.for spurring social

interaction among neighborhood Tesidents. In Odition to

the coMmunity organizations, the Asylum Hill Poiice. Advi-

sot-7 Commmittee was created tolrovide -a forum for police-

community communication 'and cooperation.' -*

'If was intended that these Organi2ations a'rld activities

would camse changes-in resideRt ,b^ehavior which wauld lead to

a reduction in crime. First, they wer.e'expected to fo5ter

an awareness'Of citizen res'Onsibility in *preverilin'g crime.

Second, through these oTganizatio'ns resident interaction

was expected to increaseleading to a greater sehse.of

.neighborhood unity. Thir4, the increased resident inter-

action was expected ..to lead to grtater resident usetof the

neighborhood, thus making the neighborhood'less attractive

to offenders. Finally, the Police Advtsory Committee was

-expected to bring-police and residents together to mutually

resolye criMe-relatqd,problems. It was hopePthat this in-

creased interaction beutween police and residents Would foster.

'a Mutual understandifig and.appreciation,
. ,

.

An increase in assumptiori iof Individual responsibility .

for crime preuentibn by neighborhood residents is evidenped '''',/,

by an increase in housewatch ag'reements between, neighbvs. f/:,/

In 1977 residents were almost twice as likely,as fn 1976 to, ,/.

have routine arrangements with neighbors to watch each" oth,éril

-Adwelling units: (See\Ta.ble,11, page 45.) .

i ,

* A
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BLE 11

. FREQUENCY, OF MAKI.NG ARRANGEMENTS WITH NEIGHBOR'S TO WATCH,
EAC.H PTHERS' HOUSES

Before '11,rogram
'Completion;
-

1975 1976.,;

After Program
Completion

stp

'1977

.,

,
Target Area .

(North Atylum.:HI.11) .. ,

..

All the time a 17% 14% 26%*\
. Specikl occmions 25 21 16 ,

N.o-special arrange-
.. ments made (or

4type .not .-
, ascertained) 58 ".' 65 1 58

e"

TOTAL! 100 100 100

a Although ..the tOtal percentage of those who made special
arrangemdnts shows no increase over 1975, the percentag.e
of those who routi ely ("all -the ttmea} make arrangements ,

shows a substantt 1 increae,
eir

This increase tn housewatch agreements is also an indi-
cator of iricreased resident interaction. In addition, a sig-
nificant increase in stranger recogniti.on by community resi
dOnt& w4s, also found, indicating'that residents wpre getting .

to know 'each o-ther well enough to discriminate between resi-
dents and outsiders. (See Table 12, page 46.) However,

"other thn the increase in housewatch agreements and an im-
,

proved ability,to differentiate betw.een residents agnd out-
siders, thereiis little evideiice' of improved resident inter-
action and rerktionships. Although sltghtly`more residents
were positive alltut the neighborhood 1977 than in 1976,there

!was little differéna in responses to questions concerning
whether- resid'ents feel part of the neighborhood and whether
rlidentsyare helpful to each other. (See Table 13,'page 47;
Ta le-14, page 48; and Table 15, page 49.) This lack of
change -16 such fundamental attitudes and behavior,,however,
coUld be due to the short evaluation period' of ltss than a

..yea'r. *Some of the aitticipated benefits, particularly basic
changes in resident attitudes and behavior, would,reasonably

I.
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take longer to materialize. An evaluation at the end of two ov

three years would provide a more conclusive measure of the ef-

fectiveness of the project in bringing about such fundamental
changes in resident behavior. ,

TABLE-12

EASC QF STRANGER RECOGNITION IN KEIGHBORKUOD
N._

T 4'
d9

North Asylum Hjll
.

Pretty easy 26%, 25% 32% '

Pretty hard - 74 75 68

Before Pragram After. -Program

.Completion Complbetiall,

1975 1976 1977

TOTAL 100 100 c 100

Total 'City
Pretty'wasy 48% a 53%

Pretty hard 22 47

TOTAL 100 100'

a Data not available fox thfs time period.

0),
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, TABLE 13

CHANg IN THE NEIGHRDRHOOD AS A PLACE TO*LIVE IN
THE PAST YEAR,

Before Program 4ater Program
4 Completion Completion

1975 1976. 1977

North Asyum Hill ,

'Better
About the same
Worse

19% 12% 18%
45 38 42.

36 50 40

TOTAL 100 '100 100

Total City
Better
About the'same
Worse

TOTAL

7%,
"tsp.

a 13%
57 59
36 28

100 100 .

a Data not available for thic time pertod,

-47-
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TABLE 14

HOW' RESIDENTS FEEL ABOUT THE NEIGHBWOOD.

Before Program After Program
Completton Completion

\,' 1975 A. 1976 1977

4 ,

North ASylum Hill
Feel part of a

neighborhoodohere
Jost a. place to live

TOTAL

Total City

39%
61

24%
76

33%,'
67

100

50%
50

100

.
'

46%
54

100

a
Fe4I a part oflo

neighborhood 'here
JUst a place to 'rive

TOTAL 100 100 .4

Data not avallable.for this time period.



TABLE 15

PERCEPTION,OF HELPFULNESS 10F NEIGHBORS'

k..., .

,

North_Asylum Hill
Help each other
Go their own ;Ways

TOTAL

Before Program
Comretion

After Rrogram
Completion

1975
.

1976
.

,

.

'

1977

46%
54

. %

'21%!'

79
35%
65

100100 11)0

Total City 4,
Hel-p each,other. . ',.*48% a 48%
Go their own ways, 52 - , 52 .

TOTAL '100 100

a Data not'available for this time period.

As pointed out ear1ier, there was evidence of,increased
use of the neighborhood by residents with the percentage of
those who'stid they wilked in the-Aeighborhood almost daily
during thr dpytime climbing from 34% :in 1976 to 49% in 1977.
(Refer to Tabld 8, page 41.) ,

er,
Stranger recognition was also' linked to Increased use of

the neighborhood. The more frequently %people. said they walked
in the neighborlivod, the mole likely the -w,ere to recognize
strangers. (See Table 16, page, 50.) This inCr'eased use of
the neighborhood by,residents and increased.sthanger recog-
nitton may have made tfte neighborhood'less'attractive to
offdnders and thus may have beA a cawsal_factor in the reduc-
ti.on of crime in North Asylum Hill.
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TABLE 16.,

EASE OF STRANGER RECOGNITION IN NEIGHBORHDOD BY FREQUENCY
OF WALKING IN THE NEIGHBORHOOD FOR 1977 NORTH

ASYLUM HILL RESIDENTS

1
.1

*Frequency of Stranger Recbgliition
. Pretty Easy pretty HardWalk lpg

'A few times. a, 4eek1- '

or moTe a
Once a week or more 4

k4

TOTAL 100 .

Combined response categdrie

63
s "

100

Although there was an improvement in police'attjtudes
toward the neighborhood,-its residents, anct the police-
community relationship (see page 43), resident attitudes
about,the police did not improve dui'ing the test year. In-

stead, there was A decline in the number of positive.resident
ratings of.police,performance', as measured by'respolis'es-to
three key'questioils conCerning quickness with whitOpolice
respond to calls for help, effectiveness in protec4ing people,
and treatment of people. (See.Table.17, page 51+;able 18,
page 52; and Table 19, page 53.) Two phenomena mAy have con-

t
tributed to the decline in c tizen ratings of the polietr.

First,there was a reduction in police manpower in the-target-
area (and in Hartford in ge eral) which resident% may hawe
perceived as reflecting a reduced police effectiveness. This

possibility is supported by the survey findings that residents
sam.the police in the neighborhood less frequently, during the

test period. Second, most of the negative ratings of police
occurred among black residents, many of whom were new resi7

dents in the neighborhood. It is conceivable that these
lower ratings by blacks were reflecting their previous ex-
periences with police in other parts of Hartford where ratings
of the police have traditionally been lower than those in,

Asylum Hill. If so, their ratings would be expeicted to id
prove with length of residence in the target area.

1

4

4 0,,
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TABLE 17

PERCEPTION OF POLICE RESPONSE TIME WHEN SOMEONE-
.

IN NEIGHBORHOOD CALLS FOR HELP

North As4tlum Hill

1

B'efcf(e- Program
Completion

After Program
Comiletion

1975 19767 A' 1977

72%
9

19

49%
25
26

26
21

Come right away
Take a while

, Don't know

TOTAL"

Total Ci;y

100

60%
19

. 21

100'

a

100

56%
24
20

Come right away
Take a while
Don't know

TOTAL 100

Data not available for this time period.

.61

493

100
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TABLE 18

RATING OF JOB- HARTFOrD POLICE DEPARTMENT DOES IN
PROTECTING PEOPLE IN THE NEIGHBORHOOD

010

.8efore Program
Completi on ,

After Program
'CoMpl e'ti on

1975 s. 3976, 1977

. Nolth Asyl um HI 1 1
,,.. 1 ,

ery. goodN '

.

27r. . 14% 21%

Good enough .. 53 (. 47. 40

'Not so, good' - 13 28

Not, good at "al ko ,
7 14 .' 11

. 1

.

TOTAL . 100 100 .

100

Total 'City
Very. good
Good enough
Not so good
Not good at al 1

TOTAL

29% a 19%
45 53
18' 22

8 6

100 $00a.Data not avai 1 abbe for this time period.

i
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pcussetIoN OF HOW HARTFORb PdLICE TREAT PEOPLE
IN'THE NEIGHBORHOOD .

TABLE 19

Notrth Asylum Htl 1
Very wel 1

Wel 1 enough s

Not so well
Not well, at :al 1

JOTAL

.4,
Tott, Ci ty

Very
Wel 1, enough
Not so wel 1
Not well at all

TOTAL

Befo're Prograa'm After Aogram .

Completion Completion

675 1976 1977

30% 28% 25%
4066 54 , 44
12 frT.'tfre - -9. 22
2; ; 9 . 9

100 !,14, 1 op . 100',

a

4.

27%
55
12

6,

100 100

a Data not available for this time period.
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I.
rnteTIttive Effects of the Dysical,,olice. and Resi-

dent Strategies. A basic,coricept of tlie program was that.the
interiction of the physical, police, and resident strategy
coMponents was essential to overall success. Because of the
complementarit3/ established among these components', it ,is dif-
fidult to dissociate the effects of one from the others. yEach
component not qnly made'a di'rect impact on crime and fear but
also increased the impact of the .other piogram comportents.

The most controverSql 'and inoovative part of the'Orogram
was itt physicxl- design component. A pasic queiltion, there-
fore, was whether the program would have,worked as well with-
out street changes. The process of implementation provided;
evidence6that the physical design strategles made the crucial

\eife

he police and community organizatTon components were imple-
iferehc between presence and absence of program impact,

.\niented in North Asylum Hill at least a.year before the phy-
sical design,component. Hopever, with the exCeption-of the
increase in police arrests, none of the positive impacts on
the neighbothood discussed.in this sectioh occurred until the

, ,

physical. changes [Lad been completed.

The'pplice and resident strategies began implementation
at the same time and tn concert with each other. In fact, it
is difftcult to treat the two strategies as separate dompo-
nents. The thruqt of Hartford's ,nei.ghborhood team policing
program,was.toward developing an understanding of the area,
a strong relationship with its residents, and an abillity to .

gear its priorities to correspond to the concerns off the tar-
get communtiy. .Examples of police responsiveness to resident
concerns include the anti-prostitution effort, the work to
reduce loitering and 6ontro1 the -use of the parks and nearby .

streets, and the anti-burbglary and antirrObbery campaigns.
:The increased arrests for burglary and robbery provide evi-
dence not only of police effectiveness in responding to resi-
dent concerns, bqt also qf an increased uncrerstanding of the
target area_as a whol.e.

edeveloping and implementipg 6-ime preventimactivi-
.

.ties the community 'organizations relied on police support and,
-resources. The block watch programs depended on the police
team for support and trainin0 serviCes, without which they
might not have gained the momentum whigb has enabled them to
continue to be strong crime prevention efforts. Without police
endorsement and engraVers, Operation Identification might,have

4
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been lset.s well received by area resAdentS. Without the
Police Advisory Committee to prpvid4 a furum for police-
community disTussion, the police might not have leirned
about those problems of concern to Asylum Hilq residents,
and thus miOt not have developect.strategies to address
those problems..

As pointed out above, although the po+ice and resident
strategies contribyted to the achievement of the prblram goal,
the changes did not come about while only those two strategies
were in operatii5n. However, this does not'mpan that the phy-
sical environment strategy was Om most important or the only
importatit program component; It does 'lead to the conclusion
that Ahis component created an atmosphere in which the effec-
tiveness of the othee. two strategies could be inximized and
thus that all three componentseworking in*conce.rt were neces-

, sary to.the success of the program.

-55-
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CONCLUSI7ONS AND IMPIICATIO0

Implementing a neighborhood crime prevention program which /

includes,changes in the physical enViroinmemt, police opera-
tions, and community responses to crine ts not a simple task.
.Because,the goveTnment, the p,olice department and the
community itself all have primary responsibility for impl
Rentation, they all Mist bewillingloto cooperatlyely unde,r7
take that responsjb.ility and to subordinate indtvidual :*
'interests to'thos*e-of the overall 076'grem. .Hbwever, the'
Hartford pro'gram has shown for/the first doe phat'an.inte-
grated project that uses urban design cbncepts to reduc0
criminal opportunities can be implemented in older urban
neighborhoods withobt exorbitant expense and with posltive '

results.

Although full implementation occurred over a period of
two years., the police,and commulity participation elements
were in place within six months. Furthermore, once approval '

for comstruction of the physical ch.anges was obtained, the .ee

prcrcess\took less than six months. The greatest difficulty .

was in'Wling the program initially. Mowever, as.there was
no precedent for such a program when.the Hartfoyd-project Was,
undertaken, this should not be surprising. NI .

al

The cost of the physical changes. Was, about $100 per
housing unit, which 'is reasonable indeed when considering
the substantial reduction in, burglary. FuYthermore, the,
program entailed no increasl in police resburces devoted to
the area. In fact, due to a city-Wide cutback, fewer'palice
officers served north Asylum Hill.during the experimental
year than.duriTig previous years..

Considerable effort was devoted to resident strategies,
both during and after the initial implementatIon stage. It

necessilry to help form twb organizations and to assist
them in defining an agenda. Providing' consultation and tech-
nical assistance to these groupsvcontinued as an essential- c
task throughout the project. .%

)
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a.

The community organization.effort An Asylum Hill took
place under-relatively difficUltconditions. 'The-ideal neigh-
borhood. fo'a Citizen-b4sep trile tontrol effort would-consist
rof a stable; homogenieoUs poPulatiop with common interests and .

L,i-several existing cbmmunity organitations. North AsyluM
cwas neither Stabfe'nor hoMoltneous. it had.an- extraordinarily
high:rate.of transciency, and forer,than fj.ve percent'of- the
housing dhlts were ()Oiler-Occupied. .'Both.Pdt-hesefactors
indicate,a let's 'thawlong-term interekt in the-neighborbbod;
and should have Made At. difficult,.to find-common interests -

around WO to organiie, 'However, the..coMmunfty Organization
effort .has Succeeded.in bringing togetherpeople witkdiveise..)
.backgrounds and- tnterests'.around t'cOmmon.g.oal .-'7-improving:
theneighborhopd.....l'

,

4. While the program'sfeasibility imliortant to.other com-
munities,. its vOue'rests primarily on nether it is a better .

way to reduce crime'than.alternative -approaches:. ThedgLogram's
success in neductng restdentiaj burgla6 presents acliWrIn.-
dicatton of-its merit. -Ponce: efforts alone -have,seleomC.been

..found to d.erectlYiaffeCt burglary. Likewise', formal community-, ,
programS have prohn unsuccessful-over extended periods. Cpi-,.
minologists generally belieye that only restdents themselves
,can.control burglary. in the Hartford experience, -IA in
'Nemiman!.s. expWence in pubitc housing. projects, a Oysical
enviyonMent which enqpuraged informal efforts of individual

4 residents (such,aS usTng neighborhood spaceS and.wtching one
another's homes). appears to have been the key to the reduction

,that occurred. Such resident efforts may also have been Sup-
Ported by policeefforts to relate to the community and by the.
cOmmunity organizations'. efforts; hOwever, the change in. the

. crime rate occurred-only after the physical changes were made..

This observation:leads to the mos't important potential vir-
tueof'the project. The cedtral hypothesis of the project is
,th4 physical cha'nges provide a catalyst for fundamental
chan.ges in the way residents use their neighborhoods and re-

\late:to 'one another.- If this hypothesis is corrct, the posi-
tive-changes observed in Asylum Hilrshould be 61during ones
-- not dependent:on any particular cOmmunity organization,
police tactics, 'or zeal by residents or police. 'The concept
of synergism should perpetuate the positive changes observed.,
helping them build upon one another to produce even more posi-
tive outcomes in years to come. ,

,

IP
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Unfortunately, the central hypothesis has not yet been

tested. It is possible that the effects observed in North
Asylum,Hill resulted from a short-term response of citizens,'
and police to the unCisual- 4ttention to crime, as symbolized'

,by'the physical changes. A Iest of the.long-term effects would
requiree a re-evaluatiOnAffer.the progi-am hasbeen in place for
two Or' ,three years, 8)

1

A second evaluatio should. enable us to chooSe betweRn two ,

competing hypotheses. AccOrding to the theory on which the
projectwas based, the.modest changeS observed should 'provide .

/ an environment in whipi add4tional positive 'Changes will' occut4.

The effects should tresn'ore'evident,with the passage of time.

The most obvious alterrotive theory woUld predict that the I'm-
provements should dislwear as interest in the program wanes, -
thus allowing burglary and street crime rates to return to

previous levels.

Until that later evaluation is complettd, our conclusions
abitut the significance of the Hartford profect must remain ten-

t

ta ive. :However, even in the short period ,the program has been
in effect, postive.changes have occurred. The rate of burglary
was reduCed by nearly half, accompanied by A significant de-
cline in fear of burglary. A'pattern of rising robb.ery/purse-
snatch was halted in North Asylum KM and has Shifted from, ,

'interior residential sireets 'to main streets.' Residents began \,

to..use their eighborhbbd more and to take respOnsibility for
crime prevention. .Police developed a more positive attitude
tow.ard the neighborhood and its 'residents. These facts plus
the feasibility of implementing-this:program in other commu-
nitfes.make the Hartford program one cf the-most promising
models for neighborhood crime prevention yet developed.

#;#
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IMPLEMENTATI2N OF THE HARTFORD NEIGHBORHOOD
CRIRE OREVENTIONPROGRAM
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INTRODUCTION
1

The Hartford Neighborhooci Crime Prevention Progrim re-

presented a new approach to crime prevention. Although.each

ofthe three components -- changes to the physical environ-

ment, improved policing, and residqnt involvement in'crime

prevention efforts -- had beem implemented individually in.

other sites, the Hartford program. Was the first to integrate

them into a single crime reduction approach.

As a pioneer project, the Hartford program was'a learning

experience for its 'implementors. Valuable knowledge was gained

from the five-year project, about,crime and fear and thefr

causes and about the operation 6f neighborhood-oriented anti-

crime efforts. Problems were encountered which would not be

problems today. 'Approaches were ebosen which would not be .

appropriate today. Throughout the program operation issues

arose which should be considered by anyome planning to under-

take a similar project. These are highlighted by this document.

-60-
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Iwo

THE PROCESS OF'IMPLEMENTATION
4.

- Implementation of the Hartford project began im January,
1975. Discussions weri held in fall of 1974 with 'City offi-
cials, the police, residents of the, project area,,and members
of the bdsiness community. These-discussions were necessary.
to present the project to those who would be involved in and/or

by the program's implementation. Theprojectdesigners
had deiteloped a program of solutions directly responding to
their research findings. This "pure" model had been designed
without outside input. Therefore, the Hartford, Institute,
representing the project team, was charged with explaining
the re$earch findings, and the proposed strategies, and with
developing support for thevir implementation.

. The "selling" phase was critical. The major.goal during
this period was to ensure that all three program strategies
wo.uld be carried out as cl.osely to the design as possible.
The Hartford Institute would remain actively involved in the
program, by providing assistance, encouragement, and advice, -,..K
and by monitoring the progress of the three strategies. How-
ever, neither the Hartford'Institute.nor the other designers
had a direct role fn or authority over implementation. Be-
cause others -- the city administration, the Police Department,
and the neighborhood residents -- would actually be operating
the program, it was important that these groups understand the
prdgram, believe :in its premises, accept it as their program,
-and be willing to operate it with as few changes as possible.
It was eqected that the preliminary dicussions would cause
some initial confusion and controversy, but it was hoped that
compromises could be made which would result in a workable
plan of action acceptable to all.

, Physical Environment Strateg es. The antjcipated resis-
1,tance- to the physical design prop sals surfaced immediately

when the proprosals were discussed in the kublic forums in
.the area: lion-retidents, particularly black non-residents, i

, charged that the pxopOsals were intended to keep minortty
persons out of,the.area. Although few resident'non-Whites .

-participated in the discussions, those who did participate
expressed support. Most area residents were more concerried
about being inconvenienced: about havi-qg to drive around the
block to get to and from their homes or 'having to walk farther
to the nearest bus stop due to a proposed rerouting Of the
buses from one street to another. 'Furthermore, many resi-
dents were skeptical that robbery and burglary could be re-
duced by closing streetl'and reroutir0 vehicular traffic. In

4
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'fact, some believed that the closing of some streets wduld'make .

it easier'for .offenders to monitor entry an& egress and thus

identify crime opportunities. Residets believed that crinie

could be reduced.only by increasinglhe number of police in

the area and:by having a more responsive judiciary.

Other larties objected to the changes as well. A manufac-

turing company on the northeast side of the area disapproved
of the rerouting-of its delivery truas off. residential. streets.

'A hospital on the west sdde felt the.proposed plan conflicted

with its oapa'city to actommodate inscreased hospital trafftc

expected to be generated by vOlapned expansion. Some land-

lords feared that the proposed change's would interfere with

th.e marketing.of rental units.

The City government generally agreed to the plan for the

physical design component. However, it was concerned about the

effect of rerouting traffic. City officials worried that the
4nstruction of cul-de-sacs and the narrowing"of intersections
without adjustments to other streets outside the area would
cause-overcrowding on adjacent streetsand even daily traffic

Jams. Of particular concern was.theplan to close off a north-

south arterial street which ran through the middle ofAsylum

Hill. Because Hartford's geographic shape is long and narrow). \

running north-to south, there are fewer routes to handle tWe

north-south traffic. It was feared that closing off this

street would cause serious traffic flow problems on Hartford's,
other north-south thoroughfares.

There was also concern that the deliverj of emergency and

other public services would be impaired. City staff expressed

concern that the changes would tmpéde^sanitation trucks.and

snowplows. More,important, the Police Department, Fire Depart-

ment and ambulance set.vices worried that cul-de-sac's would
interfere with fast emergency service. 4

.The staunchest opposition to the physical design\proposals

came from small businessmen and merchants in North Asylum'Hill,

who feared that th'e rerouting of traffic would damage their

businesses. They felt that their businesses depended on non-

resident 6ustomers who drove through the neighborhood en

routp to and,from work. This group remained unyielding.in
their opposltion throughout the devel'oAment processu

The'various objections to the physical changes'were ad-

dressed separately Wough a mixture of, persuasion and compTo-

mise. It was necessary to persuade the community that the

physical changes were a logical response to crime and that re-

ducing crime shofuld be more impGrtant than inconvenience caused

-62-
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by driving krou'nd the block cause the street normally used
had been closed to through t affic. At the same time, com-
promises were made. A street which was planned to be closed
to buses would remaitik open for bus traffic due to residents'
objections to moving the route.

Because of the concerns of emergency §ervice provigiers,
cul7de-sacs were to berconstructed without physical baFriers;
instead, curbing and traffic sign would be used to interdict
through vehicular traffic. Becaus 'of the City's concerns
about closiiig Asylum Hill's north- outh artery, that street
would remain open to through traffic. Although the.project.
designers had seen this highly trafficked street at cutting

. the area in half and disturbing the residential character of'
all North Asylum Hill', the benefit to Asylum Hill of closing
the s'tree.t was outweighed by the benefit tolthe rest of
Hartford aT leaving it open.

Gradually the residents began to accept the model,and were
willing to test the physiCal strategies. Eventually, through
fteir community organizations,,the residents voted by a narrow
margin to support the changes. Despite continued opposition .

among some of the resident population, these votes of support
igere sufficient to convince the Hartford City Council to fund
and'construct the recommended street changes:

4 Without this community support, construction of the 'phY-filt
sical design strategies could not have proceeded. Although

OILECJ could fund the analy.sis, design and evaluation of the
program, fundfng for implementation would have to come from
other sourfes. Because of the economic situation in 1974 and
1975, the priYate sector was unwilling to provide these monies;
therefore local public funding was necessary. Since construct-
tion,was to-be financed with public funds, the City Council
required a showing-of public support.

Despite signiticant adjustments to the plan, which re-
sulted in several d'dditional blocks remaintng open, a group of
merchants brought a lawsuit in 1975 to stop the City from im-
plementing the physical changes. The lawsuit, which sought to
restrain any changes in traffic patterns, was resolved in the
summer of 1976 with an agreement which permitted construction
of the changes with the understanding that they would be re-
moved if unacceptable to'the residents and businessmen after,
a six-month test.period. Although the lawsuit was favorably
resolved, its effect was a one-ye.ir delay in implementation
of the physical desipn component.

9



The, b6sin,essmen.had effectively exposed a major problem

associated with ithe attempt to sell physical changes to the

public ways as an effective way to reduce crime. Like the

area resioifents,'the businessmen viewed a larger police force

and toughgv judges as the only way to reduce crime; they could

not understand how crime would be reduced by reducing traffic

in the area. The street changes undoubtedly wOuld have been

more acceptable if promoted as part of a broad bffort to'up-

grade the area rativr than as part ol a narrow eff6rt to reduce

crime.
#

, A problem also arose in ftnancing the construction of the

physical changes. The declining economy, which 04 eliminated

the possibilities of 4eceiving private"corporate contributions,
had also made it impossible to finance the chanyes out of tax

revenues. The consequent necessity of using federal Community
Development Act (CDA) funds for materials and Comprehensiye
/Employment4and.Training Act (CETA) funds for labor caused fur-

ther problems and delays_

Construction could not begin until all federal approvals

were obtained. CDA monies for materials were limited. Fur-

thermore, the use of CETA funds for labor resulted in the

hiring of unskilled.work.ers who lacked experience in construc-

tion work. Except for supervisors, construction crews were

composed entire.ly of CETA personnel. Because of, their inex-'

perience, the CUA employees worked more slowly than a regular

construction crew; mistakes had tO Lye corrected, caiksing fur
ther delay. Along with supervisors from the'City's Public

Works Department, it was necessary for the Hartford Institute

a'nd the urban design consultants to closely monitor implemen-

tation of the physical .4esign strategies. In addition, a

Street Change Monitoring Committee was fonmed which was com-

posed of representatives of tire rnstitute, the community and

the City.

* pespite these delays, "he street treatments were com-

pleted by the end of 1976 with the exception of certain cos- ,

metic improvements and traffic signs. The oriyinal design

had called 'for ntne cul-de-sacs and fourteen narrowings. By

the'time of implementation the. final plan had been revised to

include only four cul-de-sacs and segen narrowings.' Traffic .

was rerouted either around the project area or onto two key

through streets, one running east-west and one running north-

south. Following a visit to Oak Park, Illinois, to review how

public officials in that city dealt-with problems related to

the closing of many streets with cpl-de-slacs, the.planners arid

City officials decided that the yaffic problems would cbrrect

('
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themselves. The primary purpose of this visit had been to
learn about Oak Park's experience. Howevexv the exposure of
Hartford's public officials to other public officials who had
undertakten similar changes also provided reassurance that such
a program could be iiiiplemented without verse effects.

.
.

Police strategies. Neighborhood 4eam pOlicinj was imple-,
mented in Asylum Hill in early 1975, after several meetings ,

between the project pl nners ind Chief Hugo.J..MAsini. Chief
Masini was receptive o the implementation of neighborhood
team.policing in Nor V h Asylum Hill :with modifications to.take
intb account the needs.of Hartford's other police districts.

North Asylum Hill was too small on area to be estaWshed,
as a separate police district. The project staff had there=
fo're recommended that a new sopcial district be created con-

'sisting of all of Asyllim Hill'amd Clay Hill/South Arsenal,
thes'two areas initially researChed by the project team. This
arrangement wouldfenable the project to implement neighborhood
team polici'ng i'n the project area almost'immediately; yet at
thetsame time would be consistent with .th-e Poliice.Department's s

ultimate goal of ,city-wide implementation of neighborhood team
policing, .

,The district was divided into two, teams, one serving both'
North and South Asylum.HIll and the other serving Clay Hill/
South' Arsenal. The district had a total complement of 59 men
assigned 'as follows: one District Commander; two Peam Comvan-
Aers, one to supervise each team; six sergeants, evenly divided
between the two teams; and 50 uniformed patrolmen, 25 per. team. ,

; The teams were to maintain separate fivld offices and to con-
.sider themselves as separate entities.'-.-"..--

l . , #
1,4 #

-1-In-contrast to precinct houses, which serve as satellite
police-stations; the' field offices were 'established solely
for the,purpose of enhancing the police-community partner-
ship. Mee ings with the'community a're held there; community:-

4t
based crim prevention activities' operate from the offices;

.and residen s are encouraged to visit or call to get to knoW
their neighborhood police. All other police operations, such
as handling cothplaints and booking arrested persons, are con-
ducted at headquarters.
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The project team had planned for this district to receive

special att ntion and support. However, the Chief, while re-
ceptive to fthe establishment of an experimental policing cam-
'ponent in tjhis area, was reluctant to single ou.t one area of

Ithe City to receive special treatment. It was agreed that the
Police Department-Would adopt a systefrtto divide the City into

five districts. Thus, While generally being able to maifitain

district integrity imthe use of personnel, District 5 had to
function'within the confines of the city-wide 'system.

The basic orgilnizational 'structure af team policing --
geographic 'stability, decentralization of authority, and iflte-

.
gration with tile local community -- was to remain uncompromised.
The assi'gnmentlbf 59 officers was made according to a Police
Depart ent assessment of manpower city-wide and repr'esented

no ext allocation of manpower to the team'policing area.
The pro ect team had also recommended that the department as-
sign av rage officers to the team rather than establAshing

"supersqUads". The department.adhered to this recBmmendation.

Implemeraation did,not come about easily, however: A

very traditional department was being aSked to experiment with
a new style of policing and one.which might erode the pow of

the existing command structure. Although headquarters colfimand
had. expressed agreement with the concept of team policing, in
practice they were unwilling to relinquish their control of
the tam and refused to allow the District Commander the 'neces-

sary autonomy to make operational decisions withim his district.
Headquarters was wary of creating a Special group that would
consider itself geparate from the rest of the department. '

This fear was reflected in the refusal to allow the team to

hold separate roll calls away from headquarters. Regular team,

meetings were precluded due tb an ihability to vary working
Ours or to provide overtime pay for attendance at meetings

'after working hours. The lack of team meetings made it diffi-

cult for the District Commander to "involve line officers in
policy making or.to foster team spirit. It also prevented
sufficient training time for the North.Asylum Hill officers
to understand and to learn to utilize the physical-environment
strategies in their day-to-day worok. As a result, the con-
cept of considering physical design factors as well as commu-

nity factors whemplanning poliCe operations was never fully
clarified for or utilized by team members.
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.The resistance to change was refleited at lower levels as
well. Dispatchers itn'ored distrtct boundaries and continued
to dis.patch officers city-wide. It was Yeared that this
'crossover" dispatching would further hampr the ability of the
District COmmander to make decisions regarding utilization and
deployment of manpower within the district.

The Hartford Institute was concerned that unless the Dis-
trict Commander was given broad decision-making power to deploy
manpower and resourcps, team policing as initially envisioned
would not take place. Therefore, early in the iqnplementation
period, the Institute met several times with the Chief of
Police, the,Commander of Field Services, and the District Com-
mander in order to define the level of kuthority of.the Dis-
trict Commander. These discussions led to a system of regu-
larly scheduled meetings intended to define both the 5anagement
structure for the team and the relationship of the project
staff o the Police Depaltment.

Through the meetings initiated by the Institute, problems
were worked through as they arose. The Institute made efforts
to recognize what could not be. changed, what would have'to be
compromised, and how to make team policing work in spite of
problems and compromises. The department became more willing
to allow the Team Commander decisign-making authority over team
operations. Special anti-prostitu.tion, burglary and robbery
units were allowed to be formed. Dispatchers were ordered to,
observe district boundaries. Although ,pure teath policing, in
which all police operatiofts are carried out at the team level,
was un'acceptable to the Hartford Police Department, a program
of very responsive neighborhood oriented policing was gradually
implemented.

Under the Hartford model as implemented, the police came
to understand the value of responding to c4mmunity needs and
the idportance of communicating police limitations *and commu-
nity.responsibilities on public safety matters. Ihe community
came tt better understand the role and limits of the police
and 'lbw tomork closely and effectively with the police. ,

. / k

Recognizing that the.community wanted an ongoing working
relationship with the police, the police leaders adopted a
formal mechanism for police/community involvement. From the
beginning of the implementation period the District 5 pplice
leaders were involved in helping the community define its role
in the project. During the three months prior to the creation
of Dtstrict 5,the future District Commander and Hartford Insti-
tute staff held many meetin0 with community groups. Their
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ppose was to eOain the prograes emphasis on community
responsibility in 'crime reduction and.to stress the impor- -
twice of community input'into police plinning. These early
meetings werefintended to form a.foundation for a construc-

tive problem-solving relationship between the.police and the

community., .

Throughthejr increased interaction with community resi-
dents and.especially thr6ugh their active i.nvolvement with

the Police Advisory Committee (see below), the neighbor-
hood police team,began to set prioritie,s in response to com-

munity concerns. The team instituted walkingbeats in the
area of Sigourney Square Park to discourage loitering, drink-

ing and gambling in thvark; it initiated an anti-prostitution
squad which arrested "johns" as wel1 as prostitutes; and it
implemented anti-robbery ahd anti-burglary.squads which re-

sulted in increa'sed arrests, for those crimes. As an addi-

tional result of.this increased police-community interaction,
the neighorhood police took an active part in such -community
crime prevention activities as Operation Identification and

block-watch projects, providing supplies and training ses-

sions where needed.

Resident 'strategies. During the three modths prior to
implementation of team policing, the Hartford Institute staff

and the recently appointed District Commander initiated ef-
forts-to create a foundation for the police-community relw-

tionship. The District Commandgr and Hartford Institute staff

arranged a series of meetings wTth the Sigourney Square/Civic
Association (SSCA) , the only existing neighborhood orgtnization

at that time. At these meeting they discussed the team polic-
ing concept, exg)ained the large project and its emphasis,on
community respOsibility, and st essed the importance of com-

munity input into police planning The meetings resulted in

an agreement by SSCA to form a vol nteer Police Advisory Com-

mittee. This committee would meet egularly with the aistrict

Commander to review and define probl ms and,to plot appropriate
police and community responses. The ommittee met with the
District'Commander regularly through t e spring of 1975. These

early meetings, which were intended to orm a foundatoion for

.a constructive,. problem-solving relation ip between the police

and the community, also represented the b-Onning of community

partiiipation.

Also during this period the Hartford Ins itute staff and
the'District Commander began a sehes of discus ions with a

group of Foncerned residents of central Asylum H'11. These
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' meetings resulted in,the formation in "early 1975 of a ew com-
munity organization, thg Central Asylum.Hill Association( (CAHA
Foll9wing SSCA's lead, CAHA also established a Police Advisory
Committee to mee% regularly, with the netghborhood police team.

The disCussions held with the SSCA and CAHA Committees..
soon disclosed both a substantial community interest in the
team policing program and a commonality of concerv about pub,
lic safety in the neighborhoods, "Noting the commoil interests
of the two gnslups and the police objective to establish a
stong base fbr:.interaction with the community, the District
Commander and Institute staff suggested that the SSCA and CAHA
committees comb.ine. In April, 1975, the two committees merged
to form the Asylum Hill Police Advisory. Committee (AH/PAC).

The creation of AH/PAC was important in establishing.a
solid police-commlinity relationship. It provided police and
community _leaders with a formal structure in which to share
ideas and information reljarding public safety concerns in .

Asylum Hill. AH/PAC made it possible fOr the community to
have a voice in the development of police team poltcy, and to
work with the police to develop a meaningful,role for citizens
in crime prevention efforts designed to complement the stra-
.tegies adopted by the police team.

The Advisory CoMmittee increased both community un ers

standing and support of team policing and police underst3anding
of resident concerns. Through these meetings, the police
learne*--that although the target crimes were fear Troducing,
resident fear was also being caused by other n@ighborhood con-
ditions such as prostitution, loitering teenagers, loitering
and drinking among adult males,# and drug dealing. A local
park and a corner drug store frequented by 'undesirable ele-
ments" were considered prime generators. In addition tobur-
glary and robbery, these conditions would have to be°addrNsed
sin order to have a meaningful impact on fear levels. Police
institution of the anti-prostitution unit and the establish-
ment of walking beats in these fear generating areas were in
direct response to these resident Concerns.

The community activities also-resulted in the implemen-
tation of crime prevention programs. With the support and
technicAl assistance of the Hartford Institute and the Police
Departmelit, a group of 25 residents of western Asylum Htll de-
veloped a block watch,program in the spring of 1975. Theepro-
gram volunteers formed ,a nucleus Around which a third commu-
nity organization developed in the late summer of 1975x called
Western Hill Organization (WHO). Shortly after its creation
WHO also became a member organization of AH/PAC.
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Individually each leftlte community organizations intiated

such crime contrdl ifforts as block watch and burglary pre-
vention programs.. The block wat6h prograMs consisted of pairs

of volunteers'who walked the,streets armed with citizen band
t o-way radios and reported suspicious situations to a citi-

z n operator located in the Asylum Hill police field office.
The .operatoN then notified the police, who were prepared to

respond. The burglary prevention,program utilized volunteers .

to canvass the neighborhood, educate residents about burlgary
prevention and enlist them. ;in Operation Identification. Pri-

vate.funds were-provided for the citizen band radios used in
the block watch programs; the poli=ce provided engravers lised

in the Operation'Identification programs.

In addition to their direct involvement in crime preven-

tion acti.vities, the organizations initiated other programs
designed to increase roesident involvement in community improve-

ment in general. These efforts included wrograms Ao welcome
newcomers to the area and to inVite them to join the community
organizations; clean-up campaigns to spruce up the neighbor-
hoods;.orecreational programs for youth; and social functions
such as block parties and potluck dinners to which all neigh-

borhood residents were invited. Finally, the three-organiza-
tions were also involved in efforts to stabilize housing con-
ditions in North Asylum Kill and to improve Sigourney Square

Park, a centrally located park in North Asylum Hill which was
feared.by residents' as an unsafe locatIon.

The expansion of these organizations into otiter areas of

concern was expected and encouraged. Crime and fear are good

organizing issues. Prior to this Crime Prevention Project,

Asylum HM1 was considered impossible to organize; wittouf the

crime and-fear issues to establish the necessary bond; it might

have remained unorganized. However, these issues cannot be) ,

the life blood of a community,organization. Neighborhood °or-

.ganizations must be encouraged to grow and to take on a broader

focus which includes other issues affecting neighborhodd life. '

At the Hartford Institute encouraged expansion intb other

-,areas,,it also encouraged independence on the part of the new

community Organizations. In 1975, in order to maintain a close

relationship with'the community, the Hartfprd Institute had

hired a new staff member to work with the" Asylum Hill organiza:

tions. This person who was recqmmended, by the commitnity or-

ganizations after an extensive recruiting effort,. worked di-

rectLy with the organizatipns through 1975. The community

organizer attended meetingt, proyAded technical assistance, .

and monitored the public safety programs. As these organiza-

tions developed and stabilized, however, the Institute began
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to feel that its direct involvement.fn community organization
activities was no, longer necessary and was p4ssibly counter-
productive. The cOmmupity organizations had become fully capa-
ble of self-government but continued to depend on the Hartford.
-Institute out of- frabit and expedience rather than need. The
'Hartford. ;Institute saw this dependency as an obstkcle to their
development as self-reliant organizations capable of surviving
and developing under 'their ownpg,wer. and initiative. 'In addi-

, tion, 'tthe Hkrtford Institute was' concerned! ;that rather than
en'hancing the police-community reqationghip, it was becoming
buffer between fhe.neighborhood,groups and the police. There-
fore, in 1976, the Institute withdrew frOm its clOse associa7
tion with the community organiiations and instead maintained
'informal contact, remaining available tO agsist when needed:

00 4
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ISSUU ENCOUNTERED DURING IMpLEMENTATION

Implementation of this project was itself an experiment.
ItAwas the first time a.complex crime control project was to
beimplemented which involved physical environmental design;' .

the police, amd the community in an integrated effort to re-
duce cri:me. It waS o be conducted in an'urban neighborhood
which had not asked for this type of'program and was to be
im lemented by third parties instead of by the developers.

t
Ea h of the three components was to be operated separately by
pa ties with differing and sometimes conflicting agendas: In

addition, the--implementing parties had other business than the_
crime control project, which lessened their capacity to concen-
trate .solely on the operation of the project.

The Role'of the-Coordinator. The first tAk to be under-o
taken was promoting the pogram design and guiding the'ttiree
components .into the implementation phase. To effectively per-
form this task, one agency Keeded to play ecoordinating role.
The Hartford Institute assumed this role. Having initiated
the development of the project and having been involved in
'the design of all three components, the Hartford Institute
"was in the best position to assume,this coordinating role be-:
tweendesignand implementation. Furth rthore, as a private
)agency, the Hartford Institute had thee flexibility to devote

A
considerable staff time and resources to the operation of a
s le project. Although the Hartford Institute lacked autho-
ri to enforce implementation, it had a successful track re-

'cord in designing and facilitating the implementation of oth.er
pilot projects in the areas'of criminal andisocial justice.
Past success, an 'ability to persuade, andkff reputation for
getting things done pOovided the Institute substantial influ-
ence with thoSe responstble for impTementing the progrAm.

As an entity with the authority to require implementation,
the City Administration might have assumed the coordinating
role.4 However, City governments.have other constraints which

-might impede the progress of such a proiect. First, city ad-
'ministrations lack 'the Money and flexibility to devote staff
to ongoing projects outside the day:to-day responsibilities
for which'they are answeratile to the taxpayers. In addition,
it is difficult for a public agency to justify devoting spe-
cral attention and resources to a single geographic area with-'
in their jurisdittion, even though the money to be S'pent came
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primaHly from federal sources. It wold be easier for the
City to.justify spending primarily federal funding on a demon-
stration project operated 4y a private agency, especially a
project which would be applicable to other areas if successful.

Developing a Program for Third Party Implemehtation. The"

normal approach to tile implementation of this'type of project
would Nave been for the City to determihe the need for a crime
control project and to hire the Hartford Institute (and any
consultants that the Hartford Institute might hire) to study

'the proble'm and design a program' to be implemented by the City.
In thiis case, although there was concern aboöt crime and crime-
generating probleme in Asylum Hill, no formal efforts aside
from traditional policing had been made by the .City to address
those problems. Instead, the Hatford Institute initiated the
deveqpment of the project; obtained agreement by the City to
allow and to participate in implementationi, obtaine0 fuonding;
and developed a pro'gram to be'implemented by the city govern-
ment, the Police Department, and the community. Thus, the
Hartford Institute, an uninvited outsider, was in the position
of designing and selling a mult.t-faCeted crime control project
in a community which had not ask4,for the program.

Therefore, even during the design stage, the planners
realized the need to design a\model which the implementors
would be capable of implementing and willing to iMplement,
which allowed for compromises, and yet which applied suffi-
cient checks to ensure that the program would be implemented
basically as envisioned. In designing each component, the
planners had cotnsidered the strengths and'limitations of those
who would ultimately implement it. The completed draft design
was then to be presented,to its future implementors for their
uactions and recommendations. Through this process, the
planners hoped to be able to revise each model until\laccept-
able to its implementors, and yet to control the model design,
and prevent excessive alterations.

A more appropriate approach would have been to design the
program with input from those who would have to make.the pro-
gram work and who would have to live with-it. Today it would
be impbssible to develop such a program without the early in-
volvement of the resident5 of the target 'community and others
to be affected by the prograM. Neighborhood residents today
are more sophistiocated and have developed their own agenda of
neighborhood improvement so that a crime prevention program
would have to be integrated with that agenda.
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Selling the Program. Because.the plan. had been arbitra-
rily determinedly the-project team at the outset without prior
input from those who would be implementing the program, the
selling of the program was crucial. Although City officials,
the Police"Department, and dommunity leaders had been fn con-
tact With the Hartford Institute during the data collection and
model design phases, the majority of the residents were unaware
that such a prOgram was even being contemplated lor Asylum
Hill. Although many recognized the need for the project and
saw the project w& an indication that City'offiwials were in-
terested in revitalizing their neilhborhood, others were wary
of outside involvement in thein community. ae coMmunity had
not asked for the.program,.theyshad not invited the Hartford
Institute to plan their future,.and many disagreed with tiTe
.Institute's proposed, solutions to their crime and fear pro-
blems. 'The Institute.could.not impose its model on an un:-
willing community;:the co.mmunity would have to agree to the
program to be implemented'.

The program would have been easier to sell if it had been
presented in terms of broader strategies for neighborhood im-
provement. Today such a program would probAly be linked to
a moire comprehensive neighborhood improvement plan, With the
availability of'HUP.s CkMmunity Development Block Grant
(CDBG) and Urban Development Action Grant (UDAG) money for'
neighborhood improvement, criMe reduction strategies are
creasingly linked with programs forthe overall betterme61 of
the community.

Negotiations and Compromises. Extensive negotiations and
Ilcmpromises on all three elsments of tile progravi were inevi-,
table. Because of the c.ompromises, theoprogra4 that were ac-
tually implemented,varied considerably from thd initial in-
tentions of the project team. Compromises were made Atch
had both negative and positive impacts. Negative consequences
included a delay On implepientation which might have reduced
the impact of the propose/1:1 program on crime and fear. Elimi-
nation of some of the proposed physical changes rendered it .

more diffisult to evaluate the impact of the physjcal changes
as a discreb element of the project. V

.

While the proces's of compromise was time consuming and \

often painful, it served to strengthen impslementation. Each
compromise resulted in increased participation by those who
would have to make' the progeam work and increased responsiv,e7
ness to the needs of those toward 1444om the progran was di-
npcted. However; if all those who were to be part of the
Ofroject had been given a role in the decision-making a an



early stage in the project, there probably would have been
greater receptivity-to the project, greater willingness to
get the program undqway, and possibly fewer changes in the
original design due to,.a clearer understanding of the under-,

lyipg rationale.

Hartford Lnstitute's Lack of Authority: The Hartford
Institute's lacI of authority over tile program ttplementors
caused a tightrope situation for the Hartford Institute. On
one hand, as recipient of the project's funding, ,the Hartford
Institute was responsible for.designing a workable program and
ensuring implementation of that program. On the other hand,
it lacked the necessary control tO ensure implementation. To
compensate for its lack Or conerol, the Hartford Institute
maintained close cbntact with al r impleafehting Parties, re-
sponded to community concerns and priorities, provided tech-
nical assistance, facilitated communication among the three
components., and monitored a.11 facets of the project.

4e-

Unforeseen Problems. Because of the inngvative nature of
this project,'problems arose which were unanticipated and which
were outside the control of the project. The physical design
component was affected by the businessten's lawsuit,and by eco-
nomic problems. The effect of the lawsuit was a one year's
delay in beginning construction of the physical changes. Eco-
nomic problems which had forced the City to find outside fund-
tng'caused*further delays. Red tape involved in obtaining CDA
mor)ey was time consuming. The hiring of unskilled and inex-
perienced CETA workers to supplement the CD); funding further
contributed to the delays.

.The delay in implementation of the physical design compo-
nent affected the entire project'. The police and community
components were operating a full year before construction of
the physical design component was. begun. Because this com-
ponent was to be the.corrierstone of the project, the project
as planned was not in operation until late in 1976, two years
behind the target start-up date.

The economic problems also affected the functioning of
the Police Department and thus the poqice component. Due to
budgetarY cutbacks, manpower was allOwed to decritase. Vacant'
posttions caused by resignations'and retirements\remained un-
filled. As the Norce shrank, line personnel were pulled into
,headguarters from\the field to perform administrative Outies.
This practice affected the ma,npoKer and functioning of the
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y t-b-a-c lets- o n the- -te-am ca used
c rtailment of all but necessary patrol. Walking beats were
d continued; special prostitution, robbery and burglary squads

re disbanded; and losses anlong. sergeants on the force caused
a -hortage of sergedtts in Ditstrict 5. *Nol only did this ham-
per the project operations, but it lowered morale and rethiced
pros.p.ects for the development of team spirit. This problem was
never, resolved. Int planning similar projects, police depart-
ments should be apprised of the minimum manpower needed to
operate a viable team policing component and,a4muld be per-
suaded to commit the necessary manpower an<resources for Ihe
duratioirof the project.

in unforeseen condition that might have posedia problem
was the rapi dly changing character of North Asylum Hill . This
area was both' highly transient and transitional. Residents,
who primarily were renters, moved in and out frequently and
those moving out were being repl'aced by persons with little
stake in the neighborhood. Of particular concern was an appa-
rent influx into the neighborhood of kn.own offenders. In
short, a program had been designed for an entirely different
population than the popula ion living .in North Asylum Hill
during the. implementation The planners were concerned that-
the outcotne would be inef ective.

Fortunatel, the project had been designed for quick and
simple implementation in order to stab4lize the crime problem
and reduce fear. By making the residents an integral part of
the project, it sought to increase their stake in the neigh-
borhood and enhance their confidence in the viabi lity of their
neighborhood. If crime and fear coaid be turnq around, .per-
haps the physical and social decline muld be ttorned around.
-This 'proved' a successful tactic. Evaluation findings
indicate that after a year of program implementaItion, resi-
dents had begun to have an increased stake in the neighbor-
hood. Furthermore, not only were fewer crimes committed in
North Asylum Hill , but persons arrested for committing crimes
in Hartford have tended to reside in ne_ighborfioodS other than
North Asylum Hill .



_UMMARY

The Hartford program was unusual in that the pr'ogram had
bten developed by outsiders for a neighborhood which hack not .

requested it;ithe neighborhood residehts, who would be affected
by theprograh, had not been consulted for their i6put into the
prograM design; and those who were to implement-the program had
pleyed no role in the planning process. Some decisions made
during prior stages of program development adversely affected
program implementation. Some of those could be avoided by
anyone undei-taking a similar project today. The major issues
to be facedi during implementation are listed below.

1. Id a project involving a number of key actors, one
party must assume responsibility"for shepherding the
Oa% into implementation. This coordinating role may,
be performed by the city government or an office with-'

..On the city government. However, this responsibility
day be assumed with less difficulty by a private or-
glanization similar to the-Hartford Institute.

2. It is difficult to ask the community to' implement a
completed program model into which the community had
no prior input. Selling a completed package causes
delays and obstacles which could have been Illinimized-
at an earlier stage. A community is more likely to
be receptive to a program in the design of which it
had played a significant role.

3. Compromises between the program model and the imple-
mented program should be expected. The provam model
should be sufficiently strong and sufficiently flexi-
ble to allow for compromises without destroying the
intent and ulttmate effectiveness of the program.

If the coordinating agency lacks authority to con-
trol implementation, it must be willing and able to
spend the time and effort nec,essery,to persuade the
various implementors of the value qf working together
to ensure effective program implemOtation.

Unforeseen problems and obstacles will occur. The
program should be sufficiently f)exible to respond
to these problems when they arise without sacrificing
the integrity or the effectiveness,of the pr-ogram.

1.0
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Introduction Nik

Evaluation means many different,phings. The goals of the
evaluation of a program can' in'clude:

a. describing.the activities;

b. assessing the impact of the program, the way things
.are different because of the program;

c. learning about the reasons for the program's success
or4failure.

. Usually some information is gathered r collated'. The
amount and type of information collected, as well as the metho-
dological rigor, varies, of course, from project to project.

. The Hartford project was complex, as is.usual for environ-
mental design programs; therefore, it was relatively diffiCult
from an evaluation design point of view. The goals of the eva-
luation included all three,of those listed above: detailed
description of the programs implemented, an assessment of the
program impact on crime and fear, and, most important, an ef-
fort to further general knowledge about crime reduction or
control. The design"ras comparatively elaborate and the
methods were comparatively rigorous.

For these reasons, the evaluation Of the Hartford exper)-
ment provided an unusual opportunity to learn about some stra-
tegies for evaluation that were successful and may be useful
in other evaluations. The purpose of this Riper is to present
some of the lessons.that can be learned.

r

The Nature of .thet Program

In order to understand the research, it is first necessary
to under'stand the program.

The Hartford Project was an experiment in how to reduce
residential burglary 'and street robbery/pursesnatch and the
.fear of those crimes in an urban, residential neighborhood.
Its most distinctive feature was its integrated approap
crime control: police, community organization, arid ph9sical
desigh changes were all used to increase the willingness and
ability of'residents.to control the neighyorhood to reduce
criminal opportunities.



.4

T.

The initial planning for this project occui-red in 1971.

Analysis of the crime in the Area was undertaken by an inter-
disciplinary team. Its task was to understand the way resi-
dents, potential offenders, police and ,phe physical, environ-

ment interacted to create criminal opportunities; and to design
inexpensilq strategies that could be quickly implemented to
intervene cin the pattern of rising Crime.

A principal conclusion of the analysis was that a number
of features of the physical environment were working to des-
troy the residential characteeof the neighborhood. Cars and
pedestrians passing through the area 'dominated the streets and
depersonalized them. The streets belonged more to outsidees
than to residents, creating an ide01 environment for potential

offenders%

Based on this analysis, a lengthy planning and implementa-
tion period ensued. In 1976, a three-part program was fully

implemented that included:

a. closing and narrowing streets as a main strategy for
reducihg outside traffic and increasing the residen-
tial character of the meighborhood;

b. instituting a neighborhood police unit wi1th strong
relationships with the'residents; and

'c. creating and encouragirrg area organizations to work*

with the police and to initiate resident efforts.to
improve the neighborhood and reduce criminal oppor-
tunities.

Five features of the experiment were particularly impor-
tant because they complicated the evaluation.

1. The-program was implemen%ed in only andneighbor-
hood area which had a popllation of apptoximately
5,000 people. Therefore, there was only/one test
df the concepts and ideas.

2. As noted above, one essential component of the
Hartford experiment was its multi-faceted nature.
Perhaps the cornerstone of the project was the
street changes, by which the planners hoped to
limit vehicular traffic,in the neighborhood.
However, the police and communitj*-41rganization
components ofthe project were important as well.
Each was seen as a potential catalyst to resident

03.
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initiatives to crime contnol, both formal and in-
formal. Describing the implenentation and, more
importantly,-assessing the significance of each
program component_added consitlerably to the coin-,
plexlty of the project- ,

A related but different point is that the way the
program was supposerd to reduce crime and fear was
complex and invoTved a chain'of eVents. . The fun-.
damental premise of the program wa that the resi-
dents themselves, through their 'inTormal efforts,
could reduce crime and thereby fear, by taking
control of.events in thetr neighborhood. Each of
the program components was ilntended to increase
the ability or willinlness of the residents_ to
control the neighborhood. Such a model is compli-
cated conceptually and amtlystically.

The best example of this oomplexity is the role of
the street closings in crime control. Many resi-
dents,,and even some of the police, could.never
get over the notio4 that the purpose of the street
closings was to keep bUt,Soffenders. Properly
skeptidal that anyone who wanted to enter the
'neighborhood woul,d be deterred, such people could
not believe that the program would have any effect
on crime. They failed to grasp a chain of logical
steps: that the effect of a lot of traffic in

.resideltial areas was to deperaonalize them; that
'a reduction in traffic would make the outside
spaces more pleasant and attractive for use by
residents; that if residents used the outside
spaces more, it would increase the likelihood that
'they wourd take an interest in and become involved
in what went on in the public aod semi-private
spaces near theirihomes; that such an interest
would make it less likely that offenders would

4 lurk in the neighborhood, waiting for criminal
opportunities.

In est'ence, the street changes were one impoTtant
part of an effort to restore the residential cha-
racter of the neighborhood and .give the arerback
to the residents. Paq of-the evaluation goal'
'was Oviearn mote about whether the hypothesized
chain 'of events really worked._ The anal.rtic com-

.
plexities bf accomplishing that were considerable.
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The planning and implementation of the progTam
took place over a three-ye6r period. This is

' fairly typical of lnvironmental design programs.
However, such a t i e period provides considerable
opportunity for ot er, unplanned events to occur
to further confuse the wvaluation.

.The program, including the physical chates, was
Vn place less than a year when its impact was
evaluated. Timing has constderable effect on
evaluation. On the one hand, an early evaluation
can show the effects of attention, regardless of
the content Of the program (Hawthorne Effect). \
On the other4h&nd, some of the goals of-the pro- ,

gramissuch al increased commitment to the neigh-.
borhiTodi might well take longer than a year to
develop..

Each of the above points basically meant that the program
was complicated to evaluate. In order to e/valuate a compli-
cated program, one is likely to need a complicated evaluation
sOeme..

Types of Measures

TWogoals gu,ided the resear,ch design. First, an attempt
was made to measure each importelt concept or variable in at

:least two different ways using different methods. Second,'al-k,
though there was a commitmerit to quantitative evidence re-
garding the program, the design orov-ided a variety of opp,ortu-

nities for qualitative'feedback as well.
4

The multi-method approach to measurement is cited as 1de-

osirable in almost any text on methodology. .It is well knoWn
that any particular way,of measuring something has its limits
and likely biases,' Conclusions based on different ways of mea-
suring the same thing are likely to be sounde .because they
transcend thelimits of any particular me d. A distinctive

(characteristIc of the Hartf rd experiment was not that the
multi-met4Od approach wa S va ued but rather the extent to
which t/he project team was su cessful in finding more than one
way to-measure the same phenoffena.

' Victimization eates and feAr weee measured by a sample
sUrvey of residents. ioince the purposes of the'program were r,

/firimarily to produce improvements in crime and fear of crime

/ somesort of resident survey was essential. However, the
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survey also was used to measure a wide rangeof resident per-
ceptions and'behaviors. 1nfact, for almost every aspect of
the program.and-its effects that were studied, a-useful..set-of
measures came out of the resident survey.

,

Fear-of crtme was.one of the few variables for which a

second source of quantitative data was not developed. It is
hard to measure fear except by talking to people% However, the
views and observations of a panel of community leaders were
solicited via semi-structured interviews totsupplement the
survey data.

With-respect to crime, a second available source of infor-
mation is, of course, police records. In this regard, the
Hartford experience. provides a good example both of the value
of a multi-method approach to measurement and, iT particular,
of how essential\ictimization surveys are in assessing crime
control programs.

It has long been.known that a considerable portion_of
crimes that occur are not reported to police% Rates of b.ur-
glary and robbery/pursesnatch derived from surveys are rou-
ti.nely two or three times\the comparable rates derived froM
police records. However, it has been argued that for the mea-
surement of trends_over timepolice records will provide a
me6ningful indicator of wether,crimes are going up or down.

In Hartford, there was an opportunity to carry out victim-
ization surveys overla five-year period, and to compare the
figui'es from the ictimization surveys with comparable figures
from police records. The Tesults of this,comparison are not
surprising'to those who have studied factors which affect
police record estimates. Hoyever, they provide a warning to
those who would rely'on police record da-ta alone as indicators
of rates of crime.

During the five-year period in which gartford crime was
monitored, the study showed not one but two different occasions
when, for reasons which had nothing to do with the rate of
crime,,the trends in crime based on police record data were
very misleading.

The first case parallels a classic police anecdote. The
.4 introduction of a new Chief of Police in Hartford in 1974 was

accompanied by an,apparently massive increase in crime. AjAeo-
timization survey data showed that the increase was largely due .

to improved repo'rting practices on the part of police officers'.

-83-
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Three years later, the police record' data showed a city-

wide drop in burglary, while the victimization surcVey showed

an increase. Some further research revealed that one of the

symptoms of some continuing contract negotiation problems be-

tween the police'and the city had been a 'sharp decline in the

rate at'which calls fpr service.had 'yielded reports of actual

crimes.
igt

This experience.illustrates. two points. First, what shoWs

up in the police records as a reported crime is dependent on

both the behavior of citizens and the b'ehavior of police offi-.

cers. Extraneous'factors which affect the'behavior of either

can.have important affects on police record data and, conse-
quently, on compartsons over time based on such figures. Al-

though victimization survey estimates are not perfect by any

means, the sources of bias or ernor should be consistent from -

time totime if a survey is properly done. Comparative state-

ments based on victimization surveys should be reliable.

The second point to note is the value of the multf-metha

approach. In this-case, the survey and the polic'e record data

did not produce the same conclusion. When this is the case,
the discrepancy can- Rake the researcher do further inve%tiga-

tion. If only one method is used, the results are likely to

be taken as accurate. . Many evaluation. studies, pnfortunately,

provide little potential for;seetng inconsistency ))ecause of

. the lack of overlapping metthires. Obviously, the more such

overlap can be built in, the less likely the researcher is to

make an ernor, and the more convinOng will be.the conclusions

based on.the research.

Measuring the.use of spaces proved to be one of the most

complex parts of the evaluation. .In their initial analysis of

the area, the urban designers had made numerous observatiods
about the relationships between residents, nOn-residents and

the spaces in the area: The neighborhood cs depersonalized.
Strangers.dominate the streets. There does not appear to be

any, social cohesion. The parks are not used in an appropriate-

way. ,

:
Changing such things'was an essential intermediate goal

of the program. Therefore, it wa.s incumbent upon the evalua-.

tion team to be able to make statements about whether and how

much such changes occurred. To.do that, it was necessary to

quantify, or at least systematize, the observations-of.the
urban design team.
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QountS of vehicuqar traffic on Asylum Hill streets, which
entail only th*e.placement of counting machtnes for 24' hours,
were one obvious source of information.about vehiculaetraffic.
The pattern of pedestrianS' use of those streets was quant14
fied by us,ing human counters stationed at strategic spots for
fi've different hour-long.periods duringcthe day. Days were
9,tandardized in that they had to be at least mipiMally attrac-
ti4 for walking; i.e., the temperature had to be above 50
degisees with no precipitation. .Counter's not only counted the'
n`umber of persons passing theil, spot; they also coded them-
.into.sex, agerand ethnic categories by obserAtion.

,

A third important source of information about the use of
the heighbol-hood came from the survey rasidents, bf cours'e.

411, ,Thei'r perceptions of the vehicular andlOdestrian traffic as
, ioell as thtir reports of their own behaviors were importantirr

q input into understariding how the neigheorhOod was being used.
t.t,

[inally, the urban desitign team attempted to codify their
IQ observ'at1ons. Based on a series of systematic valking trips

NTVthrough the area at specified times of day, they'llut on maps.'. ,

. .the people'observed and theieactivities. The goal wa.s not
' necessarily to pfolliuce a statistical basis for conclusion's, but
to systematize their observations, to provide some basi's ,r46
against whtch to compare observations at a,later. point. .",

,

4

kl

a.

In fact, there were sigrificaflt problems in a.ctually
reaching .conclusions based en changes in th0 coded at4erv-
tions from one time to another. Relatively little aplytic, use
/was made of these data. However, figuring out some way to
codify observations of use of space is important to S'tud.ies 41
of environflenta1 design programs. More work is needed to
'fi,glire out how to do it Kell.

In sumpary, analysiS of the way the land was used and how
t might have changed as a vesult of the pugram was based

qu litatively on the observatidns. of Ole urban des'igners and
th re Wts of people in the community; it'w.as based quantita- .

F

ti *ely I on,traffic and pedestrian counts and stahdardized Isur- ,

vey me sures administered before and after implementation:*
$ ,op

Data on police were gathered in .; simil'ar way. Qualita-
tive information was available on poltce operations from at

0

4
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leist two soirces, flrst,.on a routine baSis, the tean leaders

let with HartfordAnstitutel staff to evfew plans and pro-

Thellartford InStitute staft in turn, produced rou-

sumnar?et Of...significant happenings
with respect to po-

jicing in the area. In 'addition, an outside:manitor, experi-,

.ented in police. operations, SPent a couple of days every two

--months.visiting-With the police team: talking with leaders 4

and Patrol officert,, riding in.paltrol cars and reviewing- .......

'record data. .Both of these were extremely important to havinlg

:an-accurate,:up-,:tordate picture Of the police component of the

program. 6111b

In addition, :Were were three more quantitative,sources of

information about the po,lice. First, the police officers them-

selves filled out a questionnaire shortly after the police team

was established and again near he end of the.evaluation period.

The resident survey, included a number of questions both about

resident perceptions of the police and about their own behavior

with respect to the olice. Included were items about re-

porting crimes to police, the amount and qualtty of contacts

with police as well as citizen perceptions ofresponse time,

responsivenes.s and police effectiveness.

Finally, the police department's own records provtde a

quantitativelindicator of police,ac,tivity. Calls for service,

arrests, and reporte4 crimes all provide .information which ca,n

be useful to an overall analysis.

The'activities of the community groups that were formed in

Asylum Hill were monitored in several Ways. The Hartford Insti-

tute provided a good deal of information about these groups.

'Staff members attended most early meetings and had frequent con-

tact with the groups throughout the project. Their knowledge

about activities and phblems was periodically summarized.

. In addition, a set of people knowledgeable about the om-

rmunity was interviewed in a semi-structured,way on two oc a-

sions. Officers and leaders of the formal organizations, n

Asylum Hill were among those in the panel, and one of their

particular contributions was to provide \dditional informations

about the groups,and their activities. .

.

,,

,

. ..

1,The Hartford Institute of Criminal and Social Justice wessre-
.

. sponsible for,implementation of the projects. ,
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Finally, of course, the resident survey once a9ain Itas ane
invaluable source of information about eesidents' participation ,

in and knowledge of the comtlunity orgailizations- that were trying,
to help them.

Thus, for each component of the 0.ogram, the evaluation was
able to draw on multiple sources of information. In some cases,
%4actly comparable measures were available from two diffe'rent
-sources. .In other tases.*the. data were complementary. In.almst ...

all cases, hoWever, the_fact that there were multiple sources of,
information, stgnificantly:redvced,the likelihood of an -inadver-
tent ftrrWabout what was going oh and significantly increased
the strength& of the concl,usions thatcould,be reached.

AnalySis StratCgies

There were two basic kinds of analytic conclusions that the
eveluation was asked,to come up with., The first queftion to be 0
answered was whether or not the program was successful in re-
ducing burglary and robbery/pursesnatch in Asylum Hill and the
fear of those crimes. Second, regardless of the outcome, wa
there something to be le4rned from the experience in Hartfp d
that would help others to design a crime reduction programt,1
existing neighborhoods?

The impact analysis actually turned out to be twp questions.
Did crime 6nd fear improlte in Asylum Hill? and, was Vie program
responsible for the improvement? '

It is evident from the farct that the Second question
had to be askedfthat the answer to the -first question Was
affirmative: at the ..end of a'year, burglary and the fear of ir
tunglary had dropped to a level- of approximately.half of what
one would have expected mithout intervention. Statistically,
that Was a highly unlikely chance event. In additidn, a)though
the data on robbery and pursesnatch were less Conclusive be-
cause of the compayatively low rates of those crimes, the odds
were better than 2 out of 3 that those crimes and the fear of
those crimes had also improved. .

But was it the program that was responsible for this re-
duction, or was something else at work? It turns out to be
extremely difficult in social science to proyrthat there is
not a mysterious unidentified factor respon§i le for results..
However, in this situation, the presence of the exteNsive
Hartford,data base was a tremendous asset in making altfrnative
hypotheses less plausible. k

1
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Orie set of hypotheses was ruled out by analysis of city-

tolide data. the harshness of the winter, a cha'nge, in economic

climate or the incepaan of a city-wide offenderork program'
all coq14 have been'plausible alternative reasons .for a reduc-

tion in burglary. However, they would have affected the city

as a whole. The decline bserved in Asylum Hill occurred in

'the context of an-Overall 10 percent increase in crime through-

oilitt HartfoOd. ,

-711
.

HaCing data on Asylum,Hill in. 1973,-1975, 1976 and 1977

helped to address other hypotheses. The improvement that was
observed occurred in the experimental year,of 1976-1977, .not

befor4: Prior to the experimental year, crime rates and fear

in Asylum Hill had been'rising steadily. Only events that
mould not have affected the crime prior to 1976 but then would
have had a dramatic effect just during that year needed to be
consi(dered as plausible alternatives. .

,,This logic was quite important in addressing-one of the

most compelling alternative ideas: that the offender popula--

tion tNat had worked in Asylum Hill had moved away. A public

housing project which had produced a disproportionate number

of criminals working in Asylum Hill had been "thinned out".
There alsohad been quite a bit of abando ment' and demolition
in an area narth af Asylum Hillwhere offrenders had been known

to live. It was, of course, not known e actly how maMy,offen-
ders bad moved, nor whether they hfd moved far. poWever, that'

at least some of them had moved somewhere was.alrst certatn..

There were, however, two facts which argued agalnst his

change being.a major factor in the'observed reductions in

crime in'Asylum Hill. First, the thinning.out of the public

housing project and the housing abandonmentligied been going on

for at least a year prior to the experimentaryear. One would

have expected to see effects of this prior to the 1976-1977.

year if it mas significant. Second, detailqd victimization
data on.areas around Asylum Hill did not show declimes ill bur-

glary and robbery such as those found in Korth Asylum Hill.
Since.these areas were within reach of the same offenders who
worked in North Asylum Hill, one would expect a significant

change in the offender populatton to have affected these adja71

cent areas as'well. Thus, the data permitted one to rule out

a change in the offender population 'as a qgnificant tactor in

the observed crime reduction with a considbrable degree of con,

fidence. Had the data been less rich, that hypothesis might

well have seriously undermined confidence in the conclusion ..

that the program affected crime.
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deals with negative arguments, trying to rule

out alternatie hygotheses. Another. approach is to produce
documentation hatIthe program produced changes which could

'platisibly red ce crime.

It will Ae recalled that the key to crime eeduction was
thought to be !increased resident control over the neighborhpod.
There was cohsiderable evidence that things had moved in a
Oositive direction in this respect: Aehicular traffic had
Clearly been restructured and reducqd overall; there had been
some reduction of pedestrian traffid on residential streets,
though that was not always the case; residents reported that
they were doing significantly more walking in the area and were
using the parks more; they reported that their stranger recog-
nition had improved; they reported more frequent arrangements

'with neighors to watch for one another's houses.

These changes, most\of them statistically significant,
helped to buttress the notion that the program had succeeded
in starting a chain of events that plausibly could lead to
crime reduction. On the other hand, there were some changes
that were expected but not observed. 4ptimism about the neigh-
borhood's future had not improved. While fear of the target
crimes had gone down there were a number of neighborhood pro
blems wdhich, in the view of residents, had not improved.

Of course, data alone, no matter how good, do not elimi-
nate the role of judgment. Were the changes observed dramatic
enough to have produced a 50 percent reduction in burglary?

I

Some reviewers will.' be morwconvinced than others. However,
because'of the extensive data base, critics of the conclusion
that the program reduced crime andifear during its first year
have a difficult case to make. ,The possible alteenatives idn-
tified by the research team do not hold up under scrutiny.
Could there have been' an heretofore unnoticed`event that oc-
curred at roughly the same time as the street closings, af-
fected Nbrth Asylum Hill but not surrounding areas, and had
the exact effect the propram was 'designe-d to have?

In Socikl science, it is l'Offigult to prove anything de-
finitively. However, the case for a program impact seems much

' stronger than the case against..

To produce generalizable knoWledge was the other.analytic
goal of the evaTuation: Based on bne demonstration, there is no
statistical basis for generalizing*. The foundation on whichtone
generalizes from a single experiment is conceptual rather than
statistical. It is in this context, again, that the complex
data base developed in Hartford both before and after program
implementation was critical to the value of that experihent to
others.

4
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There are,two kinds of quest se. at a person considering

the Harttord model would mant answere .
First, was the situa-

tion identified in North Asylum Htll sufficiently similar that

one could apply the analysis to another community? Second, did

the apparent success of the intervention in North Asylum Hill

say anything about the likely success or failure of other simd-

lar interventions:0 Througfi detailed description of the "before"

situation, a good evaluation should enable a person o answer

the first question. Through analysis of the dynamics of the

intervention', and detailed description of what was implemented i

and with what effect, a reader stould be able to begin to ad-

dress the second question.

The analytic value of good, comprehemnsive data was once

of the three components - physica,lchanges, olice and communityagain demonstrated in connection with the of the role

organizations - in the program's success. .Fortunately, two un-

planned natural experiments occurred that.permitted a fairly

definitive answer.

In the target area, the psolice and community organization.

'components were begun a year before the street changes were made.

However, it was" only after the street changes that crime and

fear declined.

An area adjacent to the target 'ara was servedsby the Asy-

lum Hill police team and also developed a significant crime-

oriented community organization. Howeverono street changes

were made in this area, and Do dec,reases in, crime or fear.

occurred.

Although the role.of the other components cannot be as-

sessed ful,ly, it is clear that the ,phySicardesign changes were,

necessary to,the success of.the-prograv., Being able to make

that statement is very important to th6se %oho would learn from

the Hartford experienct. The answers will seldom be definitive

or'unassailable. However, the better the quality of description

and understanding that ah evaluatton produces, the more likely

it is to be useful 'to others. -
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Conclusion

The evaluation ofthe experiment in Hartford was unusuallyfull and complete. Even so, there ere desirable stept not
taken because of limited fuliding. For exampla, although of-fender interviews were conducted in the planning-stages .of
th'eproject,none were done after imOementation. There wereways in which the monitoring of sOme of the ummunity acti-vities was not as detailed as it qould have blen. Rute moneyand more time would hava reduced the number of gaps in the
analysis, but clearly woUld not have eliminated them all.Social science evaluations do not produce certainty very often,and this one was no exception.

Having made that point, perhaps itois appropria closewith a more general comment about thaimportance of god etho,dology iri.evalua.jn research.
0

The jumpitng-:off point for evaluation research w proba-bly the experimental designs outlined by Campbell and tanleymany years ago. Those faced with the task of evalua iralprojects soon found that the conditions for true exp rim n
were' seldom met. Moreover, it was observed that oft ft,t4Ta
results of even careful evalUations ware inconclusive.

There have always been those who considered research awaste of time and money. There have always been practicingresearchers who, through lack of sophistication or for other
reasons, did methodologically weak"research. Such people have
fbund support from mpthodologists who focus on the limits of
evaluation and understate the..achievements, bbth real and po-tential. From the statement that definitive.conclusions are
unlikrely to result from evaluations, it is an easy leap to de-
cidie that the gual.ity of an evaluation does not matter.

w.
wf. 1PW

I (

.4

There are many programs that are sd poorly Qnceived or .

.implemented that they warrant little or no iNveseent in eva-'
luation. However, at any point in time, there is extant a Aset of ideas about how to deal with a certain kind of pro- -blem, in this case, community crime control. laen a pyogram
is implemented which provides the opportunity to learn sope-
thing about the validity of those ideas and how to apply them,
a serious, careful research evaluaition effort.is a very good
investment. There is no possibility that even a tiny frac,tion
of the funds spent on poor or ineffective programs will oler
be spent oeresearch.
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,To criticize evaluations that do not meet strict statis-

fical requirements for exp,erimenta4 generalization is-to hold

up an artificial stand6rd.# The goal of evaluatioiresearch

is to leaxn. Learning means tip reduce uncertainty about the

way things are atld thee way things work. It does .not-matter how

'well a resea;ch evaluation is carried out; whether the effort

be larg-e or Modest, the better the methodology, the more un-

certainty will be reduced.
0

The Hartford project was not a perfect evaluationo\ It was

a good one.' Most important, the rigourous and comprehenpve

approach to evaluation that was utilized was essential ttt. the

general value fthat can be derived from the project. It wias a

.seyious attempt to learn something important. More such ef-

foks art nee,ded.
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